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AID MEMORY DOCUMENTS

000. GENERAL (BIBLIOGRAPHIES, INFORMATION SYSTEMS)

*SCIENTIFIC AND TECHNICAL INFORMATION FOR DEVELOPING COUNTRIES.
National Academy of Sciences. Board on Science and Technology for International Development. Apr 72, 68p
Contract AID/csd-2584, Proj. 931-11-995-029
Scientific research, Technology transfer, Development assistance 601.4-N277f

*ESTABLISHING A COMMUNICATIONS COMPLEX IN A DEVELOPING NATION; FACTORS FOR CONSIDERATION.
Agency for International Development. John K. Sewall. Feb 72, 96p
Communication in development, Communication media, Development planning, Technology transfer.
601.5-S512

*LISTING OF PAPERS ON TURKISH ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT AND RELATED SUBJECTS - 1966 TO PRESENT.
USAI/D/Turkey. Economic Analysis Staff. Jun 72, 15p
Turkey, Bibliography on economic development TU-016 33891-US8

300. SOCIAL CONDITIONS AND CHANGE

*AGRICULTURAL DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM; QUARTERLY LOAN REPORTS.
CS-301.13-138

*URBANIZATION AND MODERNIZATION IN TURKEY: A CASE STUDY.
USAI/D/Turkey, Irs Kapil, and Hasan Gencaga. Jul 72, 79p
Turkey, Rural-urban migration, Occupational distribution, Housing, Social mobility. TU-301.344-E17

*INFORMATION, EDUCATION, COMMUNICATION IN POPULATION. QUARTERLY NEWSLETTER.
East-West Center, Honolulu. East-West Communication Institute Serial, Contract AID/csd-2878, Proj. 951-11-570-500
Population planning, Social education. 301.3207-E13

*INTERNATIONAL FERTILITY RESEARCH PROGRAM; SEMI-ANNUAL REPORTS.
Carolina Population Center, Chapel Hill. Serial, Contract AID/csd-2979
Population research and statistics, Family planning, Birth control 301.32072-C392

*RESPONDING TO TECHNICAL INFORMATION NEEDS OF DEVELOPING COUNTRIES: AN EVALUATIVE REVIEW OF THE VOLS.
TEERS FOR INTERNATIONAL TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE INTERNATIONAL INQUIRY SERVICE, Richard Morse. Mar 72, 146p
Technical assistance evaluation, Information services, Technology transfer. 309.223-K886

*DIRECTORY OF INSTITUTIONAL RESOURCES SUPPORTED BY SECTION 211 (D) GRANTS; U.S. CENTERS OF COMPETENCE FOR INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT.
Agency for International Development. Bureau for Technical Assistance. Jun 72, 124p
Directories, Research facilities, Universities and colleges, A.I.D. contracts. 309 223025-A265

310. STATISTICAL METHODS AND STATISTICS

*STATISTICAL SURVEY ADVISER'S END OF TOUR REPORT.
Bureau of the Census, Washington, D.C. Donald G. Larson. May 72, 6p
Pakistan, Demographic statistics, Census, Housing surveys. PK-317-L334

330. ECONOMICS (GENERAL)

*EVALUATION OF THE MACROZONA CENTRAL PROJECT OF CIDU-ODEPLAN.
John W. Dyckman, and Ralph Gakenheimer. May 72, 160p
Proj 556-15-995-044
Chile, Regional development, Economic planning, Development research CI-330.983-D994

*VIETNAM ECONOMIC DATA.

*FINANCIAL ANALYSIS; THU THIEM PENINSULA DEVELOPMENT PLAN.
Vietnam, Development planning, Cost analysis, Land use. VS-330.9997-W968

*FINANCIAL ANALYSIS: THU THIEM PENINSULA DEVELOPMENT PLAN.
Warster, Bernardi and Emmons, Inc Jun 72, 46p
Contract AID/vn-101
Vietnam, Development planning, Traffic surveys, Arterial system, River crossings, Roadway cross sections. VS-330.9997-W968a

*THU THIEM PENINSULA DEVELOPMENT PLAN.
Warster, Bernardi and Emmons, Inc
Jul 72, 118p
Contract AID/vn-101
Vietnam, Urban development, Land use, Development planning. VS-330.9997-W968b

331. LABOR, MANPOWER, UNEMPLOYMENT

*SHADOW WAGES IN THE CHILEAN ECONOMY.
Organisation for Economic Co-Operation and Development. Francis Seton. 1972, 104p
Chile, Wages, Prices, Labor costs, Consumption, Project management. CI-331.2883-S495

*WAGE SPILLOVER AND UNEMPLOYMENT IN A WAGE GAP ECONOMY: THE JAMAIKAN CASE.
Contract AID/csd-2475, Proj. 931-17-995-426
Jamaica, Labor supply, Wages, Economic development, Productivity. JM-331.2-6568

*DEVELOPMENT OF A VOCATIONAL PROGRAM FOR THE MARGINAL URBAN POOR; PROGRESS REPORTS.
Centro de Estudios Sociales, Caracas, Venezuela. Serial, Contract AID/jla-680
Latin America, Vocational education, Job analysis, Economic conditions. LAT-331.86-A265

332. FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS

*SECTOR LOAN PAPER, COLOMBIA: AGRICULTURE SECTOR LOAN V.
Agency for International Development. May 72, 1v
Colombia, Agricultural credit, Rural development, Sector loans - Agriculture, International cooperation, Economic assistance. CO-332.71-A265

*SUPERVISED CREDIT ADVISOR'S END OF TOUR REPORT.
Dept of Agriculture. Jose G. Gurule. Jul 72, 6p
El Salvador, Agricultural credit. Administracion de Bienes de Programas. ES-332.71-C981

*CREDIT ADVISOR IN NIGERIA; END OF TOUR REPORT, FEB. 1970 - JUNE 1972, USAID/Nigeria.
Marion E. Tisdale. Jun 72, 11p
Nigeria, Management of credit institutions, Economic conditions. NI-332.7-T613

*MULTILATERAL INSTITUTIONS; COLLECTION OF VIEWS ON CAPABILITIES OF MULTILATERAL LENDING AGENCIES IN HANDLING A LARGER AMOUNT OF AID TO LDC'S.
Agency for International Development. Benjamin Cohen, and Henry J. Heuser. Apr 68, 33p
Development banks, Banks and banking (International)
332.153-C678

*EFFECTIVE DEVALUATION AS AN EXPORT INCENTIVE IN LESS DEVELOPED COUNTRIES.
Harvard Univ. Center for International Affairs.
Jonathan W. Eaton. Jul 72, 30p
Contract AID/csd-1545, Proj. 931-17-995-476

Commercial policy, Export trade, Economic models, Foreign trade regulation.
322.417-E14

*PROJECT EVALUATION IN ECONOMIES IN GENERAL DISEQUILIBRIUM: AN APPLICATION OF SECOND BEST ANALYSIS.
Harvard Univ. Center for International Affairs.
Daniel M. Schydlowsky. May 72, 45p
Contract AID/csd-1545, Proj. 931-17-995-476

Evaluation methodology, Investments, Development planning.
352.67-S415

333. NATURAL RESOURCES

*PA MONG PHASE II. MAIN REPORT.
Bureau of Reclamation, Washington, D. C.
1972, 1V

Far East, Thailand, Water resources development, Irrigation, Agricultural research, Land-use, Natural resources development, Development planning.
72-333 910836-161d

*REMOTE SENSING OF EARTH RESOURCES: COMPILATION OF PAPERS PREPARED FOR THE 13TH MEETING OF THE PANEL ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY.
1972, 224P

Remote sensing, Natural resources surveys, Use of aircraft and satellites.
383-U358a

334. COOPERATIVES

*RURAL DEVELOPMENT APPROACH THROUGH COOPERATIVES. AN EVALUATION OF THE PROPOSED PROGRAM.
Wisconsin Univ. University Center for Cooperatives.
Adieve Larson, and Howard Whitney. Jun 72, 50p

Philippines, Cooperatives, Rural development, Development planning.
RP-331 68213-L33

338. PRODUCTION

*PROBABILITY LAND AREA SURVEY IN THE DOMINICAN REPUBLIC.
Dept. of Agriculture.
Clarence Dunkerley. Jun 72, 11p

Dominican Republic, Land use, Coffee production.
DR-338.17373-D919

*APPRAISAL OF TEA PRODUCTION ON SMALL HOLDINGS IN KENYA: AN EXPERIMENT WITH THE LITTLE-MIRRLEES METHOD.
Organization for Economic Co-operation and Development.
N. H. Stern. 1972, 134p

Kenya, Tea production, Shadow prices and wages, Farm incomes. Project evaluation.
KE-338.17372-S839

*SOCIAL COST BENEFIT ANALYSIS OF THE KULAI OIL PALM ESTATE, WEST MALAYSI.
Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development.
L. M. D. Little, and D. G. Tipping. 1972, 88p

Malaysia, Oil palm production, Shadow prices and wages, Cost and revenue projection.
MY-338.17385-L778

*P.L. 480, TITLE II ACTIVITIES IN PARAGUAY; A PROGRAM EVALUATION.
Jerome Jacobson. May 72, 47p

Paraguay, Food industries, Evaluation of P.L. 480, International cooperation, Development planning, Food aid programs.
PA-338.9192-N274

*ELASTICITY OF SUBSTITUTION IN DEVELOPING COUNTRIES.
Williams College. Center for Development Economics.
Henry J. Bruton. Apr 72, 28p
Contract AID/csd-2475, Proj. 931-17-995-426

Import substitution, Production, Labor productivity.
338.012-B913

*EMPLOYMENT, PRODUCTIVITY AND IMPORT SUBSTITUTION.
Williams College. Center for Development Economics.
Henry J. Bruton. Mar 72, 29p
Contract AID/csd-2475, Proj. 931-17-995-426

Labor productivity, Employment, Import substitution, Production.
338.012-B913a

*ACCELERATED GROWTH IN AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTION AND THE INTERSECTORAL TRANSFER OF RESOURCES.
Cornell Univ. Dept. of Agricultural Economics.
John W. Miller. Jan 72, 29p

Agricultural production, Economic growth, Development planning.
338.13-M527

*FOOD FOR PEACE: AN EVALUATION OF P.L. 480 TITLE II.
Chee-Chi and Co.
Jul 72, 2v
Contract AID/csd-3378

Evaluation of AID program, Food for Peace, War on Hunger, Evaluation methodology, Humanitarian assistance.
338.91-C514

*ADDITIONALITY FACTOR IN TIED U.S. DEVELOPMENT ASSISTANCE.
Richard V. Cooper. Jul 72,
Contract AID/csd-3927

Development assistance, Tied aid, Loans.
338.91-C778a

339. DISTRIBUTION

*WORLD DEMAND PROSPECTS FOR COFFEE IN 1980.
Economic Research Service, Washington, D. C.

Dan Timms. Apr 72, 159p

Supply and demand factors in the production and marketing of coffee, Agricultural research, International trade, Planning for development.
339.4833721-T284

350. PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION

*STUDY OF SELECTION REQUIREMENTS FOR THE CHIEF-OF-PARTY POSITION.
Agency for International Development. Bureau for Technical Assistance.
Paul Schwartz. Apr 72, 72p

Technical advisors, A.I.D. personnel management.
350.1-S411

*BACKGROUNDER ON ORGANIZATIONAL LOCATION OF THE BUDGET FUNCTION IN TURKISH MINISTRIES AND AGENCIES; TOWARD AN INTEGRATED PB SYSTEM FOR PLANNING AND BUDGETING.
USAID/Turkey.
John A. Cooper. May 72, 1v

Turkey, Budgeting system.
TU-334.4961722-C777b

*PROPOSED APPROPRIATION BILL DESIGN. WORKING PAPER.
USAID/Turkey.
John A. Cooper. Jan 72, 1v

Turkey, Budgeting system, Financial management.
TU-334.4961722-C777c

*PROPOSED GUIDELINES FOR PROGRAM BUDGET ANALYSIS AND REVIEW, TOWARD AN INTEGRATED PB SYSTEM FOR PLANNING AND BUDGETING. WORKING PAPER.
USAID/Turkey.
John A. Cooper. Mar 72, 21p

Turkey, Budgeting system, Program planning.
TU-334.4961722-C777d

*CSRPTURKISH BUDGET.
USAID/Turkey.
Senai,

Turkey, Budget, Revenue, Fiscal policy.
TU-334.722-U58

370. EDUCATION

*USAID CONTRIBUTION TO DEVELOPMENT OF EDUCATION IN INDIA. A REPORT OF EDUCATION DIVISION ACTIVITIES, 1962-72.
USAID/India, Education Division.
Baldev Singh Vrij. May 72, 128p

India, Educational development, Development assistance, Evaluation of AID programs.
IN-370 0954-V994

*ADVANCED TEACHERS’ COLLEGE, KANO. PROJECT COMPLETION REPORT.
Ohio Univ.
Jun 72, 5
Contract AID/afr-322, Proj. 620-11-660-732

Nigeria, Teacher training, Higher education, Educational development.
N-370.74-027

*ADVANCED TEACHERS’ COLLEGE, KANO. EVALUATION REPORT.
Ohio Univ.
1972. 4P
Contract AID/csd-322, Proj. 620-11-660-732

Nigeria, Teacher training - Evaluation, Higher education.
NI-370 73-037a

*LONG-RUN INCIDENCE OF GOVERNMENT SPENDING ON EDUCATION.
Rice University Program of Development Studies, Marian Krzyzanik, and Ibrahim Eris. 1972. 25p
Contract AID/csd-3302, Proj. 931-17-995-334

Government support to education, Planning for development
376.02-K94

*GUIDEBOOK TO CONSTRUCTING INEXPENSIVE SCIENCE TEACHING EQUIPMENT: BIOLOGY, CHEMISTRY, PHYSICS,
Maryland Univ, Science Teaching Center. Reginald F. Melton. Jun 72, 3v

Educational materials, Teaching aids, Curriculum development, Cottage industries.
371 623-M393

*TRAINING INSTITUTION PROFILE REPORT: ACADEMIC PARTICIPANTS AT HARVARD UNIVERSITY.
Contract AID/csd-2865, Proj. 915-11-995-031

Participant training evaluation.
374.013-D489a

*TRAINING INSTITUTION PROFILE REPORT: ACADEMIC PARTICIPANTS AT WILLIAMS COLLEGE.
Contract AID/csd-2865, Proj. 915-11-995-031

Participant training evaluation.
374.013-D489a

*TRAINING INSTITUTION PROFILE REPORT: SPECIAL PARTICIPANTS AT NATIONAL RURAL ELECTRIC COOPERATIVE ASSOCIATION.
Contract AID/csd-2865, Proj. 915-11-995-031

Participant training evaluation.
374.013-D489a

*TRAINING INSTITUTION PROFILE REPORT: SPECIAL PARTICIPANTS AT HARVARD UNIVERSITY.
Contract AID/csd-2865, Proj. 915-11-995-031

Participant training evaluation.
374.013-D489a

*TRAINING INSTITUTION PROFILE REPORT: SPECIAL PARTICIPANTS AT SOIL CONSERVATION SERVICE REGIONAL TRAINING CENTER, PORTLAND, OREGON.
Contract AID/csd-2865, Proj. 915-11-995-031

Participant training evaluation.
374.013-D489a

*TRAINING INSTITUTION PROFILE REPORT: ACADEMIC PARTICIPANTS AT COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY.
Contract AID/csd-2865, Proj. 915-11-995-031

Participant training evaluation.
374.013-D489a

*TRAINING INSTITUTION PROFILE REPORT: ACADEMIC PARTICIPANTS AT SYRACUSE UNIVERSITY (NEW YORK).
Contract AID/csd-2865, Proj. 915-11-995-031

Participant training evaluation.
374.013-D489a

*TRAINING INSTITUTION PROFILE REPORT: ACADEMIC PARTICIPANTS AT UNIVERSITY OF PITTSBURGH.
Contract AID/csd-2865, Proj. 915-11-995-031

Participant training evaluation.
374.013-D489a

*TRAINING INSTITUTION PROFILE REPORT: ACADEMIC PARTICIPANTS AT UNIVERSITY OF WEST VIRGINIA.
Contract AID/csd-2865, Proj. 915-11-995-031

Participant training evaluation.
374.013-D489a

*TRAINING INSTITUTION PROFILE REPORT: ACADEMIC PARTICIPANTS AT UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN.
Contract AID/csd-2865, Proj. 915-11-995-031

Participant training evaluation.
374.013-D489a

*TRAINING INSTITUTION PROFILE REPORT: SPECIAL PARTICIPANTS AT UNIVERSITY OF CHICAGO SUMMER WORKSHOP ON FAMILY PLANNING.
Contract AID/csd-2865, Proj. 915-11-995-031

Participant training evaluation.
374.013-D489a

*TRAINING INSTITUTION PROFILE REPORT: SPECIAL PARTICIPANTS AT TENNESSEE VALLEY AUTHORITIES.
Contract AID/csd-2865, Proj. 915-11-995-031

Participant training evaluation.
374.013-D489a

*TRAINING INSTITUTION PROFILE REPORT: SPECIAL PARTICIPANTS AT IOWA STATE UNIVERSITY.
Contract AID/csd-2865, Proj. 915-11-995-031

Participant training evaluation.
374.013-D489a

*TRAINING INSTITUTION PROFILE REPORT: ACADEMIC PARTICIPANTS AT MICHIGAN STATE UNIVERSITY.
Contract AID/csd-2865, Proj. 915-11-995-031

Participant training evaluation.
374.013-D489a
**TRAINING INSTITUTION PROFILE REPORT: ACADEMIC PARTICIPANTS AT UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN.**
Jun 72, 23p
Contract AID/csd-2865, Proj. 915-11-995-031
Participant training evaluation
374.013-D489r

**TRAINING INSTITUTION PROFILE REPORT: ACADEMIC PARTICIPANTS AT COLORADO STATE UNIVERSITY.**
Jun 72, 23p
Contract AID/csd-2865, Proj. 915-11-995-031
Participant training evaluation
374.013-D489p

**TRAINING INSTITUTION PROFILE REPORT: ACADEMIC PARTICIPANTS AT COLORADO STATE UNIVERSITY (FORT COLLINS).**
Jun 72, 22p
Contract AID/csd-2865, Proj. 915-11-995-031
Participant training evaluation
374.013-D489q

**TRAINING INSTITUTION PROFILE REPORT: ACADEMIC PARTICIPANTS AT NEW MEXICO STATE UNIVERSITY.**
Jun 72, 23p
Contract AID/csd-2865, Proj. 915-11-995-031
Participant training evaluation
374.013-D489y

**TRAINING INSTITUTION PROFILE REPORT: SPECIAL PARTICIPANTS AT UNIVERSITY OF MISSOURI.**
Jun 72, 17p
Contract AID/csd-2865, Proj. 915-11-995-031
Participant training evaluation
374.013-D489r

**TRAINING INSTITUTION PROFILE REPORT: SPECIAL PARTICIPANTS AT FEDERAL AGENCY ADMINISTRATION NATIONAL TRAINING CENTER.**
Jun 72, 17p
Contract AID/csd-2865, Proj. 915-11-995-031
Participant training evaluation
374.013-D489m

**BACCALAUREATE EXAMINATION IN THE REPUBLIC OF VIETNAM.**
Wisconsin State Univ. - Stevens Point Foundation, Inc.
O. W. Hassel. Jul 72, 56p
Contract AID/tn-77, Proj. 730-11-460-367
Vietnam, Educational testing, College testing program.
VS-578.24-H344

**COMMERCIAL, COMMUNICATIONS, TRANSPORTATION**

**INTERNATIONAL TRADE POLICY IN THE ECONOMIC GROWTH OF LATIN AMERICA.**
Harvard Univ Center for International Affairs. Daniel M. Schydlowsky. May 72, 35p
Contract AID/tn-75, Proj. 931-17-995-476
Latin America, International economic cooperation, Foreign trade, Development planning, Capital development, Economic growth.
LAT-382-098-S415

**THE RESPONDING EFFECTS OF UNTYING AID.**
Contract AID/csd-2927
Tied aid, Development loans, Balance of payments, Exports, Imports, Foreign trade model.
382-C539
500. PURE SCIENCES

*RHODEGRASS SCALE, ANTONINA GRAMINIS, IN BRAZIL, IRI Research Institute, Inc.
Roger N. Williams, and Michael F. Schuster. 1972, 31p
Brazil, Parasitic insects, Agricultural research.
BR-595.752-W726

610. MEDICAL SCIENCES AND PUBLIC HEALTH

*REPORT OF AN INDEPENDENT MALARIA REVIEW TEAM IN ETHIOPIA, MAY 24 - JUNE 2, 1972, Agency for International Development. L. T. Cowper, and S. C. Edwards. 1v
Ethiopia, Malaria eradication.
BT-614.332-C876

620. ENGINEERING

*INDUSTRIAL ENGINEER'S END OF TOUR REPORT, TOAID A-142, USAID/Turkey. George D. Thomas
Turkey, Skilled labor, Production processes, Engineer and technician training.
TU-620.007-T456

630. AGRICULTURE (GENERAL)

*THE EFFECT OF UNIITED DEVELOPMENT LOANS ON THE U.S. BALANCE OF PAYMENTS, Rand Corp.
Robert L. Slighton, and David S. C. Chu. Jun 72, 92p
Contract AID/csd-2927
Commerce, Balance of payments, Exports, United loans.
382.6-5613

631. FARMING

+SOIL SCIENCE CURRICULUM DEVELOPMENT AT THE GRADUATE SCHOOL OF AGRICULTURAL SCIENCES, CASTELAR, ARGENTINA; END OF TOUR REPORT FOR SHORT-TERM CONSULTANTSHIP, MAY 1972, Michigan State Univ. Eugene F. Flygare. 3p
Contract AID/12-657
Argentina, Soil classification, research and management.
AR-631.407-W94a

+COLOMBIA AGRICULTURE SECTOR ANALYSIS, SUMMARY RESULTS OF EMPLOYMENT, INCOME DISTRIBUTION AND SMALL FARM ANALYSIS, Agency for International Development. Bureau for Latin America.
Samuel R. Daniels. Apr 72, 127p
Colombia, Sector analysis - Agriculture. Agricultural development, Farm income, Managed planning, Development research.
CO-630.9861-D133

A. L. Pope. Jun 72, 31p
Indonesia, Agricultural research, Higher education.
ID-630.9-P425

+VIENNA SPECIAL RURAL DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM, 1972-1976: WORK PLAN AND PROGRAM PAPERS, Florida Agricultural and Mechanical Univ.
Frederick F. Holmes. Jul 72, 1v
Kenya, Rural development, Agricultural planning.
KE-630.96762-F636

+PRE-REQUISITES TO PROGRESS IN AGRICULTURE, LAND, LABOR, CAPITAL, KNOWLEDGE, Inter-American Institute of Agricultural Sciences.
Joseph DeFranco. May 69, 3p
Latin America, Agricultural extension work, Agricultural education.
LAT-630.715-D660

+SEMINAR ON AGRICULTURAL PLANNING, TEHRAN, IRAN, AUG. 28 - SEP. 2, 1971, PROCEEDINGS, Central Treaty Organization.
Near East, Agricultural development, Soil and water resources, Production, Agricultural policy.
NEA-630-C397

632. PLANT INJURIES, DISEASES, PEST, AND THEIR CONTROL

+PLANT PROTECTION PROBLEMS IN SOUTHEAST ASIA, Comella Us., Edward H. Glass, and Roy J. Smith. Apr 72, 69p
FEA-632-5-549

Latin America, Fruit fly control, Fruit production and marketing.
LAT-632.774-H137

L. A. Falcon. 12p
Latin America, Pesticides and health, Environment and development.
LAT-632.95-P818

633. FIELD CROPS

+COMPARISONS OF SWEET CORN VARIETIES IN 'CERRADO' SOILS, IRI Research Institute, Inc.
T. Tanaka, and E. Lohtalo. 1972, 21p
Brazil, Corn, Agricultural research.
BR-633.15-T161

+EFFECTS OF SULFUR FERTILIZER ON COFFEE, IRI Research Institute, Inc.
Luiz M. M. de Freitas, and F. Pimentel. 1972, 24p
Brazil, Coffee, Fertilizer research.
BR-633.9-5866

+PRELIMINARY STUDY OF THE CROP PROTECTION PROBLEMS IN SELECTED LATIN AMERICAN COUNTRIES, California Univ., Berkeley.
J. Lawrence Apple, and Ray F. Smith. 1972, 34p
635. GARDEN CROPS

*PLAN OF WORK FOR DEVELOPMENT OF HORTICULTURE IN NORTHEAST THAILAND, USOM/Thailand.
Prapan Nanthachai, and Aly M. Lasheen. May 72, 27p

Thailand, Fruits and vegetables, Horticultural research.
TH-635-N192

636. LIVESTOCK AND DOMESTIC ANIMALS

*DAIRY HERD MANAGEMENT RECORD-KEEPING IN EL SALVADOR: PROGRESS REPORT, APRIL 23 - MAY 5, 1972, Dept. of Agriculture.
Frank D. Sargent. Jun 72, 6p

El Salvador, Livestock management, Agricultural statistics.
ES-636-214-S245

639. FISH AND FISHERIES

*PRELIMINARY SURVEY OF THE FRESHWATER FOOD FISHES OF ECUADOR, Auburn Univ International Center for Aquaculture.
R. E. Gilbert, and Tysen R. Roberts. Jul 72, 46p

Contract AID/csd-2789, Prog 931-11-180-120

Ecuador, River drainages, Freshwater fishes.
EC-639-21-G465

*AQUACULTURAL DEVELOPMENTS IN PERU, Auburn Univ. International Center for Aquaculture.
D. D. Moss Apr 72, 51p

Peru, Fishes, Coldwater and warmwater fisheries, Aquacultural research station, Ministry of Fisheries.
PE-639.20915-M913

640. HOME ECONOMICS

Christine Groppe. May 72, 10p

El Salvador, Nutrition, Home economics, Extension service.
ES-640.714-G876a

650. BUSINESS ENTERPRISE

*BRIEF SUMMARY OF THE STATUS OF FLOW-OF-FUNDS ACCOUNTING IN TURKEY, USAID/Turkey.
Betty Slade Yaser. Jun 72, 7p

Turkey, Accounting, Fiscal policy, Economic models.
TU-657-Y29

Gene A. Gohike. Jul 72, 10p

Contract AID-710-3441

Vietnam, Accounting - Study and teaching, Management development.
YS-657.007-G614

*REVIEW OF OPERATIONS OF INSTITUTO REGULADOR DE ABASTECIMIENTOS (IRA) AND OTHER RELATED AGRICULTURAL MARKETING ACTIVITIES, EL SALVADOR, APR. 13 - MAY 6, 1972, Dept. of Agriculture.
James W. Lanley. May 72, 1v

El Salvador, Grain price stabilization, Grain storage and marketing.
ES-658.30963-L524

*MANAGEMENT ANALYSIS TRAINING IN THE GOVERNMENT OF VIETNAM; ANNUAL REPORTS.
Kentron Hawaii, Ltd. Serial.
Contract AID/vn-89

Vietnam, Management development.
VS-658.007-F586

660. CHEMICAL TECHNOLOGY

*FEASIBILITY STUDY FOR CERAMIC INDUSTRY.
Swindell-Dressler Co. May 72, 2v

Jordan, Clay deposits, Ceramic marketing.
JO-660-S978
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INTRODUCTION

PURPOSE

AID Memory Documents is a quarterly catalog of AID-generated documents, both historical and current, which are maintained in the AID Reference Center. It is intended to increase the awareness of AID personnel with regard to existing documentary resources bearing upon AID experience and to provide easier access to available reports and documents.

ABOUT THE AID REFERENCE CENTER

The AID Reference Center (ARC) is located in Room 1656, New State Building, U.S. Department of State, Washington, D.C., 20523. The ARC functions as AID’s central and permanently accessible repository of reports and documents, selected so as to assist in the understanding of the Agency’s experience with regard to the planning, design, implementation and evaluation of technical and capital assistance programs and projects.

The ARC’s holdings include AID-generated memory materials, such as evaluative documents, case studies, issue papers, special studies, sector analyses, program planning and project documents, and progress reports. The only non-AID-generated documents the ARC collects are those that treat specifically of AID and its predecessor agencies, their activities and experience (e.g., Presidential, Congressional and State Department reports).

The ARC has been established to serve AID direct-hire personnel as well as participating agency and contract employees who work on AID projects or who provide support services directly to the Agency. Non-AID personnel may also use the ARC’s collection in Room 1656, New State Building, by arrangement with the appropriate AID/W office.

HOW TO USE THE ‘AID MEMORY DOCUMENTS’

The contents of this issue consist of a partial listing of the holdings of the ARC, including both previously and recently accessioned items. With the publication of future issues of AID Memory Documents, listings of the holdings of the ARC will become more comprehensive.

Four indexes organize the listings in this issue by subject and geographic area; personal author; corporate author; and contract and project number. Each item in an index is identified by title, ARC reference number, and the first three digits of the subject code number. An “edge index” on the back cover provides easy access to the subject fields within the “Bibliographic Listing.”

The full citation of an item will be found in the section entitled “Bibliographic Listing”. In this section items are grouped by primary subject field according to the Dewey Decimal System and are listed serially by ARC reference number. Each item, or citation, is described by standard bibliographic information, i.e., author (personal and/or corporate), title, date, number of pages, contract and/or project number. The item’s contents are indicated by means of key words, or descriptors. The asterisk in front of a title signifies that the item has been issued since the beginning of the calendar year.
HOW TO ORDER

LOANS TO AID/W PERSONNEL. AID personnel in Washington may borrow documents in person from the ARC, or in writing by means of a 2-Way Memo (OF 27), addressed to the ARC, stating the ARC reference number and title of each document requested. Loans will generally not exceed five days. Requests from the headquarters offices of AID contractors or participating agency personnel will be processed by the appropriate AID project manager or supporting office.

LOANS TO USAID PERSONNEL. AID personnel at Missions may borrow documents by addressing to the ARC a 2-Way Memo (OF 27) stating the ARC reference numbers and titles of the documents requested. Requests from participating agency and AID contractor personnel associated with a Mission will be made through the appropriate AID project manager. Loans to Mission personnel will be for 30 working days, including transmission time.

LOANS TO OTHERS. It is the general policy of ARC not to lend documents to non-AID personnel.

RETENTION COPIES. AID personnel are encouraged to use the ARC’s facilities, as described above, and not to request retention copies of documents unless they are needed on a continuing basis for a long period of time. Generally there are no extra copies of historical documents available. Reproduction of documents is costly and usually requires a delay of one to two weeks in dispatching to the requestor. However, if a document is needed for retention, ARC will assist in obtaining it for an AID officer. In such cases, the requestor may order a retention copy in the same manner as for loans, using a 2-Way Memo (OF 27) addressed to the ARC but indicating that the copy is for retention and not for loan.
### SUBJECT & GEOGRAPHIC INDEX

#### A.I.D.

**ADMINISTRATION**
- Management Information Requirements for Future U.S. Technical Assistance, 309.223-H669 309
- Borrower/Grantee Contracting Study; Final Report, 335.1-A265s 335
- United States Aid Program in Vietnam; Progress Report on Recommendations of Senate Subcommittee on State Department Organization and Public Affairs, VS-353.1-J797 353

**ADMINISTRATION-FAR EAST**
- Logistics Reporting System for the Bureau of the Far East, FEA-353.1-H255 353

#### OFFICIALS AND EMPLOYEES

- Behavioral Aspects of Overseas Personnel Effectiveness: A Brief Reconnaissance Study, 301.2-J68 301
- Personal Qualities Required in Technicians, TECH-T (2a), 309.223-N451 309
- Review of the Literature: A Training Program for the Agency for International Development, 353.1-D743 353
- Ambiguity in the Professional Role: Perceptual Differences Among A.I.D. Advisors, 353.1-S411 353
- Study of Selection Requirements for the Chief-of-Party Position, 353.1-S411 353

#### OFFICIALS AND EMPLOYEES - AFRICA

- Major Difficulties Experienced by AID Employees in Africa, AFR-353.1-B747a 353

#### OFFICIALS AND EMPLOYEES - KOREA

- Post Report; Korea, KS-951-U58 951

#### OFFICIALS AND EMPLOYEES-VIETNAM

- Profile of the Provincial Representative, VS-353.1-J433 353

#### PROGRAM

- Agency for International Development, Fact Sheets on Selected Aspects of U.S. Foreign Economic Assistance, 309.223-A265 309
- Emerging Conceptions and Patterns of Development Assistance: Implications of President Nixon's September 1970 Message to Congress, 309.223-J77 309
- Your Hundred Billion Dollars: The Complete Story of American Foreign Aid, 338.91-R986 338

- Two Articles on Foreign Assistance: Bringing Foreign Aid out of Limbo, and The Two-Way Benefits of Foreign Aid, 353.1-I468 353
- Aid, Influence, and Foreign Policy, 353.1-N427a 353

#### PROGRAM - BALTIC

- Northeast Brazil AID/PEP (Private Enterprise Promotion) Short Term Program on Industrial Development, Report on U. S. Tour by Participants from Northeast Brazil, BR-332.675381-C767 332

#### PROGRAM - BURMA

- Economic Cooperation Between the United States and Burma, BM-338.91591-U58 338

#### PROGRAM - EVALUATION

- Handbook for Development Changing Environments and Institutions, 301.406-E559 301
- Rural Development in Asia, PEA-301.35-U58 301
- Technical Cooperation with Iran; A Case Study of Opportunities and Policy Implications for the United States, Study Team Report, IR-309.223555-M874 309
- USAID/Iran History of Operations, IR-353.1-U58c 353

#### PROGRAM - KOREA

- Selected Korean Economic Indicators and Aid Program Summaries, KS-330.95195-U58 330
- Technical Cooperation with Iran; A Case Study of Opportunities and Policy Implications for the United States, Study Team Report, IR-309.223555-M874 309
- United States Mission to Korea; Materials for the United States Economic Assistance to Korea, KS-309.2-N427a 353

#### PROGRAM - THAILAND

- Program Evaluation, TH-353.1-U58c 353

#### PROGRAM - VIETNAM

- Aims and Methods of U.S. Aid Programs in Southeast Asia, VS-369.2235597-M397 309
- Summary Report of Health Program in Southeast Asia, TH-309.2235593-U58c 309
- The Development Program in Southeast Asia, TH-309.2235593-U58c 309
- United States Mission to Korea; Materials for the United States Economic Assistance to Korea, KS-309.2-N427a 353

#### PROJECTS

- A I D. Project Management Cases, 353.1-C919 353
- Managing A.I.D. Technical Assistance Projects, 353.1-C919b 353
- Mission Annual Reports by Project, JM-353.1-U58 353
- Pakistan, PK-353.81545-U58 353
- U S. Assistance to Thailand; Progress to Date on Individual Projects, TH-309.223593-A265 309
- USAID in Perspective, TH-309.223593-U58c 309
- An Urban Strategy for Vietnam, VS-301.364-H669a 301
- A I D. Project Management Cases, 353.1-C919 353
- United States Mission to Vietnam; Materials for Foreign Operations and Government Information Subcommittees, VS-309.2235597-M397 309
A.I.D.

Handbook on American Aid. VS-351.1-U94a 353

Education Projects in the Republic of Vietnam. VS-370.69397-U58 370

Briefing Materials. VS-370.69397-U58e 370

Management of A.I.D. Commodity Programs, Vietnam. VS-658.89397-A265 658

Provided Briefing Folder. VS-939.704-C58 959

RESEARCH PROJECTS

Research Program Development in the Field of Social and Cultural Development, 353.1-F297 353

TRAINING PROGRAMS

Review of A.I.D. Training, 353.1-H54a 353

UNIVERSITY COOPERATION - VIETNAM

Vietnam Legal Project; Intern Reports. VS-347.99597-1.658b 347

UNIVERSITY COOPERATION

Agriculture and Rural Development Service: Research Projects, Reports and Publications. 016.30-A265a 016

Annual Report on AID 211 (d) Grant to International Development Studies, Tufts University. 378.02-T975 378

Summary of A.I.D. Contracting Functions. 651.5-A265 651

UNIVERSITY COOPERATION - AFRICA

Annual Report on AID 211 (d) Institutional Development Grant for Aid in Development of African Countries. AFF-370.02-M624 378

UNIVERSITY COOPERATION - INDIA

Annual Report on AID 211 (d) Grant to Univ. of Tennessee for Research on Agricultural Economic Issues in India IN-378.02-T297 378

UNIVERSITY COOPERATION - PAKISTAN

Advance Training Programs (Tentative) of the West Pakistan Agricultural University, Lyallpur, for the Period 1964-70. PK-639.711-W519a 630

A.I.D. PROGRAM

EVALUATION

A.I.D. Sponsored Training of Foreign Nationals. 374.011-A265p 374

A.I.D. PROJECTS

BIBLIOGRAPHY

Agriculture and Rural Development Service: Research Projects, Reports and Publications. 016.30-A265a 016

EVALUATION

Post Completion Evaluation of Four Capital Projects. 390.221-A265s 309

ABILITY

TESTING - THAILAND

Counseling and Testing in the Thai Employment Service; Final Report to the Director-General, TH-331.115-M636 331

SUBJECT & GEOGRAPHIC INDEX

ABSTRACTING AND INDEXING SERVICES

Survey of Indexing and Abstracting Services for Water Resources Engineering. 029.7-W452 029

ACCOUNTING

COLOMBIA

Pilot Project to Provide Accounting Assistance to Colombia. Papers Relating to this Grant. CO-657-161 657

PAKISTAN

Institute of Business Administration, Univ of Karachi; Terminal Report. PK-658.007-H517 658

VIETNAM


ACCLUTURATION

Far East Training Center, AID/UH; Program Design, Cycle VI, Vietnam. VS-301.2-A265 301

Vietnamese Group Study; Research Study by Students at California State College, Fullerton. VS-301.2-C153 301

VITALITY

Proposed Receptivity to Induced Administrative Change - the Case of Vietnam. VS-354.597-T819 354

ADMINISTRATIVE AGENCIES

Summary of the A.I.D. Review of the Role of LDC Institutions and Joint Organizations as Program Intermediaries for Increasing Local Action Capability. 309.223-A265 309

AID Review of the Role of LDC Institutions and Joint Organizations as Program Intermediaries for Increasing Local Action Capability. 309.223-F874 309

Preliminary Report on a Proposal to Establish an Asian Regional Management and Labor Ministry Service Center. FE-3-331.092-A265 331

Transformation of the Vietnamese Administration by the Process of Systematic and Specific Reforms. VS-354.597-E57 354

Report on the Organization of the Department of National Economy. VS-354.597-F352 354


Management Project in the Ministry of Land Reform, Agriculture, Fisheries and Animal Husbandry Development; Progress Reports, VS-354.597-823-H196 354

ADMINISTRATIVE LAW

Laws and Other Legal Directives Governing the Authority and Responsibilities of the Provinces, Autonomous Cities, Districts and Villages/Hamlets in Vietnam. VS-340-U58 340

Laws and Other Legal Directives Governing the Province, Municipal and Village Budgets and Local Taxes and Other Revenues in Vietnam. VS-340-J518a 340

ADMINISTRATIVE PROCEDURE

BIBLIOGRAPHY - VIETNAM

Classified Catalog of Books in the Library VS-016.997-V666 016

KOREA

Overall Evaluation of the Administrative Reforms. KS-354.5915-359 354

VIETNAM


ADVERTISING

KOREA


Marketing management in Korea, Progress Reports. KS-658.8-F591a 658


Creative Marketing. - Key to Industrial Survival. KS-659.1-F591 659

Report On and Recommendations for Merchandise Display Center for the Korean Ministry of Commerce and Industry. KS-659.191906825-719 659
AERIAL PHOTOGRAMMETRY
THAILAND
National Resources Survey Guidance Manual, TH-313 00593-312 333
AFGHANISTAN
AGRICULTURAL MACHINERY
Blending Simple, Intermediate, and Large- Scale Tools and Equipment to Speed Agri cultural and Industrial Development, AF-631 312-R462 631
BUILDING
Afghan Institute of Technology, Phase III; Progress and Final Report, AF-600 73-D184 690
CIVIL AVIATION
Program of Technical Assistance to Arinna Afghan Airlines Co., Ltd.; Summary Progress Report, Jan. 1957 - June 1962, AF-367.7-P187 387
EDUCATIONAL DEVELOPMENT
United States Assistance to the Development of Education in Afghanistan, Background Paper for the Administrators Review at A. I. D., AF-370 09581-U58 370
NUTRITION
Nutritional Status in the Hazarajat, AF-616.39-E598 616
ROADS
Report on Feasibility of Improving Highway from Herat to Afghanistan-Iranian Border, AF-388 1-A741 388
TRANSPORTATION
Transportation Facilities of Afghanistan and Pakistan, AF-380 505981-K77 380
UNIVERSITIES AND COLLEGES
Kuwait University Project: 044; Final Report, AF-600 73-P117 690
AFRICA
A.I.D. OFFICIALS AND EMPLOYEES
Major Difficulties Experienced by AID Employees in Africa, AFR-353.1-B747a 353
AGRICULTURAL EDUCATION
Textbooks for Africa; a Research Proposal for Assisting Africans to Write and Publish their own Agricultural Textbooks on a Continental, Regional, and/or Country Basis, AFR-371.32-D674 371
Textbooks for Africa; Part A - Documented Support; Part B - Addenda, AFR-371.32-D676a 371
ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT
Annual Report on AID 211 (d) Institutional Development Grant for Aid in Development of African Countries, AFR-378 02-M624 378
EDUCATIONAL DEVELOPMENT
African Mathematics Program; Drafts of Plan for the Adoption of Modern Mathematics in an African Country, AFR-370 712-E24 370
African Mathematics Program; Discussion Paper on Evaluation for Presentation to the Executive Committee of the African Mathematics Program, AFR-370.712-E24a 370
Education in the African Mathematics Program, AFR-370.712-E24g 370
Educational Development Center African Mathematics Program; NSF Evaluation, AFR-370.712-E24h 370
Response to NSF Evaluation AFR-370.712-E24c 370
Regional Mathematics Programs, Aficas's Progress Reports AFR-370 712-E24q 370
GRAIN
Cereals Improvement Program, North Africa, AFR-633.1-167 633
HEALTH EDUCATION
Teaching and Practice of Family Health, Proceedings of a Conference, AFR-614-A849 614
HOME ECONOMICS EDUCATION
Potential for Higher Education in Home Economics in West Africa, With Special Emphasis on the Eastern Region of Nigeria, NI-640.711-A96g 640
INDUSTRIALIZATION
Program for the Development of African Enterprises in the Entire Countries Through the Regional and National Intermediate Credit Institutions, AFR-338 7-5709 338
INVESTMENTS
Evaluation Report of AFR Investment Promotion and LUA Projects, AFR-332.678-N726 332
LAND TENURE
Customary Land Tenure and the Development of African Agriculture, AFR-353.32-F268 333
POPULATION
Population Assistance to Africa - 1969-1970, AFR-301.32-063 301
ROADS
Pre-Reconnaissance Report on Regional Road Links Between Mah and Senegal, Hafoulaoue-Kenbea-Kroogou, and Mah and Mauritania; Kayes-Nyoor du Sahel-Nema, AFR-388 1-D346 388
RURAL DEVELOPMENT
Rural Development in Africa: A Bibliography; Part 2: North, South, West, AFR-316 63-A551a 016
TELECOMMUNICATION
Telecommunication Survey of Ivory Coast, Ghana, Togo, Dahomey and Nigeria, AFR-384.6-0326 384
Improving African Telecommunications During the Next Decade, AFR-601.385-C514a 621
Study of the Economic and Technical Feasibility of Improving International Telecommunications in West Africa, AFR-601.385-C514e 621
TOURIST TRADE
TRANSPORTATION SURVEYS
Middle Africa Transportation Survey (MATS), TZ-380.509804-S785 380
Middle Africa Transportation Survey, In- termin Report on the Copperbelt-Mpulungu- Bengela Route, TZ-380.509804-S785b 380
AGRARIAN REFORM
Guide for Development; Institution-building and Reform, 301.406-P359a 301
Land Tenure Center Research and Training Program, 1968-69, 333.32-W811c 333
No Easy Harvest: The Dilemma of Agriculture in Underdeveloped Countries, 630.9-M654 630
BIBLIOGRAPHY - BRAZIL
Agrarian Reform in Brazil: A Bibliography, VR-016 30135-A551 016
INDONESIA
Political Consequences of Rural Development Programs in Indonesia, ID-301.32-P323a 301
LATIN AMERICA
Land Reform in Latin America Issues and Cases, LAT-301 35-D713 301
The Economic Problems of Tropical Development, LAT-301.35-R893 301
Inter-American Conference on Agriculture, 6th, Lima, Peru, May 27 - June 2, 1971; Papers, LAT-630 98-161d 620
SOCIO-ECONOMIC ASPECTS - PAKISTAN
Economic Factors in Southeast Asian Social Change, PEA-309 159-V268 309
THAILAND
Agricultural Development of Thailand With Special Reference to Rural Institutions, TH-630 9593-171 630
VIETNAM
Land Reform and the Quality of Propaganda in Rural Vietnam, VS-301.35-A976 301
Agrarian Reform in Vietnam: Vietnam and Government of Vietnam Strategies in Conflict, VS-301.35-B833 301
Farmers Who Own Their Land and the Land to the Farmer Program, VS-301.35-B878 301
Land Ownership and Tenancy Among Villagers and Hamlet Officials in the Delta; Final Report, VS-301.35-P553 301
AGRICULTURAL ADMINISTRATION

Toward a Workable Near-Term Agrarian Reform Policy in Viet Nam,
VS-301.35-G536
301

Communal Land Concepts in Recent Vietnamese Policy,
VS-301.35-G536a
301

Soldiers and the Land to the Tiller Program in Military Region 3 of Vietnam,
VS-301.35-H814
301

Land Reform and Political Development, Prospects in Vietnam,
VS-301.35-M787
301

Land Reform as a Means to Political Development in Viet Nam,
VS-301.35-M787a
301

Soldiers and the Land to the Tiller Program in Military Region 4 of Vietnam,
VS-301.35-N534
301

Land Reform in Vietnam,
VS-301.35-R966a
301

Land Reform in Free Vietnam
VS-301.35-R54
301

Soldiers and the Land to the Tiller Program in Military Region 1 of Vietnam,
VS-301.35-S906
301

The Broadening Base of Land Reform in South Vietnam,
VS-301.35-S177
301

Land Reform Laws of South Vietnam,
VS-301.35026-S177
301

Proposed Research on a Program of Land Tenure Improvement for Pacification and Rural Development of Vietnam; Design of Phase II Project,
VS-333.52-L753b
333

Land Tenure Project - Republic of Vietnam; Monthly Progress Reports
VS-333.52-L753c
333

Land Tenure in Vietnam: a Data Compilation, Interim Report,
VS-333.52-S754d
333

Report on the Organization of the Department of Land Registration and Agrarian Reform,
VS-354.597823-F532b
354

AGRICULTURAL CHEMICALS

PAKISTAN

Needs and Opportunities for Private Investment and Enterprise in the Agricultural Economy of West Pakistan,
PK-333.1-H408
333

AGRICULTURAL COLLEGES

Institution Building: A Model for Applied Social Change,
301.406-T455
301

BRAZIL

Revision, Extension and Support of the Purdue University/Universidade Federal de Viçosa Project,
BR-630.71-J595
630

FAR EAST

Asian Agricultural College and University Seminar, 2d, Philippines, Apr. 24 - May 3, 1972; Report
FIA-650.711-N564c
650

VIETNAM

Development of Agricultural Education in Viet-Nam, 1955-1965,
VS-630.71-S562
630

National Agricultural Center of Vietnam; Semi-Annual Reports
VS-630.71-J536a
630

AGRICULTURAL COMMODITIES

Role of Agricultural Commodity Assistance in International Aid Programs,
630-B528
630

IRAN

Long-Term Projections of Supply and Demand for Selected Agricultural Products in Iran,
IR-338.1955-L441
338

PAKISTAN

Needs and Opportunities for Private Investment and Enterprise in the Agricultural Economy of West Pakistan,
PK-333.1-M409
338

VENEZUELA

Long-Term Forecasts of the Supply and Demand of Agricultural and Livestock Products in Venezuela,
VE-380.141-D419
380

SUBJECT & GEOGRAPHIC INDEX

TAIWAN

Report of a Comparative Study of Agricultural Administration in Japan, Taiwan, and Vietnam, May 22 - June 4, 1956,
FEA-350.823-M624
350

VIETNAM

Report of a Comparative Study of Agricultural Administration in Japan, Taiwan, and Vietnam, May 22 - June 4, 1956,
FEA-350.823-M624
350

Report on the Organization of the Department of Agriculture,
VS-354.597823-F532a
354

Review of Recommendations on the Reorganization of the Department of Agriculture,
VS-354.597823-F532b
354

Report on the Organization of the Department of Land Registration and Agrarian Reform,
VS-354.597823-F532b
354

AGRICULTURAL CREDIT

Interest Rates and the Structure of Agricultural Credit Markets,
352.71-L849
332

Why Farmers Borrow,
352.71-L499a
332

BOLIVIA

Auditor Advisor to Banco Agricola Boliviana; End of Tour Report, Mar. 25, 1970,
BL-332.71-B128
332

BRAZIL

Farm Loan Repayment Policy Needs in Rio Grande do Sul, Brazil - A Framework for Investigation,
BR-332.71-E73
332

CHINA

Agricultural Credit in Taiwan,
TW-332.71-C518
332

Structure and Productivity of Capital in the Agriculture of Taiwan and Their Implications to Agricultural Finance,
TW-332.71-C518a
332

COLOMBIA

Sector Loan Paper; Colombia: Agriculture Sector Loan V.
CO-332.71-A265
332

COSTA RICA

Observations regarding the DL-010 and DL-004 Agricultural Credit Activities,
CS-332.71-H726
332

DOMINICAN REPUBLIC

A Proposal for Rural Banks in the Dominican Republic.
DR-332.153-U58
332

ECUADOR

Evaluation of the Directed Agricultural Production Credit Program in Ecuador; with USAID Comments on CUNA Program,
EC-332.71-K26
332

EL SALVADOR

Supervised Credit Advisor's End of Tour Report,
ES-352.71-G981
332

GUAYANA

Agricultural Credit in Guyana: A Brief Survey,
GUY-332.71-H726
332
AGRICULTURAL DEVELOPMENT

Livestock Production in Nigeria Project Completion Report NF-630.2.16 626

PANAMA,
Panamanian District; A Case Study in the Sociology of Development, PN-309.25-0795 309

PHILIPPINES
Agricultural Innovation and Patterns of Rural Life; Focus on the Philippines, RP-630.994.7-82 630

THAILAND
Agricultural Development of Thailand With Special Reference to Rural Institutions, TH-630.5937-171 630

VIETNAM
The Brokering Base of Land Reform in South Vietnam, VS-301.35.5177 301

Land Reform Laws of South Vietnam, VS-301.35.5977 301

Small World of Khanh Hsu: A Study of Economic Life and the Prospects of Development in a Vietnamese Rural Community, VS-301.340979-H498 301

Pigs Plus Corn Plus Cement Equals Success in Vietnam, VS-309.1-1722 309

Toward the Economic Development of the Republic of Viet-Nam, VS-339.9697.1158 358

Five Northern Provinces of the Republic of Vietnam: A Profile of Agriculture, VS-630.9577-D489 630

Mekong Delta Development Program: Agricultural Program Recommended to Achieve Production Goals in the Mekong Delta, VS-630.5977-174 630

Program for the Development of the Five Northern Provinces Constituting the I Corps Region of South Vietnam, VS-630.9577-174 630

Program for Mekong Delta Development, VS-630.9577-174a 630

Farm Credit Spur Vietnam's Agricultural Development, VS-630.9577-174b 630

Shoulder to Shoulder ... Chinese Help Vietnamese Peasants, VS-630.9577-174c 630

Final Report (1967/68 and 1968/69), VS-630.3977-174f 630

USDA Programs in Vietnam, VS-630.9577-178 630

Perspective on Agriculture in South Vietnam, VS-630.9577-1831 630

Status of GVN Pacification Program by Province; Compilation of Narrative Comments by USOM Provincial Representatives, Monthly, VS-630.9597-U38c 630

SUBJECT & GEOGRAPHIC INDEX

Thua Thien Agricultural Development Problems and the Result of Investigations of 411 Thua Thien Farmer Households, VS-630.5977-V899 630

Annual Reports VS-630.5997251249-C593 630

Quarterly Reports VS-630.957701249-C593a 630

The Vietnam Fertilizer Story, VS-631.85977-9278 631


Vietnam Poultry Production Plan, VS-636.505977-159 636

ZAMBIA
Structure of Shifting Agriculture in Two Chewa Villages, ZA-630.9697-T946 630

AGRICULTURAL EDUCATION

AFRICA
Textbooks for Africa, Research Proposal for Assisting Africans to Write and Publish Their Own Agricultural Textbooks on a Continental, Regional, and/or Country Basis, AFR-311.32-D674 371

Textbooks for Africa: Part A - Documented Support, Part B - Addenda, AFR-311.32-D674a 371

ARGENTINA

Soul Science Curriculum Development at the Graduate School of Agricultural Sciences, Castelar, Argentina, End of Tour Report for Short-Term Consultanship, May 1972, AR-631.407-W394a 631

EL SALVADOR
Capital Assistance Paper, El Salvador: Agricultural Development - Research, Education and Extension, ES-630.7-225 630

FAR EAST
Agricultural Innovation The Challenges to Education and Manpower Development, FEA-630.7-218 630

INDONESIA
MUCIA-AID Indonesian Higher Agricultural Education Project: Reports, ID-631.1-M429 630

LATIN AMERICA
National Graduate Centers in Agricultural Economics in Latin America, LAT-630.71-W923 630

Local Leaders in Extension, LAT-630.71-D569 630

Pre-requisites to Progress in Agriculture, Land, Labor, Capital, Knowledge, LAT-630.71-D569a 630

Coordination - The Key to Successful Extension Education Service, LAT-630.71-D569b 630

LIBLEA
Report of a Survey of the University of Liberia Appraisal and Recommendations, Observations and Recommendations Relative to Agriculture and Forestry, LI-378.666-C687b 378

NIGERIA
Agricultural Education in the Northern Region Samaru School of Agriculture, End of Tour Report, Feb. 1962 - Dec 1963, NI-631.B851 631

PAKISTAN
Historical Summary and Evaluation of Washington State University Inter-College Exchange Program to West Pakistan, PK-630.711-S334 630

Advance Training Programme (Tentative) of the West Pakistan Agricultural University, Lyalpur, for the Period 1964-70, PK-630.711-W319a 630

PANAMA
Preliminary Report on Instituto Nacional de Agriculturas ‘Dr. Augusto Samuel Boyd’, Estiva, Panama, PN-630.12-A214 630

SENEGAL
Regional Education Officer's End of Tour Report: West African Examinations Council and Regional Center for Agricultural Science, Niála University College, SG-570.9963-L765 370

THAILAND
Development of the Agricultural Engineering Profession in Thailand TH-630.71-S351 630

VIETNAM
Development of Agricultural Education in Viet-Nam, 1955-1965, VS-630.71-S362 630

National Agricultural Center of Vietnam, Semi-Annual Reports, VS-630.711-F636a 630

ZAIRE
A Change to Keep, CG-630.12-A278 630

AGRICULTURAL ENGINEERING

PAKISTAN
Agricultural Engineering Report, 1954-1959, PK-631.3-S444 630

THAILAND
Development of the Agricultural Engineering Profession in Thailand, TH-630.71-S361 630

Northeast Accelerated Rural Development Center (NEARDRC) at Korat, Thailand, TH-631.3-Q784 631

AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT STATIONS

BOLIVIA
Preliminary Historical Review of Rural Development of the University of Bolivia, BL-630.984-U58a 630

AGRICULTURAL EXTENSION WORK

Aspects of Extension Work, 630.715-D569 630

Preliminary Historical Review of Rural Development Division, USAID/Bolivia, BL-630.984-U58a 630
LIBYA
Evaluation of Research and Extension in Libya, LY-630.715-G728 630

NIGERIA
Olfatto Project, NI-630.715-B918 630

PAKISTAN
Realistic Plan for Increasing Agricultural Production Through Agricultural Extension and Village AID, PK-630.715-B796 630

PERU
Development of the Peruvian Extension Service, PE-630.715-N616 630

PHILIPPINES
Agricultural Information Techniques, RP-630.715-A472 630

TANZANIA
Evaluation of the Farm Institute Proposals Submitted by Kenya and Tanganyika; TDY to Tanganyika and Kenya, Nov. - Dec 1960, KE-630.715-B435 630

THAILAND
Agricultural Extension in Thailand, End of Tour Report, 1957-1958, TH-630.715-C182 630

VIETNAM
The Agricultural Extension Service in Vietnam; A Report of Two Years of Progress Ending June 30, 1957, VS-630.715-E711 630

VENEZUELA
Study of Programs and Organization of the Agricultural Extension Service, Ministry of Agriculture and Livestock, Venezuela, VE-630.715-G448 630

VIETNAM
Agricultural Information Techniques, RP-630.715-A472 630

AGRICULTURAL IMPLEMENTS
Village Technology Handbook, 621.9-A265a 621

ETHIOPIA
Implement Research Section; Progress Reports, ET-631.3-C535 631

AGRICULTURAL MACHINERY
Case Study Data on Productivity and Factory Performance: Farm Implements (Harrow, Cultivators, Plows, and Mowers), 681.7-B949 681

AFGHANISTAN
Blending Simple, Intermediate, and Large-Scale Tools and Equipment to Speed Agricultural and Industrial Development, AF-631.312-R462 630

GHANA
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512-11-118-942.2
Extension Education: End of Tour Report, Mar 1964 - Jan 1966, BR-630.715-D911 630

512-11-955-422.8
Feasibility Study on Manioc Production in N.E. Brazil, BR-633.66-H495 633

514-16-660-101
Case Study of Escuela de Administracion y Finanzas, Medellin, Colombia, CO-638.007-P737 638

526-15-580-085.1
Family Planning Activities in Paraguay; A Program Evaluation. PA-301.32-A512 301

598-15-955-044
Evaluation of the Macro zona Central Project of CIDU-ODEPLAN, CI-330.983-D994 330

598-15-955-476 Evaluation and Improvement of Soil Fertility in Latin America; Annual Reports. LAT-631.42-N864e 631

615-11-840-147

620-11-130-774
Evaluation of Livestock Development Project. NI-636.956a 636

626-11-130-774
Livestock Production in Nigeria. Project Completion Report. NI-636.956e 636

628-11-660-733
Advanced Teachers' College, Kano. Evaluation Report. NI-370.73-037a 370

631-11-660-733
Advanced Teachers' College, Kano. Project Completion Report.

NI-370.73-037d 370
621-11-720-051

621-12-390-110
Tanzania Highway Maintenance and Organization; Final Report. TZ-625.7-L991 625

625-11-690-169
Regional Education Officer's End of Tour Report: West African Examinations Council and Regional Center for Agricultural Science, Nylah University College, SG-370.0969-L765 370

663-11-660-136
Halle Schall's University College of Education; Semi-Annual Progress Reports. ET-378 63-U88c 378

669-11-690-673
Monrovia Consolidated School Project; Annual Reports. LI-370.966-S224b 625

698-11-225-172
Telecommunication Survey of Ivory Coast, Ghana, Togo, Dahomey and Nigeria. AFR-384.6-G526 384

698-11-660-556
Regional Mathematics Programs, Africas's Progress Reports AFR-370.712-E24j 370

698-11-930-127
Technical Feasibility Report, Phase A. Liberia-Sierra Leone Road Link. LI-625.7-L99i 625

730-11-330-111
Small Landlords Dependence on Rent Income in Vietnam, VS-333.84-R973 333

730-11-130-315

730-11-640-367

730-11-650-365
Teacher Training in Vietnam; Semi-Annual Reports. VS-730.597-K74 370

730-11-660-367
Baccalaurate Examination in the Republic of Vietnam, VS-378.24-H974 378

730-11-343-110
National Agricultural Center of Vietnam; Annual Reports. VS-370.73-037a 370

730-11-660-367
Comparative Study of the Structure and Role of Courts of Appeal in Civil Law Systems, 347.972-P978 347

CI-330.983-D994 330
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Project &amp; Contract Number Index</th>
<th>Project &amp; Contract Number Index</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Training Institution Profile Report: Academic Participants at North Carolina State University (Raleigh) 374.013-D498v</td>
<td>Training Institution Profile Report: Special Participants at International Cooperative Training Center, Madison, Wisconsin. 374 013-D489f</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Training Institution Profile Report: Academic Participants at Ohio State University, 374.013-D489b</td>
<td>Training Institution Profile Report: Special Participants at International Management Development Department, Syracuse University. 374 013-D489a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Training Institution Profile Report Academic Participants at Ohio University (Athens), 374.013-D489j</td>
<td>Training Institution Profile Report: Special Participants at Johns Hopkins University. 374.013-D489e</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Training Institution Profile Report Academic Participants at Oklahoma State University, 374.013-D4890</td>
<td>Training Institution Profile Report: Special Participants at National Rural Electric Cooperative Association 374 013-D489b</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Training Institution Profile Report Academic Participants at Southern Illinois University, 374.013-D4891</td>
<td>Training Institution Profile Report: Special Participants at Soil Conservation Service Regional Training Center, Portland, Oregon. 374 013-D499m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Training Institution Profile Report: Academic Participants at Syracuse University (New York) 374.013-D489c</td>
<td>Training Institution Profile Report: Special Participants at Tennessee Valley Authorities, 374.013-D499d</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Training Institution Profile Report: Academic Participants at Tulane University, 374.013-D489w</td>
<td>Training Institution Profile Report: Special Participants at University of Chicago Summer Workshop on Family Planning, 374.013-D499a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Training Institution Profile Report: Academic Participants at University of Missouri, 374.013-D498g</td>
<td>Training Institution Profile Report Special Participants at University of Missouri 374 013-D498s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Training Institution Profile Report: Academic Participants at University of North Carolina (Chapel Hill), 374.013-D489q</td>
<td>Training Institution Profile Report: Special Participants at University of Pittsburgh 374 013-D498d</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Training Institution Profile Report, Academic Participants at University of Southern California (Los Angeles), 374 013-D498a</td>
<td>Training Institution Profile Report Academic Participants at University of Western Carolina, 374.013-D498e</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Training Institution Profile Report Academic Participants at University of Wisconsin 374 013-D498f</td>
<td>Training Institution Profile Report Academic Participants at Williams College, 374.013-D498a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Training Institution Profile Report: Academic Participants at Amherst College, 374 013-D498c</td>
<td>Training Institution Profile Report: Special Participants at Amherst College, 374.013-D498ac</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Training Institution Profile Report: Academic Participants at Bureau of the Census 374.013-D498g</td>
<td>Training Institution Profile Report: Special Participants at University of Wisconsin 374.013-D498f</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Training Institution Profile Report: Special Participants at Columbus University, 374.013-D489h</td>
<td>Training Institution Profile Report: Special Participants at Development Administrators Training Program, University of Connecticut, 374.013-D489k</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Training Institution Profile Report: Special Participants at Federal Aviation Administration National Training Center. 374.013-D4892</td>
<td>Training Institution Profile Report: Special Participants at Harvard University, 374.013-D489d</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Training Institution Profile Report: Special Participants at Harvard University, 374.013-D489u</td>
<td>Training Institution Profile Report Special Participants at Indiana University, 374.013-D489am</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


931-11-120-115 Maximum Water Delivery in Irrigation, 631.7-D877 631

931-11-120-116 Sprinkler Profile Analysis to Predict Field Performance, 627.25-R29 627

PROJECT & CONTRACT NUMBER INDEX

AID/AFR-385
Analysis of Human Resource, Development and Utilization in Nigeria; Summary and Conclusions.
NI-370.1933-E24a 370

AID/AFR-390
Analysis of Selected Economic Factors in the Basse Mouloya Project (Morocco), MO-631.7-S785 631

AID/AFR-395
Evaluation of Livestock Development Project, NI-636-X16a 636
Livestock Production in Nigeria. Project Completion Report.
NI-636-X16 636

AID/AFR-320
Cornell University at the University of Liberia; Semi-Annual Reports.
LI-378.666-C314 378

AID/AFR-322
NI-370.73-037a 370
Advanced Teachers' College, Kano. Project Completion Report.
NI-370.73-037t 370

AID/AFR-343
Monrovia Consolidated School Project; Annual Reports.
LI-370.9566-S224b 370

AID/AFR-359
Systems Analysis of Sudan Transportation.
SU-380.509624-L316 380

AID/AFR-391
Small Industries Development, Niger
NG-338-64-M664 338

AID/AIR-418
Electrical Shop and Training Unit in Libreville, Republic of Gabon; Semi-Annual Project Reports.
GB-373.246-A312h 373

AID/AIR-470
Study of Roads and Harbors for Development of Southeast Liberia; Monthly Reports.
LI-398 I-8355a 388

AID/AIR-475
TZ-354.678-P976 354

AID/AIR-479
Study of Roads and Harbors for Development of Southeast Liberia; Monthly Reports.
LI-388 I-8355a 388
Summary Report on Transport improvements and Governmental Fiscal/Administrative Policies in Relation to the Development of Timber and Other Resources in Southeast Liberia.
LI-380.50966-E828 380

AID/AIR-501
Electrical Shop and Training Unit in Libreville, Republic of Gabon; Semi-Annual Project Reports.
GB-373.246-A512b 373

AID/AIR-503
Middle Africa Transportation Survey; Interim Report on the Copperbelt-Mpulungu-Kogoma-Dar es Salaam Route.

AID/AIR-505
Regional Education Officer's End of Tour Report: West African Examinations Council and Regional Center for Agricultural Science, Njala University College.
SG-370.09663-L765 370

AID/AIR-507
Economic Feasibility of an Improved Road Between Abidjan, Ivory Coast and Accra, Ghana; Final Report.
IV-388.1-U98 388

AID/AIR-515
International Road Link Between Republic of Kenya and Somalilnd Republic.
KE-388 I-D348 388

AID/AIR-562
Botswana-Zambia Transportation Survey.
ZA-380.509689-U92 380

AID/AIR-565
Lussembour - Mouji Mati Highways; Economic Engineering Feasibility Study, the Kasai Provinces, Democratic Republic of the Congo.
CG-388.1-D348 388

AID/AIR-711
Regional Mathematics Programs, Africa's Progress Reports.
AID/AIR-712-E24j 370

AID/AIR-758
Tanzans Highway Maintenance and Organization, Final Report.
TZ-625.7-L991 625

AID/AIR-801
Villaq Special Rural Development Program, 1972-1976; Work Plan and Program Papers, KE-630 96762-F636 630

AID/C-2146
A Charge to Keep.
CG-630.712-A278 630

AID/CSD-225
Final Report; Rural Electric Cooperative Program in Ecuador, Phase IV. Task Order No. 21.
EC-334.68213-T743 334

AID/CSD-257
Report on Finance Seminars; Feb. 18-22, 1963, MX-332-C855 332

AID/CSD-287
Economic Impact Through Soil and Plant Analysts A Symposium Sponsored by the Honduras Ministry of Natural Resources and the International Soil Testing Project (A.I.D.).
LAT-631.42-N864b 631

AID/F-595
Regional Education Officer's End of Tour Report: West African Examinations Council and Regional Center for Agricultural Science, Njala University College.
SG-370.09663-L765 370

AID/F-601
Economic Feasibility of an Improved Road Between Abidjan, Ivory Coast and Accra, Ghana; Final Report.
IV-388.1-U98 388

AID/F-656
Lussembour - Mouji Mati Highways; Economic Engineering Feasibility Study, the Kasai Provinces, Democratic Republic of the Congo.
CG-388.1-D348 388

AID/F-758
Tanzans Highway Maintenance and Organization, Final Report.
TZ-625.7-L991 625

AID/F-801
Villaq Special Rural Development Program, 1972-1976; Work Plan and Program Papers, KE-630 96762-F636 630

AID/CO-2146
A Charge to Keep.
CG-630.712-A278 630

AID/CSD-225
Final Report; Rural Electric Cooperative Program in Ecuador, Phase IV. Task Order No. 21.
EC-334.68213-T743 334

AID/CSD-257
Report on Finance Seminars; Feb. 18-22, 1963, MX-332-C855 332

AID/CSD-287
Economic Impact Through Soil and Plant Analysts A Symposium Sponsored by the Honduras Ministry of Natural Resources and the International Soil Testing Project (A.I.D.).
LAT-631.42-N864b 631

Fertilizer Requirements of Countries in Latin America; Subsistance Report.
LAT-631.42-N864a 631

Fertilizer Requirements of Latin America; Annual Report.
LAT-631.42-N864c 631

AID/AIR-102
Republic of Nigeria Telecommunications Study.
NI-384.6-W527 384
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PROJECT &amp; CONTRACT NUMBER INDEX</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AID/IL-261</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AR-631.7-W688</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AID/IL-261</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AID/IL-380</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AID/IL-458</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AID/IL-642</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AID/IL-646</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AID/IL-662</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AID/IL-680</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AID/IL-681</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AID/IL-682</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AID/IL-684</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AID/IL/ESA-37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AID/IL/ESA-122</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AID/IL/ESA-150</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AID/NESA-350</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AID/NESA-386</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AID/NESA-403</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AID/REPAS-1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AID/REPAS-3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AID/REPAS-S</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AID/REPS-8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AID/VN-8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AID/VN-9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AID/VN-18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AID/VN-24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AID/VN-25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AID/VN-26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AID/VN-30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AID/VN-33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AID/VN-59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AID/VN-65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AID/VN-68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AID/VN-64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AID/VN-57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AID/VN-73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AID/VN-83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AID/VN-89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AID/VN-90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AID/VN-95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AID/VN-102</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
PROJECT & CONTRACT NUMBER INDEX

AIDC-1690

MX-671.2-S574b
671

AID-420-134
Traffic and Economic Study Western Avenue, Agejo Motor Road, Idi-Oro Railroad Overpass and Second Mainland Bridge Connection.
N-I-388 31-S663a
388

AID-730-3642
V-S-621 381-P545
621

AID-730-3101
Work Accomplishment on Seven Water Supply Systems; Final Report and Summary.
V-S-628 11-A832
628

AID-730-3249
Farmers Who Own Their Land and the Land to the Tiller Program,
V-S-301 35-B978
301

Small Landlords' Dependence on Rent Income in Vietnam,
V-S-333 54-B978
333

Village Use of Communal Rice Land in Long An Province, Vietnam,
V-S-333 009597-B978
333

Village Use of Communal Rice Land in Quang Tri, Thua Thien, Quang Nam, Quang Tin and Quang Ngai Provinces, Vietnam,
V-S-333 009597-F553
333

AID-730-3441
V-S-657 007-G614
657

AID-730-3449
Soldiers and the Tiller Program in Military Region 1 of Vietnam,
V-S-301 35-R566
301

Soldiers and the Land to the Tiller Program in Military Region 3 of Vietnam,
V-S-301 35-M584
301

Soldiers and the Tiller Program in Military Region 4 of Vietnam,
V-S-301 35-M534
301

AIDC-1815

Business Administration Project in Pakistan: Institute of Business Administration, Univ. of Karachi. Semi-Annual Reports.
PK-658 007-S727
658

Business Administration Project in Pakistan: Institute of Business Administration, Univ. of Karachi Quarterly Participants Reports.
PK-658 007-S727a
658

AIDC-1690

PK-350 007-U586
350
PROJECT & CONTRACT NUMBER INDEX

ICA-W-277 Program of Technical Assistance to Ariana Afghan Airlines Co., Ltd.; Summary Progress Report, Jan 1957 - June 1962. AF-387.7-P187 387

ICA-W-387 Survey of Coal Occurrences and Mining Possibilities, Nong Son Area, South Vietnam. VS-622.33-W425b 622

ICA/W-S14 Telecommunications Project in the Middle East and Southeast Asia; Trip Report, Evaluation and Recommendations. FEA-384.6-T269 384


ICA/W-543 Kabul University Project 044, Final Report. AF-609.73-P117 609

ICA/W-583 Indonesian Industrial Financing. ID-332.67391-C762 332

ICA/W-611 Management Training and Marketing Consultation for the Industrial Development Center, Republic of the Philippines; Progress Reports. RP-659 007-S995 659

ICA/W-870 Telecommunications Project in the Middle East and Southeast Asia; Trip Report, Evaluation and Recommendations. FEA-384.6-T269 384

ICA-279-34 Feasibility Study of Triple Superphosphate Production in Jordan JO-668.625.112 668

ICA-1016 Operating Conditions of the Vietnam Railway System; Final Report, VS-627.1-P163 627


ICA-1126 Bibliography on the Political and Administrative History of Vietnam, 1802-1962; Selected and Annotated, VS-816 220.394 016

ICA-1303 Vietnam Northern Section Thin-Line Radio Relay System. VS-621.384156-T269 621

ICA-1305 Telecommunications Project, Laos, Engineering Reports. LA-384.6-T269 384

ICA-1306 Highway Traffic Control Manual for Dept. of Roads and Bridges, UAR. TOICA-A-1301. EG-388.31-U67 388

ICAC-1419 Report of a Survey of the University of Liberia; Appraisal and Recommendations, Observations and Recommendations Relative to Agriculture and Forestry, LI-378.666-C814b 378

University of Liberia: An Appraisal and Recommendations, LI-378 666-C814a 378

ICAC-1515 Institute of Business Administration, Univ of Karachi; Terminal Report, FK-658.007-H517 658

ICAC-1772 Elementary Teacher Education in Vietnam; Semi-Annual Reports VS-370.73-S727 370

ICAC-1777 Report of the Transportation and Materials Handling Section of the Paul Weir Company Team in South Vietnam. VS-380 5-W425 380

ICAC-1807 Land Transportation Survey for Indonesia ID-380.50991-D348 380

ICAC-1844 Integration of Metallurgy at the Chang Hang Smelter, Supplement to Final Report, KS-669 0822-E12 669

Laboratory Testing of Ores and Concentrates at the Chang Hang Smelter; Supplement to Final Report, KS-669.0822-E12a 669

ICAC-1872 Report of Field Investigations: Fourah Bay College, University College of SL, and Freetown Training College for Teachers SL-690 73-L776 690

Zanzibar Teachers Training College, Report of Programming and Field Investigation. TZ-690 73-L776 690

ICAC-1873 Industrial and Vocational Training School, Conakry; Preliminary Report, Outline Specifications, Cost Estimates for Buildings and Equipment GV-690.7-A673a 690

Industrial and Vocational Training School, Conakry; Trip Report, GV-690.7-A673a 690
AID MEMORY DOCUMENTS

000. GENERAL (BIBLIOGRAPHIES, INFORMATION SYSTEMS)

RESEARCH NEEDS RELATING TO SOUTHEAST ASIA, Southeast Asia Development Advisory Group (SEADAG). Cecil Hobbs. Jan 69, 12p

Far East, Southeast Asia, Research, Development planning, Bibliographic control. FEA-001.4059-H682

COMMUNICATIONS MEDIA, SOUTH KOREA, Press, Radio and television planning, Bibliographic control. FEA-001.4059-H682

DEVELOPING SCHOLARLY RESOURCES ON VIET-NAM: A PROPOSAL FOR A FIRST STEP IN MEETING LONG-RANGE REQUIREMENTS, Princeton Univ. John McAulter. Feb 67, 11p

Vietnam, Research facilities, Scholarly research, Translations. VS-001.4-M114

*SCIENTIFIC AND TECHNICAL INFORMATION FOR DEVELOPING COUNTRIES, National Academy of Sciences Board on Science and Technology for International Development Apr 72, 86p

Scientific research, Technology transfer, Development assistance. 001.4-N277

PROSPECTUS FOR AN EVALUATION PROCESS, Agency for International Development. T. Sturn. Jul 61, 20p

Evaluation methodology, Research methodology. 001.42-A265

*ESTABLISHING A COMMUNICATIONS COMPLEX IN A DEVELOPING NATION; FACTORS FOR CONSIDERATION, Agency for International Development. John K. Sewall. Feb 72, 96p

Communication in development, Communications media, Development planning, Technology transfer. 001.5-S512

BIBLIOGRAPHY OF ASIAN STUDIES, 1967. Association for Asian Studies, Inc. Sep 64, 456p

Far East, Bibliography. FEA-010.5-A849

GUIDE TO REFERENCE AND RESEARCH MATERIALS ON KOREAN HISTORY; AN ANNOTATED BIBLIOGRAPHY, East-West Center, Honolulu. Institute of Advanced Projects. William E. Echthorn. 1968, 152p

Korea, Bibliography. KS-010.519-H527


Vietnam, Bibliography, Economics, Agriculture, Industry, Public administration, Education, Health, Labor, Political development, Development assistance. VS-010.597-A165


Vietnam, Bibliography, Socio-economic development, Pacification, Warfare and communist insurgency. VS-010.597-A265a

BIBLIOGRAPHY, Sacramento State College. Edward C. Britto. and Liy Tran. Jul 70, 1v

Vietnam, Bibliography. VS-010.597-C652


Vietnam, Bibliography. VS-010.597-H435

VIETNAM: AN ANNOTATED BIBLIOGRAPHY OF BOOKS IN THE U.S. INFORMATION AGENCY LIBRARY, United States Information Agency, Library. 1968, 57p

Vietnam, Bibliography. VS-016.597-E243

THE REPUBLIC OF VIETNAM (SOUTH VIETNAM): A BIBLIOGRAPHY, Dept. of State Bureau of Intelligence and Research. Oct 63, 21p

Vietnam, Bibliography, Political development, Socio-economic conditions. VS-016.597-S797


Vietnam, Bibliography of books on Vietnam at the Southern Illinois Univ. library as of July 31, 1969. VS-010.597-Y79

BIBLIOGRAPHY OF PERIODICALS PUBLISHED IN VIETNAM, Michigan State Univ. Vietnam Project.

Nguyen Xuan Dso, and Richard K. Gardner. Jun 58, 1v

Vietnam, Bibliography of periodicals. VS-015.39705-D211

RURAL DEVELOPMENT IN AFRICA: A BIBLIOGRAPHY. PART 2, SOUTH, WEST, Wisconsin Univ. Land Tenure Center. Teresa Anderson. Dec 71, 86p

Africa, Bibliography, Rural development. AFR-016.61-A581

AGRICULTURAL REFORM IN BRAZIL: A BIBLIOGRAPHY, Wisconsin Univ. Land Tenure Center Library. Teresa Anderson. Apr 72, 2v

Brazil, Bibliography, Land tenure, Agrarian reform, Socio-economic development, Regional development. BR-016.3013-S551

THE MEKONG RIVER; AN ANNOTATED BIBLIOGRAPHY, Battelle Memorial Institute. R. B. Holbrook, and Matoch Suriy. Mar 67, 91p

Far East, Bibliography, Mekong River, Energy potential, Electric power, Agricultural development, Navigable waterway. FEA-016.028-I724

RESOURCES FOR RESEARCH ON ASIA AT THE UNIVERSITY OF HAWAII AND IN HONOLULU, East-West Center, Honolulu. G. Raymond Noum. 1965, 16p

Far East, Bibliography, Research, Information services. FEA-016.950-N972


Far East, Bibliography for area studies FEA-016.595-F714


Far East, Bibliography. FEA-016.559-H915

SOUTHEAST ASIAN HISTORY: A BIBLIOGRAPHIC GUIDE, Chicago Univ. Stephen N. Hay, and Margaret H Case. 1962, 130p

Far East, Bibliography for area studies. FEA-016.595-I414

TECHNICAL PUBLICATIONS LIST, USAID/KOREA, USAID/Korea. 1965, 41p

Bibliography, Industrialization, Business, Technology, Economics. KS-016.33-US8a
BIBLIOGRAPHY OF KOREAN PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION, SEP. 1945 - APR. 1966.
Harvard Univ Center for International Affairs, Tokyo, 1966.

Turkey, Bibliography on economic development.

TH-016.354593-T531

THAILAND, BIBLIOGRAPHY, PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION.

Woodworth, Selective, annotated.

TH-016.354593-T531

MASSACHUSETTS INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY. CENTER FOR INTERNATIONAL STUDIES.

Oct 68, 14p

AGENCY FOR INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT. OFFICE AND PUBLICATIONS.

SERVICE: RESEARCH, AGRICULTURE.

VS-016.9597-V666

VIETNAM, BIBLIOGRAPHY ON AREA STUDIES AND PUBLIC INFORMATION. HYDROLOGY, WELLS.

Contract ICAA-1

ROY JUMPER.

ADMINISTRATIVE HISTORY OF VIETNAM, BIBLIOGRAPHY.

Jan 69, 3p


V-016.320.T94

UNITED STATES AND THE BALANCE OF PAYMENTS IN SOUTH VIETNAM: A BIBLIOGRAPHY.


Jean B Pützke, oct 70, 14p

VIETNAM, BIBLIOGRAPHY ON ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT AND RELATED SUBJECTS - 1966 TO PRESENT.

TU-016.33891-U58

WATER RESOURCES DATA, VIETNAM: BIBLIOGRAPHY.

Agency for International Development Vietnam Bureau.

Dec 68, 14p

VIETNAM, BIBLIOGRAPHY ON WATER SUPPLY, LAND RECLAMATION, HYDROLOGY, WELLS.

VS-016.628-A263

CLASSIFIED CATALOG OF BOOKS IN THE LIBRARY.

Vietnam, National Institute of Administration.

Sep 75, 150p

VIETNAM, BIBLIOGRAPHY ON AREA STUDIES AND PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION.

VS-016.9597-1666

AGRICULTURE AND RURAL DEVELOPMENT SERVICE: RESEARCH PROJECTS, REPORTS AND PUBLICATIONS.

Agency for International Development, Office of the War on Hunger.

Oct 68, 1v

BIBLIOGRAPHY ON A.D.P. PROJECTS.

016 30-1-A263a

SURVEY RESEARCH ON COMPARATIVE SOCIAL CHANGE: A BIBLIOGRAPHY.

Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Center for International Studies.

Frederick W. Frey, and Peter Stephensen, 1969, 1v

BIBLIOGRAPHY, SOCIAL CHANGE, GROUP AND INTERPERSONAL RELATIONS, FAMILY, COMMUNICATION, EDUCATION, POLITICAL INSTITUTIONS, ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT, RESEARCH METHODOLOGY.

016 3012-F983

EAST-WEST POPULATION INSTITUTE REFERENCE COLLECTION: BOOKS AND PAMPHLETS.

East-West Center, Honolulu.

Jan 71, 52p

BIBLIOGRAPHY, POPULATION, FAMILY PLANNING, STATISTICS, RESEARCH.

016.30132-E15

PROCESS OF MODERNIZATION: AN ANNOTATED BIBLIOGRAPHY ON THE SOCIOCULTURAL ASPECTS OF DEVELOPMENT.

Harvard Univ Center for International Affairs.

John Brode 1969, 379p

BIBLIOGRAPHY, SOCIAL CHANGE, URBANIZATION, RURAL MODERNIZATION, INDUSTRIALIZATION.

016.30136-B684

NEW COMMUNITIES: A BIBLIOGRAPHY.

Dept of Housing and Urban Development.

1969, 84p

BIBLIOGRAPHY, URBAN PLANNING, COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT, HOUSING, URBAN SOCIOLOGY.

016 30136-H842

CUMULATIVE LIST OF UNITED NATIONS DOCUMENTS AND PUBLICATIONS IN THE FIELD OF HOUSING, BUILDING AND PLANNING.

United Nations Center for Housing, Building and Planning.

Feb 70, 70p

BIBLIOGRAPHY, BUILDING TRADES, HOUSING, DEVELOPMENT PLANNING.

016.30154-U58

BIBLIOGRAPHY ON REMOTE SENSORS AND SENSORS APPLICATIONS.

Engineer Agency for Resources Inventories, Washington, D.C.

Dec 70, 138p

BIBLIOGRAPHY, NATURAL RESOURCES SURVEYS, AERIAL PHOTOGRAPHY, REMOTE SENSING EQUIPMENT AND TECHNIQUES.

016 333-E257

AN INDUSTRIAL TECHNICAL LIBRARY FOR A TROPICAL COUNTRY.

International Cooperation Administration.

Nov 57, 166p

BIBLIOGRAPHY, INDUSTRY, TECHNOLOGY, ENGINEERING.

016 338-166

SMALL AND MEDIUM-SIZED BUSINESSES: PROMOTION AND PROBLEMS; AN ANNOTATED BIBLIOGRAPHY.

016 338-166

ORGANISATION FOR ECONOMIC CO-OPERATION AND DEVELOPMENT.

Agr. 72, 33p

BIBLIOGRAPHY FOR A STUDY OF POST-INSURGENCY POLICIES.

American Univ Center for Research in Social Systems.

Arthur S. Abbott, and Raymond W. Myers.

Jan 69, 58p

NATIONAL DEVELOPMENT, RURAL REHABILITATION, RESETTLEMENT POLICIES, LAND REFORM, POLITICAL PARTIES.

016 3441-A131

BIBLIOGRAPHY OF REPORTS PREPARED BY PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION TECHNICIANS. A LISTING OF REPORTS ON FILE IN THE TECHNICAL RESOURCES BRANCH.

International Cooperation Administration, Public Administration Division.

Dec 58, 72p

PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION BIBLIOGRAPHY.

016.350-T255

BOOKS RELATED TO COMPENSATORY EDUCATION.

Office of Education, Washington, D.C.

Feb 69, 46p

BIBLIOGRAPHY, TEXTBOOKS, HANDICAPPED STUDENTS, MINUTES, CIVIL RIGHTS.

016.3701934-052

BOOKS RELATED TO ABSTRACT ECONOMIC AND TEACHING ENGLISH TO SPEAKERS OF OTHER LANGUAGES.

Office of Education, Washington, D.C.

1970, 18P

BIBLIOGRAPHY, ADULT EDUCATION, ENGLISH AS A SECOND LANGUAGE.

016 42824-052

CHECKLIST OF REPORTS ISSUED BY DEPARTMENT OF FOREIGN FISHERIES.

National Marine Fisheries Services, Washington, D.C.

Serial.

BIBLIOGRAPHY, FISHING, FISHERIES.

016.62923-027

BOOKS ABOUT CITIES.

Dept of Housing and Urban Development Library.

1969, 24P

BIBLIOGRAPHY OF SELECTED BOOKS IN THE U.S.D. LIBRARY ON CITIES.

016.7115-H842

TECHNICAL LIBRARY BOOK LIST.

USAID/KOREA.

USAID/Korea.

N.D., 89P

BIBLIOGRAPHY, AGRICULTURE, BUSINESS, TECHNOLOGY.

R-017.1-158

BASIC HIGH SCHOOL LIBRARY COLLECTION: PRELIMINARY EDITION.

USAID/Vietnam.

1965, 150P

VIETNAM, JUVENILE LITERATURE, LIBRARY CATALOG.

VS-017.1-U58


Jun 67, 105P
Far East, Libraries, Ministries of education, Universities, Publications, Booksellers
FIA-012.1-H062

QUARTERLY REPORTS. Technical Assistance Information Clearing House. Serial,
Contract AID/csd-2947
Information services, Voluntary agencies, Technical assistance information systems.
027 6-T255

MONTHLY REPORTS OF TAICH. Technical Assistance Information Clearing House Serial,
Contract AID/csd-2947
Information services, Technical assistance information systems, Voluntary agencies.
027 6-T255a

SURVEY OF INDEXING AND ABSTRACTING SERVICES FOR WATER RESOURCES ENGINEERING,
Maryland Univ., College Park Hans (Hama) Wallach. 1971, 95p
Information storage and retrieval systems, Documentation, Abstracting and indexing.
029.7-W452

REPORT OF THE ADVISORY COMMITTEE ON RURAL JOURNALISM IN FOREIGN AID,
Advisory Committee on Rural Journalism in Foreign Aid.
Lloyd R. Bostian, and Erwin D Canham. Aug 71, 5p
Newspapers, Journalism
070-A246

100. PHILOSOPHY

PEASANT FATALISM AND SOCIOECONOMIC INNOVATION,
George Washington Univ. Human Resources Research Office.
Arthur H. Niehoff, and J Charles Anderson Jun 67, 10p
Fatalism, Technological innovations, Tradition, Religion, Acculturation.
149 B-N667

DEVELOPING ACHIEVEMENT MOTIVATION; A THEORETICAL AND EMPIRICAL STUDY,
Seoul National Univ College of Education.
Bang-Mo Chung. 1968, 121p
Korea: Motivation.
K3-325.5-C559

300. SOCIAL CONDITIONS AND CHANGE

POPULATION ASSISTANCE TO AFRICA 1969-1978
Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development. Development Centre Population Unit.
34p
Africa: Family planning, Demography, Reproductive biology research
APR-013.2-068

SAO PAULO: BASIC URBAN PLAN,
Municipality of Sao Paulo, Brazil, Executive Planning Group - Consortium

1968, 6V
Brazil: Urban development, Development planning, Socio-economic planning, Health, Education, Welfare, Housing, Transportation, Sanitation, Water-supply engineering, Power
BR-031.364-E56

AGRICULTURAL DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM: QUARTERLY LOAN REPORTS,
USAID, Costa Rica.
Serial.
Costa Rica: Agricultural development, Cooperatives, Food technology, Grain
CS-031 33-U58

MEKONG DEVELOPMENT PANEL SEMINAR, WASHINGTON, D.C., MAY 24-25, 1971; REPORT,
Southeast Asia Development Advisory Group (SEADAG), David Chalmers, and Jasper C. Ingersoll May 71, 10p
Far East, Southeast Asia, Mekong area-development, Development planning, Regional development
FEA-031 3405-C457

SUGGESTIONS FOR INCLUSION IN A CORE PROGRAM OF PRESERVICE TRAINING FOR RURAL DEVELOPMENT ADVISORS,
Agency for International Development, Lloyd Clyburn. Jun 61, 4p
Far East, Overseas training, Rural development personnel
FEA-031 33-C549b

SOCIAL RESEARCH AND PROBLEMS OF RURAL DEVELOPMENT IN SOUTHEAST ASIA,
United Nations Educational and Scientific and Cultural Organization.
Vu Quoc Thiep, and K F Walker Mar 60, 28p
Far East, Rural development, Development planning, Social research
FEA-031 35-T532

RURAL DEVELOPMENT IN ASIA,
U.S. Congress House Committee on Foreign Affairs 1967, 221p
Far East, Rural development, Technical assistance, Political development, Management, Modernization, Aid programs, Communist strategy
FEA-031 33-U58

URBAN DEVELOPMENT PANEL SEMINAR ON RESEARCH PRIORITIES FOR URBAN ROLES IN NATIONAL DEVELOPMENT IN SOUTHEAST ASIA, PENANG, MALAYSIA, SEP 6-12, 1979; REPORT AND PAPERS,
Southeast Asia Development Advisory Group (SEADAG).
134p
Far East, Urban planning, Development research, Internal migration, Urban sociology, Proposed Regional Center for Southeast Asian Urban Studies
FEA-031 364-ST72

URBAN DEVELOPMENT PANEL SEMINAR, UNIV. OF WISCONSIN, OCT. 13-14, 1971; REPORT,
Southeast Asia Development Advisory Group (SEADAG).
14p
Far East, Urbanization conference
FEA-031 364-ST72a

SMALL-TOWN DEVELOPMENT: A RE-STATEDMENT OF THE CASE,
Southeast Asia Development Advisory Group (SEADAG).
Kenneth Watts Nov 68, 4p
Far East, Urbanization, Rural-urban migration, Development research
FEA-031 364-W151

THE LAW AND URBAN DEVELOPMENT IN SOUTHEAST ASIA: AN INTRODUCTION TO RESEARCH,
Southeast Asia Development Advisory Group (SEADAG).
Milton Kaplan, and David L. Willcox May 68, 12p
Far East, Southeast Asia, Urbanization, Development control, Rural-urban migration
FEA-031 3640259-4.17

FAMILY PLANNING IN HONDURAS: A REVIEW OF THE NATIONAL PROGRAM,
Cornell Univ International Population Program.
Axel l. Mundigo, and J Mayone Stycos Dec 70, 79p
Contract AID-532-T-211
Honduras: Family planning, Maternal-child health program, Population program model, Health education
HO-031 32-M565

POLITICAL CONSEQUENCES OF RURAL DEVELOPMENT PROGRAMS IN INDONESIA,
Rand Corp.
Guy J Faulker. May 68, 29p
Indonesia: Agrarian reform, Agricultural development, Political change
ID-031.35-P323a

GRANT ASSISTANCE PAPER, INDIA: FAMILY PLANNING GRANT,
Agency for International Development.
May 70, 1v
India: Family planning, Humanitarian assistance, Social conditions
IN-031.32-A265

THE VILLAGE AND DEVELOPMENT ADMINISTRATION,
American Society for Public Administration. Comparative Administrative Group
Henry C. Hart Feb 67, 68p
India, Pakistan, Community development, Village-AID, Development administration
IN-031.35-H25

HOUSING FOR LOWEST-INCOME PEOPLE: RANDOM IDEAS FROM INDIA AND TANZANIA,
Southeast Asia Development Advisory Group (SEADAG)
Alfred E. Van Huyck, Nov 68, 25p
India, Tanzania, Low-cost housing, Planning for humanitarian assistance
IN-031.34-V257

THE IRANIAN COUNTERPART ROLE IN TECHNICAL DEVELOPMENT,
Hemayoun Sabba, and M Scott Myers. n.d., 19p
Iran: Technical advisor-counterpart relationships, Cultural relations.
IR-031.2-S131

Iran, Rural development, Villages, Community development. IR-301.364-N535-K99

IMPACT OF U.S. TECHNICAL AID ON THE RURAL DEVELOPMENT OF IRAN, Gholam H. Kazemzadeh 1956, 125p

Iran, Technical assistance, Rural development, Natural resources, Point Four, Land reform, Irrigation, Stock and stock-breeding, Crop production. IR-301.365-K45


Korea, Rural sociology, Acculturation. KS-301.24-M82

FINDINGS FROM A RURAL FERTILITY SURVEY; Seoul Women's College Jong-Joo Youn. 1965, 64p

Korea, Fertility, Demography, Family planning KS-301.32-Y39

SOCIAL SCIENCE FACTORS AND CONSIDERATIONS IN KOREAN RURAL DEVELOPMENT, Kann I. Urm, Dept of Anthropology Felix Moos. Jul 65, 29p

Korea, Planning for rural development, Social conditions, Technology transfer, Social change KS-301.3495595-M82

YOUR WORK WITH VILLAGERS, National Council of Community Development, Seoul. 1961, 68p

Korea, Community development, Human resources, Personal relationships, Village leadership. KS-301.35-N277

STUDY ON URBAN RENEWAL PROCESS IN SEOUL, Seoul National Univ. Dept of Urban and Regional Planning. Sep 70, 50p

Korea, Urban renewal, Development planning KS-301.364-D419

MOBILIZING FOR URBANIZATION, REPUBLIC OF KOREA, USAID/Korea. Mark Fortune. Sep 71, 50p

Korea, Urbanization, Development planning, Rural-urban migration. KS-301.364-N745

RESEARCH RELATED TO SOCIAL PROBLEMS IN URBAN KOREA, USAID/Korea. Public Services Division Kathryn Norton. May 67, 1v

Korea, Social research, Urban development. KS-301.364072-N885

SOCIAL STRATIFICATION AND INDUSTRIALIZATION IN KOREA, International Livingston Committee of Research in Korea. Herbert R. Barringer. Aug 71, 34p

Korea, Industrialization, Social conditions. KS-301.35-B276

LAND REFORM IN LATIN AMERICA: ISSUES AND CASES, Wisconsin Univ. Land Tenure Center. Peter Jorner. 1971, 276p

Latin America, Land tenure, Agrarian reform, Agricultural innovations, Rural-urban migration, Land reform legislation LAT-301.35-D713d

THE ECONOMIC PROBLEMS OF TROPICAL DEVELOPMENT, Cornell Univ. Fernando Rosenzweig Dec 65, 8p

Latin America, Agrarian reform, Land tenure, Agricultural cooperatives. LAT-301.33-R693


Malaysia, Urbanization, Rural-urban migration, Resettlement. MY-301.364-A474

SEMINAR ON INSTITUTION BUILDING AND DEVELOPMENT, KATHMANDU, NEPAL, JUNE 26-30, 1971; PROCEEDINGS. Centre for Economic Development and Administration, Kathmandu, Nepal. Jun 71, 200p

Nepal, Institution building, International cooperation for development. NP-301.496-C397

FAMILY PLANNING ACTIVITIES IN PARAGUAY: A PROGRAM EVALUATION, American Technical Assistance Corp. Aug 71, 83p

Paraguay, Population program evaluation, Demography, Nutrition. PA-301.32-A512

FAMILY PLANNING IN PAKISTAN, INDIA AND KOREA--A RACE AGAINST TIME, Agency for International Development. Joseph S. Toner. Apr 67, 9p

Pakistan, India, Korea, Family planning PK-301.32-T664

STUDIES IN THE PROGRESS REPORTING SYSTEM; PROCEEDINGS AND RECOMMENDATIONS OF THE SEMINARS HELD IN EAST AND WEST PAKISTAN, OCT. 7-31, 1960, Pakistan, Ministry of National Reconstruction and Information 1961, 47p

Pakistan, Development reporting, Progress observation, Evaluation, Forecaster. PK-301.3407-P152

REPORT ON THE CONDUCT OF AN ORGANIZATIONAL DYNAMICS SEMINAR FOR SENIOR TRAINERS OF THE DEPARTMENT OF LOCAL ADMINISTRATION, MINISTRY OF THE INTERIOR, BANGKOK, Robert I Aylng Oct 69, 19p

Contract AID/99

Thailand, Management development, Group dynamics, Behavioral science training, Organizational development. TH-301.15-A578


Thailand, Technical advisor-counterpart relationships TH-301.3-5645


Thailand, Population-statistics, Demography TH-301.32-T564


Thailand, Rural development, Environmental conditions, Social conditions, Agricultural innovations. TH-301.34-B614

THE ARB BUDGET: A HISTORY AND ANALYSIS OF ARB BUDGET IMPLEMENTATION, USOM/Thailand. Office of Field Operations. James W. Dawson Sep 70, 1v

Thailand, Rural development, Economic assistance, ARD (Accelerated Rural Development)-Thailand TH-301.3495595-D272


Thailand, Rural development, Development planning, Ground survey data. TH-301.3495595-W747

THINKING ABOUT ARD, Academic Advisory Council for Thailand Paul Trescott, and David A Wilson Apr 71, 19p

Thailand, Accelerated Rural Development Project Evaluation. TH-301.3495595-W747a

SOCIAL FACTORS IN RESERVOIR - SETTLEMENTS RELOCATION AND COSTING; AN ADAPTATION OF SCALEGRAM ANALYSIS USING AERIAL PHOTOGRAPHY AND GROUND SURVEY DATA, APPLIED TO THE MEKONG BASIN PA MONG DAI PROJECT, Harold E. Veidhnen. 1972, 131p

Contract AID/ea-147
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Author(s)</th>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Pages</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>POPULATION SURVEY IN VIETNAM: FINAL REPORT.</td>
<td>Simultaneities Corp.</td>
<td>May 67</td>
<td>53p</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vietnam, Demography, Population study, Fertility, Mortality, Birth rate.</td>
<td>VS-301.32-S614</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vietnam, Country description, Internal security, Development planning, Supporting assistance.</td>
<td>VS-301.34-C862</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vietnam, Rural development, Agricultural innovations, Policies and development, Socio-economic conditions, Pacification.</td>
<td>VS-301.34095-569</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MEKONG DELTA DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM: POPULATION REALLOCATION. Developed and Resources Corp.</td>
<td>Dec 68, 38p</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vietnam, Resettlement, Rural and urban settlements, Construction of levees, canals and drainage structures.</td>
<td>VS-301.340957-D489</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vietnam, Rural community development, Area studies, Socio-economic conditions.</td>
<td>VS-301.340957-H108</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VIETNAM - A REPORT. Voluntaris, Author.</td>
<td>Jan 68, 52p</td>
<td>Vietnam, Political corruption, Rural development, Military situation.</td>
<td>VS-301.340957-V943</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
IN A REMOTE HAMLET... THE PACIFICATION PROGRAM AT WORK.
Joint United States Public Affairs Office, Saxon Apr 70, 2lp
Vietnam, Rural development, Villages, Internal security, Self-help.
VS-301.35-374

REFUGEES IN VIETNAM... RETURN TO THE VILLAGE.
Vietnam, Refugee resettlement.
VS-301.35-174a

PROPOSAL FOR A RESETTLEMENT PROGRAM, PART 1.
Vietnam, Land settlement, Refugee problem, Agricultural development.
VS-301.35-M479

END OF TOUR REPORT OF DEPUTY COMUSMACV FOR CORPS 4.
James Megellas May 70, 39p
Vietnam, Rural development, Agriculture, Land reform, Youth, Military activities.
VS-301.35-M469

SOLDIERS AND THE LAND TO THE TILLER PROGRAM IN MILITARY REGION 3 OF VIETNAM.
Control Data Corp.
Gordon H. Messegee Nov 71, 52p
Vietnam, Land reform, Rural development, Agricultural statistics, Military personnel.
VS-301.35-M564

LAND REFORM AND POLITICAL DEVELOPMENT: PROSPECTS IN VIETNAM, USAID/Vietnam.
John D. Montgomery. Sep 67, 46p
Vietnam, Agrarian reform, Land tenure, Political development, institution building
VS-301.35-M787

LAND REFORM AS A MEANS TO POLITICAL DEVELOPMENT IN VIETNAM, USAID/Vietnam.
John D. Montgomery. 1968, 20p
Vietnam, Agrarian reform, Land tenure, Political change
VS-301.35-M787a

SOLDIERS AND THE LAND TO THE TILLER PROGRAM IN MILITARY REGION 4 OF VIETNAM.
Control Data Corp.
Larry Newberry. Aug 71, 39p
Vietnam, Land reform, Rural development, Agricultural statistics, Military personnel
VS-301.35-N534

LAND REFORM IN VIETNAM.
Southeast Asia Development Advisory Group (SEADAG).
Roy L. Frostman. Apr 70, 20p

VIETNAM, AGRARIAN REFORM, LAND DEVELOPMENT, SOCIO-ECONOMIC CONDITIONS.
VS-301.35-P196a

LAND REFORM IN FREE VIETNAM.
Review Horizons, Saigon. 1956, 13p
Vietnam, Agrarian reform, Agricultural credit and cooperatives, Land tenure.
VS-301.35-R114

SOLDIERS AND THE LAND TO THE TILLER PROGRAM IN MILITARY REGION 1 OF VIETNAM.
Control Data Corp.
Roger V. Russell. Dec 71, 50p
Contract AID-730-3449
Vietnam, Land reform, Rural development, Agricultural statistics, Military personnel.
VS-301.35-R966

THE BROADENING BASE OF LAND REFORM IN SOUTH VIETNAM.
Agency for International Development. Vietnam Bureau
MacDonald Saltc. Apr 71, 1v
Vietnam, Agrarian reform, Institution building
VS-301.35-S177

VIETNAM, THE 'OTHER WAR'..
Dep. of State. Oct 67, 24p
Vietnam, Technical assistance, Civic participation, Rural development, Public administration
VS-301.35-S179

VILLAGE SELF-DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM.
Vietnam, Ministry of Revolutionary Development
Feb 69, 1v
Vietnam, Rural development, Internal security, Self-help, Villages, Pacification.
VS-301.35-V666a

LAND REFORM LAWS OF SOUTH VIETNAM.
Agency for International Development Vietnam Bureau
MacDonald Saltc. Apr 70, 1v
Vietnam, Land reform, Laws and legislation, Institution building
VS-301.35026-S177

FIVE NORTHERN PROVINCES OF THE REPUBLIC OF VIETNAM: URBAN DEVELOPMENT,
Development and Resources Corp
James B. Bagle. Oct 69, 125p
Contract AID/729, Proj. 730-11-775-342
Vietnam, Urbanization, Study of Danang, Hue, Quang Nga, Hoa An, and Quang Tr
VS-301.364-B675

PILOT SURVEY OF RURAL-URBAN MOVEMENT TO SAIGON.
Human Sciences Research, Inc.
-Vietnam, Internal migration, Urbanization, Refugees
VS-301.364-D125

SAIGON METROPOLITAN AREA: URBAN DEVELOPMENT STUDY.
Doxiadis Associates. 1965, 4V

VIETNAM, PLANNING FOR URBAN DEVELOPMENT.
VS-301.364-D752

CHARTING AN URBAN STRATEGY.
Agency for International Development
Abraham M. Hirsch Nov 69, 28p
Vietnam, Urban planning, Charting an AID urban policy.
VS-301.364-H669

AN URBAN STRATEGY FOR VIETNAM, USAID/Vietnam.
Abraham M. Hirsch. Jan 69, 19p
Vietnam, Developmental urbanization, Urbanization, War refugees, Social organization, USAID assistance, Legislative and administrative reforms, City transportation links
VS-301.364-H699a

LIFE IN A VIETNAMESE URBAN QUARTER, Southern Illinois Univ.
Marilyn W. Hoskins, and Eleanor Shepherd. 1965, 381p
Vietnam, Urban sociology, Community development, Municipal government, Occupations and consumption patterns, Family life.
VS-301.364-E1826

LIFE IN A VIETNAMESE URBAN QUARTER: REVIEWED 1966.
Marilyn W. Hoskins 1966, 32p
Vietnam, Urban sociology, Occupations and consumption patterns, Municipal government, Community development
VS-301.364-E286a

MAJOR ETHNIC GROUPS OF THE SOUTH VIETNAMESE HIGHLANDS.
Rand Corp.
Gerald C. Hickey. Apr 64, 69p
VS-301.431-R186

BRIEF SURVEY OF U.S. SUPPORTED VIETNAM HOUSING.
FCH Services, Inc. 1969, 75p
Vietnam, SVN housing programs, Evaluation of USAID projects, Self-help, Refugee and cooperative housing, Urban population density and growth.
VS-301.540957-F287

PRELIMINARY REPORT ON HOUSING NEEDS IN SOUTH VIETNAM. TOAID A-928.
USAID/Vietnam
Guido Nadzo Oct 64, 1v
Vietnam, Urban housing program, Construction targets, Housing finance and credit.
VS-301.5409597-N138

THE AMERICAN ADVISOR ABROAD.
Rocheber Uni. Graduate School of Management.
Bernard M. Bous Aug 69, 29p
Technical advice-counterpart relationships, Cultural relations, Counterpart similarities and differences, Interpersonal perception
JOL.2.B317

AN AMERICAN CONSULTANT FACES A FOREIGN SOCIAL ENVIRONMENT.
International Cooperation Administration
E. Gordon Erickson. Dec 55, 7p
Cultural relations, Social change, Human relations
301.2-E68

ANALYSIS OF HUMAN RELATIONS TRAINING AND ITS IMPLICATIONS FOR OVERSEAS PERFORMANCE,
George Washington Univ. Human Resources Research Office.
Robert J. Foster, and Jack Daniiljan, Aug 66, 36p
Overseas training, Human relations, Cultural relations.
301.2-F756e

THE MILITARY ADVISOR AS DEFINED BY COUNTERPARTS,
Human Resources Research Organization.
Dean K. Froehlich. Mar 70, 6p
Military assistance, Advisor-counterpart interaction, Cultural relations.
301.2-P924

THE NEED FOR INNOVATIVE APPROACHES FOR TRAINING IN INTER-CULTURAL INTERACTION,
George Washington Univ. Human Resources Research Office.
Arthur J. Hoehn. Mar 68, 8p
Overseas training, Cultural relations.
301.2-H693

BEHAVIORAL ASPECTS OF OVERSEAS PERSONNEL EFFECTIVENESS: A BRIEF RECONNAISSANCE STUDY,
Robert R. Johnson. Apr 64, 37p
Cultural relations, AID officials and employees, Human relations, Overseas training.
301.2-J68

THE INTERPERSONAL DIMENSION IN INTERNATIONAL TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE,
Foundation for Research on Human Behavior.
Svea Lundstedt, Jun 62, 16p
Human relations, Intercultural communication, Acculturation, Social change.
301.2-L62

AN APPROACH TO CULTURAL SELF-AWARENESS,
George Washington Univ. Human Resources Research Office.
Edward C. Stewart, and John B. Pyle. Dec 66, 10p
Cultural relations, Overseas training, Human relations.
301.2-S469

AMERICAN ADVISORS OVERSEAS,
George Washington Univ. Human Resources Research Office.
Edward C. Stewart, Feb 65, 9p
Military advisors, Cultural relations, Human relations.
301.2-S464a

COUNTERPART RELATIONSHIP AND THE AMERICAN PROFESSIONAL OVERSEAS,
University of Southern California. School of Public Administration.
William B. Storm, and Jong Sup Jun. Jan 68, 6p
Technical advisor - counterpart relationships.
301.2-S885

BEHAVIORAL DIMENSIONS OF TECHNOLOGICAL CHANGE,
Southeast Asia Development Advisory Group (SEADAG).
John D. Montgomery. 1971, 34p
Civic participation, Development administration, Technological modernization, Social change.
301.24-M787

PLANNED CHANGE IN AGRARIAN COUNTRIES,
Human Resources Research Organization.
Arthur E. Niehoff. Dec 69, 147p
Social change, Innovations, Civic participation, Communication, Cultural relations.
301.24-N666

INTERNATIONAL WORKSHOP ON COMMUNICATIONS IN FAMILY PLANNING PROGRAMS, TEHRAN, IRAN, JUNE 6-18, 1976; FINAL REPORT,
Carolina Population Center, Chapel Hill.
Family planning, Population research, Communication and development.
301.32-B616

INTERNATIONAL WORKSHOP ON COMMUNICATION ASPECTS OF FAMILY PLANNING PROGRAMS, BANGKOK, THAILAND, DEC. 2-34, 1968; FINAL REPORT,
Carolina Population Center, Chapel Hill.
Robert R. Blake. 1968, 128p
Family planning, Population research, Communication and development.
301.32-B636a

BELIEFS AND ATTITUDES ABOUT CONCEPTION AMONG THE POOR,
Carolina Population Center, Chapel Hill.
Robert R. Blake, and Chester A. Lincho. Aug 69, 38p
Family planning, Birth control, Social science research.
301.32-B636b

TOWARD A MASTER PLAN FOR FAMILY PLANNING COMMUNICATION,
Chicago Univ. Community and Family Study Center.
Donald J. Bogue, and W. Bert Johnson. Nov 69, 11p
Family planning, Educational media.
301.32-C512

LABORATORIES FOR POPULATION STATISTICS (POPLABS); SEMI-ANNUAL PROGRESS REPORTS,
North Carolina Univ. Serial.
Contracts AID/csd-2945, AID/ea-154
Population statistics.
301.32-N864

DIRECTORY OF IEC ASSISTANCE; SOURCES AND TYPES OF AID AVAILABLE FOR THE INFORMATION, EDUCATION, COMMUNICATION COMPONENTS OF POPULATION / FAMILY PLANNING PROGRAMS,
East-West Center, Honolulu.
Feb 72, 24p
Contract AID/csd-2876, Prog. 391.11-570-900
Population, Family planning assistance directory.
301.32023-E13

*INFORMATION, EDUCATION, COMMUNICATION IN POPULATION. QUARTERLY NEWSLETTER,
Contract AID/csd-2878, Prog. 931-11-570-900
Population planning, Social education.
301.3207-E13

*INTERNATIONAL FERTILITY RESEARCH PROGRAM; SEMI-ANNUAL REPORTS,
Carolina Population Center, Chapel Hill Serial.
Contract AID/csd-2379
Population research and statistics, Family planning, Birth control.
301.3207-C392

COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT RESEARCH AND EVALUATION,
Council on Economic and Cultural Affairs, Inc.
John Provine. Dec 66, 82p
Community development evaluation, Social science research.
301.34-S960

DESIGN FOR A WORLDWIDE STUDY OF REGIONAL DEVELOPMENT; A REPORT TO THE UNITED NATIONS ON A PROPOSED RESEARCH TRAINING PROGRAM.
Resources for the Future, Inc.
Mar 66, 82p
Economic planning, Regional development, Human resources development.
301.34-R434

COMMUNITY SELF-HELP PROJECT EVALUATION SYSTEM,
Agency for International Development.
H. E. Veelker. Jul 67, 15p
Evaluation of A.I.D projects, Self-help community development.
301.34-Y873

EXPERIENCE WITH HUMAN FACTORS IN AGRICULTURAL AREAS OF THE WORLD,
Dept. of Agriculture.
1949, 27p
Rural sociology, Status systems, Folk practices.
301.35-A278

DEVELOPING INCENTIVES TO GUIDE URBAN AUTONOMOUS GROWTH,
Southeast Asia Development Advisory Group (SEADAG).
Rolf Goetze, and John F. C. Turner. Nov 68, 12p
Urbanization in India, Socio-economic conditions, Development planning.
301.36-G611

REPORT OF THE INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE ON URBAN PROBLEMS AND REGIONAL DEVELOPMENT; JUNE 29 - JULY 1, 1970,
Yonsei Univ. Institute of Urban Studies and Development.
1976, 287p
Regional development, Urban sociology, Development planning.
301.66-A359

HANDBOOK FOR DEVELOPMENT; CHANGING ENVIRONMENTS AND INSTITUTIONS,
Hiram S. Philips. Jun 67, 344p
Field 300—SOCIAL CONDITIONS AND CHANGE

History and evaluation of the A.I.D. program, Institution building, Environment and development, Socio-economic conditions.
301.406-P359

GUIDE FOR DEVELOPMENT; INSTITUTION-BUILDING AND REFORM, Heinum S. Phillips 1969, 282p
Development planning, Institution building, Agricultural improvement, Fiscal reform. 301.406-P359a

INSTITUTION BUILDING: A MODEL FOR APPLIED SOCIAL CHANGE, Purdue Univ.
D. Woods Thomas, and Harry R Potter 1972, 260p
Institution building model, Agricultural colleges, Educational and research institutions 301.406-T655

SERVICIO ANNUAL REPORTS, USAID/Bolivia
Sensal.
Rolvis, Public health, Health education, Agriculture, Ronda.
SL-309.223584-U58

Europe, Point Four evaluation, Productivity programs EUR-309 22354-161

Far East, Socio-economic conditions, Social change, Land reform, Economic development FEA-309.139-V268

AMERICAN AID AND POLITICAL DEVELOPMENT, Southeast Asia Development Advisory Group (SEADAG).
Dascal S. Lev Feb 67, 11p
Far East, Development assistance, Political development, Institution building FEA-309 2032-L655

STUDY MISSION TO CENTRAL AND SOUTHEAST ASIA; NOVEMBER-DECEMBER, 1966, U. S. Congress Senate, Committee on Appropriations. Gale W McGee, and Frank E Moss Dec 66, 15p
Far East, Development assistance, Socio-economic conditions, Evaluation - A.I.D. programs economic FEA-309 2095-U58

REGIONAL COOPERATION: VIETNAM'S ROLE IN ASIAN INSTITUTIONS, USAID/Vietnam. Sep 68, 41p
Far East, Institution building, Development organizations, Regionalism FEA-309.2266-U58

REPORT ON A VISIT TO VIETNAM, THAILAND AND LAOS, DEC. 1964 - JAN. 1965, California Univ., Berkeley. Theodore L. Reller. 22p
Far East, Overseas training, Cultural relations, Technical advisor skills. FEA-309.22307-R383

NEEDS FOR UNITED STATES ECONOMIC AND TECHNICAL AID IN CAMBODIA, LAOS, AND VIETNAM.
United States Economic Survey Mission to Southeast Asia. May 56, 41p
Cambodia, Laos, Vietnam, Development assistance FEA-309 22355-I58

INTERNATIONAL COOPERATION ADMINISTRATION AND UNITED STATES OF AMERICA OPERATIONS MISSION TO BRITISH GUIYANA, 1954-1966. USAID/Guyana. 64p
Guyana, Technical assistance, A.I.D. projects GY-309.223580-U58a

SURVEY RESEARCH METHODOLOGY VISITOR'S END OF TOUR REPORT: ASSIGNMENT TO INDIAN INSTITUTE OF PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION, AUG. 1964 - AUG. 1966, Michigan Univ. Donald C. Peliz. 29p
India, Social surveys, Tramming facilities IN-309 154-M624

PLANNED DEVELOPMENT AND LEADERSHIP IN AN INDIAN VILLAGE, Cornell Univ. Dept. of Anthropology. Ajit Kumar Danda 1966, 343p
Contract AID/csd-296
India, Village development, Community leadership, IN-309.1542-C814

EXAMINATION OF ECONOMIC AND TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE PROGRAM FOR INDIA; INTERNATIONAL COOPERATION ADMINISTRATION, DEPT. OF STATE, FISCAL YEARS 1957-1961.
General Accounting Office. 1961, 7Y
Korea, Economic assistance, Mutual Security Program, Public Law 480, Technical assistance KS-309 27535192-C738a

FIVE YEARS OF POINT 4 ACTION IN LATIN AMERICA, Institute of Inter-American Affairs Kenneth R Iverson Apr 51, 7p
Latin America, Point four, Technical assistance, Development planning. LAT-309.223-B46

BUILDING A BETTER HEMISPHERE SERIES. REPRINTS FROM VARIOUS MAGAZINES SHOWING 'POINT FOUR IN ACTION.' Institute of Inter-American Affairs.
Serial.
Latin America, Economic development, Technical assistance, Health, Agricultural development, Education, Development planning. LAT-309.2238-135a

PANAMANIAN DISTRICT; A CASE STUDY IN THE SOCIOLOGY OF DEVELOPMENT, USAID/Panama
James Wyche Green. Jun 71, 217p
Panama, Regional planning, Municipal government, Socio-economic development, Development research, Agriculture, Education, Community development PN-309 25-G796

SURVEY OF FOREIGN ECONOMIC AND TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE PROGRAMS IN THE PHILIPPINES, USAID/Philippines
1965/66.
Philippines, Development assistance. RP-309.22391-4.2625
AID ASSISTANCE TO THAILAND: PROGRESS TO DATE ON INDIVIDUAL PROJECTS.
Agency for International Development.
Serial.
Thailand. Development assistance, Supporting assistance, A.I.D. program and projects.
TH-309 2235593-A265

USOM IN PERSPECTIVE
USOM/Thailand. Program office.
Sep 71, 24p
Thailand, A.I.D. projects, Economic assistance.
TH-309.2235593-U58c

U.S. AID TO TAIWAN; A STUDY OF FOREIGN AID, SELF-HELP, AND DEVELOPMENT,
Neil H. Jacoby. 1966, 364p
China, Foreign assistance, Self-help, Social and political development, Economic aid, Administrative policy.
TW-309 23351249-117

REVOLUTIONARY DEVELOPMENT; PLAN FOR A NEW VIETNAM,
Forest L. Kaminer. Feb 67, 16p
VS-309.1399-6-49

REPORT TO THE PRESIDENT OF SOUTH VIETNAM.
Joint Development Group, Saigon.
Nov 67, 109p
Vietnam, Development planning, Sector analysis, Economic policy, Rural and regional development, Economic aid, Administrative policy.
VS-309.2235593-U58c

VIETNAMESE STUDIES PROGRAM, SOUTHERN ILLINOIS UNIV.; ANNUAL REPORTS ON AID INSTITUTIONAL DEVELOPMENT GRANT.
Southern Illinois Univ.
Serial.
Contract AID/cis-2314, Prog. 931-11-755-117
Vietnam, Area studies, Development research, Educational exchanges, Universities and international development.
VS-309.22074-457

THE U.S. ASSISTANCE PROGRAM IN VIETNAM.
Agency for International Development.
1970. 1V
VS-309.2235597-A265d

FOREIGN AID: EMPHASIS VIETNAM.
Agency for International Development.
David E. Bell. Feb 66, llp
Vietnam, Foreign assistance.
VS-309 2255597-A265c

FREE WORLD ASSISTANCE TO VIETNAM.
USAID/Vietnam.
Serial.
Vietnam, Technical and economic assistance.
VS-309.2235597-A265f

A PILOT IDENTIFICATION-ADMINISTRATION-WELFARE SYSTEM FOR SOUTH VIETNAM.
Hudson Institute, Inc.
Serial.
Ronald Dagon, and Robert Panero. Aug 68, 52p
Vietnam, Rural conditions, Social welfare, Human resources development, Internal security, Public administration.
VS-309.2235597-D127

REVIEW OF NOVEMBER 1967 REPORT OF THE JOINT DEVELOPMENT GROUP.
Agency for International Development.
Harry S. Ditchett. Jan 68, 5p
Vietnam, Development planning evaluation.
VS-309.2235597-D615

INTERNATIONAL VOLUNTARY SERVICES IN THE REPUBLIC OF VIETNAM; ANNUAL REPORT.
International Voluntary Services, Inc.
Serial.
Vietnam, Voluntary agencies, Agriculture, Community development, Education, Mobile science units.
VS-309.2235597-161a

HANDBOOKS ACROSS THE SEAS... VOLUNTARY AGENCIES IN VIETNAM.
Joint United States Public Affairs Office, Saigon.
1969, 80P
Vietnam, Directory of voluntary agencies, Humanitarian assistance.
VS-309.2235597-374

AIMS AND METHODS OF U.S. AID PROGRAMS IN SOUTHEAST ASIA.
Agency for International Development.
Joseph A. Meedenham. Nov 68, 21p
Vietnam, Laos, Development assistance.
VS-309.2235597-M357

Joint Development Group.
Mar 68, 1v
Vietnam, Development planning, Production, Employment.
VS-309.2235597-5532

FREE WORLD ASSISTANCE TO VIETNAM; MONTHLY REPORTS.
Dept. of State.
Serial, 14p
Vietnam, Economic, technical, and military assistance.
VS-309.2235597-5797

LIST OF $120 MILLION DEVELOPMENT PROJECTS.
USAID/Vietnam.
Mar 67, 1v
Vietnam, A.I.D. Projects, Development assistance.
VS-309.2235597-U58c

ACTIVITIES FUNDED UNDER US-GVN PROVINCE RELEASE AGREEMENTS.
USAID/Vietnam.
Oct 64, 44p
Vietnam, War relief, Relocation, Youth training, Rural health.
VS-309 2235597-U58d

INTERNATIONAL ASSISTANCE TO VIETNAM.
USAID/Vietnam.
Mar 68, 8p
Vietnam, Technical and economic assistance.
VS-309.2235597-5532

UNITED STATES MISSION TO VIETNAM: MATERIALS FOR FOREIGN OPERATIONS AND GOVERNMENT INFORMATION SUB-COMMITTEE.
USAID/Vietnam.
Jul 67, 79p
Vietnam, Economic conditions, Imports, Currency, Harbors, Land reform, Pacification, AID administration.
VS-309 2235597-U58f

U.S. ASSISTANCE PROGRAM FOR VIETNAM.
USAID/Vietnam.
Jan 65, 13p
Vietnam, Development assistance, Supporting assistance planning, Social-economic conditions.
VS-309.2235597-5532

ECONOMIC AND SOCIAL ASSISTANCE TO VIETNAM.
Vietnam, Ministry of Foreign Affairs.
Serial.
Vietnam, Development planning, Economic assistance, Technical assistance, Voluntary agencies.
VS-309.2235597-V666

KEY PROBLEMS IN DEVELOPMENT ADMINISTRATION; STAFF PAPER.
Agency for International Development. Technical Assistance Bureau.
Jack Koteka. Feb 70, 37p
Institution building, Management education and training, Project management, Local government:
306.2-847
Field 309—SOCIAL CONDITIONS AND CHANGE

PLANNING FOR RESOURCES AND PLANNING FOR STRATEGY CHANGE, Yale Univ. Economic Growth Center.
Gustav Rauis, ed., 22p
Development planning, Economic development. 309:2-R197

CAN THE POOR COUNTRIES BENEFIT FROM THE SCIENTIFIC REVOLUTION, Harvard Univ. Center for Population Studies
Roger Revelle 1966, 40p
Development planning, Science and development. 309:2-R451

INSTITUTIONAL MODERNIZATION FOR DEMOCRATIC DEVELOPMENT PROJECT: ANNUAL REVIEW OF PROGRESS AND ACCOMPLISHMENTS,
Tufts Univ. Fletcher School of Law and Diplomacy, Serial Contract AID/csd-1979, Proj. 931-11-690-105
Development studies and research, Title IX, Political development, Social change, Institution building.
309:2207-7915

SUMMARY OF THE A.I.D. REVIEW OF THE ROLE OF LDC INSTITUTIONS AND JOINT ORGANIZATIONS AS PROGRAM INTERMEDIARIES FOR INCREASING LOCAL ACTION CAPABILITY,
Agency for International Development. Jul 71, 12p
Administrative agencies, Program management, Technical assistance, Institution building.
309:223-G265

POST COMPLETION EVALUATION OF FOUR CAPITAL PROJECTS,
Agency for International Development.
Sep 71, 1v
Evaluation of AID projects, Evaluation of the evaluation process. 309:223-G265

AGENCY FOR INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT: FACT SHEETS ON SELECTED AREAS OF U.S. FOREIGN ECONOMIC ASSISTANCE,
Agency for International Development.
John A. Hannah Oct 71, 1v
Foreign assistance, Economic and technical assistance, Aid projects.
309:223-G265

PROPOSAL FOR A CITIZENS' ORGANIZATION ON DEVELOPMENT OF THE LOW-INCOME COUNTRIES,
Robert E. Asher, and Theodore Geiger. Feb 68, 113p
Technical assistance, Foreign aid research, Financial support, Voluntary organizations.
309:223-G419

INTERNATIONAL AGENCIES AND ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT: AN OVERVIEW,
Brookings Institution.
Robert E. Asher 1966, 42p
International cooperation for development.
309:223-G585

EXECUTIVE SEMINAR ON TITLE IX OF U.S. FOREIGN ASSISTANCE ACT, BAGUIO,
PHILIPPINES, APR. 28 - MAY 3, 1969; REPORT.
Brookings Institution.
N D., 43p
Institution building, Socio-economic development, Civic participation.
309:223-B872a

EXECUTIVE SEMINAR ON TITLE IX OF U.S. FOREIGN ASSISTANCE ACT, TUNIS, TUNISIA, DEC. 1-4, 1968; SUMMARY.
Brookings Institution.
N D., 14p
Institution building, Civic participation, Socio-economic development.
309:223-B872b

EXECUTIVE SEMINAR ON TITLE IX OF THE UNITED STATES FOREIGN ASSISTANCE ACT, BOGOTA, COLOMBIA, MAR. 23-28, 1969; SUMMARY AND READINGS.
Brookings Institution
N D., 2V
Institution building, Socio-economic development, Alliance for Progress, Civic participation, Credit unions, Agrarian reform.
309:223-B872c

EXECUTIVE SEMINAR ON SOCIAL AND CIVIC DEVELOPMENT; TITLE IX OF THE UNITED STATES FOREIGN ASSISTANCE ACT; ROANOKE, VIRGINIA, NOV. 10-16, 1969; READINGS.
Brookings Institution.
Nov 69, 1v
Institution building, Socio-economic change, Agricultural development, Private enterprise, Political structures, Technical assistance.
309:223-B872d

EXECUTIVE SEMINAR ON TITLE IX OF THE UNITED STATES FOREIGN ASSISTANCE ACT, BAGUO, PHILIPPINES, APR. 28-MAY 3, 1969; READINGS.
Brookings Institution.
1969, 313p
Foreign Assistance Act, Institution building, Political change, Socio-economic development, Development planning.
309:223-B872g

ROLE SHOCK: AN OCCUPATIONAL HAZARD OF AMERICAN TECHNICAL ASSISTANTS ABROAD,
International Rice Research Institute.
Frances C. Byrnes Nov 64, 20p
Technical advisors.
309:223-B895a

SUMMARY OF THE MEETING OF THE BRAINSTORMING SESSION RESEARCH PROJECT ON THE IDENTITY, MOTIVATIONS AND RECRUITMENT OF TECHNICAL
ASSISTANCE PERSONNEL IN A FEW SELECTED OECD MEMBER COUNTRIES.
Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development Development Centre.
Nov 71, 14p
Technical assistance personnel.
309:223-D689

UNITED STATES FOREIGN ASSISTANCE POLICIES: A COMMENT,
Wisconsin Univ, Land Tenure Center.
Peter Dorner. d., 18p
Economic assistance, Technical assistance, Development planning.
309:223-D713

AID REVIEW OF THE ROLE OF LDC INSTITUTIONS AND JOINT ORGANIZATIONS AS PROGRAM INTERMEDIARIES FOR INCREASING LOCAL ACTION CAPABILITY,
Agency for International Development.
Jerome T French, Jul 71, 23p
Administrative agencies, Program management, Technical assistance.
309:223-F874

FORMS OF DONOR-HOST GOVERNMENT OPERATIONAL RELATIONSHIPS; SUMMARY OF TASG FILES RELATING TO REL (S) - ADVISORY RELATIONSHIPS - AS OF DEC. 11, 1961,
International Cooperation Administration. Technical Assistance Study Group (TASG).
Carl Fritz. Dec 61, 116p
Technical advisor-counterpart relationships.
309:223-F919

THE NIXON ERA IN WORLD DEVELOPMENT; PRESIDENT NIXON'S STRANGE DILEMMA - AND HIS UNPRECEDENTED OPPORTUNITY,
Overseas Development Council.
James P. Grant Apr 66, 22p
Foreign assistance, Development planning.
309:223-G762

AMERICAN PROFESSIONS AND OVERSEAS TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE: A REPORT OF RESEARCH UNDER A GRANT ENTITLED THE PROFESSIONAL ROLES OF AMERICANS OVERSEAS,
Technical advisors, Universities and international development, Cultural relations, Counterpart relationships, Human relations.
309:223-G884

MANAGEMENT INFORMATION REQUIREMENTS FOR FUTURE U.S. TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE,
Agency for International Development.
Carroll S. Hamman. Jul 71, 52p
Technical assistance, Management development, AID information system.
309:223-H603

PROGRAMMING THE INTERNATIONAL TRANSFER OF TECHNICAL SKILLS,
USAID Afghanistan.
Abraham M. Hirsch. Mar 64, 7p
Human resources development, Manpower training, Technology transfer.
309:223-H669
PRACTICAL ASPECTS OF FOREIGN AID ADMINISTRATION,
Agency for International Development
Robert L. Hubbell, Sep 68, 8p
Technical assistance, Participant training, Economic assistance, Food for peace. 309.223-I876

DON'T CALL IT AID -- THE PROBLEM IS DEVELOPMENT,
Byron L. Johnson, Jun 67, 74p
Development assistance, Humanitarian assistance, Development planning. 309.223-J66

EMERGING CONCEPTIONS AND PATTERNS OF DEVELOPMENT ASSISTANCE: IMPLICATIONS OF PRESIDENT NIXON'S SEPTEMBER 1970 MESSAGE TO CONGRESS,
Colorado State Univ. Dept of Political Science
Gual N. Jones, 1971, 86p
Development assistance, Social change, Humanitarian assistance, A.I.D. program. 309.223-J77

SOME IMPORTANT ISSUES IN FOREIGN AID,
Aug 66, 80p
Foreign assistance, Development planning, International cooperation for Development, International relations. 309.223-J697

SURVEY OF TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE EXPERTS;
DRAFT REPORT,
Lancaster Univ (England)
A.I.MacBean, and Kathya Morton 1971, 50p
Technical assistance (British), Advisor effectiveness study. 309.223-K118

PERSONAL QUALITIES REQUIRED IN TECHNICIANS - TECH T (2A),
International Cooperation Administration. Technical Assistance Study Group (TASG).
K. Mathiasan, Feb 66, 75p
Technical advisors, A.I.D. employees. 309.223-K641

RESPONDING TO TECHNICAL INFORMATION NEEDS OF DEVELOPING COUNTRIES;
AN EVALUATIVE REVIEW OF THE VOLUNTEERS FOR INTERNATIONAL TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE INTERNATIONAL INQUIRY SERVICE,
Richard Morse, Mar 72, 14p
Technical assistance evaluation, Information services, Technology transfer. 309.223-R886

UNITED STATES FOREIGN POLICY FOR THE 1970'S; A NEW STRATEGY FOR PEACE,
FEB. 18, 1970
Richard M. Nixon, 160p
Presidential address on U.S. foreign policy. 309.223-R710c

HOW MUCH AID FOR THE HAVENOT NATIONS,
Rand Corp.
John A. Piscus, Oct 67, 16p
Foreign capital, Investments, Population, Economic assistance, Social casons. 309.223-E647

NEW PERSPECTIVES IN TRAINING AND ASSESSMENT OF OVERSEAS PERSONNEL,
George Washington Univ. Human Resources Research Office.
Jack Danielus, and Edward C. Stewart, Feb 67, 15p
Overseas training. Human relations, Intercultural communication. 309.223-R814

DIMENSIONS OF TRAINING FOR OVERSEAS ASSIGNMENT,
George Washington Univ. Human Resources Research Office.
Robert J. Foster, Jun 69, 23p
Overseas training, Cultural and interpersonal relations. 309.223-F756

ROLE OF RESEARCH AND EVALUATION IN THE PEACE CORPS: RETROSPECT AND PROSPECT,
Bureau of Social Science Research, Inc
Albert E. Gollin, Mar 65, 20p
Evaluation, Peace Corps, Research. 309.223-G626

EVALUATING PROGRAMS AND PERSONNEL OVERSEAS; A REVIEW OF METHODS AND PRACTICES,
Albert E. Gollin, Feb 63, 2v
Evaluation of aid programs, Peace Corps, Americans in foreign countries 309.223-G626a

310. STATISTICAL METHODS AND STATISTICS

COMPARATIVE STATISTICS; SELECTED ASIAN COUNTRIES,
Agency for International Development.
Robert M. Paige, Jan 66, 6p
For East, Statistics, Population, Gross national product, Economic assistance PEA-311.335-P412

DRAFT STANDARD STATISTICAL TABLES.
USAID/Honduras.
Serial.

ORGANIZATION OF HEALTH STATISTICS IN THE INDIAN DIRECTORATE GENERAL OF HEALTH SERVICES,
U.S. Technical Cooperation Mission to India.
Jose E. Linder, Mar 66, 35p
India, Public health statistics. IN-311.395-L44

KOREA STATISTICS PROJECT, APRIL 1958--MAY 1963,
Surveys and Research Corp. 134p
Contract ICA-W-524
Korea, Census, Statistics KS-311.395919-S963
Field 310—STATISTICAL METHODS AND STATISTICS

STATISTICAL SERVICES PROJECT NO. 391-1-1-780-037, 1955-1968; BASIC DATA INFORMATION. USAID/Pakistan. Public Administration Division. IV Prog. 391-1-1-780-037

Pakistan, Statistical system PK-311.39549-U58

MANUAL FOR STATISTICAL DEVELOPMENT IN WEST PAKISTAN, 1966-1970. USAID/Pakistan. Public Administration Division. May 70, 21p

Pakistan, Statistics, Census. PK-311.39591-U58

STATISTICAL SAMPLING ADVICE TO THE GOVERNMENT OF TURKEY. Joel L. Tucker Jan 64, 46p

Turkey, Statistics. TO-111.39464-1782


Vietnam, Organization and resources for surveys. Statistics, examination of basic data series, Statistical development planning. VS-311.39591-G179


Vietnam, Administrative development, Statistics, Development planning. VS-311.39597-K74


Standardization 311.214-M993


Statistics, Economic surveys, Social surveys, Demography. 311.39-5832

ATLANTIDA: A CASE STUDY IN HOUSEHOLD SAMPLE SURVEYS. Bureau of the Census, Washington, D.C. Nov 65-Feb 67, 16v

Statistics, Economic surveys, Social surveys, Demography, Sampling. 311.39-C936

*STATISTICAL SURVEY ADVISER’S END OF TOUR REPORT. Bureau of the Census, Washington, D.C. Donald G. Larson. May 72, 8p

Pakistan, Demographic statistics, Census, Housing surveys

PK-312-1134


Vietnam, Bureau of Statistics, Organization and activity. VS-312-B163


Contract AID/vn-86. Proj. 730-12-521-338

Vietnam, Population trends and statistics, Urban planning, Rural-urban migration. VS-315.97-B675

320. POLITICAL SCIENCE


Latin America, Political and economic conditions, Communist strategy. LAT-320-5464

HANOI ON WAR AND PEACE, Rand Corp. Melvin Gurtov. Dec 67, 40p

Vietnam (North), Guerrilla warfare, Political behavior, Foreign policy. VN-320.532-G981


Vietnam (North), Military operations, Political behavior, Communist strategy. VN-320.532-P985

VIETNAM WAR: CONSTRUCTION, TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE FOR VIETNAM. USAID/Vietnam. Dec 66, 10p

Vietnam, Development planning, Economic development, Local government. VS-320.13-158

CONTRIBUTION TO THE VIETNAMESE PEOPLE’S STRUGGLE, OR SOLUTION TO THE VIETNAM WAR, Revolutionary Development Cadre Program, Vietnam. Chi-Linh. Feb 68, 62p

Vietnam, Military defense, Political behavior. VS-320.157-C332

COMMENTS ON SPECIFIC ALLEGATIONS CONTAINED IN THE COLEGROVE ARTICLES ON VIETNAM. International Cooperation Administration. Aug 39, 1v

Vietnam, AID administration, Social conditions, Political behavior, Technical assistance. VS-320.9-101


Vietnam, Political conditions, Politics and development, Communist strategy. VS-320.9597-B937

SOME OBSERVATIONS ON VIET CONG OPERATIONS IN THE VILLAGES. Rand Corp. W. F. Davison. May 68, 179p

Vietnam, Villages, Military operations, Communist insurgency. VS-320.9597-D265


Vietnam, Political conditions, Development planning. VS-320.9597-D467

ACCOMMODATION AND COALITION IN SOUTH VIETNAM. Rand Corp. Gerald C. Hickey. Jan 70, 65p

Vietnam, Political background and sociopolitical development, Development assistance planning. VS-320.9597-H28


Vietnam, Political development, Development assistance planning. VS-320.9597-H28a

BRIEFING BOOK ON VIETNAM. Dept of State. Feb 68, 1v

Vietnam, Collection of information materials on the war and other topics, Briefing materials for briefing sessions and news conferences. VS-320.9597-S797a

HARNESSING THE REVOLUTION IN SOUTH VIETNAM. USAID/Vietnam. John P. Vann Apr 67, 11p

Vietnam, Political conditions. Public administration, Local government. VS-320.9597-V265

POLITICAL ORGANIZATION OF SOUTH VIETNAM. George Cabot Lodge. Jun 67, 28p

Vietnam, General survey of conditions in Vietnam, Political development. VS-328.9597-L822
ECONOMICS (GENERAL)—Field 330

Thailand, Briefing book, Socio-economic development, AID program. TH-330.359-2333

*VIETNAM ECONOMIC DATA,
Agency for International Development. Bureau for Supporting Assistance. Senal,

Vietnam, Statistics of Prices, money and credits, budget, national accounts, employment, International trade,

VS-330.957-2465


VS-330.957-1111


Vietnam, Rural development, Socio-economic conditions, Development planning, Land tenure, Farming.

VS-330.957-4498


Vietnam, Economic growth, Local administration, Guerrilla warfare.

VS-330.957-2498a

THE VIETNAMESE ECONOMY, Hudson Institute, Inc. James D. Metes. Aug 68, 18p


VS-330.957-5631


Vietnam, Development planning, Economic development, Research.

VS-330.957-4281


Vietnam, Economic development, Green Revolution, Political change, Communism, Migration resources.

VS-330.957-7277


Contract AID/64-101

**TRAFFIC AND ACCESS STUDY: THU THIEM PENINSULA DEVELOPMENT.** Worster, Bernardo, and Enmons, Inc. Jun 72, 49p Contract AID/diva-101

Vietnam, Development planning, Traffic surveys, Arterial system, River crossings, Roadway cross sections. VS-330 5997-W96

**THU THIEM PENINSULA DEVELOPMENT PLAN.** Worster, Bernardo and Enmons, Inc. Jul 72, 118p Contract AID/diva-101

Vietnam, Urban development, Land use, Development planning. VS-330 5997-W96b

**ECONOMIC TRAINING.** International Cooperation Administration. Office of Industrial Resources. Oct 72, 52p Economics. 330 07-661

**ECONOMIC TRAINING - CHARTS.** International Cooperation Administration Office of Industrial Resources. N.D. 1V Economics. 330 07-661a

331. LABOR, MANPOWER, UNEMPLOYMENT

**SHADOW WAGES IN THE CHILEAN ECONOMY.** Organization for Economic Co-operation and Development. Francis Seton, 1972, 104p Chile, Wages, Prices, Labor costs, Consumption, Project management. CI-331.2893-S495


**PRELIMINARY REPORT ON A PROPOSAL TO ESTABLISH AN ASIAN REGIONAL MANPOWER AND LABOR MINISTRY SERVICE CENTER, USAID/Vietnam.** Feb 69, 1v

**DEVELOPMENT OF THE NATIONAL EMPLOYMENT SERVICE, HONDURAS; END OF TDV REPORT, FEB. 14 - MAR. 13, 1972.** Hendrick D. Mugaas. 25p Honduras, Employment agencies, Job placement, Manpower development. HO-331 11S-M931

**INSTALLATION OF THE TRAINING WITHIN INDUSTRY PROGRAMS IN INDONESIA.** Trainig Within Industry, Inc. Serial, Indonesia, Job training, Participant training, Technical assistance. ID-331.653-T768


**LABOR SITUATION IN KOREA.** USAID/Korea. May 68, 26p Korea, Labor, Wages, Trade unions, Labor-Management relations. KS-331-U938

**LABOR PROBLEMS RELATED TO ARANGED OVERSEAS EMPLOYMENT.** Korea Univ Labor Research Center. Yun-Hwan Kim. 1969, 50p Korea, Labor supply, Employment, Manpower development. KS-331.127-K49


**DEVELOPMENT OF A VOCATIONAL PROGRAM FOR THE MARGINAL URBAN POOR; PROGRESS REPORTS.** Centro de Estudios Sociales, Caracas, Venezuela. Serial, Contract AID/la-680 Latin America, Vocational education, Job analysis, Economic conditions. LAt-331.85-4365

**EMPLOYMENT AND UNEMPLOYMENT PROBLEMS OF THE NEAR EAST AND SOUTH ASIA.** Ronald G. Richter, and Harold Lubell. Apr 71, 2v Near East, South Asia, Manpower, Employment. NEA-331.12-R944

**HUMAN RESOURCES AND HIGH LEVEL MANPOWER IN PAKISTAN’S THIRD FIVE YEAR PLAN AND BASIC PROBLEMS AND RESEARCH PRIORITIES FOR HUMAN RESOURCE DEVELOPMENT PLANNING IN PAKISTAN, USAID/Pakistan.** Nicholas De Witt, Jan 65, 73p Pakistan, Educational planning, Manpower training, Human resources development. PK-331.09549-D278

**COUNSELING AND TESTING IN THE THAI EMPLOYMENT SERVICE; FINAL REPORT TO THE DIRECTOR-GENERAL, USOM/Thailand.** Joseph A. Mihalick. May 71, 74p Thailand, Employment agencies, Ability testing, Counseling. TR-331.115-M636

**STUDY OF THE PUBLIC EMPLOYMENT SERVICE IN TUNISIA, FEB.-MAR. 1965, Agency for International Development.** Lazard Staff. 64p Tunisia, Employment office organization and operating procedures. TS-331.115-S459


**REPORT ON LABOR LEGISLATION AND ITS ADMINISTRATION IN VIETNAM. TOICA A-2663, USAID/Vietnam.** Clara M. Boyer. 1964, 20p Vietnam, Labor laws and legislation. VS-331 026-B791


**LABOR, EMPLOYMENT AND SKILLS.** Development and Resources Corp. Oct 69, 106p Vietnam, Employment and unemployment, Postwar manpower forecasts, Supply of skills. VS-331.09597-0489

**MANPOWER AND RESOURCE MIGRATION, USAID/Vietnam.** Charles R. Felix, and Wayne G. Althaus. Sep 64, 1v Vietnam, Planning for internal security, Labor mobility, Selective service, Manpower planning. VS-331 09597-F791

**SUMMARY OF USAID / LABOR DIVISION ACTIVITIES IN FY... USAID/Vietnam: Labor Division.** Serial, Vietnam, Planning for a labor development program.
Manpower conference, Human resources development, Employment, Labor mobility. 331-161a


Manpower conference, Human resources development, Employment 331-L123a

Fiscal policy and the employment problem in less developed countries, Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development, Development Centre. Alan Peacock, and G. K. Shaw. 1971, 133p

Fiscal management, Manpower development, Labor supply. 331.11-F536

*Importing and *Adopting* Skills, Agency for International Development. Abraham M. Hirsch. 1965, 4p

Technology transfer, Manpower, Skilled labor, Development planning 331.704-H669

332. FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS

Evaluation report of AFR investment promotion and lua projects, Agency for International Development. Herman J. Nissenbaum. Jan 69, 41p

Africa, Investment promotion, Agro-industry, Land management, Technology transfer. APR-332.678-N726

Sources of capital investment funds for argentine industrial development, Prepared for CAPADE. Stanford Research Institute. Aug 62, 127p

Argentina, Investment banking, Industrialization. AR-332.1-S785

Economic impact of taxes on argentine industrial and resource development. Stanford Research Institute. May 63, 2v

Argentina, Industrialization, Taxation, Tax administration and procedure. AR-332.6-S785

Credit for Bolivia's private sector. Continental-Alled Co., Inc. 1962, 140p

Bolivia, Development banks. BL-332.153-C762


Bolivia, Agricultural credit. Credit Institutions. BL-332.71-B128

FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS—Field 332

Factors affecting changes in the cost of living in Brazil: A sectoral analysis, Frances Xavier Coelho. 1967, 47p

Brazil, Inflation, Sector analysis—Economics. BR-332.414-C683

Northeast Brazil: Aid/FEP (private enterprise promotion) short term program on industrial development, Report on U.S. Co-Operation by Participants from Northeast Brazil. Conway Research, Inc. Mar 65, 1V

Brazil, Industrial development, Investments, AID program, Participant training. BR-332.67381-C767

The Investment climate in Brazil, USAID/Brazil. Richard G. Leonard. 1966, 51p

Brazil, Investments. BR-332.67381-L581


Contract AID/239

Brazil, Industrialization, Investments. BR-332.67381-M471

Farm loan repayment policy needs in Rio Grande do Sul, Brazil: A framework for investigation, Wisconsin Univ Land Tenure Center. Bernard L. Erven. Nov 64, 40p

Contract Aid/REPA-3, Proj 931-17-120-025

Brazil, Agricultural credit. BR-332.71-L737

Financial advisor's report under contract to the international cooperation administration, Council for International Progress in Management (USA), Inc. Marion S. Fink. Sep 57, 10p

Chile, Corporations, Finance. CI-332.6083-C85

*Sector loan paper. Colombia: Agriculture sector loan V. Agency for International Development. May 72. 1V

Colombia, Agricultural credit, Rural development, Sector loan—Agriculture, International cooperation, Economic assistance. CO-332.71-A265


Costa Rica, Agricultural credit. CS-332.71-H726

A proposal for rural banks in the Dominican Republic, USAID/Dominican Republic. 1971, 18p

Dominican Republic, Development banks, Rural development. Agricultural credit.
Field 332—FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS

DR-332.153-U58

EVALUATION OF THE DIRECTED AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTION CREDIT PROGRAM IN ECUADOR; WITH USAID COMMENTS ON CUNA PROGRAM, R. Hayes Keeler and R. Rodmolda. Feb 72, 6p
Contract AID-518-300

Ecuador, Agricultural credit, Evaluation of A.I.D. program, Coopertatives, Production.
EC-332.71-K26

*SUPERVISED CREDIT ADVISOR'S END OF TOUR REPORT,
Dept. of Agriculture.
Jose G. Gurule. Jul 72, 6p

El Salvador, Agricultural credit, Administration de Beneficio Campeino.
ES-332.71-C991

REPORT OF THE E.C.A.-COMMERCE MISSION TO INVESTIGATE POSSIBILITIES OF INCREASING WESTERN EUROPE'S DOLLAR EARNINGS.
E.C.A.-COMMERCE, Administration.
Oct 49, 22p

Europe, Commerce, Labor, Exports.
EUR-332-E19

AGRICULTURAL DEVELOPMENT BANK OF GHANA; TERMINAL REPORT, USAID/Ghana
Richard K. Kya. Sep 68, 68p

Ghana, Agricultural credit, Development banks.
GH-332.133-R989

AGRICULTURAL CREDIT IN GUYANA; A BRIEF SURVEY, USAID/Guyana
Paul A. Holden. Dec 68, 10p

Guyana, Agricultural credit.
GY-332.71-I776

REORGANIZATION PLAN FOR THE INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT DIVISION OF THE BANCO NACIONAL DE FOMENTO DE HONDURAS.
Porter International Co.
Mar 67, 67p

Honduras, Development banks, Industrial banking.
HO-332.741-P949

PRICING OF FOREIGN EXCHANGE IN INDONESIA, 1966-67, USAID/Indonesia
Bruce Glassburner. Sep 67, 35p

Indonesia, Foreign exchange.
ID-332.45-G549

INDONESIAN INDUSTRIAL FINANCING, Continental-Alfred Co., Inc.
Jack Bennett, and Edward A. Tenebaum. 1959, 163p

Contract ICPW-583

Indonesia, Investments, Industrial development.
ID-332.67591-C762

SEADAG INDONESIA SEMINAR, ASIA HOUSE, MARCH 13, 1970.
South East Asia Development Advisory Group (SEADAG)
Mar 70, 4p

Indonesia, Investments.
ID-332.67591-S727

DEVELOPMENT PROJECTS CONSULTING SERVICE, INDONESIA; FINAL REPORT.
Surveys and Research Corp. 1964, 14p
Contract AID-2354

Indonesia, Investments.
ID-332.67591-S963

SHORTAGE OF IMPORTED PRODUCTION MATERIALS AND SPARE PARTS. DEVELOPMENT PROJECTS CONSULTING SERVICE, INDONESIA, TASK ORDER IV. PRELIMINARY REPORT.
Surveys and Research Corp. 1963, 1v
Contract AID-2354

Indonesia, Investments.
ID-332.67591-S963e

OPPORTUNITIES FOR BETTER USE OF UNITED STATES OWNED EXCESS FOREIGN CURRENCY IN INDIA.
Comptroller General of the United States
Feb 71, 11p

IN-332.45-C738

INVESTORS' GUIDE TO IRAN.
Bank Markazi Iran, Tehran 1966, 243p

Iran, Investments.
IR-332.67535-B218

REPORT ON THE AGRICULTURAL CREDIT SITUATION IN IRAN, OCT.-NOV. 1965.
Ralph U. Battle, and Robert B. Tootell. 10p

Iran, Agricultural credit analysis and recommendations.
IR-332.71-B336

STUDY OF ISRAEL EXPERIENCE WITH READJUSTABLE MORTGAGES IN AN INFLATIONARY ECONOMY,
Agency for International Development Bureau for Latin America
Harold Robinson. Jun 70, 23p

Israel, Housing, Mortgages.
IS-332.7-R661

KOREAN FINANCIAL PROBLEMS, Federal Reserve Bank of St. Louis.
Homer Jones. Jun 68, 35p

Korea, Bank reserves, Monetary statistics, Price trends, Interest rates, Foreign exchange, Fiscal policy.
KS-332.377

REPORT ON KOREAN LIFE INSURANCE COMPANIES AS FINANCIAL INTERMEDIARIES, Cooperative League of the U.S. A
C. Arthur Williams Sep 66, 112p

Korea, Financial institutions, Saving and investment.
KS-332.0365195-W722

ESTIMATES OF KOREAN CAPITAL AND INVENTORY COEFFICIENTS IN 1968,
Yoonsel Univ

Koo Chun Han 1970, 427p

Korea, Capital development, Gross National Product, Economic conditions.
KS-332.093195-F133

FINANCIAL PATTERNS AND POLICIES IN KOREA,
USAID/Korea
Edward S. Shaw Apr 67, 43p

Korea, Finance
KS-332.093195-S234

REPORT ON MONETARY POLICY AND BANKING IN KOREA.
International Cooperation Administration

Korea, Banking structure, Monetary and credit policy, Inflation, money supply, and financial policy.
KS-332.1-B655

REPORT ON RESEARCH OF COMMERCIAL BANKING IN KOREA.
Korea Univ Business Management Research Center
1971, 1v

Korea, Commercial banking, Organization, Personnel management, Loans and deposits, Interest rates, Credit, Investments, Banking laws, Supervision.
KS-332.1-K84

KOREAN RECONSTRUCTION BANK; IMPElEMENTATION OF RECOMMENDATIONS FOR IMPROVEMENT OF MANAGEMENT AND ORGANIZATION, FINAL REPORT.
Keeney (A. T.), and Co., Inc
Aug 67, 1v

Korea, Development banks
KS-332.153-K24

CAPITAL ASSISTANCE PAPER, KOREA, KDFC - KOREA DEVELOPMENT FINANCE CORPORATION.
Agency for International Development
N.D., 17p

Korea, Development loans, Credit institutions, Capial
KS-332.3-A255

Sogang College, Research Institute for Economics and Business, Seoul.
Duck Woo Nam. Dec 65, 189p

Korea, Monetary policy, Economic research
KS-332.4-S682

USE OF DOLLARS RATHER THAN FOREIGN CURRENCIES TO PAY UNITED STATES EXPENSES IN THE REPUBLIC OF KOREA.
Comptroller General of the United States
Oct 65, 19p

Korea, Foreign exchange problem, Balance of payments, Currency question.
KS-332.45-C738

EFFECTS OF CHANGES IN THE EXCHANGE RATE ON DOMESTIC PRICES: THE CASE OF KOREA.
Enc Y. Lee. 1971, 46p

Korea, Exchange rate, Commercial policy, Prices
FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS—Field 332

EVALUATION OF AID-FINANCED AGRICULTURAL CREDIT LOANS IN MEXICO, EL SALVADOR AND COLOMBIA. Agency for International Development. Bureau for Latin America. Dec 66, 42p

LA-332.71-A265

AGRICULTURAL CREDIT PROGRAMS IN LATIN AMERICA; REPORT OF FIRST MEETING OF US AGRICULTURAL CREDIT TECHNICIANS IN LATIN AMERICA, GUATEMALA CITY, AUG. 8-16, 1966. USAID/Guatemala. 38p

LA-332.71-U38


LA-332.94-L185


LA-332.94-CA03

Mexico, Finance

MX-332-C855


NEA-332.7319-C397

CASE STUDY; INVESTOR'S GUIDE. Little (Arthur D.), Inc. N.D., 7P

LA-332.94-L185

Nigeria, Investments

NI-332.73656-L-778a


LA-332.94-L185

Nigeria, Management of credit institutions, Economic conditions

NI-332.7-1613

CAPITAL ASSISTANCE PAPER, NICARAGUA - HOUSING AND SAVINGS AND LOAN SYSTEM. Agency for International Development. Jun 66, 39p

LA-332.94-L185

Nicaragua, Development loans, Savings and loan associations

NI-332.94-L185

STUDY ON INVESTMENT AND PLANNING IN THE ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT OF PARAGUAY. USAID/Paraguay. Paul Pozamallou. Jan 62, 113p

PA-332.67351-6176


PAK-332.96393-0359

ASPECTS OF THE PROBLEM OF FOREIGN EXCHANGE PRICING IN PAKISTAN. Agency for International Development. Bruce Glassburner. Sep 66, 33p

PAK-332.96393-0359


PN-332.94-L185

Panama, Development loans, Savings and loan associations

PN-332.94-L185

EDUCATION SECTOR LOAN, 525-L-036, FIRST YEAR EVALUATION. Agency for International Development. Bureau for Latin America. Feb 72, 10p

PN-332.94-L185

Panama, Development loan. Educational development, Economic assistance

PN-332.94-L185

THE FAR EAST: THE PHILIPPINE CHALLENGE FOR THRIFT AND HOME OWNERSHIP. International Union of Building Societies and Savings Associations. Raymond P. Harrold. 1969, 1v

RP-332.94-L185

Philippines, Savings and loan systems, Home ownership, Mortgage

RP-332.94-L185


RP-332.94-L185

Philippines, Investments, Production, Capital and labor. Industrial development

RP-332.94-L185


SU-332.94-L185

Sudan, Development banks, Loans

SU-332.94-L185
AGRICULTURAL CREDIT FOR TRINIDAD AND TOBAGO, USAID/Trinidad
Lee P. Brown. Jun 63, 12p
Trinidad and Tobago, Agricultural credit, Banks and banking. 
TD-332.71-B878

Savings banks.

THAILAND, Banks and banking, Agricultural credit. 
TH-332.31-H177

PROGRAM TO STRENGTHEN THE BOARD OF INVESTMENT OF THAILAND. Checchi and Co. 
Feb 65, 1v
Thailand, Investments. 
TH-332.673593-CS14

SUGGESTIONS FOR ACCELERATING PRIVATE INVESTMENT IN THAILAND. Checchi and Co. 
Mar 69, 39p
Thailand, Investments, Industrial promotion. 
TH-332.673593-C514b

PRIVATE ENTERPRISE INVESTMENT OPPORTUNITIES IN THAILAND. USAID/Thailand. 
Feb 66, 54p
Thailand, Investments, Private enterprise. 
TH-332.673593-US58a

AMERICAN MANAGEMENT ASSOCIATION SEMINAR ON DOING BUSINESS IN THAILAND AS AN OPERATING BASE FOR ALL SOUTHEAST ASIA, BANGKOK, MAR. 17-21, 1969; SUMMARY REPORT. USAID/Thailand. Private Enterprise Division. 
Mar 69, 1v
Thailand, Investments. 
TH-332.673593-US38b

REPORT AND RECOMMENDATION FOR THE PROMOTION OF INDUSTRIAL INVESTMENT IN THAILAND, Robert R. Oliver. 1961, 18p
Thailand, Investments. 
TH-332.673593-448

Thailand, Investments, Economic planning. 
TH-332.678-A512

SAVINGS AND LOAN STUDY FOR TUNISIA. Commerce Savings and Loan Association, Shreve, Kans. 1964, 45p
Tunisia, Savings and investment, Mortgage loans, Savings banks. 
TS-332.3-C734

SOME ECONOMIC COSTS OF EXCHANGE CONTROL: THE TURKISH CASE, Anne O. Krueger. n.d, 10p
Turkey, Foreign exchange, Monetary policy. 
TU-332.45-K94

EFFECT OF TURKISH TRADE POLICIES ON TURKEY'S BALANCE OF PAYMENTS, Anne O Krueger. n.d, 48p
Turkey, Balance of payments, Foreign trade. 
TU-332.45-K94a

FIXED EXCHANGE RATES AND EXCHANGE CONTROL SYSTEMS: BACKGROUND MATERIAL FOR PROPOSALS TO LIBERALIZE TURKEY'S FOREIGN TRADE REGIME, USAID/Turkey. R. Erberk Snith. Nov 68, 20p
Turkey, Foreign exchange, Imports, Balance of payments. 
TU-332.45-S567

INVESTMENT ALLOCATION AND DEVELOPMENT IN TURKEY, K B. Griffin Sep 66, 30p
Turkey, Investments, Foreign trade, Economic planning. 
TU-332.6734961-G851

CAPITAL AND FINANCE IN TURKISH AGRICULTURE, USAID/Turkey. Economic Planning Division James E. Blauch. May 69, 92p
Turkey, Agricultural credit, Economic development. 
TU-332.71-B537

China, Agricultural credit. 
TW-332.71-C518

China, Agricultural credit. 
TW-332.71-C518a

PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION (BANKING) ADVISER'S END OF TOUR REPORT, USAID/Vietnam. S. Herbert Torkus Aug 63, 1v
Vietnam, Banks and banking, Assets and liabilities, Investments, Fiscal policy. 
VS-332.1-T939

Vietnam, Agricultural credit, Economic assistance, Agricultural development. 
VS-332.153-H272

Vietnam, Agricultural credit, Banks and banking. 
VS-332.153-H252a

Vietnam, Inflation, Prices, Money supply, Supply and demand. 
VS-332.414-D119

NEED FOR INCREASED CONTROL OVER LOCAL CURRENCY MADE AVAILABLE TO REPUBLIC OF VIETNAM FOR SUPPORT OF ITS MILITARY AND CIVIL BUDGETS. General Accounting Office. Jul 70, 67p
Vietnam, Local currency, USAID administration. 
VS-332.45-C738

SUMMARY OF ADMINISTRATIVE AND LEGAL PROCEDURES REGARDING PRIVATE INDUSTRIAL INVESTMENT IN SOUTH VIET-NAM, USAID/Vietnam. Dec 67, 5p
Vietnam, Private investment, Industrial ventures, Enterprise establishment. 
VS-332.675597-U58

VS-332.71-7882

Vietnam, Agricultural credit. 
VS-332.71-H252

DEVELOPING COUNTRIES' NEEDS FOR INTERNATIONAL LIQUIDITY, Agency for International Development. M June Flanders 1967, 52p
332.15-F384

*MULTILATERAL INSTITUTIONS; COLLECTION OF VIEWS ON CAPABILITIES OF MULTILATERAL LENDING AGENCIES IN HANDLING A LARGER AMOUNT OF AID TO LDCs, Agency for International Development. Benjamin Cohen, and Henry J. Heuser. Apr 68, 53p
Development banks, Banks and banking (International). 
332.153-C678

PUBLIC FOREIGN CAPITAL FOR PRIVATE ENTERPRISE IN DEVELOPING COUNTRIES, Princeton Univ. Dept of Economics. Raymond F. Mikesell. Apr 66, 29p
**CREDIT INSTITUTIONS**

Agency for International Development. NOTARIAL PRIVATE INVESTMENTS, Private enterprise.

May 69, 19p

Agency for International Development.

**COUNTRIES.**

POSSIBLE RELATIONSHIPS

LOCAL CURRENCIES,

Evaluation methodology, Investments, Development planning.

332.673-S785c

**EFFECTIVE DEVALUATION AS AN EXPORT INCENTIVE IN LESS DEVELOPED COUNTRIES,** Harvard Univ. Center for International Affairs. Jonathan W. Eaton Jul 72, 30p

Contract AID/csd-1543, Proj. 931-17-995-476

Commercial policy, Export trade, Economic models, Foreign trade regulation

332.413-E14

**ACCUMULATION AND ADMINISTRATION OF LOCAL CURRENCIES,** Robert L. Berenson, and William M. Bristol, 1938, 77p

Local currency, Foreign exchange problem.

332.45-A265

**ON THE CHOICE OF A SHADOW PRICE FOR FOREIGN EXCHANGE,** Harvard Univ. Center for International Affairs. Daniel M. Schydowsky. Sep 67, 9p

Foreign exchange problem, Price policy.

332.45-S415

**PROJECT EVALUATION IN ECONOMIES IN GENERAL DISEQUILIBRIUM: AN APPLICATION OF SECOND BEST ANALYSIS,** Harvard Univ. Center for International Affairs. Daniel M. Schydowsky. May 72, 65p

contract AID/csd-1543, Proj. 931-17-995-476

Evaluation methodology, Investments, Development planning.

332.675-S413

**POSSIBLE RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN THE PROPOSED OVERSEAS PRIVATE INVESTMENT CORPORATION AND INTERMEDIATE CREDIT INSTITUTIONS IN DEVELOPING COUNTRIES,** Agency for International Development. May 69, 16p

Private investments, Credit institutions, OPIC.

332.673-A265l

**PRIVATE ENTERPRISE IN INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT,** Agency for International Development. Apr 65, 9p

Investments, Private enterprise.

332.673-A265k

**PRIVATE RESOURCES FOR DEVELOPMENT,** Agency for International Development. 1961, 13p

Investments, Technical assistance, Voluntary agencies, Investment guarantees.

332.673-A265l

**U.S. OVERSEAS PRIVATE INVESTMENT INCENTIVE PROGRAMS,** Agency for International Development. Office of Private Resources.

Serial.

Investment guarantees, Local currency loans, Pre­

investment assistance 332.673-A265m

**LEGAL INCENTIVES FOR PRIVATE INVESTMENT ABROAD**, International Cooperation Administration. Norman M. Littel. Dec 65, 27

Economic development, Investments.

332.673-161a

**PROMOTING UNITED STATES PRIVATE INVESTMENTS ABROAD,** National Planning Association Raymond F. Mikess. n.d., 87p

Investments (Private), Capital assistance, Development planning.

332.673-M636

**PRIVATE UNITED STATES VENTURE CAPITAL FOR INVESTMENT IN NEWLY DEVELOPING COUNTRIES,** Stanford Research Institute. International Industrial Development Center.

Sep 58, 29p

Investments, Capital markets, Fiscal policy, Foreign trade regulation.

332.673-S785c

**INTEREST RATES AND THE STRUCTURE OF AGRICULTURAL CREDIT MARKETS,** Chicago Univ.

Millard F. Long, n.d., 22p

Interest, Agricultural credit, Marketing.

332.71-L849

**WHY FARMERS BORROW,** Chicago Univ

Millard F. Long, n.d., 26p

Agricultural credit, Rural development.

332.71-L849a

**333. NATURAL RESOURCES**

CUSTOMARY LAND TENURE AND THE DEVELOPMENT OF AFRICAN AGRICULTURE, Wisconsin Univ. Land Tenure Center.

Kenneth H. Parsons. Jun 71, 82p

Africa, Land tenure innovations, Agricultural economics.

AFR-333.52-P268

**FIRANHAS RIVER BASIN STUDY, NORTHEAST BRAZIL,** Bureau of Reclamation, Washington, D.C.

1963, 87p

Brazil, Irrigation, Water resources development.

BR-333.913-D419

**LEGAL INSECURITY OF RURAL PROPERTY IN COLOMBIA: A CASE STUDY OF THE NOTARIAL AND REGISTRY SYSTEMS, Wisconsin Univ. Land Tenure Center,** Luis Arevalo-Salazar. Apr 72, 86p

Colombia, Land title acquisition and transfer, Notarial and registry system, Boundary description.

CO-333.34-S616

**CAPITAL ASSISTANCE PAPER, ECUADOR: LAND SALE GUARANTY,** Agency for International Development. Jun 69, 1v

Ecuador, Economic assistance, Land tenure, Development loans, Agricultural cooperatives.

EC-333.1-A265

**LAND SALE GUARANTEE LOAN PROGRAM; GUAYAS BASIN, ECUADOR, REPORT OF SECOND VISIT,** Economic Research Service, Washington, D C

Wade F. Gregory. Apr 72, 6p

Ecuador, Farm management, Loans, Agricultural cooperatives.

EC-333.32-G823


Far East, Atlases, Natural resources, Economic development, Social development.

FEA-333.9105-E59

**REVIEW OF PROGRAM FOR WATER RESOURCES DEVELOPMENT, USAID/Laos.**

John B. Denley. Nov 65, 17p

Laos, Water resources, Irrigation.

LA-333.913-D337

**INDUS BASIN?PROJECT: AID BACKGROUND PAPER, USAID/Pakistan.**

1969, 9p

Pakistan (West), Water resources development, Irrigation, Hydroelectric power.

PK-333.9105-G58

**WATER MANAGEMENT RESEARCH PROJECT; ANNUAL PROGRESS REPORTS, Colorado State Univ.**

Serial.

Contract AID/csd-2162, Proj. 391-17-110-367

Pakistan, Water resources development, Irrigation water.

PK-333.913-C719a

**WATER MANAGEMENT RESEARCH PROJECT; PROPOSED PLAN OF WORK, Colorado State Univ.**

Serial.

Contract AID/csd-2162, Proj. 391-17-110-367

Pakistan, Agricultural research, Irrigation water management.

PK-333.913-C719b

**RESOURCES ATLAS PROJECT - THAILAND,** Engineer Agency for Resources Inventories, Washington, D C.

Serial.

Thailand, Natural resources mapping, Transportation maps.

TH-333.009593-E57

NATURAL RESOURCES—Field 333
Field 333—NATURAL RESOURCES

NATIONAL RESOURCES SURVEY GUIDANCE MANUAL. Engineer Agency for Resources Inventories, Washington, D.C. Ernest Jackman Nov 71, 1v

THAILAND, AERIAL PHOTOGRAPHY AND CARTOGRAPHIC TECHNIQUES. Text writing and editing, Applied Scientific Research Corp. of Thailand TH-333.009593-U58

EVALUATION OF MEKONG RESOURCES ATLAS PROJECT. USOM/Thailand. Office of Regional Development. Feb 70, 28p

THAILAND, Natural resources development, Mekong region. TH-333.009593-US8

*PA MONG PHASE II MAIN REPORT. Bureau of Reclamation, Washington, D.C. 1972, 1v

Far East, Thailand, Water resources development, Irrigation, Agricultural research, Land use, Natural resources development, Planning. TH-333.9109593-I61d


Vietnam, Land use, Rice, Agricultural production, Rural sociology. VS-333.009597-B978


Vietnam, Land use, Rice, Agricultural production, Rural sociology. VS-333.009597-L533

PROPOSED RESEARCH ON A PROGRAM OF LAND TENURE IMPROVEMENT FOR PACIFICATION AND RURAL DEVELOPMENT OF VIETNAM; DESIGN OF PHASE II PROJECT. Stanford Research Institute. Feb 67, 41p. Contract AID/66-399

Vietnam, Land tenure, Agrarian reform, Pacification. VS-333.32-S185b

LAND TENURE PROJECT - REPUBLIC OF VIETNAM; MONTHLY PROGRESS REPORTS. Stanford Research Institute. Serial. Contract AID/vn-8

Vietnam, Agrarian reform, Land tenure. VS-333.32-S185c


Vietnam, Land reform, Legal framework, Land purchase, Expropriation, Refugees, Natural resources, Farm management VS-333.32-S185d


Vietnam, Land tenure, Rural landlords. VS-333.34-B978


Vietnam, Deforestation, Ecologic balance VS-333.75-T879


Vietnam, Minerals, Resources, Exploration and development, Resources of prospective value, Coal, Limestone, Glass sand VS-333.8-D273


Vietnam, Reclamation of land, Water resources development, Agriculture, Political development, Internal security, Reestablishment VS-333.910997-C942

MEKONG DELTA DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM: TRANSPORTATION; SEDIMENTATION; RELATION OF UPSTREAM PROJECTS TO THE MEKONG DELTA, Development and Resources Corp. Dec 68, 1v

Vietnam, Water resources development, Inland water transportation, Canals, Highway construction, Water control systems VS-333.910997-D489a

PRELIMINARY APPRAISAL REPORT: WATER RESOURCES DEVELOPMENT IN QUANG TRI AND THUA THIEN PROVINCES: Development and Resources Corp. Jan 70, 36p.

Vietnam, Water resources development, Climate and hydrology, Water control system VS-333.910997-D489b


Vietnam, Water resources development, Hydraulic engineering, Agricultural production and management, Water control plan VS-333.910997-032


Remote sensing, Natural resources surveys, Use of aircraft and satellites.


Land tenure, Agrarian reform. 333 32-W811c


Forest and land surveys, Natural resources inventory. 333.7-C777


Water resources development, Water supply 333 91-16b

INTERNATIONAL CENTER FOR MARINE RESOURCE DEVELOPMENT. Rhode Island Univ. 1969, 12p.

Oceanography, Fisheries, Marine resources. 333.91-R475a

334. COOPERATIVES


Ecuador, Rural electrification, International cooperative development EC-334.68213-T243

AID/CUNA CREDIT UNION DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM FOR THE FAR EAST. CUNA International, Inc. 1969, 1v.

Far East, Economic development, Credit unions, International economic cooperation PEA-334-2-C912


Honduras, Agricultural cooperatives HO-334 683-F593


Honduras, Agricultural cooperatives HO-334 683-F593a
**RURAL DEVELOPMENT APPROACH THROUGH COOPERATIVES. AN EVALUATION OF THE PROPOSED PROGRAM.**
Wescon’s University Center for Cooperatives.
Richard M. Kirby, Howard Whitney. Jun 72, 6p

**THE HAMLETS.**
UG 334-K58 keting societies.

**THE UGANDA COOPERATIVE MOVEMENT AS AN INTERMEDIARY INSTITUTION.**
Agency for International Development.
Richard M. Kirby. Nov 71, 36p

**RURAL ELECTRIFICATION IS BRIGHTENING THE HAMLETS.**
Joint United States Public Affairs Office, Sagon. Nov 70, 16 p

**FINANCING COOPERATIVES IN DEVELOPING COUNTRIES: A SEMINAR AT ARLIE HOUSE, WARRENTON, VIRGINIA, OCT. 24, 1969.**
Adlouse Larson, Eric Danke. Jan 69, 4p

**PROGRESS THROUGH COOPERATIVES; ANNUAL REPORTS.**
Agricultural Cooperative Development Internat.
Serail, Center AID/EA 2219, Proj. 911-13-140-019

**AGRICULTURAL cooperatives, Credit unions, Development banks, Investment guaranties.**
334-A244

**PRODUCTION—Field 338**

**336. PUBLIC FINANCE**

**REPORT ON TOTAL TAX AND FEE STRUCTURE IN ETHIOPIA.**
USAID/Ethiopia.
Malcolm S. Novins. Mar 69, 32p

**ETHIOPIA, Taxation, Meat processing, Fee structure, Commerce.**
ET-336-2-N943

**STUDY OF PROPERTY TAX IN KOREA.**
Korean Development Association.
Ho Sun Yoo. 1967, 149p

Korea, Property tax, Taxation, Local governments, Revenue, Land value.
KB-336.2022-K84

**PUBLIC ENTERPRISE AND DEVELOPMENT PERSPECTIVES IN SOUTH VIETNAM.**
California Univ., Davis. Institute of Governmental Affairs.
Lloyd D. Musolf. Nov 63, 1v

**VIETNAM, Public finance, Development planning, Enterprise organization, Public administration.**
VS-336-C153

**AUTONOMOUS STATE ORGANIZATIONS, GOVERNMENT ENTERPRISES, AND PUBLIC CORPORATIONS OF VIETNAM.**

**VIETNAM, State organizations, Public corporations, National income.**
VS-336-S675

**SPECIAL REPORT ON THE NATIONAL LOTTERY SYSTEM OF VIETNAM.**
Eric Danke. Jan 69, 4p

**VIETNAM, Sales, Lotteries.**
VS-336-L1243

**TAXATION OF AGRICULTURE IN SOUTH VIETNAM.**
Erlend H. Heghbootham. May 63, 92p

**VIETNAM, Public finance, Agricultural revenues, Tax administration.**
VS-336.20063-H462

**TAXATION IN VIETNAM: A HANDY GUIDE FOR PROFESSIONAL, BUSINESS, AND SALARIED TAXPAYERS.**
Vietnam Directorate General of Taxation. 1968, 51p

**VIETNAM, Taxation, Revenue.**
VS-336.200597-V666

**ANALYSIS OF PROPERTY TAX COMPLIANCE IN VIETNAM.**
Ray E. Davis. 1963, 3v

**VIETNAM, Taxation, Property tax.**
VS-336.2022-D263

**TAX AND REVENUE PROBLEMS OF DEVELOPING COUNTRIES WITH EMPHASIS ON USE OF PROPERTY TAX TO AID THE FINANCING OF LOCAL GOVERNMENTS IN VIETNAM.**
USAID/Vietnam Ray E. Davis. Apr 63, 12p

**VIETNAM, Taxation, Local government.**
VS-336.20220352-D263

**PROGRESS REPORT OF VIETNAM INTERNAL TAX SYSTEM SHOWING ACCOMPLISHMENTS OF 1962 INCLUDING WORK PROGRAM FOR 1963 AND RECOMMENDATIONS.**
USAID/Vietnam. Ray E. Davis. 1962, 92p

**VIETNAM, Taxation, Revenue.**
VS-336.29-D263

**FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS OF THE REPUBLIC OF VIETNAM.**

**VIETNAM, Public finance, Institutional development, Banks and banking, Credit institutions, Cooperatives.**
VS-336.597-E53

**PUBLIC FINANCE AS AN INSTRUMENT FOR ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT. STUDY COURSE HELD AT THE UNIVERSITY OF YORK, JULY 1-23, 1964.**
Organization for Economic Co-operation and Development.
Alan T. Peacock. Jul 64, 112p

**Fiscal policy, Economic theory, Development planning.**
336.00033391-P556

**AVAILABILITY LISTING: SECTION 608, PERSONAL PROPERTY.**
Agency for International Development. Logistics Service Center.
Saigon,
Government ownership, Surplus commodities.
336 12-A265

**336. PUBLIC FINANCE**

**PROGRAM FOR THE DEVELOPMENT OF AFRICAN ENTERPRISES THROUGH THE REGIONAL AND INTERNATIONAL INTERMEDIATE CREDIT INSTITUTIONS.**
Spar (Benjamin) Associates, Inc.
Benjamn P. Sprad. Dec 71, 71p

**AFRICA, Development planning, Private enterprise, Financial institutions, Development banks.**
AFR-338-7-3799

**METHODOLOGY AND ANALYSIS: BOLIVIAN AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTION AND MARKETING LOAN.**
Douglas D. Caion, and Michael Nelson. Dec 70, 81p

**BOLIVIA, Agricultural planning, Loan activities, Farm production, Systems analysis.**
BL-338-1-C666

**ECONOMIC COOPERATION BETWEEN THE UNITED STATES AND BURMA.**
USAID/Burma. Office of the Controller.
Saigon,
Burma, Development assistance, International economic cooperation, A I.D. programs
BM-336.8191-5U58

**PRELIMINARY FEASIBILITY STUDY OF AN ABSORBENT COTTON MANUFACTURING INDUSTRY IN THE STATE OF PARAIBA - BRAZIL.**
Project RITA/PARAIBA, Brazil.
May 66, 83p

**BRAZIL, Coton, Potential market, Processing, Industrialization.**
BR-336.176355-P964

**INITIAL EVALUATION OF A TITLE II, F. L. 480 FEED GRAIN PROGRAM IN COLOMBIA.**
Agency for International Development.
James A. Robinson. Dec 70, 42p

**COLOMBIA, Grain, Public Law 480, Evaluation of A I.D. program.**
CO-338.91-R662
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Ecuador, Small business, Handicrafts. Artisans. EC-338.64-M285

ARTISAN PROGRAM TECHNIQUES FOR USE IN ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT PLANNING, USAID/Ecuador. R. A. Manoff. May 70, 15p

Ecuador, Handicrafts. Artisans. Small business EC-338.64-M285a


Far East, Food supply, Agricultural resources FEA-338.19-N666

FOOD-SITUATION IN ASIA: REVIEW AND OUTLOOK, Dept of Agriculture. Quantum M. West May 70, 15p

Far East, Food supply, Agricultural statistics. FEA-338.19-W191


Far East, Planning for industrial development, Management planning, Data processing, Foreign investments, Technology transfer, Experts. FEA-338.7-U56b


Planning for economic development FEA-338.9-H143

REGIONALISM IN ASIA: A NEW THRUST FOR DEVELOPMENT, Asia Foundation. Arthur Paul. Apr 67, 24p

Far East, Regional development planning. FEA-313.9-P324

REGIONAL DEVELOPMENT SEMINAR ON INDUSTRIALIZATION, TRADE AND REGIONAL COOPERATION IN SOUTHEAST ASIA, HONOLULU, JULY 6-8, 1976: DISCUSSION PAPERS. Southeast Asia Development Advisory Group (SEADAG).

Far East, Regional cooperation, Foreign trade, Industrial growth, Fisheries development. FEA-338.9-S727


India, Saving and investment, Industrial costs and capital, Farm income, Consumption, Prices. IN-338.1-B334

CASE STUDY IN AGRICULTURAL MARKETING: THE MODERN RICE MILL IN INDIA, Cornell Univ. Uma Lele. Nov 71, 22p

India, Agricultural marketing, Rice mills. IN-338.17318-L537

COTTAGE AND SMALL-SCALE INDUSTRIES IN INDIA, USAID/India. Pritam Singh Serial.

India, Cottage industries, Village industries, Handicrafts IN-338.63-U58

LONG-TERM PROJECTIONS OF SUPPLY AND DEMAND FOR SELECTED AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTS IN IRAN, Utah Agricultural Experiment Station Allen LeBarron. Jun 70, 36p

Iran, Agricultural production, Supply and demand curves, Development planning, Population, Gross National Product, Socio-economic conditions. IR-338.1955-L541


Iran, Economic and technical assistance IR-338.9155-U58

WORK PLAN FOR INDUSTRIAL DESIGN TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE FOR THE HANDICRAFTS AND SMALL INDUSTRIES OF ISRAEL, Muller-Monk (Peter) Associated. Mar 56, 11p

Israel, Small business, Handicraft, Industrial design JS-338.64-M928

THE FIRST YEAR: ACCOMPLISHMENTS IN JORDAN THROUGH POINT 4 COOPERATION. Technical Cooperation Administration. N.D., 1V


APPRAISAL OF TEA PRODUCTION ON SMALL HOLDINGS IN KENYA: AN EXPERIMENT WITH THE LITTLE-MIRLEES METHOD, Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development. N. H. Stern. 1972, 134p

Kenya, Tea production, Shadow prices and wages, Farm income, Project evaluation. KE-338.17372-S839

This is industry in Korea, USAID/Korea. N. C. Beck 1963, 19p

Korea, Industrialization, Manufactures, Gross national product. KS-338.095195-B393

POLITICAL IMPLICATIONS OF INDUSTRIALIZATION IN KOREA, International Liaison Committee of Research in Korea. Ki-Yok Cha. Aug 71, 40p

Korea, Industrial development, Political change. KS-338.095195-C426


Korea, Industrial development, Imports, Commodity control. KS-338.095195-C426a

INDUSTRIALIZATION AND THE FAMILY IN KOREA, International Liaison Committee of Research in Korea. Hyo-Chai Lee. Aug 71, 40p

Korea, Industrial psychology and sociology, Family life. KS-338.095195-L478

INVESTMENT DECISION-MAKING CRITERIA, WITH PARTICULAR REFERENCE TO MINING VENTURES. Hprung Ki Kim. Aug 66, 50p

Korea, Mining industry and finance, Investments. KS-338.2-K69


Korea, Planning for industrial development, Economic conditions. KS-338.7-G979

RETAIL PRODUCTS SURVEY OF CENTRAL AMERICA, COVERING WEARING APPAREL, W. T. Grant Co. Orte Yonkers. 1968, 1v

Latia America, Exports, Clothing, Fabric, Manufactures. LAT-338.47687-Y59

CENTRAL AMERICAN ECONOMIC INTEGRATION PROGRAM; ROCAP COUNTRY LABOR PLAN, American Institute for Free Labor Development. Apr 69, 1v

Latia America, Central American Common Market, Development of the organized labor movement. LAT-338.9-A512

**Field 338—PRODUCTION**


Vietnam, Fiscal policy, Industrialization, Investments, Imports.

**ECONOMIC GUIDE TO VIETNAM INDUSTRY.** Agency for International Development Bureau of the Far East, Dec 64, 62p

Vietnam, Directory of products and manufacturers.

**VIETNAM INDUSTRY AND THEIR MAJOR COMMODITIES.** USAID/Vietnam Local Development/Industry Division. Sep 67, 1v

Vietnam, Commodity control, Industrial survey.


Vietnam, Industrial development, Mining

**THE STRUCTURE OF VIETNAMESE INDUSTRY.** TOAID-A107, USAID/Vietnam. F. Auster. Jul 64, 6p

Vietnam, Industrial productivity, Inflation, Consumer industries

**ADVISORY SERVICES TO INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT CENTER, VIETNAM: PROGRESS AND FINAL REPORTS.** Day and Zimmerman, Inc. Serial

Vietnam, Technology transfer, Industrial assistance, Business development

**VIETNAM IDC INDUSTRY REPORTS.** Day and Zimmerman, Inc. 1958, 1v

Vietnam, Small industries, Surveys and evaluation, Loan applications, Private enterprise, Taxation

**FIVE NORTHERN PROVINCES OF THE REPUBLIC OF VIETNAM: RECONNAISSANCE OF INDUSTRIAL POSSIBILITIES.** Development and Resources Corp. Jan 70, 11p

Vietnam, Industrialization, Infrastructure, Fishing industry, Forest products, Tourism, Cement industry, Agro-industry, Building materials, Textiles

**INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT ADVISORY SERVICES TO UNITED STATES OPERATIONS MISSION IN SOUTH VIETNAM; FINAL REPORT.** Ebasco Services, Inc. Aug 64, 175p

Vietnam, Vegetable marketing.

**INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT ADVISORY SERVICES TO UNITED STATES OPERATIONS MISSION IN SAIGON, VIETNAM; MONTHLY REPORTS.** Ebasco Services, Inc. Serial, Contract AID-2161

Vietnam, Industrialization, Investments

**INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT ADVISORY SERVICES TO UNITED STATES OPERATIONS MISSION IN SAIGON, VIETNAM; INTERIM REPORT, AS OF OCT. 25, 1963.** Ebasco Services, Inc. Jan 64, 32p

Vietnam, Industrialization, Investments

**TOWARD THE ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT OF THE REPUBLIC OF VIET-NAM.** United Nations Technical Assistance Program 1959, 29p

Vietnam, Agriculture, Forestry, Fisheries, Industry, Mineral resources, Transport, Manpower, Technical assistance

**INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT OF VIETNAM.** Vietnam, Ministry of National Economy. Oct 64, 105p

Vietnam, Industrialization, Transportation, Manufactures

**MEKONG DELTA DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM: AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTION.** Development and Resources Corp Nov 68, 51p

Vietnam, Crop production, Water management, Farm income, Livestock, Fisheries

**THE REPUBLIC OF VIETNAM: AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTION CAPABILITY; PRELIMINARY ANALYSIS OF THE PRODUCTION BASE.** Development and Resources Corp. Thai Cong Tung Oct 69, 144p

Vietnam, Agricultural production, Crops and climate, Livestock, Fishery and forestry production

**REPORT ON THE MARKETING OF VEGETABLE CROPS.** Joint Development Group, Saigon. Hoang Thu Kim Bien, and Nguyen Hy Huong Aug 67, 26p

Vietnam, Vegetable marketing

**SOME ECONOMIC ASPECTS OF THE PEANUT INDUSTRY IN VIETNAM.** Richard Pringle. Jul 63, 14p

Vietnam, Agricultural industries, Peanuts, Production

**FOOD FOR FREEDOM PROGRAM - VIETNAM; P.L. 480, TITLE II GRANT PROGRAMS.** USAID/Vietnam Dec 67, 3p

Vietnam, Food aid programs, Food for Peace

**INVESTMENT SURVEY OF FACTORS RELATED TO THE ESTABLISHMENT OF A ROCK PHOSPHATE CRUSHING, GRINDING AND BAGGING PLANT IN SOUTH VIETNAM, Continental Ore Corp. John T. Gilbert, and Paul O. Berg. Sep 67, 54p

Vietnam, Phosphates, Mining industries, Investments

**DEVELOPMENT PLANS FOR SUGAR IN VIETNAM.** Joint United States Public Affairs Office, Saigon Jun 70, 11p

Vietnam, Sugar refineries, Sugar research and pestwar production estimates

**PRELIMINARY CONSIDERATION OF A SMALL STEEL MILL FOR SOUTH VIETNAM.** Hudson Institute, Inc Ronald Dagon Sep 68, 1v

Vietnam, Latin America, Industrialization, Development planning, Small business

**SINEWS OF INDUSTRY . . . STEEL IN VIETNAM.** Joint United States Public Affairs Office, Saigon May 70, 31p

Vietnam, Steel production, requirements, imports

**GROWING FAST . . . VIETNAM'S TEXTILE INDUSTRY.** Joint United States Public Affairs Office, Saigon Mar 70, 19p

Vietnam, Textile manufacturing, Production capacity and facilities, Japanese imports

**ANCIENT TECHNIQUES MAKE MODERN PRODUCTS . . . HANDICRAFTS IN VIETNAM.** Joint United States Public Affairs Office, Saigon 1970, 32p

Vietnam, Handicraft production and marketing

**USAID/Vietnam Local Development/Industry Division**
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SMALL INDUSTRY IN VIET-NAM: PRESENT DEVELOPMENT AND POTENTIAL GROWTH, Ellen I. Swan. Jan 68, 1v
Vietnam, Small business, Handicraft, Cottage industries.
VS-338.64-S972

INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT CONTRACT; QUARTERLY REPORTS. Amerconsult Corp
Semal, Contract AID/va-26
Vietnam, Industrial development, Development planning.
VS-338.7-A512

POTENTIAL INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT IN SOUTH VIETNAM. USAID/Vietnam. Jul 65, 1v
Vietnam, Industrial development, Development planning.
VS-338.7-J538

VS-338.9-D489

ECONOMIC POLICIES IN THE TRAN...TION TO PEACE AND AFTER. Joint Development Group, Saigon. Frederick T. Moore. Jun 68, 26p
Vietnam, War relief, Economic policies, Economic conditions.
VS-338.9-M521

Vietnam, Economic planning.
VS-338.9-S664

CURRENT FOREIGN POLICY; U.S. ECONOMIC ASSISTANCE PROGRAM IN VIET-NAM, Agency for International Development. J. Arthur. Feb 72, 16p
VS-338.9157-A265

Vietnam, Development assistance, Support assistance, Evaluation of the AID program.
VS-338.9197-U268

PLANNING REPORT ON CAM RANH INDUSTRIAL CENTER AND HARBOR, REPUBLIC OF VIET-NAM. Nippon Koei Co., Ltd. Nov 64, 49p
Vietnam, Industrial centers, Physiography, Construction materials, Market, Preliminary design.
VS-338.9877-N719

*ELASTICITY OF SUBSTITUTION IN DEVELOPING COUNTRIES, Williams College. Center for Development Economists. Henry J. Brunton. Apr 72, 28p
Contract AID/csd-2475, Proj. 931-17-995-416
Import substitution, Production, Labor productivity.
338.012-B913

Contract AID/csd-2475, Proj. 931-17-995-418
Labor productivity, Employment, Import substitution, Production.
338.012-5913a

THE GREEN REVOLUTION: INCOME DISTRIBUTION AND NUTRITION, Cornell Univ. Uma Lele. Sep 71, 17p
Nutrition, Cost and standard of living, Rice production, Food consumption and distribution.
338.1-L537

*ACCELERATED GROWTH IN AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTION AND THE INTERSECTORAL TRANSFER OF RESOURCES, Cornell Univ. Dept of Agricultural Economics. John W. Mellor. Jan 72, 20p
Agricultural production, Economic growth, Development planning.
338.12-M527

TECHNOLOGICAL CHANGE IN AGRICULTURE AND EMPLOYMENT IN DEVELOPING COUNTRIES, Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development. Montague Yudelman, and Gavan Butler. 1971, 204p
Technology transfer, Development planning, International cooperation, Manpower development, Agricultural innovations.
338.16-Y94

Public Law 480 statistics
338.19-D265

Food supply, Agricultural statistics
338.19-W519

PRIVATE ENTERPRISE IN DEVELOPING COUNTRIES: A REPORT TO THE ADVISORY COMMITTEE ON PRIVATE ENTERPRISE IN FOREIGN AGENCY'S INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT. Office of Private Resources. 1967, 17p
Private enterprise, Investments, Financing incentives.
338.7-A255a

FISCAL AND MONETARY POLICIES FOR STEADY ECONOMIC GROWTH, Committee for Economic Development. Jun 69, 85p
Fiscal policy, Employment, Price stability, Economic growth, International payments
338.9-C754

EVALUATING ECONOMIC POLICIES WITH THE BROOKINGS MODEL, Brookings Institution. Gary Freeman, and Paul Taubman. 1968, 9p
Economic policy and models-Evaluation.
338.9-F952

May 72, 84p
Technological innovations, Economic development, Technology transfer, Development planning.
338.91-A265d

*FOOD FOR PEACE: AN EVALUATION OF P.L. 480 TITLE II, Checchi and Co. Jul 72, 2v
Contract AID/csd-3378
338.91-C514

HOW CAN MULTILATERAL AID INSTITUTIONS PLAY A GREATER DEVELOPMENT ROLE, Agency for International Development Bureau for Program and Policy Coordination. Paul G. Clark. Apr 68, 6p
Development planning, International organizations, International cooperation.
338.91-C934

Development assistance, Tied aid, Loans.
338.91-C778a
RATIONAL FOR THE U.S. FOREIGN AID EF-FORT,
Theodore Geiger. Nov 67, 23p
Foreign assistance, International cooperation. 338.91-G112

DEVELOPMENT PROJECTS OBSERVED,
Technical assistance methodology, Costs, Concessions, Project management, Evaluation. 338.91-H669

NOTES ON BILATERAL AND MULTILATERAL
AID, Agency for International Development.
E. Mason. Apr 68, 24p
Development planning, International organization, International cooperation. 338.91-M258

YOUR HUNDRED BILLION DOLLARS: THE
COMPLETE STORY OF AMERICAN FOREIGN
AID, Jacob A Rubin 1964, 299p

ASPECTS OF POINT FOUR PROGRESS.
Dept of State. Sep 52, 11p
Evaluation of Point 4 assistance in various countries 338.91-S797

UNITED STATES CONTRIBUTIONS TO INTER-
ATIONAL ORGANIZATIONS, U S Congress, House. Committee on Foreign Affairs. Serial, 80p
International organizations, Economic assistance. 338.91-1358

METHODS FOR IMPROVING COORDIN-
ATION BETWEEN ECONOMIC AND MILITARY AID
Military assistance, Economic assistance. 338.91-W853

RESEARCH ON ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT,
Harvard Univ, Center for International Affairs. Hollis B. Chenery. Jun 67, 18p
Development research, Economic development and growth. 338.9107-C518

339. DISTRIBUTION

INCOME DISTRIBUTION AND CONSUMPTION
STRUCTURE IN KOREA, Chung-Ang Univ, Institute of Social Science Dec 66, 333p
Income distribution, Consumption, Expens-
itures, Family budget, Urban and rural differences, Household surveys, Occupations. KS-339.42-C559

STUDIES OF INCOME AND NATIONAL
WEALTH IN KOREA, USAID/Korea
Alice Hanson Jones. Jun 68, 41p
Korea, Income survey, Gross National Product. KS-339.45195-376

WORLD DEMAND PROSPECTS FOR COFFEE
IN 1960, Economist Research Service, Washington, D.C.
David Timms. Apr 72, 159p
Supply and demand factors in the production and marketing of coffee, Agricultural research, International trade, Planning for development 339.463371-1384

340. LAW

ENGINEERING HANDBOOK - WATER LAWS,
USAID/laos.
Laos, Water laws and legislation, Model Water Use Act, Dikes and Ditches Act. LA-340-B873

LAWS AND OTHER LEGAL DIRECTIVES
GOVERNING THE AUTHORITY AND RESPONS-
ABILITIES OF THE PROVINCES, AUTONOMOUS
CITIES, DISTRICTS AND VIL-
LAWS AND OTHER LEGAL DIRECTIVES
GOVERNING THE PROVINCE, MUNICIPAL
LAWS AND VILLAGE BUDGETS AND LOCAL TAXES
AND OTHER REVENUES IN VIETNAM.
USAID/Vietnam. Aug 68, 1v
Administrative law, Local government. VS-340-U58

LAWS AND OTHER LEGAL DIRECTIVES
GOVERNING THE PROVINCE, MUNICIPAL
LAWS AND VILLAGE BUDGETS AND LOCAL TAXES
AND OTHER REVENUES IN VIETNAM.
USAID/Vietnam. Sep 70, 1v
Vietnam, Administrative law, Local government, Budgets, Finances, Taxation. VS-340-U58a

LEGAL SYSTEM OF THE REPUBLIC OF VIET-
NAM; AN UNOFFICIAL TRANSLATION.
Vietnam, Ministry of Justice. May 67, 267p
Vietnam, Ministry of Justice, Courts, Judges, Lawyers, Criminal and civil procedure, Constitution, Modernization of Judicial system. VS-340-V66

THE NEW PRESS LAW OF VIET-NAM.
Embassy of Vietnam, Washington, D.C.
Dec 69, 25p
Vietnam, Press law. VS-340-V66a

PROGRAM IN LAW AND MODERNIZATION;
ANNUAL REPORTS.
Yale Univ. Law School. Serial, Law and development, Legal education and research. 340.1-Y18

ANNUAL MEETINGS AT THE MINISTERIAL
LEVEL. FINAL REPORTS.
Paa American Union, Inter-American Economic and Social Council.

LAT-341.18112-361g
THE ALLIANCE FOR PROGRESS: ITS
PROGRAM AND GOALS. Agency for International Development. Theodore Moscoso n.d. 1v
Latins America, Alliance for Progress. LAT-341.18112-2697

PARTNERS OF THE ALLIANCE.
Agency for International Development. Serial, Latin America, Alliance for Progress. LAT-341.18112-2973

VIETNAM AFTER THE WAR: PEACEKEEPING
AND REHABILITATION, Brookings Institution.
H. Field Haviland, and Larry L. Fabian Sep 68, 116p
Vietnam, Peace, Political development, Rehabilitation, War relief. VS-341.1-H888

AMNESTY IN SOUTH VIETNAM; AN ANALY-
SIS OF THE CHEU HOI (OPEN ARMS) PROGRAM IN THE REPUBLIC OF VIETNAM,
Lawrence E. Griner. 1967, 131p
Vietnam, Viet Cong defections, Motives, Recep-
tion and interrogation, Resettlement, Vocational training. VS-341.31-G868

Vietnam, Political behavior, Foreign relations, Withdrawal, Peace. VS-341.6-H25Z

SURVEY OF THE LEGAL SYSTEM OF THE
REPUBLIC OF VIETNAM, Louisiana State Univ. Francis C. Sullivan, Feb 71, 4v
Vietnam, Legal system, Court procedures. VS-347.99597-1888

RECOMMENDATIONS ON THE ADMINISTRA-
TION OF JUSTICE IN THE REPUBLIC OF
VIETNAM, Louisiana State Univ. Frances C. Sullivan. Feb 71, 94p
Vietnam, Court procedures. VS-347.99597-1888a

VIETNAM LEGAL PROJECT; INTERIM RE-
Vietnam, Legal survey, A.I.D. - Univer-
sity cooperation, Courts. VS-347.99597-1888b

COMPARATIVE STUDY OF THE STRUCTURE
AND ROLE OF COURTS OF APPEAL IN CIVIL
LAW SYSTEMS.
Louisiana State Univ.
350. PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION

DEVELOPMENT ADMINISTRATION IN ASIA, American Society for Public Administration Comparative Administration Group Edward W. Weidner 1970, 431p

Far East, Public administration, Local government, Bureaucracy, Innovation in development administration FEA-350.W418


Far East, Taxation FEA-350.724-N971


Far East, Comparative agricultural administration, Vietnam, Taiwan, Japan, Development planning FEA-350.823-84624

GRADUATE SCHOOL OF PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION, SEOUL NATIONAL UNIVERSITY, KOREA; TERMINAL REPORT, Minnesota Univ Lloyd M. Short Jun 62, 44p

Korea, Public administration education, Government planning system, Appointmen of overseas officials. KS-350.0007-5559


Contracts AIDc-1690, AID/nesa-255

Pakistan, Public administration education, Institution building PK-350.0007-U58b

SEMI-ANNUAL REPORTS TO THE NATIONAL INSTITUTE OF ADMINISTRATION, VIETNAM. Institute of Public Administration Serial, Contract AID/va-95

Vietnam, Public administration, In-service training. VS-350.0007-161b

REPORT ON USOM/VIETNAM CONTRACTING, USAID/Vietnam. Sep 64, 1v

Vietnam, Contracts. VS-350.711-B471


Vietnam, Tax administration, Revenue and finance. VS-350.724-D263

END OF TOUR REPORT OF INTERNATIONAL TAXATION IN VIETNAM, MAR. 1962 - APR. 1964, USAID/Vietnam Public Administration Division. Ray E. Davis. Apr 64, 3pp

Vietnam, Taxation, Revenue. VS-350.724-D263a

PAPERS IN COMPARATIVE ADMINISTRATION, University of Southern California International Public Administration Center. Richard W. Gable. Jun 65, 1v

Personnel administration - Brazil, Local government - Brazil, Higher civil service training - Pakistan, Relationships between science and public administration. 350.G115

INTERNATIONAL POLICE ACADEMY REVIEW, QUARTERLY. Agency for International Development Office of Public Safety, Serial, Public safety, Police operations, International cooperation, Participant training 350.74-A265

IMPROVEMENT OF NATIONAL FISCAL MANAGEMENT PROJECT: FINAL PROGRESS REPORT, Grifenhagen - Kroger, Inc. Donald B. Tweedy. 1965, 4pp

Contract AIDc-1770

Indonesia, Financial policy, Fiscal management. ID-351.721-G849

THAI BUREAUCRACY: INSTITUTIONAL CHANGE AND DEVELOPMENT, William J. Siffin. 1966, 291p

Thailand, Institutional development, Political change, Development planning, Public administration. TH-351.001-S573

THAI CIVIL SERVICE OBJECTIVE EXAMINATION PROJECT; FINAL REPORT. JUNE 2 - AUGUST 31, 1963, USOM/Thailand Dorothy Jenkins Wood. Aug 63, 1v

Thailand, Civil service TH-351.3-W874


Vietnam, Rural development, Internal security, Pacification. VS-351.75-B655


Development planning, Public administration, Governmental reform, Political change. 351.9-A789


Far East, Public administration, Development planning, Technical assistance. FEA-352.00095-L255

MUNICIPAL ADMINISTRATION: PARTICIPANT TRAINING; FINAL REPORT, United States International University May 68, 1v

Contract AID/csd-1907

Guatemala, Participant training, Public administration education. GT-352.0007-U58

COUNCIL MANAGER GOVERNMENT FOR KOREAN CITIES, USAID/Korea. Arthur Reich 1963, 23p

Korea, Municipal government, Administration, Council-Manager system. KS-352-U58


Korea, Local government, Public administration KS-352.0095195-5887

DEVELOPMENT OF A CONCEPTUAL MODEL FOR PLANNING AND CONDUCTING TOWN MEETINGS WITH SELECTED TRIBAL ADULTS IN LIBERIA, Willie Amzie Whitten. Jun 66, 256p

Liberia, Education of adults, Tribes, Political behavior, Development planning LI-352.W424

CONFERENCE ON DEVELOPMENT PLANNING IN LOCAL GOVERNMENT, ZARIA, NIGERIA, SEPT. 1963; PROCEEDINGS. Ahmadu Bello Univ., Nigeria. Oct 63, 1v

Nigeria, Development planning, Local government, Community development NI-352.A266

CONFERENCE ON ATTITUDES IN DEVELOPMENT PLANNING IN LOCAL GOVERNMENT, ZARIA, NIGERIA, MAY 1964; REPORT, Ahmadu Bello Univ., Nigeria. M. J. Campbell. 20p

Nigeria, Development planning, Local government, NI-352.C189


Thailand, Counter-insurgency, Rural conditions, Community development, Institution building. TH-352.0009293-M315
TOWARD RESPONSIVE LOCAL GOVERNMENT IN NORTHEAST THAILAND, USOM/Thailand, Somporn Sangchal. Nov 68, 147p

Thailand, Public administration, Local administration, Institution building TH-352.009593-S235

PRELIMINARY EVALUATION OF THE VILLAGE POLICE PROGRAM IN UDON, SAKON NAKHON, AND KALASIN: RESULTS OF THE FIRST FIELD ASSESSMENT. American Institutes for Research Jan 70, 63p

Thailand, Public safety, Internal security, Police-community relations, Rural sociology, Community development. TH-352.209593-A512

VILLAGE OFFICIALS TRAINING DOCUMENTS. Vietnam Commissioner General for Revolutionlary Development. 1967, 3V

Vietnam, Local administration, Political indoctrination, Cadre operational techniques, Rural reconstruction, Public administration, technical training. VS-352-C734

VIETNAM: FROM AN IDEA TO BRIGHT REALISM. Agency for International Development. Ben R. Ferguson. Dec 71, 40p

Vietnam, Villages, Pacification, Community development. VS-352-F352

PACIFICATION PRIORITY AREA SUMMARY, Civil Operations and Revolutionary Development Support (CORDS), Vietnam. James P. Grant. Sep 68, 15p


IMPROVING THE ADMINISTRATION OF REVOLUTIONARY DEVELOPMENT, USAID/Vietnam. Public Administration Division David Jickmg Jan 67, 33p

Vietnam, Local government, Public administration. VS-352-J61

THE BUREAUCRACY AND LOCAL GOVERNMENT: A COMPARATIVE STUDY OF VIETNAM AND MALAYSIA, Pittsburgh Univ. Larry L. Laverenz. Feb 70, 144p

Vietnam, Malaysia, Local government, Colonialism, Province and district governments. VS-352-L399

ORGANIZATION OF LOCAL GOVERNMENT IN URBAN CENTERS THROUGHOUT VIETNAM. USAID/Vietnam. Jun 69, 34p

Vietnam, Rural-urban migration, Local government, Urbanization, Public administration, Budget. VS-352-U58

SALARIES OF VILLAGE / HAMLET OFFICIALS. USAID/Vietnam. Public Administration Division. May 66, 1v

Vietnam, Official salaries, Government spending. VS-352-O05-U15

STUDY OF A VIETNAMESE RURAL COMMUNITY - ADMINISTRATIVE ACTIVITY, ANNEX: VILLAGE GOVERNMENT IN VIETNAM - A SURVEY OF HISTORICAL DEVELOPMENT. Michigan State Univ. Vietnam Advisory Group, James B. Hendry. May 60, 2v

Vietnam, Villages, Local administration, Community development, Rural sociology. VS-352-O07-H458

CURRENT ATTITUDES OF PROVINCE AND LOCAL OFFICIALS AND RURAL POPULATION. USAID/Vietnam. Oct 64, 21p

Vietnam, Local government. VS-352-O07-U98

GENERAL PROBLEMS IN PROVINCIAL ADMINISTRATION. USAID/Vietnam. Oct 64, 32p

Vietnam, Villages, Local government, Public administration. VS-352-O07-U58a

STRATEGIC HAMLETS IN SOUTH VIETNAM; A SURVEY AND A COMPARISON, Cornell Univ. Dept of Asian Studies. Milton E. Osborne. Apr 65, 60p

Vietnam, Rural development, Internal security, Pacification. VS-352-O07-081


Vietnam, Village survey, Internal security, Rural development. VS-352-O0973-J74

LOCAL GOVERNMENT FINANCE IN VIETNAM, Development and Resources Corp. Aug 69, 38p

Vietnam, Local taxation and fiscal management. VS-352-1-D489


Vietnam, Local government, Budget, Revenues, Expenditures. VS-352-1-U64


Vietnam, Local finances, Budget, Expenditures, Receipts. VS-352-12-C689


Vietnam, Budget, Fiscal policy, Revenues, Investments. VS-352-12-S675

THE MYTH OF THE VILLAGE: REVOLUTION AND REACTION IN VIETNAM. Samuel Lewis Popkin. Feb 69, 24p

Vietnam, Rural development, Socio-economic conditions, Pacification, Development planning. VS-352-91-P628

MAJOR DIFFICULTIES EXPERIENCED BY AID EMPLOYEES IN AFRICA. Boston Univ. African Studies Center. Sep 64, 39p

Africa, AID officials and employees, Counterpart relationships, End-of-tour interviews. AFR-353.1-B747a

LOGISTICS: REPORTING SYSTEM FOR THE BUREAU OF THE FAR EAST. Harbridge House, Inc. 1966, 105p

Far East, AID administration, Logistics, Supply management. PEA-353.1-H135

USAID/IRAN, HISTORY OF OPERATIONS. USAID/Iran. 1957, 7V

Iran, Public administration, Technical assistance, Industrial development, Audio-visual education, Public health, Education, Community development, International cooperation for development. IR-353.1-U58c

MISSION ANNUAL REPORTS BY PROJECT. USAID/Jamaica Serial.

Jamaica, Agricultural extension, In-service training, Agricultural credit. JM-353.1-U59

HUMAN RESOURCES AND HUMAN RESOURCES DEVELOPMENT WITHIN THE USOM: USOM/Thailand. Jun 71, 1v

Thailand, USOM personnel management TH-353.1-U58b

PROGRAM EVALUATION. USOM/Thailand Aug 65, 3p

Thailand, Program management, Mission evaluation TH-353-1-U58c

PROJECT TARGETS AND ACHIEVEMENTS IN A.I.D. PROGRAM IN VIETNAM. Agency for International Development. Jul 69, 13p

Vietnam, AID projects, Technical assistance. VS-353.1-A165
AID PROJECT MANAGEMENT CASES:

MANAGING A.I.D. TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE PROJECTS,
Pittsburgh Univ. Graduate School of Public and International Affairs
Ajay J. Creshkoff Feb 70, 134p
A.I.D. projects, Project management
353 1-C919b

REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE: A TRAINING PROGRAM FOR THE AGENCY FOR INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT,
Charles Dove, 1968, 152p
Overseas training, Cultural and interpersonal relations, Communication, AID overseas employee essential skills
353 1-C943

RESEARCH PROGRAM DEVELOPMENT IN THE FIELD OF SOCIAL AND CULTURAL DEVELOPMENT,
Agency for International Development.
Edward C. Fe; Dec 62, 1v
Social science research, AID projects
353.1-F297

AMBIGUITY IN THE PROFESSIONAL ROLE: PERCEPTUAL DIFFERENCES AMONG AID ADVISORS,
Jong Sup Jun Jun 69, 212p
A I. D. advisors, Human and cultural relations, Counterpart relationships.
353 1-J95

TWO ARTICLES ON FOREIGN ASSISTANCE: BRINGING FOREIGN AID OUT OF LIMBO; AND THE TWO-WAY BENEFTS OF FOREIGN AID,
Lawrence A. Mayer, and Paul G. Hoffman, Mar 72, 11p
Development assistance, AID program, US exports, Development loans
353 1-M468

AID, INFLUENCE, AND FOREIGN POLICY,
Harvard Univ. Center for International Affairs
Joan M. Nelson 1968, 149p
Foreign assistance, A.I.D. program, Foreign relations, Politics and development, Development planning
353 1-N427a

*STUDY OF SELECTION REQUIREMENTS FOR THE CHIEF-OF-PARTY POSITION,
Agency for International Development. Bureau for Technical Assistance
Paul Schwartz Apr 72, 72p
Technical advisors, A I. D. personnel management
353.1-S411

CAMBODIA'S LABOR LAWS,
USAID/Cambodia Public Administration Division.
James L. Ouellette May 63, 80p
Cambodia, Public administration. Labor laws and legislation.
CBI-324 59683-993
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PRINCIPAL STATISTICAL ADVISER'S END OF YOUR REPORT, BOGOTA, COLOMBIA,
Bureau of the Census, Washington, D.C.
Abner Harwitz Jan 71, 9p
Colombia, Statistics, Public administration, Population, Household samples
CO-354.861101-H967

PROPERTY TAX ADMINISTRATION IN THE GOVERNMENT OF EL SALVADOR: A SURVEY REPORT,
Collett and Clapp, Inc 1963, 38P
Contract AID-36-T
El Salvador, Real property assessment and taxation
ES-354 728742-6598

THE GENERAL SYSTEM OF GOVERNMENT AND ADMINISTRATION: AUSTRALIA, CANADA, CHINA, INDIA, INDONESIA, JAPAN, NEW ZEALAND, PHILIPPINES, SINGAPORE, VIETNAM.
Regional Conference on Public Administration, Philippines, 1958
Mar 59, 1v
Far East, Public administration, Fiscal policy, Machinery of government, Civil service, Social development, Executive structure, Local government
FEA-354 5-R335

ESTIMATE OF HONDURAS' POTENTIAL FOR INCREASING CENTRAL GOVERNMENT TAX REVENUE THROUGH ADMINISTRATIVE IMPROVEMENT,
Jacob Moeurna, and Colinda Borroco 1971, 41p
Honduras, Taxation.
HO-354 728372A-4595

OVERALL EVALUATION OF THE ADMINISTRATIVE REFORMS,
Seoul National Univ Institute for Governmental Studies 1967, 154p
Korea, Survey of administrative reforms
KS-354 5195-159

HISTORICAL ANALYSIS OF GOVERNMENT ADMINISTRATION IN KOREA,
Korean Research Institute of Public Administration 1968, 187p
Korea, Government administration
KS-354 5195-K84

A CASE OF INSTITUTION BUILDING ON THE FOUNDATION OF A UNIVERSITY TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE CONTRACT,
Southeast Asia Development Advisory Group (SEADAG).
Haba-Beem Lee Sep 68, 11p
Korea, Seoul National University, Institution building. Evaluation of Minnesota Univ. contract.
KS-354.5195-L478

MAJOR STEPS TO RESTORE PUBLIC CONFIDENCE IN THE KOREAN GOVERNMENT, USAID/Korea
Carroll K. Shaw 1961, 13p
Korea, Public administration, Personnel, Budgeting, Administrative reform, Leadership, Organizations
KS-354 5195-US58a
OUTLINE OF KOREAN TAXATION.
Korea, Office of National Tax Administration.
1967, 242p
Korea, Tax system and administration, Tax law.
KS-354.519572-K84b

MAJOR TAX LAWS OF REPUBLIC OF KOREA.
USAID/Korea.
Jan 69, 235p
Korea, Tax laws, Income tax, Corporation tax, Business and commodity tax law
KS-354.519572-U58

USAID/Korea.
61p
Korea, Tax structure and laws.
KS-354.519572-U58a

RESEARCH ON HOUSING; AN INTERIM REPORT.
Housing and Urban Planning Institute, Seoul.
Mar 69, 91p
Korea, Housing, Public administration, Construction, Loan, Metropolitan planning.
KS-354.5195866-H842

RECOMMENDATIONS FOR CONTINUED PROGRESS IN TRAINING PROGRAMS OF KOREAN GOVERNMENT OFFICIALS.
USAID/Korea, Public Services Division.
William B. Berg Jul 67, 11p
Korea, Civil service development, In-service training of government workers.
KS-354.910500155-B493

PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION PROGRAM IN PERU; QUARTERLY REPORTS.
Institute of Public Administration.
Serial, Contacts AID/PA-91, AID/PA-662
Peru, Public administration.
PE-354.85-159p

THE CIVIL SERVICE OF PAKISTAN; A THEORETICAL ANALYSIS.
USAID/Pakistan, Public Administration Division.
Ralph Bradburn 1959, 47p
Pakistan, Civil service, Public administration.
PK-354.5496-B814

CAREER MANAGEMENT WITHIN THE PERSONNEL MANAGEMENT SYSTEM OF THE CENTRAL GOVT. OF PAKISTAN.
USAID/Pakistan.
Franz X. McCarthy Apr 71, 1v
Pakistan, Personnel management, Civil service.
PK-354.5496-M123a

GOVERNMENT FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT PROJECT NO. 303; FINAL REPORT.
USAID/Pakistan, Public Administration Division.
Apr 71, 20p
Proj. 391-11-780-140, 391-11-780-363
Pakistan, Financial management, Public administration, Accounting, Budgeting.
PK-354.54972-U58

BUDGETING FOR NATIONAL DEVELOPMENT: A STUDY OF FINANCIAL ADMINISTRATION IN PAKISTAN.
National Institute of Public Administration, Lahore.
A. Moqut. Aug 67, 531p
Pakistan, Budgeting procedures in government and public corporations, Financial control and accountability, Budget analysis, Budgetary system modernization.
PK-354.54972-M826

BUDGETING POLICIES AND PRACTICES, MODERNIZATION AND MECHANIZATION PROGRAM.
Booz-Allen and Hamilton.
Dec 55, 31p
Philippines, Public administration, Agriculture, Natural resources.
RP-354.06823-B725

RECONSTRUCTION OF SURVEY MAPS AND RECORDS, MODERNIZATION AND MECHANIZATION PROGRAM.
Booz-Allen and Hamilton.
Dec 55, 23p
Philippines, Public administration, Agriculture, Natural resources.
RP-354.06823-B725g

TOP ORGANIZATION, MODERNIZATION AND MECHANIZATION PROGRAM.
Booz-Allen and Hamilton.
Mar 56, 62p
Philippines, Public administration, Agriculture, Natural resources.
RP-354.06823-B725e

ESTABLISHMENT AND DEVELOPMENT OF THE INSTITUTE OF PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION, THAMMASAT UNIVERSITY; SEMI-ANNUAL REPORTS.
Indana Univ.
World, Thailand, Public administration education.
TH-354.595-133p

REORGANIZATION PROPOSALS FOR THE DEPARTMENT OF RELIGIOUS AFFAIRS.
Public Administration Service.
Jun 69, 16p
Thailand, Dept. of Religious Affairs, Present organization, Proposed reorganization, Division of powers, Ecclesiastical and civil functions.
TH-354.59985-T364

ORGANIZATION AND ADMINISTRATION OF THE LOCATION AND DESIGN DIVISION, DEPARTMENT OF HIGHWAYS.
Public Administration Service.
Jun 68, 21p
Thailand, Public administration, Highway departments.
TH-354.59864-T364

*BACKGROUNDER ON ORGANIZATIONAL LOCATION OF THE BUDGET FUNCTION IN TURKISH MINISTRIES AND AGENCIES TOWARD AN INTEGRATED PB SYSTEM FOR PLANNING AND BUDGETING.
USAID/Turkey.
John A. Cooper May 72, 1v
Turkey, Budgeting system.
TU-354.4961722-C777b

*PROPOSED APPROPRIATION BILL DESIGN.
WORKING PAPER.
USAID/Turkey.
John A. Cooper Jan 72, 1v
Turkey, Budgeting system, Financial management.
TU-354.4961722-C777c

*PROPOSED GUIDELINES FOR PROGRAM BUDGET ANALYSIS AND REVIEW; TOWARD AN INTEGRATED PB SYSTEM FOR PLANNING AND BUDGETING.
USAID/Turkey.
John A. Cooper Mar 72, 21p
Turkey, Budgeting system, Program planning.
TU-354.4961722-C777d

*CERP/TURKISH BUDGET.
USAID/Turkey.
Serial
Turkey, Budget, Revenue, Fiscal policy.
TU-354.722-U58

TREASURY COMPUTER PROJECT, GOVERNMENT OF TANZANIA; FINAL REPORT, MAR. 1961- MAY 1971.
Public Administration Service.
Sep 71, 12p
Contract AID/TA-475, Prog. 621-11-720-051
Tanzania, Electronic data processing, Program budgeting, Public administration education.
TZ-354.678-B976

TRANSFORMATION OF THE VIETNAMESE ADMINISTRATION BY THE PROCESS OF SYSTEMATIC AND SPECIFIC REFORMS.
Stephen B. Eggert May 71, 88p
Vietnam, Public administration, Administrative agencies, Government regulations of industry, resources, commerce.
VS-354.597-E57

Wesley R. Frideres. Jan 57, 168p
Vietnam, Public administration, Proposed Department of Commerce and Industry.
VS-354.597-F932

UBIQUITY OF THE ADMINISTRATIVE ROLE IN COUNTERINSURGENCY.
Temple Univ.
Charles A. Joiner 1967, 25p
Vietnam, Public administration, Pacification, Counterinsurgency.
VS-354.597-374

REPORT ON THE ORGANIZATION OF THE SPECIAL COMMISSARIAT FOR CIVIC ACTION.
Jun 57, 22p
Vietnam, Civic action, Organizational development.
VS-354.597-M624
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BACKGROUND OF SOUTH VIETNAMESE CABINETS, Southeast Asia Development Advisory Group (SEADAG)
David Wurfel May 67, 11p
Vietnam, Political science, Cabinet officers.
VS-354 59705-W967

BEGINNING A NEW PERSONNEL MANAGEMENT FOR THE GOVERNMENT OF VIETNAM, USAID/Vietnam
Winfield Lowe. Aug 69, 21p
Vietnam, Personnel management, Civil service
VS-354 5976-L913

CIVIL SERVICE SYSTEM OF THE REPUBLIC OF VIETNAM; DESCRIPTION AND ASSESSMENT, USAID/Vietnam
Francis X McCarthy. Dec 69, 1v
Vietnam, Civil service, Public administration
VS-354 5976-M123

DESCRIPTION OF THE VIETNAMESE CIVIL SERVICE SYSTEM IN 1969, USAID/Vietnam
Francis X McCarthy. May 69, 33p
Vietnam, Civil service, Public administration
VS-354 5976-M123a

Vietnam, Civil Service, Personnel management, Proposed changes, Incentives, Organization, Budget
VS-354 5976-M624

Vietnam, Civil service, Public administration
VS-354 5976-R785

LOGISTICS SUPPORT ACTIVITIES ACCOMPLISHED BY UNITED STATES AID MISSION TO VIETNAM; END OF TOUR REPORT, USAID/Vietnam.
William C. Wild. Sep 69, 2v
Vietnam, Logistics, Harbor activities, Cargo handling, Procurement, Warehousing, Supply management
VS-354 59771-W668

Frank A Osmanyki. Dec 67, 1v
Vietnam, Logistics management, Warehousing, Procurement, Commodity control
VS-354 59771-O83

VIETNAM PROJECT; FINAL REPORT, The Breakings Institution. Sep 64, 33p
Vietnam, Public administration, Fiscal policy, Taxation, Economic planning
VS-354 597721-B872

PROPOSED BUDGETARY ACCOUNTING PROCEDURES MANUAL FOR THE REPUBLIC OF VIETNAM, Michigan State Univ. Vietnam Advisory Group
John Q. Adamson. Sep 57, 1v
Vietnam, Budget control, Central accounting direction (service)
VS-354 59772-A221

ROLE OF THE BUDGET IN THE GOVERNMENT OF VIETNAM; A SURVEY, USAID/Vietnam, Public Administration Division
Doyle K. Casey. Feb 67, 17p
Vietnam, Budget administration
VS-354 59772-CF38

REVIEW OF 1967 REVOLUTIONARY DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM, Agency for International Development
Kenneth Kugel. Dec 66, 13p
Vietnam, Local government, Rural development, Public administration
VS-354 59772-K93

BUDGETARY ADMINISTRATION: LECTURES IN PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION GIVEN AT THE NATIONAL INSTITUTE OF ADMINISTRATION, SAIGON, Michigan State Univ.
Marvin H Murphy. Jan 67, 1v
Vietnam, Taxation, Budget administration, Budget process, formulation, and execution
VS-354 59772-M978

TOWARDS A PROGRAM BUDGET IN VIETNAM, Joint Development Group, Saigon.
D M. I Thomas. Nov 68, 32p
Vietnam, Budget, Fiscal policy, Public administration
VS-354 59772-T455

RECOMMENDATIONS FOR THE ESTABLISHMENT OF A PUBLIC INFORMATION/TAX-PAYER EDUCATION, Internal Revenue Service
Thomas H. Gondesen. Aug 69, 11p
Vietnam, Taxation, Public administration, Information services
VS-354 59772-H288

CURRENT TAX REGIME IN VIETNAM, Nguyen CaoChinh. Jun 67, 36p
Vietnam, Direct and indirect taxes, Customs duties, Excise and registration taxes
VS-354 59772-N576

ANTI-INFLATIONARY TAX POLICY IN VIETNAM, Development and Resources Corp.
Milton C. Taylor. Aug 69, 36p
Vietnam, Gross National Product, Internal consumption and production tax, Income and import taxes
VS-354 59772-T244

TAX POLICIES FOR THE POST-WAR DEVELOPMENT OF VIETNAM, Joint Era Alignment Group, Saigon.
Milton C. Taylor. Aug 68, 76p
Vietnam, Tax administration, Excise tax, Income, property, business license taxes
VS-354 59772-T244a
Vietnam, Business tax administration.
VS-354.597724-T244b

Vietnam, Property tax.
VS-354.597724-C321

Vietnam, Land tax, Urban and agricultural tax, Property tax assessment.
VS-354.597724-T244

Vietnam, Taxation of wages, commercial profits, corporate dividends and interest.
VS-354.597724-4-T244

Vietnam, Customs administration, Cargo handling, Documentation processing, Organization review.
VS-354.597724-B532

ACCOUNTING AND STATISTICAL STUDY OF GVN CUSTOMS, Lawrence R. Byrne, and Thomas J. Boyle. Aug 69, 24p
Vietnam, Statistics, Foreign trade regulation, Customs administration.
VS-354.597724-B935

Vietnam, Indirect taxes on Production, gasoline, entertainment, consumption, motor vehicles, property transformation.
VS-354.597724-T244

Vietnam, Excise tax administration.
VS-354.597724-T738

Vietnam, Medical supplies, Logistics, Public health administration, Transition of Medical logistics to GVN control.
VS-354.597724-P33

VS-354.59782-U35

Vietnam, Agricultural administration, Development planning, Governmental reorganization.
VS-354.597823-F532

Vietnam, Agricultural administration, Development planning, Governmental reorganization.
VS-354.597825-F532

REPORT ON THE ORGANIZATION OF THE DEPARTMENT OF LAND REGISTRATION AND AGRARIAN REFORM, Michigan State Univ. Wesley R. Fishel, June 56, 32p
Vietnam, Public administration, Agrarian reform, Land tenure.
VS-354.597823-F532b

Vietnam, Administrative and management improvement, Program management development project.
VS-354.597823-H196

POSTS AND TELECOMMUNICATIONS (P-T) PROJECT; FINAL REPORT, General Telephone and Electronics International, Inc. Mar 66, 151p
Vietnam, Telephones, Radio, Telegraph, Directories of Posts and Telecommunications.
VS-354.597874-0326

VIETNAM RAILWAY—ACCOUNTING AND FINANCE; FINAL REPORT, Arthur J. Beaton. May 59, 19p
Vietnam, Railroad administration.
VS-354.597873-B384

Far East, Guerrilla warfare, Political geography.
FEA-355.02184-M128


THAILAND, Internal security, Border patrol police.
TH-355.133-C449

MEDICAL COUNTERINSURGENCY IN THAILAND: MOBILE MEDICAL TEAM PROJECT, USOM/Thailand.
Theodore Wilson, and William S. Smith. May 70, 15p
THAILAND, Medical care, Counterinsurgency.
TI-355.345-W753

Vietnam, Military education.
VS-355.0007-J74

Michael Charles Conley. Mar 67, 66p
Vietnam, Insurgency, Communist parties and strategy.
VS-355.02184-C752

COUNTERINSURGENCY: PRINCIPLES AND PRACTICES IN VIET-NAM, Rand Corp.
James Farmer. Dec 64, 35p
Vietnam, Guerrilla warfare, Counterinsurgency tactics, doctrine and equipment.
VS-355.02184-F233

FOUR PAPERS ON THE VIETNAMESE INSURGENCY, Stanford Institute, Inc.
Raymond D. Gastil. Aug 67, 4v
Vietnam, Pacification, Counterinsurgency, Internal security, Military operations, Planning for military assistance.
VS-355.02184-G261

HANDBOOK FOR MILITARY SUPPORT OF PACIFICATION, Military Assistance Command, Vietnam, San Francisco, Calif. Feb 68, 29p
Vietnam, Counterinsurgency, Pacification, Military operations.
VS-355.02184-M644

HOW THEY WON, Southeast Asia Development Advisory Group (SEADAG).
Jeffrey Race. Apr 70, 59p
Vietnam, Communist strategy, Counterinsurgency, Rural conditions, Politics and agrarian reform.
VS-355.02184-B118

J. J. Zasloff. May 67, 80p
Vietnam (North and South), Insurgency, Communist strategy, Rural conditions, Internal security.
VS-355.02184-C238
Vietnam, Role and employment of sapper forces, Communist strategy. VS-358 23-U58

360. WELFARE AND SOCIAL SERVICES

SPECIAL REPORT FOR THE WHITE HOUSE ON REFUGEE PROGRAMS IN VIETNAM. Agency for International Development. Aug 66, 5p

Vietnam, AID program in refugee relief. VS-361.53-A265

SUGGESTIONS FOR ASSISTANCE TO VIETNAMESE REFUGEES. Agency for International Development. 1966, 39p

Vietnam, Refugees, Humanitarian assistance VS-361.53-A265a

FIVE NORTHERN PROVINCES OF THE REPUBLIC OF VIETNAM: RURAL REHABILITATION OF REFUGEES: PROBLEMS, POLICIES AND PROGRAMS. Development and Resources Corp. Nov 69, 83p

Vietnam, Refugees, policies and programs VS-361 53-D469


Vietnam, Survey of refugee problems in health and welfare and evaluation of A.I.D. programs VS-361 53-G277

SURVEY OF THE REFUGEE PROGRAM FOR VIETNAM. General Accounting Office. Aug 67, 17p

Vietnam, Evaluation of AID refugee relief program VS-361 53-G326


Vietnam, Refugee shelter construction, Food, Medicine, Self-Support, Education, Community organization, Preparation for return, Overall CARE VS-361.53-E166

THE REFUGEE SITUATION IN PHU-YEN PROVINCE, VIETNAM. Human Sciences Research, Inc. A. Terry Rambo, and John D. LeNoir. 1967, 214p

Vietnam, Refugees, Humanitarian assistance. VS-361.53-B916a


Vietnam, Public administration, Refugees, Local government. VS-361.53-M68

REPORTS ON HUMANITARIAN ASSISTANCE TO VIETNAMESE REFUGEES. USAID. Aug 66, 30p

Vietnam, Refugees, Humanitarian assistance. VS-361.53-V66a

NOTES ON THE INTERPROVINCIAL SETTLEMENT OF REFUGEES: PHU-YEN PROVINCE TO CAM RANH BAY AREA, REPUBLIC OF VIETNAM. Human Sciences Research, Inc John D. LeNoir Aug 66, 17p

Vietnam, Refugees, Settlement program. VS-361.53-V916a

REPORT OF THE SOCIAL WELFARE TASK FORCE TO USAID/W AND USAID/W. Fordham Univ School of Social Service. James B. Sampson. 1967, 74p

Vietnam, Social welfare program priorities, Manpower training, Voluntary agencies, Refugee programs. VS-361 9597-D866

REPORT ON VISIT TO VIETNAM, SEPTEMBER 4 - 16, 1965, BY SOCIAL WELFARE ADVISOR. Agency for International Development Office of Technical Cooperation and Research. Elizabeth Shirley Enochs. Sep 65, 13p

Vietnam, Refugees, Welfare services, Orphanages, Humanitarian assistance. VS-361.9597-E59

REHABILITATION OF HOSPITALS, REPUBLIC OF VIETNAM: MONTHLY PROGRESS REPORTS. Pacific Architects and Engineers, Inc. Serial.

Vietnam, Hospital project description, Engineering and construction, Financial status, Personnel. VS-362 11-P177

PROVINCIAL HOSPITAL SURVEY AND LONG-RANGE MASTER PLAN, REPUBLIC OF VIETNAM. Stone, Marracini, and Patterson. Aug 68, 4v

Vietnam, Hospital survey, Hospital construction, Engineering and architectural plans, Medical care, Personnel, Equipment. VS-362 11-S877

HOSPITALS AND MEDICAL CENTER IN VIETNAM; CONSULTATION REPORT, JULY 29 - AUG. 2, 1957. Owen B. Staben. 1957, 19p

Vietnam, Hospitals, Medical centers. VS-362 11-2932

ROLE OF PUBLIC SAFETY IN SUPPORT OF THE NATIONAL POLICE OF VIETNAM. Agency for International Development, Office of Public Safety. Apr 69, 15p

Vietnam, Police, Internal security, Public safety. VS-363.2-A365

Korea, Workmen's compensation, Ministerial regulations, Classification of occupational groups. KS-360.41-213

370. EDUCATION

UNITED STATES ASSISTANCE TO THE DEVELOPMENT OF EDUCATION IN AFGHANISTAN: BACKGROUND PAPER FOR THE ADMINISTRATORS REVIEW AT A. I. D. USAID/AFghanistan. Feb 66, 1v

Afghanistan, Education, Development assistance. AF-370.09581-U38

AFRICAN MATHEMATICS PROGRAM: DRAFT OF PLAN FOR THE ADOPTION OF MODERN MATHEMATICS IN AN AFRICAN COUNTRY. Educational Services, Inc. Dec 66, 1v

Africa, Educational development, Mathematics. AFR-370.712-E24

AFRICAN MATHEMATICS PROGRAM: DISCUSSION PAPER ON EVALUATION FOR PRESENTATION TO THE EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE OF THE AFRICAN MATHEMATICS PROGRAM, Educational Services, Inc. Feb 67, 10p

Africans, Educational development, Evaluation of education in mathematics. AFR-370.712-E24c

EDUCATION IN THE AFRICAN MATHEMATICS PROGRAM. Committee on International Cooperation in Mathematics: Sep 69, 21p

Africans, Educational development, Evaluation of mathematics education. AFR-370.712-E24g

EDUCATIONAL DEVELOPMENT CENTER: AFRICAN MATHEMATICS PROGRAM: NSF EVALUATION. National Science Foundation Oct 69, 2p

Africans, Educational development, Evaluation of mathematics education. AFR-370.712-E24h

RESPONSE TO NSF EVALUATION. Education Development Center. Oct 69, 6p

Africans, Educational development, Evaluation of mathematics education. AFR-370.712-E24i

REGIONAL MATHEMATICS PROGRAMS: AFRICAN'S PROGRESS REPORTS. Education Development Center. Serial, Contract AID/AFR-711, Proj. 098-11-690-355

Africans, Educational development, Evaluation of mathematics education. AFR-370.712-E24j

EDUCATION PROFILE AND ANALYSIS: BOLIVIA, USAID/Bolivia. Carol Stover, 1966, 18p

Bolivia, Education sector analysis BL-370.984-S889

EDUCATION PROFILE AND ANALYSIS: BRAZIL, USAID/Brazil, Gloria Gaston, 1967, 16p

Brazil, Education sector analysis BR-370.981-G256

EDUCATION PROFILE AND ANALYSIS: CHILE, USAID/Chile, Carol Stover, 1966, 20p

Chile, Education sector analysis CT-370.983-S889


Colombia, Education sector analysis. CO-370.986-U58

EDUCATION PROFILE AND ANALYSIS: COSTA RICA, USAID/Costa Rica, Andre Herriott, and Carol Stover 1967, 15p

Costa Rica, Education sector analysis. CS-370.97286-H567


Dominican Republic, Education sector analysis. DR-370.97293-P885

EDUCATION PROFILE AND ANALYSIS: ECUADOR, USAID/Ecuador, Thomas Donnelly, and Joseph Alessandro 1967, 19p

Ecuador, Education sector analysis. EC-370.9866-D685

EDUCATION PROFILE AND ANALYSIS: EL SALVADOR, USAID/Salvador, Rubelle Powell, and Carol Stover. n.d., 19p

El Salvador, Education sector analysis. ES-370.97284-P885

EDUCATION PROFILE AND ANALYSIS: HON- DURAS, USAID/Honduras, Thomas Donnelly, and Carol Stover 1967, 25p

Honduras, Education sector analysis. HO-370.97283-D685

HUMAN RESOURCE DEVELOPMENT IN INDONESIA: PROBLEMS, POLICIES, PROGRAMS. USAID/Indonesia. Feb 64, 15p

Indonesia, Manpower, Vocational education, Management inadequacies, Industrial training. ID-370.19-U58

USAID CONTRIBUTION TO DEVELOPMENT OF EDUCATION IN INDIA. A REPORT OF EDUCATION DIVISION ACTIVITIES, 1962-72. USAID/India, Education Division. Baldev Singh Viji, May 72, 128p

India, Educational development, Development assistance, Evaluation of A I D. programs. IN-370.0954-V594

EDUCATION PROFILE AND ANALYSIS: JAMAICA, USAID/Jamaica, Richard Johnson, 1967, 16p

Jamaica, Education sector analysis. JM-370.97292-165


Korea, Education, History, Sociological aspects, Educational planning, Organization and administration, Objectives. KS-370.02192-6895

STUDY OF COMPELLING EDUCATION IN KOREA: THE UTILIZATION OF PHYSICAL FACILITIES, PREDOMINANT TEACHING METHODS, SCHEDULING PATTERNS AND THE DROPOUT RATE. Central Education Research Institute, Seoul. 1967, 39p

Korea, Educational development, School buildings, Teachers. KS-370.095193-C397

INTER-AMERICAN COOPERATION IN EDUCATION, Institute of Inter-American Affairs Educational Division. Kenneth R. Iverson, and Wilfred Mauck. n.d., 14p

International cooperation in education, A I D. programs. LAT-370.194-394
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EDUCATION AND NATIONAL DEVELOPMENT: THE NATIONAL EDUCATION CONFERENCE, NOVEMBER 13-16, 1965, MONROVIA, LIBERIA.
Libera, Dept. of Education.
1965, 157p

Libera, Education, Development planning, Socio-economic conditions.
LI-370.09666-N277

IN-SERVICE EDUCATION: A REPORT OF PROGRESS ON A TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE PROJECT.
Libera, Dept. of Public Instruction.
Jul 53, 78p

Libera, Teacher education, Supervisory training.
LI-370 71-D419

MONROVIA, CONSOLIDATED SCHOOL PROJECT: ANNUAL REPORTS.
San Francisco State College.
Serial, Contract AID/afr-343, Proj. 669-51-690-073

LIBERIA, Education.
LI-370 9666-S224b

ANALYSIS OF HUMAN RESOURCE DEVELOPMENT AND UTILIZATION IN NIGERIA: SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS.
Education and World Affairs.
May 67, 24p
Contract AID/afr-285

Nigeria, Human resources development, Education, Vocational training.
NI-370 1933-E24a

*ADVANCED TEACHERS' COLLEGE, KANO PROJECT COMPLETION REPORT.
Ohio Univ.
Jun 72, 5
Contract AID/afr-322, Proj. 620-11-660-732

Nigeria, Teacher training, Higher education, Educational development.
NI-370 17-037

*ADVANCED TEACHERS' COLLEGE, KANO EVALUATION REPORT.
Ohio Univ.
1972, 4P
Contract AID/afr-322, Proj. 620-11-660-732

Nigeria, Teacher training - Evaluation, Higher education.
NI-370 72-037a

EDUCATION PROFILE AND ANALYSIS: NICARAGUA.
USAID/Nicaragua.
Andre Herrriott, and Carol Stover. 1967, 12p

Nicaragua, Education sector analysis.
NII-370 17265-N567

REPORT OF THE EDUCATIONAL PLANNING ASSISTANCE TEAM TO PARAGUAY.
Agency for International Development, Thomas Hazard, and Joshua Levine. 1967, 25p

Paraguay, Educational development.
PA-370 9892-H428

EDUCATION PROFILE AND ANALYSIS: PARAGUAY.
USAID/Paraguay.
Carol Stover. 1967, 20p

Paraguay, Education sector analysis.

EDUCATION PROFILE AND ANALYSIS: PERU.
USAID/Peru.
Richard Johansson. 1967, 19p

Peru, Education sector analysis.
FE-370 9859-165

SECTOR PAPER: EDUCATION AND MANPOWER.
Agency for International Development.
A. R. Lanza, and J. M. Louis. May 70, 42p

Pakistan, Manpower planning, Human resources development, Education, Five Year Plan, Evaluation of A.I.D. programs, Education - sector analysis.
PK-370 09549-L257

AMERICAN PROFESSORS IN WEST PAKISTAN: A STUDY OF CROSS-CULTURAL RELATIONS.
David Kenneth Winter 1968, 214p

Pakistan, Educational exchanges, Faculty social and working relationships, Universities and colleges.
FK-370 195-9784

EDUCATION PROFILE AND ANALYSIS: PANAMA.
USAID/Panama.
Edward Butler, and Carol Stover. 1967, 27p

Panama, Education sector analysis.
FN-370 9852-R985

REGIONAL EDUCATION OFFICER'S END OF TOUR REPORT: WEST AFRICAN EXAMINATIONS COUNCIL AND REGIONAL CENTER FOR AGRICULTURAL SCIENCE, NJALA UNIVERSITY COLLEGE, ELISI V. Lopepmt. Apr 72, 5p

Contract AID/afr-355, Proj. 625-11-690-169

Senegal, Educational testing, Agricultural education.
SG-370 09653-L765

EDUCATIONAL PLANNING IN THAILAND, MICHIGAN STATE UNIV INSTITUTE FOR INTERNATIONAL STUDIES IN EDUCATION.
Colin B. Beambeek. Jul 64, 30p

Thailand, Educational planning, Human resources development.
TH-370 09593-B836

EDUCATIONAL COST ANALYSIS IN THAILAND.
International Institute for Educational Planning.
H. W. Reff. Jun 69, 73p

Contract AID/csd-1950, Proj. 931-17-600-490

Thailand, Educational planning, Cost analysis - Education.
TH-370 09593-161

USE OF COST ANALYSIS IN ESTIMATING TOTAL COST OF AN EDUCATIONAL PLAN AND TESTING ITS FEASIBILITY: CASE OF THAILAND.
International Institute for Educational Planning.
H. W. Reff. Jul 69, 56p

Contract AID/csd-1950, Proj. 931-17-600-490

Thailand, Educational planning, Cost analysis - Education.
TH-370 09593-161a

SUPPORT TO EDUCATIONAL DEVELOPMENT IN THAILAND BY THE UNITED STATES OPERATIONS MISSION.
USOM/Thailand. Office of Education.
May 72, 28p

Thailand, Education programs.
TH-370 9893-U38

BRIEF HISTORY OF USOM SUPPORT TO EDUCATION IN THAILAND.
USOM/Thailand Office of Education.
Oct 69, 15p

Thailand, Education programs, Teacher training.
TH-370 9893-U38a

TEACHER EDUCATION IN THAILAND: PROBLEMS AND PROSPECTS.
Edward J. Kelly. Oct 71, 122p
Contract AID/afr-166-68

Thailand, Teacher education.
TH-370 71-829

EDUCATION IN UGANDA.
Columbia Univ. Teachers College.
David Scanlon. 1964, 115p

Uganda, Educational administration, Primary, secondary, and higher education, Teacher training, Technical education.
UG-370 996761-S283

REPORT OF THE EDUCATION PLANNING ASSISTANCE TEAM TO URUGUAY, Agency for International Development.
Thomas Hazard, and Joshua Levine. 1967, 10p

Uruguay, Educational development.
UY-370 9895-H428

EDUCATION PROFILE AND ANALYSIS: URUGUAY.
USAID/Uruguay
Thomas Hazard. 1967, 24p

Uruguay, Education sector analysis.
UY-370 9893-U58

EDUCATION PROFILE AND ANALYSIS: VENEZUELA.
USAID/Venezuela.
Thomas Hazard. 1967, 23p

Venezuela, Education sector analysis.
VE-370 587-U58

EDUCATION, TRAINING, RESEARCH, AND PLANNING IN SOUTH VIETNAM AND U.S.
Education and World Affairs.
Peter N. Gillingham. Jul 69, 17p

Vietnam, Educational planning, Human resources development, Cooperation in education.
V5-370 5481

BASIC NATURE OF THE PROBLEM IN EDUCATION.
Agency for International Development.
W. I. Becker, and R. E. Gates. Dec 66, 8p

Vietnam, Rural education, Elementary and secondary education, Vocational and agricultural schools, Curriculum, Philosophy, Faculties.
V3-370 09597-B356

REGION IV EDUCATION PROGRAM DATA.
Civil Operations and Revolutionary Development Support (CORDS), Vietnam.
Serial,
Vietnam, Schools, Primary, Secondary, Technical and vocational. Normal. VS-370.09597-C58


Vietnam, Educational development. VS-370.09597-D63

EDUCATION VIETNAM: PROPOSALS FOR REORGANIZATION; ELEMENTARY - SECONDARY - VOCATIONAL - TECHNICAL - ADULT. Wisconsin State Univ. -Stevens Point Foundation, Inc. 1967, 322p

Vietnam, Educational planning. VS-370.09597-E11


Vietnam, Educational development, Private schools. VS-370 09597-F194

FORGING A NEW SYSTEM OF EDUCATION IN VIETNAM. Joint United States Public Affairs Office, Saigon 1968, 17P

Vietnam, Elementary, Secondary and higher education, Vocational-technical training, Educational materials. VS-370.09597-J74

TEACHER TRAINING IN VIETNAM; SEMI-ANNUAL REPORTS. Ohio Univ. Serial. Contract Aid/fe-164, Prog. 730-11-650-365

Vietnam, Teacher education. Educational exchanges. VS-370.09597-K74


Vietnam, Social aspects of education, Sector analysis, Educational planning, Human resources development. VS-370.09597-N576

EDUCATION IN VIETNAM. Review Horizons, Saigon. 1956, 16P

Vietnam, Education and state, Educational development. VS-370.09597-R454

EDUCATION PROJECTS IN THE REPUBLIC OF VIETNAM. USAID/Vietnam. Office of Education. Serial

Vietnam, A.I.D. projects, Educational development, Teacher training, Vocational education. VS-370.09597-U58

OFFICE OF EDUCATION—SECTOR PLAN. USAID/Vietnam. Serial

Vietnam, Education sector analysis, Educational planning. VS-370 09597-U58a

CURRENT PROBLEMS AND ISSUES IN THE DEVELOPMENT OF EDUCATION IN SOUTH VIETNAM; REVIEW OF MONTHLY CONFERENCES FOR AMERICAN EDUCATION ADVISORS. USAID/Vietnam. Hai D. Hall. Nov 69 - Jun 70, 1v

Vietnam, Educational development, Village education, Financial support, Secondary education, Ethnic minorities. VS-370 09597-U58b

EDUCATION PROGRAM IN VIETNAM; REPORT FOR THE WHITE HOUSE. USAID/Vietnam. Aug 56, 10p

Vietnam, Rural education, Literacy programs, Human resource development. VS-370 09597-U58c

EDUCATION IN VIETNAM; FACT SHEET. USAID/Vietnam. 1965. 1V

Vietnam, Educational materials, Hamlet schools, Teacher training, Vocational education, Counter-insurgency, Curriculum. VS-370.09597-U58d

BRIEFING MATERIALS. USAID/Vietnam Office of Education 1969, 1V

Vietnam, Education program, A.I.D. projects VS-370 09597-U58e

EDUCATING VIETNAM'S YOUTH. USAID/Vietnam. 1966, 1V

Vietnam, Elementary and secondary education, Vocational education, Instructional materials, Testing and guidance VS-370.09597-U58f

EDUCATION IN VIETNAM; END OF TOUR REPORT. AUG. 1962 - AUG. 1964. USAID/Vietnam. Herbert K. Waller. 8p

Vietnam, Educational planning, Rural education. VS-370 09597-W237

RECONSTRUCTION - AND FURTHER DEVELOPMENT IN SOUTH VIETNAM; A ROLE FOR THE U.S. ACADEMIC COMMUNITY. Education and World Affairs. Aug67, 11p

Vietnam, Human resources development, Development research, Universities and international development VS-370.15-E24
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Vietnam, Human resources development, Employment, Sector analysis, Labor, Manpower planning. VS-370.19-E11

EARNINGS AND EDUCATION IN RURAL SOUTH VIETNAM. Kentucky Univ. Robert H. Stoup, and Michael B. Hargrove 1969, 11p

Vietnam, Economic benefit of education VS-370.19-S925


Vietnam, Educational development. VS-370.1931-H423

THE CASE FOR COMPREHENSIVE EDUCATION IN VIETNAM, Ohio Univ. Donald M. Knox Dec 69, 22p

Vietnam, Human resources development, Vocational education, Secondary education. VS-370.1933-K75

PSYCHOLOGICAL FOUNDATIONS OF TEACHER EDUCATION IN VIETNAM. University of Southern California. Center for International Education. Myron Dembo, and Vera Young Aug 69, 117p

Vietnam, Teacher training, Measurement and evaluation, Research, Guidance. VS-370.71-D375

VIETNAMESE EDUCATORS OBSERVATION TOUR (TEACHER EDUCATION, COMPREHENSIVE HIGH SCHOOLS PROJECT), Mar. 14-June 1, 1967, Ohio Univ. Center for International Programs. Russell A. Milliken. 129p

Vietnam, Teacher training, Observation tours, Participant training, High schools. VS-370.71-M634

VIETNAMESE SECONDARY SCHOOL PRINCIPALS' OBSERVATION TOUR (TEACHER EDUCATION, COMPREHENSIVE HIGH SCHOOLS PROJECT), Apr. 17-July 29, 1968, Ohio Univ. International Education Institute. Russell A. Milliken. 89p

Vietnam, Teacher training, Observation tours, Participant training, High schools. VS-370.71-M654a

VIETNAMESE EDUCATORS OBSERVATION TOUR (TEACHER EDUCATION, COMPREHENSIVE HIGH SCHOOLS PROJECT), FEB. 25 - MAY 13, 1970, Ohio Univ. International Education Institute, Gilbert A. Stephenson. 76p

Vietnam, Teacher training, Participant training, Observation tours, High schools. VS-370.71-S936

EDUCATION SEMINAR FOR OHIO UNIVERSITY STUDENTS, 2D, ATHENS, OHIO, JUNE 10-14, 1969. Ohio Univ. International Education Institute. 1969, 1V
Field 370—EDUCATION

Vietnam, Participant training, Instructional materials, Program administration
VS-370.71-637


Vietnam, Participant training, Curriculum development, Instructional materials, Seminar evaluation.
VS-370.71-637

ELEMENTARY TEACHER EDUCATION IN VIETNAM; SEMI-ANNUAL REPORTS. Southern Illinois Univ. Serial.
Contracts AID/fe-196, ICc-1772

Vietnam, Teacher training, Educational exchanges, Normal Colleges and demonstration schools, Participant training.
VS-370.73-5727

SEMINAR FOR VIETNAMESE EDUCATORS AT CARBONDALE, ILL., JULY 8-24, 1970; FENAL RL REPORT. Southern Illinois Univ. 7SP Contract AID/fe-196, Proj 710-11-640-367

Vietnam, Elementary teacher training, Participant training.
VS-370.73-5727a

EDUCATION AND AGRICULTURAL GROWTH: THE ROLE OF EDUCATION IN EARLY-STAGE AGRICULTURE. Clifton R. Wharton. 1965, 26p

Agricultural development, Educational development
301 194-W533


Government support to education, Planning for development.
370.62-K94


Educational institutional development, Institution building research in Thailand, Institutionalization of the Univ. of Nigeria.
370.18-139


Educational development, Universities and international development
370.194-S558

AMERICAN SCHOOLS AND HOSPITALS ABROAD: BRIEFING BOOK. Agency for International Development. Sendal,

Institution building, Humanitarian assistance, Educational planning, Educational development.
370.196-A46a


Foreign relations, International cooperation, Fundamental education.
370.196-E775


Evaluation of AID programs, Educational innovations and development.
370.196-K26

TEXTBOOKS FOR AFRICA; A RESEARCH PROPOSAL FOR ASSISTING AFRICANS TO WRITE AND PUBLISH THEIR OWN AGRICULTURAL TEXTBOOKS ON A CONTINENTAL, REGIONAL, AND/OR COUNTRY BASIS, Michigan State Univ. Roy L. Donahue. Jul 70, 29p

Africa, Agricultural education, Textbooks.
AFR.371.32-D674

TEXTBOOKS FOR AFRICA; PART A - DOCUMENTED SUPPORT, PART B - ADDENDA, Michigan State Univ. Roy L. Donahue. Oct 70, 1v

Africa, Agricultural education, Textbooks.
AFR.371.32-D674a

NEW TECHNOLOGIES AND EDUCATION IN BRAZIL. USAID/Brazil Human Resources Office Homero F. de Oliveira. May 71, 74p

Brazil, Technological innovations in education.
BR.371.33-D278a

TEACHERS' HANDBOOK FOR LIBERIA. Liberia, Dept of Education 1964, 32p

Liberia, Teaching methods, Educational development.
LI-371.3687-M649

EDUCATIONAL AND OCCUPATIONAL TESTING IN MALAWI: NEEDS AND RECOMMENDATIONS. American Institutes for Research Charles R. Langmarr, and Daryl G Nichols 1965, 45p

Contract AID/afr-199

Malawi, Educational testing.
MI-371.26-A372

DETERMINATION AND REVIEW OF PROBLEMS ENCOUNTERED IN THE PRODUCTION AND UTILIZATION OF EDUCATIONAL MATERIALS IN NEPAL. William Rutter. Dec 70, 29p

Contract AID/nas-311

Nepal, Text-books, Educational materials centers.
NF-371.32-R862

REGIONAL TEXTBOOK PROGRAM IN CENTRAL AMERICA/PANAMA AND THE TEXTBOOK DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM IN EL SALVADOR: CASE STUDIES IN DEVELOPMENT ADMINISTRATION. Ronald Edward Ullrich. May72, 155p

Panama, El Salvador, Textbook program evaluation.
P-371.32-U42

TEXTBOOKS FOR THE EVERY FILIPINO CHILD IN EVERY FILIPINO PUBLIC SCHOOL: THE TEXTBOOK PRINTING PROJECT OF THE PHILIPPINE BUREAU OF PUBLIC SCHOOLS AND AID. USAID/Philippines 1963, 16P

Philippines, Textbook production program.
RP-371.32-U58

CURRICULUM DEVELOPMENT AND EDUCATIONAL MATERIALS. Sarrata Singapischan 1964, 63p

Thailand, Educational Materials Center, Curriculum development, Educational structure.
TH-371.33-S225


Vietnam, Primary and secondary education, Chinese schools, Buddhist institutions.
VS-371.92-A131

VIETNAMESE EDUCATORS VISIT AMERICAN COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES—PRESS CLIPPINGS. Agency for International Development John Metelsky. Nov 68, 1v

Vietnam, Educational exchanges, Teacher training.
VS-371.142-M589

1967 VIETNAM OFFICIALS OF MINISTRY OF EDUCATION: U.S. OBSERVATION TOUR—PRESS CLIPPINGS. NEA Overseas Teach Corps 1967, 1v

Vietnam, Participant training, Educational exchanges.
VS-371.142-N277

STUDY-OBSERVATION TOUR OF VIETNAMESE UNIVERSITY SECRETARIES—GENERAL AND DEANS TO UNIVERSITIES AND COLLEGES IN THE UNITED STATES. Wisconsin State Univ.—Stevens Point Foundation, Inc 1969, 26P

Vietnam, Participant training, Educational tours, University and college administration.
VS-371.142-W111

INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIAL PROGRAMS RECOMMENDED FOR TEACHER EDUCATION IN SOUTH VIETNAM UTILIZING MATERIALS PRESENTED TO USAID. Encyclopedia Britannica Educational Corp. Wayne Howell. 1967, 145p

Vietnam, Textbooks, Audio-visual materials, Translations, Teacher training.
VS-371.31-H859
EDUCATION—Field 370


Programmed instruction, Language training. VS-371.944-K683

*GUIDEBOOK TO CONSTRUCTING INEXPENSIVE SCIENCE TEACHING EQUIPMENT; BIOLOGY, CHEMISTRY, PHYSICS. Maryland Univ. Science Teaching Center. Reginald F. Melton. Jun 72, 9v

Educational materials, Teaching aids, Curriculum development, Workshop. VS-371.623-M393


Liberia, Educational development. LI-372.6666-H425


Vietnam, Community education VS-372.246-V666

SECONDARY EDUCATION IN VIETNAM. Vietnam. Ministry of Education. Mar 70, 6p

SECONDARY SECONDARY EDUCATION, NATIONAL CONFERENCE ON THE ANNUAL INSPECTION FOR THE WHOLE COMMUNITY. VS-373.09597-V666

Curricula. VS-373.6761-M414d

VIETNAM. Ministry of Education. 1970, 17P


Vietnam, Participant training, University partnerships. GB-374.013-A512b

THE WORKSHOP-SEMINAR-FIELD EXPERIENCE IN HIGHER EDUCATION ADMINISTRATION FOR VIETNAMESE DOCTORAL CANDIDATES STUDYING AT MICHIGAN STATE UNIVERSITY DURING THE SUMMER OF 1968. Michigan State Univ. 1V

Vietnam, Participant training, Educational administration. VS-374.013-M569


Vietnam, Technical training, Vocational training. VS-375.246-F585

TECHNICAL- VOCATIONAL EDUCATION IN VIETNAM. Vietnam. Dept. of National Education. Aug 62, 2p

Vietnam, Technical schools and education. VS-371.246-V666

SUGGESTIONS FOR IMPLEMENTING COMPREHENSIVE SECONDARY EDUCATION IN THE PUBLIC AND PRIVATE SCHOOLS OF VIETNAM. Vietnam, Agency for International Development. Mar 76, 5p

Vietnam, Secondary education VS-373.597-A265


Vietnam, Participant training, Youth leadership. Lat-374.013-L923e


Vietnam, Participant training, University partnerships, Student sample, English language instruction, Counseling and guidance, Orientation to America. VS-373.013-M569

WORKSHOP-SEMINAR-FIELD EXPERIENCE IN HIGHER EDUCATION ADMINISTRATION FOR VIETNAMESE DOCTORAL CANDIDATES STUDYING AT MICHIGAN STATE UNIVERSITY DURING THE SUMMER OF 1968. Michigan State Univ. 1V

Vietnam, Participant training, Educational administration. VS-373.013-M624


Vietnam, Participant training, Elementary and secondary education, Vocational education, Instructional materials VS-374.013-V66


Vietnam, Technical training, Vocational training - In-service training. VS-374.013-W56


Vietnam, Adult education, Penology, Literacy programs, Audio-visual aids. VS-374.9597-V66

A.D. SPONSORED TRAINING OF FOREIGN NATIONALS. Agency for International Development. Apr 69, 12p

Participant training evaluation. 374.013-A265p


Contract AID/csd-2865, Proj 915-11-995-031

Participant training evaluation. 374.013-D489a


Contract AID/csd-2865, Proj 915-11-995-031

Participant training evaluation. 374.013-D489a


Contract AID/csd-2865, Proj 915-11-995-031

Participant training evaluation. 374.013-D489b

*TRAINING INSTITUTION PROFILE REPORT: SPECIAL PARTICIPANTS AT AMERICAN UNIVERSITY. American Univ. Development Education and Training Research Institute. Jul 72, 18p

Contract AID/csd-2865, Proj 915-11-995-031

Participant training evaluation. 374.013-D489c

*TRAINING INSTITUTION PROFILE REPORT: SPECIAL PARTICIPANTS AT HARVARD UNIVERSITY. American Univ. Development Education and Training Research Institute. Jul 72, 18p

Contract AID/csd-2865, Proj 915-11-995-031

Participant training evaluation. 374.013-D489d
Field 370—EDUCATION

374 013-D489ad

*TRAINING INSTITUTION PROFILE REPORT: SPECIAL PARTICIPANTS AT JOHNS HOPKINS UNIVERSITY.
American Univ Development Education and Training Research Institute
Jun 72, 17p
Contract AID/csd-2865, Proj. 915-11-995-031
Participant training evaluation
374 013-D489a

*TRAINING INSTITUTION PROFILE REPORT: SPECIAL PARTICIPANTS AT TENNESSEE VALLEY AUTHORITY.
American Univ Development Education and Training Research Institute
Jun 72, 17p
Contract AID/csd-2865, Proj. 915-11-995-031
Participant training evaluation
374 013-D489ad

*TRAINING INSTITUTION PROFILE REPORT: SPECIAL PARTICIPANTS AT INDIANA UNIVERSITY.
American Univ Development Education and Training Research Institute
Jun 72, 17p
Contract AID/csd-2865, Proj. 915-11-995-031
Participant training evaluation
374 013-D489ad

*TRAINING INSTITUTION PROFILE REPORT: SPECIAL PARTICIPANTS AT COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY.
American Univ Development Education and Training Research Institute
Jun 72, 15p
Contract AID/csd-2865, Proj. 915-11-995-031
Participant training evaluation
374 013-D489ad

*TRAINING INSTITUTION PROFILE REPORT: SPECIAL PARTICIPANTS AT UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN.
American Univ Development Education and Training Research Institute
Jun 72, 15p
Contract AID/csd-2865, Proj. 915-11-995-031
Participant training evaluation
374 013-D489ad

*TRAINING INSTITUTION PROFILE REPORT: SPECIAL PARTICIPANTS AT UNIVERSITY OF CHICAGO SUMMER WORKSHOP ON FAMILY PLANNING.
American Univ Development Education and Training Research Institute
Jun 72, 15p
Contract AID/csd-2865, Proj. 915-11-995-031
Participant training evaluation
374 013-D489ad

*TRAINING INSTITUTION PROFILE REPORT: SPECIAL PARTICIPANTS AT DEVELOPMENT ADMINISTRATORS TRAINING PROGRAM, UNIVERSITY OF CONNECTICUT.
American Univ Development Education and Training Research Institute
Jun 72, 19p
Contract AID/csd-2865, Proj. 915-11-995-031
Participant training evaluation
374 013-D489ad

*TRAINING INSTITUTION PROFILE REPORT: SPECIAL PARTICIPANTS AT UNIVERSITY OF WEST VIRGINIA.
American Univ Development Education and Training Research Institute
Jun 72, 23p
Contract AID/csd-2865, Proj. 915-11-995-031
Participant training evaluation
374 013-D489ad

*TRAINING INSTITUTION PROFILE REPORT: SPECIAL PARTICIPANTS AT UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN.
American Univ Development Education and Training Research Institute
Jun 72, 19p
Contract AID/csd-2865, Proj. 915-11-995-031
Participant training evaluation
374 013-D489ad

*TRAINING INSTITUTION PROFILE REPORT: SPECIAL PARTICIPANTS AT AMERICAN UNIVERSITY.
American Univ Development Education and Training Research Institute
Jun 72, 17p
Contract AID/csd-2865, Proj. 915-11-995-031
Participant training evaluation
374 013-D489ad

*TRAINING INSTITUTION PROFILE REPORT: SPECIAL PARTICIPANTS AT AMERICAN UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN.
American Univ Development Education and Training Research Institute
Jun 72, 23p
Contract AID/csd-2865, Proj. 915-11-995-031
Participant training evaluation
374 013-D489ad

*TRAINING INSTITUTION PROFILE REPORT: SPECIAL PARTICIPANTS AT OHIO STATE UNIVERSITY.
American Univ Development Education and Training Research Institute
Jun 72, 25p
Contract AID/csd-2865, Proj. 915-11-995-031
Participant training evaluation
374 013-D489ad

*TRAINING INSTITUTION PROFILE REPORT: SPECIAL PARTICIPANTS AT OHIO UNIVERSITY (ATHENS).
American Univ Development Education and Training Research Institute
Jun 72, 23p
Contract AID/csd-2865, Proj. 915-11-995-031
Participant training evaluation
374 013-D489ad

*TRAINING INSTITUTION PROFILE REPORT: SPECIAL PARTICIPANTS AT INDIANA UNIVERSITY.
American Univ Development Education and Training Research Institute
Jun 72, 25p
Contract AID/csd-2865, Proj. 915-11-995-031
Participant training evaluation
374 013-D489ad

*TRAINING INSTITUTION PROFILE REPORT: SPECIAL PARTICIPANTS AT SOUTHERN ILLINOIS UNIVERSITY.
American Univ Development Education and Training Research Institute
Jun 72, 24p
Contract AID/csd-2865, Proj. 915-11-995-031
Participant training evaluation
374 013-D489ad

*TRAINING INSTITUTION PROFILE REPORT: SPECIAL PARTICIPANTS AT UNIVERSITY OF MISSOURI.
American Univ Development Education and Training Research Institute
Jun 72, 25p
Contract AID/csd-2865, Proj. 915-11-995-031
Participant training evaluation
374 013-D489ad

*TRAINING INSTITUTION PROFILE REPORT: SPECIAL PARTICIPANTS AT UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN.
American Univ Development Education and Training Research Institute
Jun 72, 25p
Contract AID/csd-2865, Proj. 915-11-995-031
Participant training evaluation
374 013-D489ad
*TRAINING INSTITUTION PROFILE REPORT: ACADEMIC PARTICIPANTS AT KANSAS STATE UNIVERSITY.
Jun 72, 23p
Contract AID/csd-2865, Proj. 915-11-995-031
Participant training evaluation 374.013-3D489p

*TRAINING INSTITUTION PROFILE REPORT: ACADEMIC PARTICIPANTS AT OKLAHOMA STATE UNIVERSITY.
Jun 72, 22p
Contract AID/csd-2865, Proj. 915-11-995-031
Participant training evaluation 374.013-3D489p

*TRAINING INSTITUTION PROFILE REPORT: ACADEMIC PARTICIPANTS AT NEW MEXICO STATE UNIVERSITY.
Jun 72, 24p
Contract AID/csd-2865, Proj. 915-11-995-031
Participant training evaluation 374.013-3D489p

*TRAINING INSTITUTION PROFILE REPORT: ACADEMIC PARTICIPANTS AT COLORADO STATE UNIVERSITY (FORT COLLINS).
Jun 72, 21p
Contract AID/csd-2865, Proj. 915-11-995-031
Participant training evaluation 374.013-3D489p

*TRAINING INSTITUTION PROFILE REPORT: ACADEMIC PARTICIPANTS AT CALIFORNIA STATE Polytechnic COLLEGE.
Jun 72, 23p
Contract AID/csd-2865, Proj. 915-11-995-031
Participant training evaluation 374.013-3D489p

*TRAINING INSTITUTION PROFILE REPORT: ACADEMIC PARTICIPANTS AT UNIVERSITY OF NORTH CAROLINA (CHAPEL HILL).
Jun 72, 21p
Contract AID/csd-2865, Proj. 915-11-995-031
Participant training evaluation 374.013-3D489p

*TRAINING INSTITUTION PROFILE REPORT: ACADEMIC PARTICIPANTS AT NORTH CAROLINA STATE UNIVERSITY (RALEIGH).
Jun 72, 22p
Contract AID/csd-2865, Proj. 915-11-995-031
Participant training evaluation 374.013-3D489p

*TRAINING INSTITUTION PROFILE REPORT: ACADEMIC PARTICIPANTS AT TULANE UNIVERSITY.
Jun 72, 22p
Contract AID/csd-2865, Proj. 915-11-995-031
Participant training evaluation 374.013-3D489p

*TRAINING INSTITUTION PROFILE REPORT: SPECIAL PARTICIPANTS AT UNIVERSITY OF MISSOURI.
Jun 72, 17p
Contract AID/csd-2865, Proj. 915-11-995-031
Participant training evaluation 374.013-3D489p

*TRAINING INSTITUTION PROFILE REPORT: SPECIAL PARTICIPANTS AT UNIVERSITY OF PITTSBURGH.
Jun 72, 17p
Contract AID/csd-2865, Proj. 915-11-995-031
Participant training evaluation 374.013-3D489p

*TRAINING INSTITUTION PROFILE REPORT: SPECIAL PARTICIPANTS AT FEDERAL AVIATION ADMINISTRATION NATIONAL TRAINING CENTER.
Jun 72, 17p
Contract AID/csd-2865, Proj. 915-11-995-031
Participant training evaluation 374.013-3D489p

State Univ. of New York, Albany.
Frank G. Carrino, 105p
Latin America, Social science education, Teacher training
LAT-375 3-C318

ANNUAL REPORT ON AID 211 (D) INSTITUTIONAL DEVELOPMENT GRANT FOR AID IN DEVELOPMENT OF AFRICAN COUNTRIES.
Contract AID/csd-2547, Proj. 931-11-995-118
Africana, Economic development, A.I.D. - University cooperation, Development planning.
AFR-378.02-M624

HIGHER EDUCATION IN BOLIVIA: SURVEY ASSESSMENT WITH SUGGESTIONS FOR A.I.D. ACTIVITIES.
Cornell Univ.
William L. Irvin, and Robert W. Burns Jun 63, 23p
Bolivia, Higher education evaluation.
BL-378.184-I72

FINAL REPORT OF THE UNITED STATES TRADE ON BRAZILIAN HIGHER EDUCATION TO MUCIA.
Midwest Universities Consortium for International Activities (MUCIA).
J. Martin Klocksche Sep 68, 2v
Contract AID/e-389
Brazil, Higher education.
BR-378.181-M529

HAILE SELASSIE I UNIVERSITY COLLEGE OF EDUCATION; SEMI-ANNUAL PROGRESS REPORTS.
Utah Univ.
Serial.
Contract AID/afe-6, Proj. 603-11-600-136
Ethiopia, Teacher education.
ET-378.63-U80c

ANNUAL REPORT ON AID 211 (D) GRANT TO UNIV. OF TENNESSEE FOR RESEARCH ON AGRICULTURAL ECONOMIC ISSUES IN INDIA.
Tennessee Univ.
Serial.
Annual.
India, Agricultural research, Agriculture - Economics, Development planning.
IN-378.02-T297

ANNUAL REPORTS OF CUTTINGTON COLLEGE AND DIVINITY SCHOOL.
Cuttington College and Divinity School, Sussexco, Liberia.
Christian E. Baker, Serial.
Liberia, College administration and academic program.
LI-378.666-B167

CORNELL UNIVERSITY AT THE UNIVERSITY OF LIBERIA; SEMI-ANNUAL REPORTS.
Cornell Univ.
Serial.
Contracts AID/afr-330, AID/afe-3
Liberia, Universities and colleges, Higher education.
LI-378.666-C814

UNIVERSITY OF LIBERIA: AN APPRAISAL AND RECOMMENDATIONS.
Cornell Univ.
A. Gordon Nelson, and Charles C. Hughes 1960, 96p
Contract ICAc-1419
Liberia, Universities and colleges.
LI-378.666-C814a

REPORT OF A SURVEY OF THE UNIVERSITY OF LIBERIA: APPRAISAL AND RECOMMENDATIONS, OBSERVATIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS RELATIVE TO AGRICULTURE AND FORESTRY.
Cornell Univ.
A. Gordon Nelson, and A. W. Gibson. 1960, 124p
Contract ICAc-1419
Liberia, Universities and colleges, Agricultural education.
LI-378.666-C814b
Field 370—EDUCATION

THE COLLEGE OF EDUCATION, NSUKKA: A STUDY OF INSTITUTIONALIZATION, Michigan State Univ.
John W. Hansen, 1966, 2v

Nigeria, Educational development, Institution building, Universities and colleges.
IN-378.669-E231


Pakistan, Business education.
PK-378 549-C719

Harry L. Case, and Robert A. Bunnell, 1970, 121p

Philippines, Higher education, Foreign assistance, Impact, Reconstruction, Expansion, Regional roles, Methodology.
RP-378.914-C337

ASIAN INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY: SEMI-ANNUAL PROGRESS REPORTS. Colorado State Univ. Serial, Contract AIDicre-381

Thailand, Engineering education.
TS-378 5849-C719

PUBLIC AND BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION EDUCATION AT THE NATIONAL CHENGGI UNIVERSITY, REPUBLIC OF CHINA; SEMI-ANNUAL REPORTS. Michigan Univ. Serial, Contract AIDcra-2376

China, Business and public administration training.
TW-378 51249-M624

"BACCALAUREATE EXAMINATION IN THE REPUBLIC OF VIETNAM, Wisconsin State Univ. - Stevens Point Foundation, Inc.
W. W. Haskell, Jul 73, 56p

Vietnam, Educational testing, College testing programs.
VS-378 24-H344

PLANNING ANALYSIS FOR HIGHER EDUCATION IN VIETNAM, Wisconsin State Univ. - Stevens Point Foundation, Inc.
Burcette W. Eagen, n.d., 24p

Vietnam, Higher education, Universities, Educational planning.
VS-378.597-E11

BRIEF REVIEW OF THE DEVELOPMENT OF HIGHER EDUCATION IN SOUTH VIETNAM, Southeast Asia Development Advisory Group (SEADAG).
Granville S. Hammond. 15p

Vietnam, Higher education.
VS-378 597-H216

HIGHER EDUCATION IN SAIGON, Joint United States Public Affairs Office.
Aug 69, 24p

Vietnam, Universities and colleges, Faculty, Brain drain
VS-378.597-L74


Vietnam, Higher education, New academic programs
VS-378 597-J74a

PROPOSAL FOR A MODEL CORE CURRICULUM FOR THE FIRST TWO UNDERGRADUATE YEARS IN INSTITUTIONS OF HIGHER EDUCATION IN VIETNAM, Nguyen Van Thu. Dec 71, 282p

Vietnam, Curriculum development, Higher education
VS-378 597-T547

11p

Vietnam, Engineering education
VS-378 597-7547

ANNUAL REPORT ON AID 211 (D) GRANT TO INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT STUDIES, TUTS UNIVERSITY, Tusix Univ. Fletcher School of Law and Diplomacy, Serial, Contract AIDicse-1929, Proj 931-11-690-105

AID. - University cooperation, Development planning, Educational finance.
378 02-T915

COMPULSORY EDUCATION IN CAMBODIA, LAOS AND VIET-NAM. United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization
Charles Buldeau, and Somkith Pathammavong. 1955, 157p

Cambodia, Laos, Vietnam, Education, Public schools
CB-379.2-8559

380. COMMERCE, COMMUNICATIONS, TRANSPORTATION

TRANSPORTATION FACILITIES OF AFGHANISTAN AND PAKISTAN. Koenig and Koenig.
Oct 77, 136p

Afghanistan, Pakistan, Transportation.
AF-380 509581-K77

LAND TRANSPORTATION SURVEY IN INDONESIA. De Lenz, Cather and Co.
Dec 66, 2v

Indonesia, Transportation.
ID-380.59991-D348

MODERNIZATION DECISION IN INDIAN URBAN FLUID-MILK MARKETS. New York State College of Agriculture, Ithaca.
Ray W. Nightingale Aug 69, 94p

India, Milk-marketing, Dairy development program.
IN-380.14172-N688


India, Calcutta, Transportation survey and planning project.
IN-380 50954-C144

ABSTRACT OF THE KOREA TRANSPORTATION SURVEY TENTATIVE INVESTMENT PLAN. USAID/Korea
Jun 66, 15p

Korea, Transportation survey, Investments.
KS-380.5099105-T558

ENGINEERING RECONNAISSANCE REPORT ON HIGHWAYS, AIRFIELDS, RIVER CROSSINGS, WATER TRANSPORTATION AND EXTERNAL ROUTES OF SUPPLY FOR THE ROYAL KINGDOM OF LAOS. Transportation Consultants, Inc.
Jun 57, 99p

Contract ICA-W-218

Laos, Transportation surveys, Road construction, Airports, Inland water transportation.
LA-380.50994-T772a

INTERIM REPORT ON THE HIGHWAY SITUATION IN THE VIETNAM - LUANG PRABANG - XIENG ROUANG AREA OF LAOS. Transportation Consultants, Inc.
Jan 57, 4p

Laos, Transportation surveys, Road construction, Highway statistics.
LA-380.50994-T772b

SUMMARY REPORT ON TRANSPORT IMPROVEMENTS AND GOVERNMENTAL FISCAL/ADMINISTRATIVE POLICIES IN RELATION TO THE DEVELOPMENT OF TIMBER AND OTHER RESOURCES IN SOUTHEAST LEBERIA. Battelle Memorial Institute.
May 79, 1v

Contract AIDicsf-479

Liberta, Railroads, Roads, Harbors, Resources development.
LI-380 50966-B328

NATIONAL TRANSPORTATION PLANNING SURVEY: DRAFT REPORT. Surveys and Research Corp.
Dec 63, 1v

Malawi, Transportation, Roads M1-380.1090859-5963

CONFERENCE ON PROBLEMS OF INTEGRATION AND DISINTEGRATION IN NIGERIA; PROBLEMS OF ECONOMICS, Madison, Wisconsin. Robert H. T. Smith. 1965, 14p

Nigeria, Interregional trade, Infrastructure.
NT-380.1-5568

CONSULTANT'S REPORT ON TRANSPORTATION IN THE NIGER RIVER DELTA AREA IN NIGERIA, Monroc (Fred) and Associates.
Feb 64, 44p
IS KOREA'S EXPORT PROMOTION SCHEME CONSISTENT WITH HER INDUSTRIALIZATION?
International Liaison Committee of Research in Korea
Nak Kwan Kim Aug 71, 22p
Korea, Economic policy, Export trade, Industrial development.
KS-382 6-149

INTERNATIONAL TRADE POLICY IN THE ECONOMIC GROWTH OF LATIN AMERICA, Harvard Univ. Center for International Affairs Daniel M. Schydlowsky, May 72, 35p
Contract AID/csd-1543, Proj 931-17-6954-476
Latin America, International economic cooperation, Foreign trade, Development planning, Capital development, Economic growth
LAT-382 088-S415

CENTRAL AMERICAN EXPORT POSSIBILITIES.
Regional Office Central America and Panama (ROCAP) Sep 66, 1v
Latin America, Balance of payments, Export promotion.
LAT-382.6-R336

RECENT MOVEMENTS IN AGRICULTURE'S TERMS OF TRADE IN PAKISTAN, Williams College. Center for Development Economics Stephen R. Lewis Aug 69, 18p
Pakistan, Foreign economic relations, Agricultural trade, Commodity control
- PK-382.41-L676

HISTORICAL PRESENTATION AND ANALYSIS OF PAKISTAN'S EXPORT TRADE WITH THE UNITED STATES, AND SUGGESTIONS FOR AUGMENTING ITS TOTAL EXPORT EARNINGS, Norman Adams. 1957, 275p
Pakistan, Pakistan-U.S. relations, Export trade.
PK-382.6-A216

EXPORTS AND INVISIBLE RECEIPTS IN TURKEY.
Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development. H. C. Fritz Bade, and Gay Fishelson Nov 61, 171p
Turkey, Export, International trade, Economic development.
TU-382.6-B111

PEACH EXPORTS: ASSISTANCE, EXPORTERS AND WIPERS.
USAID/Uruguay. Mark E. Clark Apr 67, 14p
Uruguay, Agricultural trade.
UY-382.4125-C594

USAID/VIETNAM POSITIVE LIST OF COMMODITIES ELIGIBLE FOR FINANCING UNDER THE COMMERCIAL IMPORT PROGRAM.
Agency for International Development, Vietnam Bureau Jan 69, 103p
Vietnam, Commerical policy, Commodities, Imports.
VS-382 5-A656a

HOW THE COMMERCIAL IMPORT PROGRAM OPERATES: VIETNAM.
Agency for International Development Mar 67, 6p
VS-382 5-A656b

SOME DOUBTS ABOUT FLOODING THE COUNTRY WITH IMPORTS.
Leslie Aspin and Guy Fmlayson Nov 61, 6-A216
Vietnam, Imports, Commercial policy
VS-382 5-A641

General Accounting Office Jul 64, 59p
Vietnam, Commercial Import Program, Local currency, Commodity control
VS-382 5-G326

CHALLENGING FUTURE FOR VIETNAMESE EXPORTS.
Joint United States Public Affairs Office, Saigon. Dec 70, 43p
Vietnam, Trade balance, New exchange rate, Rubber industry and exports, Rice prospects, Fish exports.
VS-382 6-J74

HONG KONG AS A POTENTIAL MARKET FOR SOUTH VIETNAM'S FUTURE POST-WAR EXPORTS.
Development and Resources Corp. Jun 69, 50p
Vietnam, Hong Kong, Market research, Exports, Economic planning.
VS-382 605125-D489

EXPORT PROSPECTS FOR VIETNAM.
Development and Resources Corp. Dec 69, 1v
Vietnam, Marketing research, Exports, Economic planning, Rice, Rubber, Wood products, Agricultural products.
VS-382 605191-D489

SINGAPORE AS A POTENTIAL MARKET FOR SOUTH VIETNAM'S FUTURE POST-WAR EXPORTS.
Development and Resources Corp. Jul 69, 41p
Vietnam, Singapore, Market research, Exports, Economic planning.
VS-382 605952-E489

MALAYSIA AS A POTENTIAL MARKET FOR SOUTH VIETNAM'S FUTURE POST-WAR EXPORTS.
Development and Resources Corp. Aug 69, 30p
Vietnam, Malaysia, Market research, Exports, Economic planning.
VS-382 605964-D489

THE RESPONDING EFFECTS OF UNTYING AID.
Rand Corp David S. C. Chu, and Robert Shashko Jun 72, 76p

Contract AID/csd-2852
Tied aid, Development loans, Balance of payments, Exports, Imports, Foreign trade model
382-C559

EXPORT DEVELOPMENT ASSISTANCE PROGRAM OF AID.
Agency for International Development Amicus Most Mar 72, 1v
Exports, International commerce, Development assistance.
382.6-M915

*THE EFFECT OF UNITED DEVELOPMENT LOANS ON THE U.S. BALANCE OF PAYMENTS.
Rand Corp Robert L. Slighten, and David S. Chu Jun 72, 29p
Contract AID/csd-2857
Commerce, Balance of payments, Exports, United States.
382.6-S633

TELECOMMUNICATION SURVEY OF IVORY COAST, GHANA, TOGO, DAHOMEY AND NIGERIA.
General Telephcne and Electronics International, Inc. 1948, 45p
Contract AID/csd-1533, Proj 698-11-225-172
Africa, Telecommunication.
AFR-384 6-G36

TELECOMMUNICATIONS PROJECT COMPLETION REPORT, USAID/Burma.
Kyaw Xun Sep 64, 20p
Burma, Telecommunication.
BM-384.6-I187

CAPITAL ASSISTANCE PAPER: BRAZIL - INITIAL STATE EXPANSION PROGRAM FOR EXPRESS BRASILEIRA DE TELECOMUNICACOES (EBRAMETEL).
Agency for International Development. 1967, 1v
Brazil, Telecommunication, Development loans.
BR-384.6-A265

TELECOMMUNICATIONS PROJECT IN THE MIDDLE EAST AND SOUTHEAST ASIA: TRIP REPORT, EVALUATION AND RECOMMENDATIONS.
Television Associates of Indiana, Inc Jan 59, 1v
Contracts ICA/W-314, ICA/W-370
For East, Near East, Telecommunication.
PEA-384.6-T269

SURVEY OF TELECOMMUNICATION SERVICES, EQUATORIAL GUINEA.
Consulting Communications Engineers, Inc. Dec 69, 37p
Guinea, Telecommunication.
GV-384.6-C728

TELECOMMUNICATIONS TECHNICAL IMPROVEMENT; REPORT TO THE MINISTRY OF COMMUNICATIONS AND TO ICA ON BEHALF OF THE PHILCO CORPORATION BY THE ADVISORS GROUP.
Philo Corp Tecrep Division. Mar 62, 1v
COMMERCES, COMMUNICATIONS, TRANSPORTATION—Field 380

Korea, Telecommunication
KS-384.6-G926

TELECOMMUNICATIONS PROJECT, LAOS; ENGINEERING REPORTS.
Television Associates of Indiana, Inc.
Serial
Contract ICA-1395

Laos, Telecommunication.
LA-384.6-T269

REPORT TO THE CARIBBEAN ORGANIZATION ON SURVEY OF TELECOMMUNICATIONS NEEDS OF THE EASTERN CARIBBEAN AREA.
E. J. Guenengh Mar 63, 18p

Latin America, Internal and external communications, Telephone systems, Telegraph channels.
LA-384.6-C596

REPUBLIC OF NIGERIA TELECOMMUNICATIONS STUDY.
Western Electric Co., Inc.
Feb 63, 27p

Republic of Nigeria, Telecommunication.
NR-384.6-W527

TELECOMMUNICATIONS SURVEY, REPUBLIC OF THE PHILIPPINES.
Middle West Service Co.
Mar 68, 1v

Philippines, Telecommunication, Telephone.
KP-384.6-M627

TELEVISION IN THAILAND.
USOM/Thailand, Kwanthai Thaiyadharn. Jan 71, 17p

Thailand, Television, Ownership, Distribution, Programming.
TH-384.55-T364

TELECOMMUNICATIONS SYSTEMS FOR THAILAND, VIETNAM, LAOS, INCLUDING POSSIBILITIES IN CAMBODIA.
Tudor Engineering Co.
Apr 28, 115p

Far East, Telecommunication
TH-384.6-T912

SOME ASPECTS OF COMMUNICATIONS, TV AND FISHING ALTERNATIVES WITH RELATION TO RURAL ISOLATION PROBLEMS AND SELF-HELP, INCLUDING SELF-DEFENSE POSSIBILITIES—A SUMMARY REPORT.
Hudson Institute, Inc.
Rand Cardoza, and Adele Engelsman. Apr 69, 57p

Vietnam, Telecommunication, Fishing self-defense.
VS-384.6-C216

SOME ASPECTS OF IMPROVED ADMINISTRATION THROUGH SPECIAL COMMUNICATIONS AND TELEVISION SYSTEMS FOR SOUTH VIETNAM.
Hudson Institute, Inc.
Rand Cardoza, and Zygmunt Nagorski. Feb 69, 156p

Vietnam, Telecommunication, Rural development, Public administration, Hospitals-Administration.
VS-384.6-C216a

TELECOMMUNICATIONS MASTER DEVELOPMENT PLAN FOR THE REPUBLIC OF VIETNAM.
GT and E International Systems Corp.
Jul 71, 6v
Contract AID/vn-83, Proj 736-12-225-029

Vietnam, Telecommunication, Engineering.
Technical education
VS-384.6-G895

STUDY OF LAND TRANSPORT COST BY REGION IN KOREA.
Yonsei Univ., Seoul.
Kee Chus Ham 1965, 272p

Korea, Railroad transportation costs
KS-385-K56

REPORT ON PAKISTAN WESTERN RAILWAY.
Norfolk and Western Railway Co.
C F Blais. Dec 67, 67p

Pakistan, Railroad operations, maintenance, equipment.
PK-383-3635

INLAND WATERWAY TRANSPORT BOARD PROJECTS; FINAL REPORT. OCT. 10 - DEC. 16, 1963.
USAID/Burma
Burma, Inland water transportation
BM-384-G562

REPORT ON THE INLAND WATERWAYS AND HARBORS OF EGYPT.
Little (Arthur D.), Inc.
Jul 55, 261p

United Arab Republic, Water transportation, Inland harbors.
BG-386-L778

POTENTIAL FOR FERRY SERVICE BETWEEN SUMATRA AND WEST MALAYSIA; FEASIBILITY STUDY. FINAL REPORT.
Dillingham Corp.
Jan 70, 1v
Contract AID/ea-65

Malaysia, Ferries, Water transportation.
MY-386.6-D978

EAST MALAYSIA PORTS STUDY, SABAH, MALAYSIA.
King and Cawris.
Sep 70, 1v
Contract AID/ea-73

Malaysia, Harbors, Commerce
MY-386.6-K52

REPORT ON PROPOSED RIVER PORT, CARGO HANDLING AND BOAT BUILDING FACILITIES PROJECT IN THAILAND-LAOS.
McCurry-Koretzky-Engineers.
1965, 74P
Contract AID/csd-723

Laos, Thailand, Inland water transportation, Harbors.
TH-386.3-M132

ENGINEERING STUDY AND RECOMMENDATIONS FOR RENOVATION AND IMPROVEMENT OF NONGKAI, THAILAND TO THAHBIAI, LAOS FREIGHT FORWARDING FACILITIES, MEKONG RIVER CROSSING.
Svedrup and Parcel Engineering Co.
May 56, 37p

Thailand, Inland water transportation, Freight and freightrate.
TH-386.3-S568

FEASIBILITY STUDY OF PORT, CARGO-HANDLING AND BOAT BUILDING FACILITIES, MEKONG RIVER, THAILAND AND LAOS.
Transportation Consultants, Inc.
Jul 68, 334p
Contract AID/en-18

Thailand, Laos, Inland water transportation, Harbors.
TH-386.3-7772

ECONOMIC AND TECHNICAL FEASIBILITY STUDY OF PROPOSED MEKONG RIVER PORT, CARGO-HANDLING AND BOAT-BUILDING FACILITIES PROJECT IN THAILAND-LAOS. PHASE I.
Transportation Consultants, Inc.
1968, 36P
Contract AID/en-18

Laos, Thailand, Inland water transportation, Harbors.
TH-386.3-7772a

INLAND WATERWAYS.
Bolivia, Air lines.
AF-387.7-P197

PROGRAM OF TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE TO ARIANA AFGHAN AIRLINES CO., LTD.; SUMMARY PROGRESS REPORT, JAN. 1957 - JUNE 1962.
Pan American World Airways, Inc
Feb 64, 44p
Contract ICA-W-277

Afghanistan, Civil aviation, Air lines.
AF-387.7-P197

Agency for International Development.
A.F. Bonnalie Sep 62, 1v
Contracts AID/b-33, AID/b-34

Bolivia, Civil aviation.
BL-387-7-B716a

REHABILITATION OF LLOYD AEREO BOLIVIANO, S.A.; QUARTERLY PROGRESS REPORTS.
North Central Airlines, Inc.
Serial
Contract AID/b-135

Bolivia, Air lines.
BL-387-7-N864

STUDY OF THE PROPOSED ORGANIZATION OF ASSANA OF BOLIVIA.
Regional Aviation Assistance Group for Latin America, Panama.
Jul 66, 12p

Bolivia, Airport management, Civil aviation.
BL-387.7-R336

ENGINEERING-ECONOMIC FEASIBILITY REPORT, AIRPORTS OF LA PAZ, COCHABAMBA, AND SANTA CRUZ.
Daniel, Mann, Johnson and Mendehall
Sep 67, 1v

Bolivia, Airports.
BL-387.7-C184
FIELD 380—COMMERCE, COMMUNICATIONS, TRANSPORTATION

PLAN FOR THE INSTALLATION OF AERONAUTICAL TELECOMMUNICATION FACILITIES AND AIDS TO RADIONAVIGATION AT THE INTERNATIONAL AERODROME OF LA PAZ EL ALTO, BOLIVIA.

International Civil Aviation Organization, Lima South America Regional Office.

1964, IV

Bolivia, Radio navigation, Air traffic control. International Civil Aviation Organization.

CD-387.7-P187a

AVIATION SURVEY AND FEASIBILITY STUDY FOR AIRLINE OPERATIONS, REPUBLIC OF CHAD.

Pan-African Airlines (Nigeria), Ltd.

1965, 22P

Chad, Air lines, Civil aviation, Airports.

CO-387.73-R336

REGIMEN AIRPORT, MONROVIA, LIBERIA.

Pan American World Airways, Inc.

1964, 3V

Liberia, Airports.

LI-387.736-V248

SURVEY OF CIVIL AVIATION IN ETHIOPIA.

Agency for International Development, Bureau for Africa and Europe.

1962, 74P

Ethiopia, Commercial aviation, Airports.

ET-387.7-A265

SURVEY OF ETHIOPIAN CIVIL AVIATION.

Federal Aviation Agency.

1964, IV

Ethiopia, Air transportation.

ET-387.7-P193

GUATEMALA'S PORT ISSUES - TODAY'S REQUIREMENT.

Motivos de Washington and Associates

Dec 35, 75p

Guatemala, Harbors, Transportation.

GT-387.1-A521

CIVIL AVIATION SURVEY, REPUBLIC OF GUINEA.

Federal Aviation Agency.

1963, 289P

Guinea, Airports, Civil aviation.

RP-387.7-F297a

GUINEA.

CIVIL AVIATION SURVEY, REPUBLIC OF

GT-387.1-M921

GUINEA.

AIRLINES.

GUINEA, AERONAUTICAL TELECOMMUNICATIONS.

GUINEA, AIRPORTS.

GUINEA, AIR TRAFFIC CONTROL.

GUINEA, AIR TRAFFIC FACILITIES.

GUINEA, CIVIL AVIATION.

GUINEA, AIRLINES.

GUINEA, AIRPORTS.

GUINEA, AIR TRAFFIC CONTROL.

GUINEA, AIR TRAFFIC FACILITIES.

GUINEA, CIVIL AVIATION.

GUIINE, AIRLINES.

GUINEA, AIRPORTS.

GUINEA, AIR TRAFFIC CONTROL.

GUINEA, AIR TRAFFIC FACILITIES.

GUINEA, CIVIL AVIATION.

GUINEA, AIRLINES.

GUINEA, AIRPORTS.

GUINEA, AIR TRAFFIC CONTROL.

GUINEA, AIR TRAFFIC FACILITIES.

GUINEA, CIVIL AVIATION.

GUINEA, AIRLINES.

GUINEA, AIRPORTS.

GUINEA, AIR TRAFFIC CONTROL.

GUINEA, AIR TRAFFIC FACILITIES.

GUINEA, CIVIL AVIATION.

GUINEA, AIRLINES.

SUPPLEMENTAL REPORT ON EVALUATION OF STORM DAMAGE CHIMAERO PORT SOMALIA, PHASE I.

Bovy Engineers, Inc.

Nov 67, 15p

Contract AID/csd-1818

Somalia, Harbors.

SO-387.1-B783

MOGADISCO PORT IMPROVEMENTS STUDY, REPUBLIC OF SOMALI.

Corps of Engineers, Washington, D.C.

Jul 63, 79p

Somalia, Harbors.

SO-387.1-U8

EL OBEID AIRFIELD: ECONOMIC AND TECHNICAL FEASIBILITY STUDY AND PRELIMINARY DESIGN, PHASE III.

Tams and Scott.

1966, 1V

Contract AIDafe-165

Sudan, Airports.

SU-387.736-T159a

SUDAN AIRFIELDS FEASIBILITY STUDY; GENENA, PHASE I.

Tams and Scott.

1964, IV

Contract AIDafe-165

Sudan, Airports.

SU-387.736-T159b

SUDAN AIRFIELDS FEASIBILITY STUDY; EL OBIEI, PHASE I.

Tams and Scott.

1966, 47P

Contract AIDafe-165

Sudan, Airports.

SU-387.736-T159c

SUDAN AIRFIELDS FEASIBILITY STUDY; PORT SUDAN, PHASE I.

Tams and Scott.

1964, 2V

Contract AIDafe-165

Sudan, Airports.

SU-387.736-T159d

SUDAN AIRFIELDS FEASIBILITY STUDY; PORT SUDAN, PHASE II.

Tams and Scott.

1966, 2V

Contract AIDafe-165

Sudan, Airports.

SU-387.736-T159e

SUDAN AIRFIELDS FEASIBILITY STUDY, PHASE III.

Tams and Scott.

1965, 44P

Contract AIDafe-165

Sudan, Airports.

SU-387.736-T159f
SU-387.736-T159

SOUTHERN PORTS IN THAILAND SURVEY. Transportation Consultants, Inc May 63, 1v Contract AI/De-12
Thailand, Harbors. TH-387.1-7772

PORT ADMINISTRATION, TURKEY. Hedden (Walter F), Port Development Consultant. NoV 59, 29p
Turkey, Harbor management TU-387.1-H432

SAIGON PORT SITUATION. USAID COMMENTS ON BENTLEY ARTICLES IN BALTIMORE SUN. USAID/Vietnam Mar 67, 1v

VIETNAM OCEAN SHIPPING STUDY. Transportation Consultants, Inc Jao 67, 51p Contract AI/De-259

VIETNAM OCEAN SHIPPI NG STUDY. Transportation Consultants, Inc Jao 67, 51p Contract AI/De-259

OCEAN FREIGHT RATE STUDY FOR THE AGENCY FOR INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT. Foster Associates, Inc Apr 66, 3v
Shipping rates, Freight and freightage. 387.54-F754

THE UNITED STATES PROGRAM OF AVIATION ASSISTANCE TO LESS DEVELOPED COUNTRIES; REPORT TO THE ADMINISTRATOR. Agency for International Development Frank E. Lory Jul 62, 72p

Civil aviation. 387.7-L923

REPORT ON FEASIBILITY OF IMPROVING HIGHWAY FROM HERAT TO AFGHANISTAN-Iranian border. Corps of Engineers, Washington, D.C. Dec 61, 1v
Afghanistan, Roads. AP-388.1-A741

Senegal, Mali, Mauritania, Roads AFR-388.1-D346

LA PAZ-EL ALTO HIGHWAY: FEASIBILITY REPORT. Stanley Engineering Co Mar 65, 50p Contract AI/De-64
La Paz, Bolivia, Roads BL-388.1-E588

La Paz, Bolivia, Roads BL-388.1-B168

La Paz, Bolivia, Roads BL-388.1-B168a

NORTHEAST ARTERIAL ROUTES STUDY, BRAZIL. Berger (Louis), Inc Nov 67, 3v Contract AI/De-395
Brazil, Roads BR-388.1-D456

TEN YEAR HIGHWAY PLAN FOR A MINIMUM HIGHWAY TRANSPORTATION SYSTEM IN THE STATE OF CEARA, USAID/Brazil. F. H. McElfresh Jan 65, 53p
Brazil, Roads BR-388.1-E39

CEYLON TRAFFIC AND PLANNING STUDY. Smith (Wilbur) and Associates 1966, 1v
Ceylon, Traffic engineering, Railroads. CE-388.31-S663

Zaire, Roads, Traffic engineering CG-388.1-D348

ENTENTE STATES HIGHWAY RECONNAISSANCE STUDY. TASK 2: DAROMÉY - UPPER VOLTA: DASSA ZOUMÉ TO FADA NGOURMA. Smith (Wilbur) and Associates Dec 76, 143p
Dahomey, Upper Volta, Roads. DM-388.1-S663

FARM-MARKET ROADS IN NATIONAL DEVELOPMENT IN THE CENTRAL ANDES, Cornell Univ. Dept. of Anthropology Henry F. Dobyns, 1960, 80p Contract AI/De-110
Ecuador, Peru, Bolivia, Roads. EC-388.1-D655

EGYPTIAN HIGHWAY STUDY. Little (Arthur D.), Inc. May 54, 143p
United Arab Republic, Roads EG-388.1-L778

HIGHWAYS OF EGYPT. Little (Arthur D.), Inc. Feb 56, 92p
United Arab Republic, Roads EG-388.1-L778a


United Arab Republic, Roads, Traffic engineering EG-388.31-U67


Guatemala, Transportation research, Roads GT-388.1-C755

Guyana Roads GY-388.1-M588

STUDY OF TRAFFIC SAFETY AND RECOMMENDATIONS FOR THE IMPLEMENTATION OF PROCEDURES. International Cooperation Administration Ray W. Foresaker Oct 61, 67p
Guyana, Traffic engineering and safety. GY-388.1-F714

HONDURAS SELF-HELP FEEDER ROAD PROGRAM: ECONOMIC AND TECHNICAL SOUNDNESS ANALYSIS. Continental-Allied Co., Inc Nov 64, 212p Contract AID522-69

Honduras, Roads, Transportation research. HO-388.1-C762

ECONOMIC FEASIBILITY OF AN IMPROVED ROAD BETWEEN ABIDJAN, IVORY COAST AND ACCRA, GHANA: FINAL REPORT. URS Systems Corp. Sep 70, 200p Contract AI/De/af-601
Ivory Coast, Ghana, Roads IV-388.1-L58

BETHELHEM JERUSALEM ROAD AND ENGINEERING SERVICES: DEVELOPMENT LOAN PAPER. Agency for International Development 1966, 1v
Jordan, Development loans, Roads JO-388.1-A265
INTERNATIONAL ROAD LINK BETWEEN REPUBLIC OF KENYA AND SOMALI REPUBLIC.
DeLeuw, Cather International. Oct 69, 1v
Contract AID/AFR-619

Kenya, Somalia, Roads KE-388.1-D248

SURVEY REPORT ON HIGHWAYS AND HIGHWAY TRANSPORTATION ADMINISTRATION.
Korea Industrial Management Center Oct 66, 169p
Korea, Roads, Transportation management. KS-388.1-K84

TOURIST FACILITIES ON THE INTER-AMERICAN HIGHWAY: A REPORT ON PRESENT NEEDS AND FUTURE POTENTIALITIES WITH RECOMMENDATIONS FOR ACTION.
Latin America, Tourist trade.
LAT-388.1-K29

STUDY OF ROADS AND HARBORS FOR DEVELOPMENT OF SOUTHEAST LEBANON; MONTHLY REPORTS.
Battelle Memorial Institute. Nov 69, 1v
Contracts AID/AFR-470, AID/AFR-479

Liberia, Harbors, Roads. LI-388.1-B335a

SUMMARY REPORT ON IMPROVEMENT OF ROADS AND HARBORS FOR DEVELOPMENT OF TIMBER AND OTHER RESOURCES IN SOUTHEAST LEBANON.
Battelle Memorial Institute. Nov 69, 1v
Contract AID/AFR-279

Liberia, Roads, Harbors, Resources development. LI-388.1-B335b

SURVEY OF TRAFFIC CONDITIONS, MONROVIA, LIBERIA, USAID/Liberia, Public Safety Division. Verne C. Dagen. Feb 62, 94p
Liberia, Traffic engineering. LI-388 31:D125

TRAFFIC AND ECONOMIC STUDY: WESTERN AVENUE - AGE CODE MOTOR ROAD, LAGOS.
Smith (Wilbur) and Associates. Sep 65, 121p
Contract AID-620-134

Nigeria, Traffic engineering, Roads NI-388 31:S663

TRAFFIC AND ECONOMIC STUDY: WESTERN AVENUE, AGE CODE MOTOR ROAD, ID-IORO RAILROAD OVERPASS AND SECOND MAIN BRIDGE CONNECTION.
Smith (Wilbur) and Associates Oct 67, 196p
Contract AID-620-134

Nigeria, Traffic engineering, Roads. NI-388.31:S663a

USAID/Nepal
Vernon V. Curack, 1v
Prop. 357-12-310-015

Nepal, Evaluation of road project. NP-388.1-C894

ROAD DEVELOPMENT, FY 1962-1966; JOINT USAID/PGM PROJECT EVALUATION SESSION.
USAID/Nepal.
Nov 66, 5p
Nepal, Road project evaluation. NP-388.1-U38

ECONOMIC AND SOCIAL BENEFITS OF ROADS IN NORTH AND NORTHEAST.
USOM/Thailand.
Jul 66, 11p
Thailand, Roads. TH-388.1-U58

BANGKOK-TONBURI CITY PLANNING PROJECT. TECHNICAL MONOGRAPH: TRAVEL TIME, STUDY OF THE TIME FACTOR IN ALTERNATE FORMS OF TRANSPORTATION SERVING THE BANGKOK METROPOLITAN AREA.
Litchfield, Whiting, Bowne and Associates Aug 29, 5p
Contract ICA-T-265

Thailand, Traffic engineering, Urban planning TH-388.1-L776

HIGHWAY DEVELOPMENT PROJECT IN TURKEY: FINAL REPORT.
Turkey, Roads, Highway construction machinery. TUR-388 1-A318

ECONOMIC FEASIBILITY OF IMPROVING TWO INTERNATIONAL ROAD LINKS IN TANZANIA.
United Research Co. Jul 70, 1v
Tanzania, Roads. TZ-388.1-U358

ENTENTE STATES HIGHWAY FEASIBILITY STUDY, TASK I: UPPER VOLTA - NIGER; FADA N'GORMA TO NIAMEY.
Smith (Wilbur) and Associates Dec 70, 409p
Upper Volta, Niger, Roads. UV-388.1-S653

FINAL ENGINEERING REPORT ON THE HIGHWAY IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM OF THE REPUBLIC OF VIETNAM.
Capital Engineering Corp. Nov 62, 125p
Vietnam, Road construction and maintenance. VS-388.1-C244

DIEN-HONG CIRCLE COMPLEX: PROBLEMS AND SOLUTIONS: A TRANSPORTATION PLANNING STUDY.
Voorhees (Alan M.) and Associates, Inc Oct 66, 26p
Vietnam, Traffic engineering. VS-388.31-V951

SAIGON TRAFFIC STUDY.
Voorhees (Alan M.) and Associates, Inc. Jul 69, 1v

Vietnam, Urban transportation system, Traffic engineering VS-388.31-V951a

REPORT OF QUALITY CONTROL SPECIALIST.
Council for International Progress in Management (USA), Inc
Andrew C. Irvine. May 63, 8p
Brazil, Quality control. BR-389.63-C855

REPORT OF QUALITY CONTROL CONSULTANT, AND REPORT OF QUALITY STANDARDS SEMINARS, ECUADOR.
Council for International Progress in Management (USA), Inc
William R. Martin Mar 62, 27p
Ecuador, Quality control EC-389.63-C855

ESTABLISHMENT OF A STANDARDS INSTITUTION AND A LABORATORY FOR CUSTOMS TESTING IMPORTS AND EXPORTS: FINAL REPORT.
USAID/Jordan
Henry T. Wensel Nov 65, 75p
Jordan, Standardization, Customs laboratories. JO-388.6-W476

PROCEEDINGS OF THE FIRST QUALITY CONTROL CONFERENCES IN SEOUL, BUSAN, AND TAEGU (WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY PROJECT), JULY-AUG. 1962.
USAID/Korea
John E. Walsh Aug 62, 1v
Korea, Quality control, Standardization. KS-389 63-W725

400. LANGUAGE

ENGLISH LANGUAGE TEACHING PROGRAM, LANGUAGE TRAINING CENTER OF KOREA;
FINAL REPORT.
English Language Services, Inc.
George E. Bindu. Dec 62, 10p
Korea, English language training, Curriculum development. In-service teacher training KS-426 24-E37

ENGLISH LANGUAGE PROJECT IN LIBYA;
ANNUAL REPORTS.
English Language Services, Inc.
S. C. Irvine. Contract AID/AFR-65 (2)
Libya, Language education at Univ. of Libya, English.
LY-426 24-U58

REPORT OF THE TEACHING OF ENGLISH, USAID/Nigeria.
Lilian O'Connor. May 64, 74p
Nigeria, Language education, English. NI-426.24-018
500. PURE SCIENCES

SURFACE WATER HYDROMETRIC PROGRAM IN VIETNAM. Development and Resources Corp. Jan 76, 37p

Vietnam, Hydrometric measurements, Water resources, Storage, Diversion projects. VS-532.4-D489

HIGH GRADE SILICA SAND FROM KOREA, USAID/Korea N.C. Beck. Feb 64, 10p

Korea, Sand, Glass making, Refining. KS-549.68-H393

STREAMFLOW IN THE YALLAHASSEE RIVER; SPECIAL REPORT, BLUE MOUNTAIN WATER SUPPLY PROJECT; Harza Engineering Co. Hue Lyow Chin Jun 71, 1v

Jamaica, Water-supply, Streamflow, Hydrography. JM-551.4-H343

TRIP REPORT FOR TRAVEL TO SOUTHEAST ASIA, JAN 8 TO FEB 7, 1971, INCLUDING SUMMARY OF OCEANOGRAPHIC INSTITUTE OF NIHONKAI. Naval Undersea Warfare Center, San Diego, Calif. Eugene C. LaFond, and Katherine G. LaFond. Feb 71, 42p

Oceanoigraphy, Research. WS-551.46-L165


Hydrologic instrumentation and methodology. 551.49-T241

HONGCHON-CHAUN IRON ORE FEASIBILITY REPORT. International Mineral Engineers. Jan 67, 10p

Korea, Iron industry and trade, Mines and mineral resources. Diamond drilling, Waste stripping. Operating costs. KS-553.3-H61


Korea, Ceramic industries, Mineral industries. KS-553.61-H3465

STUDY OF THE PROPERTIES, STRUCTURE AND UTILIZATION OF DIATOMACEOUS-EARTH FROM SEVERAL REGIONS IN KOREA. Chang-ang Univ. Research Institute of Science and Technology. 1969, 37p

Korea, Soil mechanics, Diatomaceous earth, Geology, Variegates, Chemical treatment. KS-553.40-C559

MINERAL RESOURCES AND GEOLOGICAL ACTIVITIES IN SOUTH VIETNAM, Joint Development Group, Saigon. Ralph E. Ginn. Feb 67, 18p

Vietnam, Geological surveys, Mineral resources. VS-553.G861

OUTLINE FOR TEACHING CONSERVATION IN HIGH SCHOOLS. USAID/Korea. Aug 52, 21p

Korea, High school, Curricula, Conservation and biology, chemistry, physics, Ecology. KS-574.5-U58

WEEDS OF CHILE: A LIST OF COMMON AND SCIENTIFIC NAMES, Oregon State Univ. Juan Cardenas, and Lane Coulston n.d., 15p

Chile, Weeds. CI-581.65093-066

WEEDS OF DOMINICAN REPUBLIC: A LIST OF COMMON AND SCIENTIFIC NAMES, Oregon State Univ. Juan Cardenas, and Lane Coulston n.d., 3p

Dominican Republic, Weeds. DR-581.6509-C266

WEEDS OF CENTRAL AMERICA: A LIST OF COMMON AND SCIENTIFIC NAMES, Oregon State Univ. Juan Cardenas, and Lane Coulston n.d., 22p

Central America, Weeds. LAT-681.6509-066

WEEDS OF MEXICO: A LIST OF COMMON AND SCIENTIFIC NAMES, Oregon State Univ. Juan Cardenas, and Lane Coulston n.d., 6p

Mexico, Weeds. MX-581.650977-066

WEEDS OF TRINIDAD: A LIST OF COMMON AND SCIENTIFIC NAMES, Oregon State Univ. Juan Cardenas, and Lane Coulston n.d., 6p

Trinidad and Tobago, Weeds. TD-581.6509730-066

*RHODES GRASS SCALE, ANTONINA GRAMINIS, IN BRAZIL. IRI Research Institute, Inc. Roger N. Williams, and Michael F. Schuster 1972, 31p

Brazil, Parasitic insects, Agricultural research. BR-595.752-W726

APRAISSAL AND ANALYSIS: MOROCCO MEDITERRANEAN FRUITLY PROJECT. USAID/Morocco. E. J. Harris. Jun 72, 6p

Morocco, Pest control, Medfly project evaluation. MO-595.774-H313

600. TECHNOLOGY (GENERAL)

ECOLOGICAL CONSIDERATIONS IN MEKONG DEVELOPMENT PLANS, Southeast Asia Development Advisory Group (SEADAG) John E. Bardach, and Roger Mills. Dec 68, 26p

Far East, Southeast Asia, Regional development, Environmental protection, Industrialization, Development planning. PEA-605.7545-B245

NAS ADVISORY COMMITTEE ON TECHNOLOGICAL INNOVATION AND MONITORING; PROGRESS REPORTS. National Academy of Sciences. Serial, Technology transfer, Innovations 600.3902-N277

ASSESSMENT OF ECOCLOGICAL EFFECTS OF EXTENSIVE OR REPEATED USE OF HERBICIDES: FINAL REPORT. Midwest Research Institute. William B House Dec 67, 369p

Environment and development, Herbicides, Development research. 600 5745-M629


Latin America, Technology transfer, Industrial technology, Natural resources utilization, Science and technology infrastructure. LAT-609.4-225


Development planning, Natural resources development, Human resources development, Agricultural development, Industrial development, Transportation, Public health, Urbanization, Technology transfer. 605.1724-A265

610. MEDICAL SCIENCES AND PUBLIC HEALTH

SOUTHEAST ASIAN REGIONAL CENTRE FOR TROPICAL MEDICINE: REPORT OF SECOND MEETING OF THE CENTRAL COORDINATING BOARD. Southeast Asian Ministers of Education Secretariat. Aug 67, 32p

Far East, Medical centers, Medical research. PEA-610.72-S727a
**ENGINEERING—Field 620**

**REPORT OF MACHINE SHOP SPECIALIST,**
**BRAZIL,** JUNE 17 - DEC. 16, 1966,
Council for International Progress in Management (USA), Inc.
Oto E. Effert 24p
Brazil. Machine-shops
BR-621.75-C855

**PROPOSED WORKSHOPS FOR MANUFACTURE**
**OF HEAVY INDUSTRIAL EQUIPMENT**
**IN THE UNITED ARAB REPUBLIC,**
Enasco Services, Inc.
Sep 64, 45p
Contract AID/ness-37

**United Arab Republic, Machinery manufacture,**
Metallics
EG-621.75-E15

**PRELIMINARY SURVEY OF REFRIGERATION**
**AND COLD STORAGE FACILITIES IN GUATEMALA,**
California State Polytechnic College.
William J. Phaktides, Oct67, 74p
Contract AID-521-173-T

**Guatemala, Refrigerating machinery,**
OT-621.56-P532

**REPORT ON TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE**
**PROGRAM TO JAPANESE MACHINE SHOP**
**TECHNICIANS AND FOREMEN OF THE**
**MACHINE TOOL CUTTING FIELD,**
Yulke (S.-G.), Co.
Leonard W. Sachs, 1961, 28p

**Japan, Cutting machines, Machine tools,**
JA-621.93-Y95

**REVIEW OF THE FINANCIAL AND**
**ECONOMIC ASPECTS OF KOREA ELECTRIC**
**COMPANY’S OPERATIONS AND PLANS FOR**
**ITS ELECTRIC POWER SYSTEM DEVELOP-**
**MENT; LOAN FOR 125 MW SEOUL THERMAL**
**PLANT,**
USAID/Korea.
Daniel A. Hill, Oct 65, 51p

**Korea, Electric power demand forecasts,**
KECO financial policies, Seoul thermal plant development.
KS-621.31-H545

**RURAL WIRE BROADCASTING PLAN CUR-**
**RENT STATUS AND OBJECTIVES,**
USAID/Korea.
Sep 67, 11p

**Korea, Radio broadcasting station system,**
Radio receiver distribution.
KS-621.3841-U58

**THE KOREAN BROADCASTING SYSTEM:**
**ITS BACKGROUND, CURRENT STATUS AND OB-**
**JECTIVES,**
Korean Radio and Rural Wire Broadcasting System.
Jul 66, 1v

**Korea, Public information, Radio and TV net-**
**works, Programming, Relay stations, Ownership,**
KS-621.3841-K84

**BOLT AND NUT MANUFACTURING PLANT,**
**RABAT,** Porter International Co.
1963, 21p
Contract AID/afe-51

**Morocco, Manufacture of machine parts,**
MO-621.882-P945

---

**SOUTHEAST ASIAN JOURNAL OF TROPICAL**
**MEDICINE AND PUBLIC HEALTH, QUAR-**
**TERLY,** Southeast Asian Bureau of Education, Central Coordinating Board for Tropical Medicine and Public Health.
Serial.
Far East, Public health, Medical research.
PEA-616.98385-5727

---

**PUBLIC HEALTH MANPOWER**
**EDUCATIONAL PROJECT IN SOUTH VIET-**
**NAM,** California Univ., Los Angeles.
L. S. Gorcek, Jul 68, 89p
Vietnam, Public health planning, Health manpower training.
VS-614.0709597-C153a

---

**INQUIRY CONCERNING THE CIVILIAN**
**HEALTH AND CASUALTY PROGRAM FOR**
**VIETNAM,** General Accounting Office.
Oct 67, 13p
Vietnam, Public health program, Hospital facilities. Manpower needs, Medical logistics requirements.
VS-614.09597-G356

---

**RURAL HEALTH FACILITIES IN VIETNAM**
Joseph P. Salvo, and Nguyen Van Thuan. June 69, 45p
Vietnam, Public health facilities. Rural conditions.
VS-614.09597-S186

---

**PUBLIC HEALTH AND HOSPITAL CARE**
**WORD LIST,**
American Univ. American Language Center.
Mildred H. Larson, 1961, 88p
Public health, Medical assistance, Nursing. Vocabulary.
614.33-L334

---

**TECHNICAL DEVELOPMENT LABORATO-**
**RIES, CENTER FOR DISEASE CONTROL,**
SAVANNAH, GEORGIA; WORLDWIDE.
**MALARIA ERADICATION RESEARCH**
**PROJECT. REPORT OF ACTIVITIES,**
Dep of Health, Education, and Welfare.
Serial.
Malaria eradication, Insecticides, Mosquito control.
614.4323-D419

---

**NUTRITIONAL STATUS IN THE HAZARAJAT,**
Medical Assistance Programs, Inc.
Jane-Ann Chirke. 1971, 110p
Afghanistan, Nutrition surveys, Malnutrition, Child nutrition, Nutritional deficiencies.
AF-616.39-C598

---

**REPORT ON CIRCUIT-COURSE NO. 17, NOV**
**22 - DEC. 28, 1966,**
American College of Cardiology.
32p
Far East, International Circuit Course in Cardiovascular Diseases.
PEA-616.12-A312
CASE STUDY: NEW BUSSA COLD PRODUCTS LIMITED.
Little (Arthur D.), Inc.
1963, 237p
Contract AID-c-2282
Nigeria, Cold storage
NI-621.38-L778

DIESEL ENGINE INDUSTRY OF PAKISTAN'S PUNJAB: IMPLICATIONS FOR DEVELOPMENT,
Edward H. Smith.
Jan 70, 97p
Pakistan (West), Machinery industry, Patterns of industrial competition, Small business, Industrial efficiency.
PK-621.436-S646

TYPES, ORIGIN, AND PRICES OF HAND-PUMPS SOLD IN BANGKOK.
Business Research, Ltd , Bangkok
Jun 64, 1sp
Thailand, Pumping machinery.
TI-621.6-3979

REPORT ON THE FEASIBILITY OF MANUFACTURING WATER PUMPS IN THAILAND.
Ebasco Services, Inc
Dec 62, 69p
Thailand, Pumping machinery, Investments.
TH-621.64-E15

HAND OPERATED WATER PUMP, USOM/Thailand.
Bruce T. Wood, and Somnuck Unakul.
Jul 64, 12p
Thailand, Hand tools.
TH-621.64-W873

Harold C. Kofahl.
Jul 65, 114p
Thailand, Machine shops.
TH-621.75-P78

REPORT ON THE FEASIBILITY OF MANUFACTURING HAND TOOLS IN THAILAND.
Ebasco Services, Inc
1963, 57p
Thailand, Tools, Investments.
TH-621.58-E15

REPORT ON THE FEASIBILITY OF MANUFACTURING PUMPS IN VENEZUELA.
Ebasco Services, Inc
1964, 372p
Contract AID/c-1453
Venezuela, Centrifugal pumps.
VE-621.67-E15

VIETNAM RURAL ELECTRIFICATION PHASE I STUDY AND PHASE II REPORT.
National Rural Electric Cooperative Association.
J. L. Anderson, Jul 65, 1v
Contract AID/c-1453
Vietnam, Rural electrification, Cooperatives.
VS-334.6213-A547

TECHNICAL ALTERNATIVES TO MILITARY PACIFICATION DEVELOPMENT PROBLEMS IN THE MEKONG DELTA AND SAIGON AREA OF SOUTH VIETNAM: FOURTH WORKING SESSION OF VIETNAM CONSULTANTS.
Hooson Institute, Inc.
1v
Vietnam, Canals, Sea dikes, Barriers, Transport disruption.
VS-621.3-5985

FIELD INSPECTION TRIPS: REVOLUTIONARY DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM.
Lyon Associates, Inc.
Serial, Contract AID-430-2159
Vietnam, Hamlet electrification plants, Construction, Repairing, Adjusting.
VS-621.3-5986

ELECTRIC POWER MANAGEMENT ADVISORY STUDY, VIETNAM: FINAL REPORT.
Detroit Edison Co Vietnam Electric Power Management Advisory Team.
Aug 67, 1v
Vietnam, Electric power plants, Resource management.
VS-621.31-D366

*NATIONAL POWER SURVEY OF THE REPUBLIC OF VIETNAM, Detroit Edison Co National Power Survey Team E. Robert de Lucena, Feb 72, 1v
Contract AID/vn-18, Proj 736-12-228-356
Vietnam, Electric power, Resources development.
VS-621.31-D366a

STUDY OF A 50 MW ELECTRIC POWER BARGE.
Pope, Evans, and Robbins International, Ltd
Sep 66, 70p
Contract AID-430-1854
Vietnam, Barge mounted gas turbine power plant.
VS-621.31-P386

FEASIBILITY REPORT FOR VIETNAM POWER COMPANY TRANSMISSION AND DISTRIBUTION IMPROVEMENTS IN THE SAIGON METROPOLITAN AREA.
Sanderson and Foster, Inc.
N.D. , 1v
Vietnam, Electric power plants, Planning for industrial development.
VS-621.31-S216

ELECTRICITY OF VIETNAM,
USAID/Vietnam Program Office.
W. P. Schoux
Feb 68, 1v
Vietnam, Electric power survey, Power requirements.
VS-621.31-S375

END OF CONTRACT REPORT OF THE SOUTHERN TOLL SYSTEM BELONGING TO THE GOVERNMENT OF VIETNAM POST AND TELECOMMUNICATIONS.
Philco-Ford Corp. Communications and Technical Services Div.
Sep 69, 1v
Contract AID-730-3042
Vietnam, Microwave communication systems, Communications.
VS-621.3813-P345

ECONOMIC FEASIBILITY REPORT ON AN ELECTROLYTIC CAPACITOR FACTORY IN SOUTH VIETNAM.
Smith.
Jul 67, 1v
Vietnam, Transistor radio capacitors.
VS-621.384133-S817

VIETNAM NORTHERN SECTION THIN-LINE RADIO RELAY SYSTEM.
Television Associates of Indiana, Inc.
Mar 62, 1v
Contract ICAs-1303
Vietnam, Radio communication system.
VS-621.384156-T269

REPORT ON PROPOSED RADIO ASSEMBLY PLANT.
Day and Zimmermann, Inc.
Dec 57, 6p
Vietnam, Transistor radios, Market potential, Capitalization, Equipment.
VS-621.384183-D273

TELEPHONE PLANT IN VIETNAM: FINAL REPORT.
Federal Electric Corp.
1968, 230p
Contract AID/vn-33, Proj 736-12-225-029
Vietnam, Telephone installation and maintenance.
VS-621.3854-F293

OUTSIDE TELEPHONE PLANT IN VIETNAM: FINAL REPORT.
Page Communications Engineers, Inc.
1969, 11p
Vietnam, Telephone.
VS-621.3854-P132

REVOLUTIONARY DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM: VIETNAM ELECTRIFICATION, REPUBLIC OF VIETNAM, MONTHLY PROGRESS REPORTS.
Lyon Associates, Inc
Serial, Contract AID-430-2159
Vietnam, Rural electrification, Generating stations and distribution systems.
VS-621.393-L991

UTILIZATION OF LIGHTWEIGHT DRILLS AND SLANT DRILLING TECHNIQUES IN VIETNAM.
Hudson Institute, Inc.
John P. Thomas.
Jul 68, 15p
Vietnam, Mining tools and techniques.
VS-621.522-T458

SATELLITE-DISTRIBUTED EDUCATIONAL TELEVISION FOR DEVELOPING COUNTRIES, - SUMMARY REPORT.
Stanford Research Institute.
Wilbur Schramm, and William J. Platt.
Aug 68, 45p
Contract AID/csd-1501
Television in education, Satellite communication.
621.3865-S377

IS THERE A PLACE FOR THE WINDMILL IN THE LESS DEVELOPED COUNTRIES?
East-West Center, Honolulu, Technology and Development Institute.
Mansfield F. Merrick.
Mar 72, 24p
Windmills, Technological innovations.
621.45-M568
MEMORANDUM REPORT ON THE KARAJ DAM PROJECT.
Harza Engineering Co
Aug 35, 34p
Jinn, Capital projects, Dams.
IR-627.8-H343

REPORT TO DIRECTOR GENERAL, CENTRAL WATER AUTHORITY OF THE HAJEMITE KINGDOM OF JORDAN; DAMS IN JORDAN, Bureau of Reclamation, Denver, Colo.
William E. Collins, Aug 61, 57p
Jordan, Water resources development, Dams.
10-627.8-C713

ENGINEERING HANDBOOK - WATER USE AND CONTROL, USAID/Laos.
David R. Brooks, and J. M. Simon Gog, Mar 69, 59p
Laos, Water management, Irrigation.
LA-627 594-B873

ENGINEERING HANDBOOK - WATER MASTER HANDBOOK, USAID/Laos.
David R. Brooks, and J. M. Simon Gog, Dec 64, 35p
Laos, Water management, Irrigation.
LA-627 594-B873a

INTERIM REPORT ON KARAGUN DAMSITE, BISRI TUNNEL, BISRI DAMSITE; LITANI RIVER PROJECT, BEIRUIT, Lebanon. Bureau of Reclamation, Washington, D.C. Jun 53, 7v
Lebanon, Rivers, Dams, Tunnels, Water resources development.
LE-627.8-161

PROPOSAL FOR A NATIONAL LAND LEVELING PROGRAM IN PAKISTAN. USAID/Pakistan.
May 72, 47p
Pakistan, Irrigation engineering, Water management, Land formation.
PK-627.32-U38

DREDGING EQUIPMENT AND OPERATIONS IN EAST PAKISTAN.
Tojder Engineering Co. 1959, 109p
Pakistan, Dredging machinery.
PK-627 73-T912

FIELD 620—ENGINEERING

REPORT ON CURRENT EARTH DAM CONSTRUCTION PROGRAM OF DEVLET SU ISLERI, TURKEY.
Bureau of Reclamation, Denver, Colo.
William E. Collins. Nov 63, 99p
Turkey, Dams.
TU-627 83-D419

PROGRAM FOR ANALYSIS OF MEKONG RIVER HYDRAULICS WITH PARTICULAR REFERENCE TO THE DELTA, Joint Development Group, Saigon.
A. B. Culter, and D. E. Davis. Mar 63, 21p
Vietnam, Hydraulic engineering, Flood prevention, Reservoirs.
VS-627-C989

RECONNAISSANCE REPORT WITH RECOMMENDATIONS FOR PRIORITY OF RESTORATION; REHABILITATION OF PRIMARY CANALS AND WATERWAYS IN SOUTH VIETNAM.
Daniel, Mann, Johnson and Mendenhall 1959, 1v
Vietnam, Canals and waterways, Restoration, Engineering, Reconnaissance.
VS-627.1-D184

FINAL REPORT OF AN ENGINEERING STUDY OF THE PRIMARY CANAL SYSTEM OF SOUTH VIETNAM WITH A PRELIMINARY REPORT ON A RECONNAISSANCE OF THE SAIGON RIVER SHIP CHANNEL.
Daniel, Mann, Johnson and Mendenhall.
Dec 60, 1v
Contract 1C-1055
Vietnam, Canals and waterways, Restoration, Engineering.
VS-627.1-D184a

INTERIM REPORT ON HARBOUR STUDIES FOR THE PORT OF SAIGON; ALTERNATE PORT SITES, PORT FACILITIES, CARGO AND TRAFFIC, CONSTRUCTION CONSIDERATIONS.
Daniel, Mann, Johnson, and Mendenhall Jun 65, 35p
Vietnam, Harbor engineering.
VS-627.2-D184m

INTERIM REPORT ON HARBOUR STUDIES FOR THE PORT OF DANANG; ALTERNATE PORT SITES, PORT FACILITIES, CARGO AND TRAFFIC CONSTRUCTION CONSIDERATIONS.
Daniel, Mann, Johnson, and Mendenhall.
Jun 65, 1v
Vietnam, Harbor engineering.
VS-627.2-D184n

REPORT FOR PILOT AREA, LAND TENURE PROJECT; AN GIANG PROVINCE, SOUTH VIETNAM. Corps of Engineers, Sacramento, Calif. Jun 67, 1v
Vietnam, Land tenure, Reclamation of land, Water control program, Flood control, Irrigation, Drainage.
VS-627.5-C922

MEKONG DELTA DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM: PHYSICAL FACILITIES.
Development and Resources Corp. Nov 68, 34p
Jamaica, Water-supply, Public facilities, Project reports.

SOME PRELIMINARY ASPECTS OF MILITARY, PACIFICATION, DEVELOPMENT BARRIERS IN THE MEKONG DELTA, Hudson Institute, Inc. Robert Panero Sep 61, 63p

Vietnam, Reclamation of land, Flood control, Canals, Spillways, Pumping stations, Agriculture, Facilitation, VS-627-3-P191

MEKONG DELTA DREDGING SERVICE AND TRAINING PROJECT, VIETNAM: MONTHLY PROGRESS REPORTS. Retired Servicemen Engineering Agency, Republic of China, Serial, Contract AID-430-2988

Vietnam, Dredging operations and equipment, Canal excavation, Land reclamation, VS-627 73-R438

SPRINKLER PROFILE ANALYSIS TO PRODUCT FIELD PERFORMANCE, Utah State Univ Dept of Agricultural and Irrigation Engineering, Jack Koller, and M. D. Maynak, Dec 71, 27p, Contract AID/SIPd 2459, Prog 931-11-100-116

Irrigation systems. Field research 627 52-K39

FEASIBILITY STUDY OF WATER AND SEWAGE WORKS: FINAL REPORT. Barnard and Burd, Inc. Jan 71, 181p

Columbia, Water-supply system, Sewerage, Diseases, Regional growth, Water treatment and consumption CO-628-C737

REPORT OF US-ISRAEL DESALTING AND POWER TEAM. Joint United States-Israel Desalting and Power Team. 1964, 117p

Israel. Desalination of water, Electric power-plants, Water-supply, IS-628 1672-74

ANNOTTO BAY PILOT WATER SUPPLY SYSTEM; IMPLEMENTATION PROCEDURES. USAID/Jamaica. N D, 4p

Jamaica, Water supply JM-628.1-N357a

BLUE MOUNTAIN WATER SUPPLY PROJECT; PROGRESS REPORT, Harza Engineering Co. Hux Lyew Chin Jun 71, 2v

Jamaica, Water-supply, Public facilities, Construction, Water treatment plants, Irrigation, Rivers, Estimated costs, Construction.

J-M-628.17-H343a

FEASIBILITY STUDIES: WATER AND SEWAGE SYSTEMS FOR TEN CITIES. Gilbert Associates, Inc. Nov 69, 4v

Nicaragua, Water Consumption and supply, Sanitary sewage, Population growth, Cost estimates NU-628.0466

PRELIMINARY APPRAISAL REPORT ON A COMBINATION SEA WATER DESALTING AND ELECTRIC POWER PLANT FOR JIDDA, SAUDI ARABIA. Dept of the Interior Jun 64, 49p

Saudi Arabia, Desalination plant, Electric power, Water-supply, SA-628.161-161

IN-DEPTH STUDY OF THE ARD WELL DRILLING PROJECT, USOM/Thailand, John W Neave, and Samuel J Bargnesi Apr 71, 26p

Thailand, Water-supply engineering. Well drilling TH-628.11-N575

SAIGON WATER AND SEWAGE; QUARTERLY REPORTS. Wilson (Adnan) and Associates, Serial, Contract AID-730-3195, Proj 730-12-521-358

Vietnam, Water supply, Construction engineering, Sewerage, Engineering training VS-628-W746

DA NANG CITY WATERWORKS. Agency for International Development 1967, 35p

Vietnam, Proposed water intake tower, pumping station, water treatment plant, transmission and distribution piping. VS-628.1-A63

WATER SUPPLY IMPROVEMENT PROJECT, SAIGON METROPOLITAN AREA. Hydrotechnic Corp. Nov 58, 47p

Vietnam, Planning for natural resources development. VS-628.1-H955

SAIGON WATER SUPPLY PROJECT: QUARTERLY PROGRESS REPORTS. Hydrotechnic Corp, Serial,

Vietnam, Development of natural resources and sanitation VS-628.1-H955a

PROJECT REPORT FOR SAIGON-CHOLON WATER SUPPLY. Hydrotechnic Corp. Nov 61, 1v

Vietnam, Water supply, Pumping station, Pipeline design, Water treatment plant VS-628.1-H955b

OPERATING AND MAINTENANCE MANUAL. V1: DONG NAI RIVER WATER PUMPING FACILITY AND TRANSMISSION PIPELINE. V2: WATER TREATMENT PLANT AT THU DUC. V3: TREATED WATER PUMPING FACILITY, TRANSMISSION PIPELINE, AND STORAGE TANKS. Hydrotechnic Corp. 1966, 1v, Proj 430-11-520-358

Vietnam, Water pumping system, Transmission pipeline, Treatment plant systems, Storage facilities VS-628.1-H955c

CAM RANH WATER RESOURCES STUDY; FINAL REPORT. Parsons (Ralph M) Co. Jul 69, 1v

Contract AID430-1262

Vietnam, Water resources development, Technical assistance, Development planning VS-628 1-P269

MUNICIPAL WATER SUPPLY PROGRAM; FINAL REPORT OF PROGRESS. Parsons (Ralph M) Co Feb 69, 1v

Contract AID430-1126

Vietnam, Water resources development, Technical assistance, Development planning VS-628.1-P269a

WORK ACCOMPLISHMENT ON SEVEN WATER SUPPLY SYSTEMS; FINAL REPORT AND SUMMARY. Atlas Wells, Inc., Saigon. 1971, 1v

Contract AID 730-3101

Vietnam, Water supply, Wells, Pump tests, Distribution systems. VS-628 1-A4872

PLANT; DESIGN CALCULATIONS; DANANG WATER TREATMENT. Parsons (Ralph M) Co N D, 1v

Contract AID 430-1126

Vietnam, Natural resources development, Water quality, Sanitary engineering, Development planning. VS-628 14-P269

REPORT ON WATER PUMP DISTRIBUTION, Joint Development Group, Saigon Hong Thi Kim Bia, and Nguyen Hy Hung. Sep 67, 280

Vietnam, Water supply, Pumping machinery. VS-628.17-H678

SAIGON SEWERAGE FEASIBILITY STUDY. Henningston, Durham and Richardson, Inc., and Lyon Associates, Inc. Feb 71, 2v

Contract AID/105-7

Vietnam, Sewerage, Planning for better sanitation and health. VS-628 21-H517

THE SUN - THE SEA - AND FRESH WATER - SOLAR DISTILLATION TECHNOLOGY. Agency for International Development. 1966, 30p

Desalination plants, Solar distillation. 628.1672-A265
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AUTOMOTIVE REPAIR AND MANAGEMENT SURVEY; DOMINICAN REPUBLIC, MAR. 6-24, 1966, USAID/Korea.
Harold Caplan. Apr 66, 42p

Dominican Republic, Police Nacional motor vehicles maintenance, Repair shop, spare parts and equipment.
BR-629 287-C244

AUTOMOTIVE MAINTENANCE IN ISRAEL, USAID/Israel.
Samuel Barrash. 1957, 72p
Israël, Motor vehicle maintenance and repair.
IS-629.287-B269

CONSULTING REPORT IN REGARD TO AIR SAFETY OF AIR AMERICA, INC. UNDER CONTRACT TO USAID—VIETNAM.
R. C. Woodward, and J. R. Horton. 1967, 1v
Vietnam, Aircraft maintenance and safety standards, Air traffic control, Flight training, Ground support.
VS-629.13-W912

STUDY AND MASTER PLAN OF DEVELOPMENT, CIVIL AVIATION FACILITIES OF TAN SON NHUT AIRPORT, SAIGON, VIET NAM.
Bevo Engineers, Inc. Jan 68, 22p
Contract AID/5d-1818
Vietnam, Terminal passenger and cargo facilities, Traffic forecasts.
VS-629.136-B783

REPORT ON AUTO ASSEMBLY LINE.
Day and Zimmermann, Inc Nov 57, 7p
Vietnam, Imported automobiles, CKD (Completely Knocked Down) auto assembly lines, Employment, Pricing analysis.
VS-629.2-D773

PROPOSED AUTO ASSEMBLY LINES FOR VIET NAM.
Day and Zimmermann, Inc. Jul 58, 6p
Vietnam, Auto assembly lines, Production quantity, Costs.
VS-629.2-D773a

REPORT ON PLAN FOR MANUFACTURING MOTOR CYCLE PARTS.
Day and Zimmermann, Inc. Nov 57, 6p
Vietnam, Motor bicycle parts, Brands and types, Fabricating equipment.
VS-629.2275-D273

630. AGRICULTURE (GENERAL)

PRELIMINARY HISTORICAL REVIEW OF RURAL DEVELOPMENT DIVISION, USAID/Bolivia, Rural Development Division.
Dec 70, 131p
Bolivia, Agricultural experiment stations and extension work, Crop production, Livestock, Fisheries, Agricultural credit and cooperatives.
BL-630.984-U28a

REVISION, EXTENSION AND SUPPORT OF THE PURDUE UNIVERSITY/UNIVERSIDADE FEDERAL DE VICOSA PROJECT.
Purdue Univ. Mar 72, 60p
Contract AID/IA-659, Proj. 512-11-110-094.1
Brazil, Agricultural colleges and research, Home economics, Forestry, Agricultural extension, Budget.
BR-630.711-P985

James A. Duncan, 11p
Contract AID/la-147, Proj. 512-11-110-094.2
Brazil, Agricultural extension work.
BR-630.715-D911

*ECONOMIC ANALYSIS OF FORAGE AND LIVESTOCK EXPERIMENTS CONDUCTED IN THE STATE OF SAO PAULO, IRI Research Institute, Inc.
Stanley F. Miller, and L. K. Quinn. 1972, 45p
Brazil, Livestock development, Forage, Agricultural research, Economic aspects of agriculture.
BR-630.72-M651

CURRENT AGRICULTURAL DEVELOPMENT PROBLEMS IN NORTHEAST BRAZIL: THE REASON FOR EXISTING AID PROJECTS AND NEW PROGRAMS.
Agency for International Development L. Hartis Davis, May 71, 61p
Brazil, Agricultural development, AID projects. Crop yields, Land tenure, Credit, Cooperatives, Farm management, Agricultural education and research.
BR-630.981-D362

AGRICULTURE IN CEYLON UNTIL 1975, Organization for Economic Co-operation and Development Development Centre.
P. Richards, and E. Stoufjelduk. 1970, 228p
Ceylon, Agricultural development, Development planning.
CE-630.95691-R317

A CHARGE TO KEEP. Agricultural Technical Assistance Foundation Jul 64, 1v
Contract AID/a-3146
Zaire, Agricultural education, Agricultural extension work.
CG-630.712-A278

AGRICULTURAL "EXTENSION" IN CHILE: STUDY OF INSTITUTIONAL TRANSPLANTATION.
Wisconsin Univ. Land Tenure Center. Marion R. Brown. Jul 70, 14p
Chile, Agricultural institution building, Extension work, Communication in rural development.
CI-630.715-B879

TESTING TECHNICAL TRAINING METHODS IN A CHILEAN LAND REFORM COLONY, Minnesota State University, Institute of Agriculture.
Eugene F. Pilgram. 1967, 8p
Chile, Agricultural innovations and extension work, Crop production educational program.
CI-630.715-F638

Elden E. Brooks 7p
Colombia, Agricultural marketing, Institution building.
CO-630.961-B673

*COLOMBIA AGRICULTURE SECTOR ANALYSIS, SUMMARY RESULTS OF EMPLOYMENT, INCOME DISTRIBUTION AND SMALL FARM ANALYSIS, Agency for International Development, Bureau for Latin America. Samuel R. Daines. Apr 72, 127p
Colombia, Sector analysis - Agriculture, Agricultural development, Farm income, Manpower planning, Development research.
CO-630.9641-D133

CAPITAL ASSISTANCE PAPER. EL SALVADOR: AGRICULTURAL DEVELOPMENT — RESEARCH, EDUCATION AND EXTENSION.
Agency for International Development. Jun 72, 1v
El Salvador, Development loans, Agricultural development.
ES-630.7-A265

PROGRESS REPORTS. Institute of Agricultural Research. Bako Research Station, Addis Ababa.
Ethiopia, Agricultural research, Grain varieties, Seed and fertilizer trade, Plant nutrition and pathology, Soil fertility, Farm management.
ET-630.72-159

PROGRESS REPORTS. Institute of Agricultural Research, Melka Werr Research Station, Addis Ababa.
Ethiopia, Agricultural research, Grain varieties, Soil fertility, Farm management.
ET-630.72-159a

Ethiopia, Agricultural research, Coffee, Horticulture, Plant protection.
ET-630.72-159b

Ethiopia, Agricultural research, Coffee, Horticulture, Plant protection.
ET-630.72-159c

ETHIOPIAN AND GHANAIAN AGRICULTURAL SURVEY. Huston Corp. Peter Pfeiffer. Mar 69, 24p
Ethiopia, Ghana, Land clearing, Trucking, Agriculture, Exports, Farm management.
ET-630.962-F527
USAID/India, Agricultural Economics Division.
India, Agricultural manpower, Farm management, technological innovations.
IN-630.554-B398

Glossary of English-Farsi agricultural terms.
USAID/Iran.
Feb 64, 24p
Iran, Agricultural dictionaries.
IR-630.003-US8

USAID/Iraq.
Ignatius C. Brady. 5p
Iraq, Agricultural extension work.
IZ-630.715-B812

Agricultural extension for Iraq, USAID/Iraq.
Ignatius C. Brady. Mar 59, 8p
Iraq, Agricultural extension work.
IZ-630.715-B812a

Agricultural extension in Jordan; terminal report, USAID/Jordan.
Benay F. Gray. Mar 59, 33p
Jordan, Agricultural extension work.
JO-630.715-G778

Development of agricultural information services in Jordan; final report on the activities carried out under contract, Jan 1964 - Feb 1966, Illinois University College of Agriculture.
Harold D. Gilmour. Apr 66, 1v
Contract AID/lea-147
Jordan, Agricultural extension and education, Information services.
JO-630.715-G998

Evaluation of the farm institute proposals submitted by Kenta and Tangantika; TD to Tangantika and Kenta, Nov- Dec 1960, USAID/Java.
Suzan C. Bell. 11p
Kenya, Agricultural extension work.
KE-630.715-B435

*Vihiga Special rural development program, 1972-1976; work plan and program papers.
Florida Agricultural and Mechanical University.
Frederick P. Holmes. Jul 72, 1v
Contract AID/af-801. Proj. 615-11-801-147
Kenya, Rural development, Agricultural planning.
KE-630.96762-F536

William R. Gasper. Ag 70, 102p
Korea, Planning for economic development.
KS-630.29192-G221
RURAL MODERNIZATION ENCOURAGEMENT PLAN.
Korea, Ministry of Agriculture and Forestry, 1968, 57p

Korea, Agricultural laws and legislation, Farm machinery, Irrigation, Land consolidation, Farm house improvement, Proposed Agricultural Development Corporation.
KS-630.53193-K84b

NATIONAL GRADUATE CENTERS IN AGRICULTURAL ECONOMICS IN LATIN AMERICA.
Michigan State Univ
Lawrence Witt, and Victor J. Pellegrom. 1967, 21p

Latin America, Graduate centers, Agricultural research, Farm management, Economic theory.
LAT-630.711-W827

NATIONAL EXTENSION SERVICES OF SELECTED COUNTRIES IN THE AMERICAS.
New York State College of Agriculture, Ithaca.
Andrew F. Braul. Feb 59, 71p

Latin America, Agricultural extension work.
LAT-630.715-B814

LOCAL LEADERS IN EXTENSION.
Inter-American Institute of Agricultural Sciences.
Joseph DiFranco. Apr 61, 6p

Latin Amería, Agricultural extension work, Agricultural education.
LAT-630.715-D569

PRE-REQUISITES TO PROGRESS IN AGRICULTURE, LAND, LABOR, CAPITAL, KNOWLEDGE.
Inter-American Institute of Agricultural Sciences.
Joseph DiFranco. May 61, 3p

Latin America, Agricultural extension work, Agricultural education.
LAT-630.715-D569a

COORDINATION - THE KEY TO SUCCESSFUL EXTENSION EDUCATION SERVICE.
Inter-American Institute of Agricultural Sciences.
Joseph DiFranco. Aug 61, 4p

Latin America, Agricultural extension work, Agricultural education.
LAT-630.715-D569b

ANNUAL REPORTS OF CIAT.
Centro Internacional de Agricultura Tropical (CIAT), Colombia.
Serial

Latin America, Agricultural centers, Agricultural research, Stock and stock-breeding, Rice, Maize, Cassava, Soils, Agricultural economics.
LAT-630.72-C397

INTER-AMERICAN CONFERENCE ON AGRICULTURE, 6TH, LIMA, PERU, MAY 27 - JUNE 2, 1971.
PAPERS.
Inter-American Institute of Agricultural Sciences.
1v

Latin America, Agricultural development, Institution building, Agrarian reform, Marketing, Internationalization of employment-technology-income.
LAT-630.98-161d

AGRICULTURAL AND FOREST DEVELOPMENT.
Liberia, Dept. of Agriculture and Commerce.
Sep 50, 1v

Liberia, Agricultural development, Forests and forestry, Agricultural research.
LI-630.9660-R623

EVALUATION OF RESEARCH AND EXTENSION IN LIBYA.
USAID/Libya.
Ben E. Gry, 1962, 11p

Libya, Agricultural research, Extension work.
LY-630.715-G778

SEMINAR ON AGRICULTURAL PLANNING, TEHRAN, IRAN, AUG. 28 - SEPT. 2, 1971; PROCEEDINGS.
Central Treaty Organization.
1972, 267p

Near East, Agricultural development, Soil and water resources, Production, Agricultural policy.
NEA-630-C197

OKLO PROJECT.
USAID/Nigeria.
John T. Bulls. Mar 65, 8p

Nigeria, Agricultural extension work.
NI-630.715-B938

STRATEGIES AND RECOMMENDATIONS FOR NGERIAN RURAL DEVELOPMENT, 1969/1985; GENERAL OVERALL REPORT.
Consortium for the Study of Nigerian Rural Development (CSNRD).
Jul 69, 12p

Contract AID/1dr-264

Nigeria, Agricultural development, Rural programs, Food production, Marketing, Public administration, Price incentives, Exports, Agricultural education.
NI-630.9660-C755g

DEVELOPMENT OF THE PERUVIAN EXTENSION SERVICE.
Technical Cooperation Administration.
Andrew J. Nichols. Aug 52, 84p

Peru, Agricultural extension work, Rural development, International cooperation, Development assistance, Service.
PE-630.713-34616

SYNOPSIS OF BENCHMARK STUDY OF AGRICULTURAL DEVELOPMENT IN PERU.

Peru, Rural development, Agricultural production.
PE-630.9835-C872

HISTORICAL SUMMARY AND EVALUATION OF WASHINGTON STATE UNIVERSITY INTER-COLLEGE EXCHANGE PROGRAM TO WEST PAKISTAN.
Washington State Univ.
Alfred O. Shaw. Mar 69, 43p

West Pakistan Agricultural Unlv., Lyallpur, International cooperation for educational development, Evaluation of AID program.
PK-630.711-5354

ADVANCE TRAINING PROGRAMME (TENTATIVE) OF THE WEST PAKISTAN AGRICULTURAL UNIVERSITY, LYALLPUR, FOR THE PERIOD 1964-70.
Washington State Univ.
May 64, 1v

Proj. 319-12-660-009
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REALISTIC PLAN FOR INCREASING AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTION THROUGH AGRICULTURAL EXTENSION AND VILLAGE AID.
USAID/Pakistan.
James W. Green. Mar 58, 31p

Pakistan, Agricultural planning and extension work.
PK-630.715-G796

PRELIMINARY REPORT ON INSTITUTO NACIONAL DE AGRICULTURA 'DR. AUGUSTO SAMUEL BOYD', DIVISA, PANAMA, California State Polytechnic College.
Kermit H. Adams. Mar 72, 1v

Panama, Agricultural education, Vocational education, Teaching materials and equipment, New structures and renovation.
PN-630.712-A214

AGRICULTURAL INFORMATION TECHNIQUES.
Philippines Dept of Agriculture and Natural Resources.
Eduardo S. Alvarado. Mar 55, 123p

Philippines, Agricultural extension work, Information services.
RP-630.714-A472

AGRICULTURAL INNOVATION AND PATTERNS OF RURAL LIFE; FOCUS ON THE PHILIPPINES.
Southeast Asia Development Advisory Group (SEADAG).
Oda Tagumay-Castillo. Jun 69, 58p

Philippines, Rural sociology, Innovations.
RP-630.9514-T128

FARMERS' ORGANIZATIONS IN THAILAND.
A REPORT TO THE ROYAL THAI GOVERNMENT AND USOM/THAILAND.
Joint Commission on Rural Reconstruction (JCR). Y K. Yang, and Spencer Shh. Feb 66, 31p

Thailand, Agricultural extension, Agricultural associations, Farmers.
TH-630.5-Y22

DEVELOPMENT OF THE AGRICULTURAL ENGINEERING PROFESSION IN THAILAND.
USOM/Thailand.
Donald C. Slack. Jul 71, 20p

Thailand, Agricultural engineering education.
TH-630.71-5631

USOM/Thailand.
Roy E. Cameron. 41p

Thailand, Agricultural extension work.
TH-630.71S-C182

AGRICULTURAL DEVELOPMENT OF THAILAND WITH SPECIAL REFERENCE TO RURAL INSTITUTIONS.
Thailand. Dept. of Land Development.
W. Webster Johnson. Jan 69, 58p
MEKONG DELTA DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM: AGRICULTURAL PROGRAM RECOMMENDED TO ACHIEVE CROP PRODUCTION GOALS IN THE MEKONG DELTA.

Vietnam, Agricultural credit, research and extension, Manpower needs, Farm size, Land tenure. VS-630.9597-D489a

PROGRAM FOR THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE FIVE NORTHERN PROVINCES CONSTITUTING THE 1 CORPS REGION OF SOUTH VIETNAM.

Joint Development Group, Saigon. Dec 66, 76p

Vietnam, Agricultural development, Pest control, Water resources development, Fishing, Forestry, Industrial development. VS-630.9597-374


Vietnam, Agricultural production, Rice production. VS-630.9597-V666a

PROJECTED AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTION; 20-YEAR MEKONG DELTA DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM.

Development and Resources Corp. June 68, 19p

Vietnam, Agricultural production, Rice production. VS-630 18-D489

PROJECTED NEED FOR AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTION IN THE DELTA, 1970-1990. DEVELOPMENT AND RESOURCES CORP.

Development and Resources Corp. Sept 69, 9p

Vietnam, Agricultural production, Rice production. VS-630 18-D489


William M. Shumate. 1v

Vietnam, Agricultural College and secondary schools. VS-630.71-E562


Franklin H. Ernst. Aug 57, 39p

Vietnam, Agricultural extension work, Rural youth clubs, Home demonstration work. VS-630.715-E721

POSTWAR AGRICULTURAL EXTENSION ORGANIZATION AND ACTIVITIES.

Joint Development Group, Saigon. Thanh-Huy-Luan. May 69, 42p

Vietnam, Agricultural extension, Organization, Rural youth. VS-630.715-P314

FIVE NORTHERN PROVINCES OF THE REPUBLIC OF VIETNAM: A PROFILE OF AGRICULTURE.

Development and Resources Corp. Dec 69, 106p

Vietnam, Agricultural production, Soils, Land use, Crop yields, Farm size and income, Forestry, Administrative agencies, Livestock and fisheries. VS-630.9597-D489

aille, Thailand, Rural conditions, Agricultural development, Institution banking, Land tenure. Agrarian reform, Agricultural credit, Cooperatives. TH-630 9593-371

STUDY OF PROGRAMS AND ORGANIZATION OF THE AGRICULTURAL EXTENSION SERVICE, MINISTRY OF AGRICULTURE AND LIVESTOCK, VENEZUELA.

Venezuela, Agricultural extension work. VS-630.715-D448

PROJECTED AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTION; 20-YEAR MEKONG DELTA DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM.

Development and Resources Corp. Sept 69, 9p

Vietnam, Agricultural production, Rice production. VS-630 18-D489

PROJECTED NEED FOR AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTION IN THE DELTA, 1970-1990. DEVELOPMENT AND RESOURCES CORP.

Development and Resources Corp. Oct 69, 8p

Vietnam, Agricultural production, Markets. VS-630 18-D489


William M. Shumate. 1v

Vietnam, Agricultural College and secondary schools. VS-630.71-E562

NATIONAL AGRICULTURAL CENTER OF VIETNAM; SEMI-ANNUAL REPORTS.

Florida Univ. Serial.

Contract AID/396. Proj 730-11-660-367

Vietnam, Agricultural education. VS-630.715-F516a

USDA PROGRAMS IN VIETNAM, DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE. VS-630.9597-K84

Vietnam, Agricultural credit, research and extension, Manpower needs, Farm size, Land tenure. VS-630.9597-D489a

PROGRAM FOR THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE FIVE NORTHERN PROVINCES CONSTITUTING THE 1 CORPS REGION OF SOUTH VIETNAM.

Joint Development Group, Saigon. Dec 66, 76p

Vietnam, Agricultural development, Pest control, Water resources development, Fishing, Forestry, Industrial development. VS-630.9597-374

FARM CREDIT SPURS VIETNAM'S AGRICULTURAL DEVELOPMENT.

Joint United States Public Affairs Office, Saigon. Mar 70, 30p

Vietnam, Agricultural credit, Miracle rice production, Protein program, Production of swine, fish and poultry. VS-630.9597-J74a

SHOULDER TO SHOULDER... CHINESE HELP VIETNAMESE PEASANTS.


Vietnam, Chinese Agricultural Technical Group (CATO), Rural reconstruction program. VS-630.9597-J74c


Vietnam, Agricultural extension, Organization, Rural youth. VS-630.715-E721

POSTWAR AGRICULTURAL EXTENSION ORGANIZATION AND ACTIVITIES.

Joint Development Group, Saigon. Thanh-Huy-Luan. May 69, 42p

Vietnam, Agricultural extension, Organization, Rural youth. VS-630.715-P314

FIVE NORTHERN PROVINCES OF THE REPUBLIC OF VIETNAM: A PROFILE OF AGRICULTURE.

Development and Resources Corp. Dec 69, 106p

Vietnam, Agricultural production, Soils, Land use, Crop yields, Farm size and income, Forestry, Administrative agencies, Livestock and fisheries. VS-630.9597-D489

MEKONG DELTA DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM: AGRICULTURAL PROGRAM RECOMMENDED TO ACHIEVE CROP PRODUCTION GOALS IN THE MEKONG DELTA.

Development and Resources Corp. Nov 68, 74p

Vietnam, Agricultural credit, research and extension, Manpower needs, Farm size, Land tenure. VS-630.9597-D489a

PROGRAM FOR THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE FIVE NORTHERN PROVINCES CONSTITUTING THE 1 CORPS REGION OF SOUTH VIETNAM.

Joint Development Group, Saigon. Dec 66, 76p

Vietnam, Agricultural development, Pest control, Water resources development, Fishing, Forestry, Industrial development. VS-630.9597-374

FARM CREDIT SPURS VIETNAM'S AGRICULTURAL DEVELOPMENT.

Joint United States Public Affairs Office, Saigon. Mar 70, 30p

Vietnam, Agricultural credit, Miracle rice production, Protein program, Production of swine, fish and poultry. VS-630.9597-J74b

SHOULDER TO SHOULDER... CHINESE HELP VIETNAMESE PEASANTS.


Vietnam, Chinese Agricultural Technical Group (CATO), Rural reconstruction program. VS-630.9597-J74c


Vietnam, Agricultural extension, Organization, Rural youth. VS-630.715-E721

POSTWAR AGRICULTURAL EXTENSION ORGANIZATION AND ACTIVITIES.

Joint Development Group, Saigon. Thanh-Huy-Luan. May 69, 42p

Vietnam, Agricultural extension, Organization, Rural youth. VS-630.715-P314

FIVE NORTHERN PROVINCES OF THE REPUBLIC OF VIETNAM: A PROFILE OF AGRICULTURE.

Development and Resources Corp. Dec 69, 106p

Vietnam, Agricultural production, Soils, Land use, Crop yields, Farm size and income, Forestry, Administrative agencies, Livestock and fisheries. VS-630.9597-D489

MEKONG DELTA DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM: AGRICULTURAL PROGRAM RECOMMENDED TO ACHIEVE CROP PRODUCTION GOALS IN THE MEKONG DELTA.

Development and Resources Corp. Nov 68, 74p

Vietnam, Agricultural credit, research and extension, Manpower needs, Farm size, Land tenure. VS-630.9597-D489a

PROGRAM FOR THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE FIVE NORTHERN PROVINCES CONSTITUTING THE 1 CORPS REGION OF SOUTH VIETNAM.

Joint Development Group, Saigon. Dec 66, 76p

Vietnam, Agricultural development, Pest control, Water resources development, Fishing, Forestry, Industrial development. VS-630.9597-374

FARM CREDIT SPURS VIETNAM'S AGRICULTURAL DEVELOPMENT.

Joint United States Public Affairs Office, Saigon. Mar 70, 30p

Vietnam, Agricultural credit, Miracle rice production, Protein program, Production of swine, fish and poultry. VS-630.9597-J74b

AGRICULTURAL CALENDAR OF VIETNAM.


Vietnam, Agricultural production and statistics. VS-630.9597-V666a


Vietnam, Economic problems, Farmer households, Agricultural methods. VS-630.9597-V499

ANNUAL REPORTS.


Vietnam, Agricultural development, Technical assistance - Chinese, International cooperation for development. VS-630.9597-F19694-C593

STRUCTURE OF SHIPTING AGRICULTURE IN TWO CHEWA VILLAGES.

Maryland Univ., College Park. Agricultural Experiment Station. Dean E. Tuthill, and John A. Williams. May 68, 55p

Zambia, Villages, Rural sociology, Agricultural development. ZA-630 96894-1766

ROLE OF AGRICULTURAL COMMODITY ASSISTANCE IN INTERNATIONAL AID PROGRAMS.


Vietnam, Agricultural commodities, International development assistance, Economic assistance, Capital flow. 630-B258
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Developing agricultural sector: a role for the social sciences, Southeast Asia Development Advisory Group (SEADAG), Bangkok Saithoke June 69, 30p

Agricultural development, development research. 610-5253

Basic requirements for agricultural development in underdeveloped countries, Agricultural Development Council, Inc. Clifton R. Wharton, Feb 68, 11p

Development planning, agricultural development, development models, agricultural conditions. 610-6353

Behavioral change in agriculture: concepts and strategies for influencing transition, Cornell Univ. J. Paul Leagans, and Charles P. Loomis Nov 64, 23p

Agricultural terms. 610.3-1138


Contract AID/Ila-187

Agricultural extension work 670-715-D069

No easy harvest: the dilemma of agriculture in underdeveloped countries, Massachusetts Institute of Technology Center for International Studies. Max F. Milikan, and David Happold 1967, 178p

Agricultural development, Technical assistance, Land reform, Rice. 610.9-M454

631. Farming

Blinking simple, intermediate, and large-scale tools and equipment to speed agricultural and industrial development, Agency for International Development, Office of Private Resources. Dana D. Reynolds. Feb 68, 4p

Afghanistan, Agricultural machinery. AF-631 312-R462


Contract AID/la-245, Proj 510-11-10-079 2

Argentina, Mechanization in agriculture, Agricultural extension work. Agricultural education. AR-631.3-W688

*soil science curriculum development at the graduate school of agricultural sciences, castelar, argentina; end of tour report for short-term consultanship, may 1973, Michigan State Univ. Eugene P. Whiteside 3p

Contract AID/12-682

Argentina, Soil classification, research and management. AR-631 407-W594a

*end of tour report for short-term consultanship, graduate school of agricultural sciences, castelar, argentina, Michigan State Univ. A. Earl Enokson May 72, 8p

Contract AID/lia-882

Argentina, Soil science, Soil research, Universities and colleges. AR-631 49-E68

Soil acidity relationships of soils from the upper amazon basin and the campo cerrado and their implication on plant growth, North Carolina State Univ Eugene J. Kamprath. 1971, 14p

Contract AID/csd-2806, Proj. 931-17-120-525

Brazil, Soil fertility, Plant growth and response to liming. BR-631 42-K15

Phosphate retention characteristics of representative soils from rio grande do sul, brazil. Wisconsin Univ. Dep't of Soil Science. J. K. Suyers. 1969, 25p

Contract AID/lia-147

Brazil, Soil analysis, Phosphates. BR-631 5-W61b

Soils of the colombian llanos orientales - composition and classification of selected soil profiles, Ramiro Guerrero. 1971, 79p

Colombia, Soil-surveys, Classification of soils, Agricultural research. CO-631.47-G933

Legal bases for a program of irrigation in the valley of soyo, dept. of cundinamarca, colombia, Wisconsin Univ. Land tenure center. Joseph R. Thome. Nov 64, 23p

Colombia, Irrigation, Land reclamation. CO-631 7-T465


Contract AID-W-667, Proj. 931-11-130-201

Costa Rica, Seeds. CS-631 521-R789


Contract AID/csd-2976, Proj. 931-11-130-203

Ecuador, Seeds EC-631 521-A565

Report to aid/ecuador on consultation visit with the ecuador seed certification department, Mississippi State Univ. Seed Technology Laboratory. George M. Dougherty. May 69, 13p

Contract AID/W-607, Proj. 931-11-130-203

Ecuador, Seeds EC-631 521-D732

Implent research section; progress report, Chilao Agricultural Development Unit, Ethiopia. Serrel, Ethiopia, Soil preparation trails, Agricultural implements. Crop processing, Grain storage. ET-621 3-C535


Ghana, Agricultural machinery. GH-631.3-S795

Typical farm family and farm unit in the artibonite valley of haiit and activities contributing to the improvement of its agriculture and rural living, USAID/Haiti. Harold Beanwall. May 69, 70p

Haiti, Rural development HA-631-5637

Proposed agricultural water resources development in honduras, Inter-American Geodetic Survey. Dec 64, 22p

Honduras, Water resources development. HO-631 371-616

Improved seed and torsal control; economic feasibility study. Continental-Alled Co., Inc. Mar 65, 147p

Contract AID-522-89

Honduras, Seeds, Post control HO-631 523-C762

Report to USAID/indonesia and Aid/w on seed legislation consultation in the republic of Indonesia, Mar. 7 - APR. 3, 1971, Mississippi State Univ. Seed Technology Laboratory. James C. Deiouche. Apr 71, 53p

Contract AID/W-607, Proj. 931-11-130-203

Indonesia, Seeds. ID-631 521-D302
MACHINERY AND IMPLEMENTS FOR INCREASING AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTIVITY, USAID/India.
Elizabeth Anne Carter. Nov 65, 55p
Indira, Farm machinery, Irrigation equipment, Tractors, power tillers and tractor drawn implements, Plant protection equipment.
IN-631.3-C323

Indira, Open wells, Crop yields, Shadow pricing of inputs and outputs, Social rates of return.
IN-631.3-L193

Donald J. Minnichart. 1969, 23p
Contract AID/usa-150, Proj. 386-11-110-281.7
India, Natural resources development.
IN-631.3-M664

COMPARATIVE STUDY OF WELL IRRIGATION IN ALAGIRI DISTRICT, INDIA, New York State College of Agriculture, Ithaca. T V. Moorti May 71, 64p
India, Crop yields, Irrigation economics, Tube wells, Cropping patterns.
IN-631.3-M125

India, Agricultural innovations, Irrigation, Farm management and income, Cropping patterns.
IN-631.3-S562

IRRIGATION EVALUATION UNDER MONSOON RAINFALL PATTERNS; A CASE STUDY FOR RAIPUR DISTRICT, MADHYA PRADESH, INDIA, New York State College of Agriculture, Ithaca, Thomas F. Weaver. 1968, 35p
India, Rice yields, Supplemental irrigation, Paddy response to water.
IN-631.3-W563

PREFEASIBILITY STUDY: VEGETABLE SEED PRODUCTION, DRAFT PHASE I REPORT, (PROM 127698/3, SUBPROJECT 18), FOR THE DEVELOPMENT BOARD, THE HASHEMITE KINGDOM OF JORDAN, Minter (Thomas H.) and Associates, Inc. Nov 71, 65p
India, Seed production, Agricultural development.
IN-631.3-M664

India, Irrigation.
IN-631.3-T471

VOU-ICHON UPLAND DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM, USAID/Korea. 1967, 1V
Korea, Agricultural development, Land use.
IN-631.6-U58

IRRIGATION ASSOCIATION IN LAOS, USAID/Laos. N.D., 45p
Laos, Irrigation, Organizational rules and by-laws, Agriculture association.
IN-631.7-L193

PHOSPHORUS FIXATION AND RESPONSE TO PHOSPHORUS FERTILIZATION, North Carolina State Univ. E J. Kamparth. 1971, 13p
Contract AID/csd-2806, Proj. 931-17-120-525
Latin America, Crop yields, Soil fertility.
LAT-631.42-K15

FERTILIZER REQUIREMENTS OF COUNTRIES IN LATIN AMERICA; SUBSTANTIVE REPORT, North Carolina State Univ. Serial.
Contract AID/csd-287, Proj. 931-17-130-031
Latin America, Soil analysis, Fertilizers.
LAT-631.42-N664a

Latin America, Soil research.
LAT-631.42-N664b

FERTILIZER REQUIREMENTS OF LATIN AMERICA; ANNUAL REPORT, North Carolina State Univ. Soil Science Dept. Serial.
Contract AID/csd-287, Proj. 931-17-130-031
Latin America, Soil analysis, Fertilizers.
LAT-631.42-N664c

EVALUATION AND IMPROVEMENT OF SOIL FERTILITY IN LATIN AMERICA; ANNUAL REPORTS, North Carolina State Univ. Serial.
Contract AID/la-646, Proj. 989-11-995-476
Latin America, Fertilizer needs, Plant nutrients, Soil testing and analyses.
LAT-631.42-N664d

THE NATURE OF SHIFTS IN PLANTING PATTERN IN BOTANICAL, Wisconsin Univ. Land Tenure Center.
Emil B. Haney. May 63, 30p
Contract AID/RFAS-3, Proj. 931-17-120-025
Latin America, Agriculture, Land use.
LAT-631.5H-H237

Latin America, Agriculture, Land use.
LAT-631.5H-H237

REPORT ON SMALL FARMER PRODUCTION PROGRAMS OBSERVED DURING TRIP TO MEXICO, OCT. 2-9, 1971, Agency for International Development. K W. Sherper, and J T. French. 1971, 42p
Mexico, Farm management, Agricultural production, Credit.
IN-631.2-S533

HYDRO-AGRICULTURAL DEVELOPMENT OF THE GOURI DE MARADI VALLEY PROJECT, NIGER, AGRICULTURAL EVALUATION STUDY. Mccarpy-Kovetsky Engineers. Mar 64, 40p
Contract AID/tra-171
Niger, Irrigation, Agricultural development, Water management.
IN-631.4-M112

Nigeria, Farm management, Agricultural education.
IN-631.8-B831

Nigeria, Crops, Land use.
IN-631.4-X597

SOIL CHARACTERIZATION DATA FROM THE UPPER AMAZON JUNGLE OF PERU; PRELIMINARY RESULTS, North Carolina State Univ. S W. Buch, and P A. Sanchez. Oct 71, 19p
Peru, Soil analysis.
PE-631.47-89463

REPORT OF SOILS ADVISOR, PERU, USAID/Peru. Matthew Drosdoff. Aug 59, 1v
Peru, Natural resources development, Land use, Soils.
PE-631.4985-D787

ACTIVITIES IN THE FIELD OF AGRICULTURAL MECHANIZATION; TECHNICAL REPORT, USAID/Pakistan. Joan W. Proppit. 1964, 23p
Pakistan, Agricultural machinery.
PK-631.3-9363

AGRICULTURAL ENGINEERING REPORT, 1954-1959, USAID/Pakistan.
Charles B. Beckinger. Oct 59, 46p
Pakistan, Agricultural machinery, Agricultural engineering education.
PK-631.3-5444
DYE DILUTION METHOD OF DISCHARGE MEASUREMENT, Colorado State University, Engineering Research Center. W. S. Liang, and E. V. Richardson. Jan 71, 29p
Contract AID/csd-2162, Proj. 931-17-120-489

Pakistan, Irrigation, Water management, Drainage. PK-631.8-LS53

REPORT TO USAID/PANAMA ON CONSULTATION VISIT WITH THE PANAMANIAN SEED PROJECT, Mississippi State University, Seed Technology Laboratory. George M. Dougherty, Apr 71, 51p
Contract AID/W-667, Proj. 931-11-130-203

Panama, Seeds. PN-631.521-D793a

SOIL CONSERVATION IN THE PHILIPPINES; TERMINAL REPORT, 1956-58, USAID/Philippines. Ralph O. Lewis 1v
Philippines, Soil conservation, Land use. RP-631.45-L675

NORTHEAST ACCELERATED RURAL DEVELOPMENT CENTER (NEARD) AT KORAT, THAILAND, USOM/Thailand Office of Field Operations, Abraham Grayson. Mar 70, 34p
Thailand, Farm machinery maintenance, Rural construction projects, Civil engineering TH-631.3-P754

THAILAND SOIL AND WATER DEVELOPMENT PROJECT; USDA SOIL CONSERVATION SERVICE TEAM REPORT, Soil Conservation Service, Washington, D C J. Dale Schott. Apr 71, 44p
Thailand, Water and soil conservation TH-631.45-S375

SOCIO-ECONOMIC OBSERVATION STUDY OF EXISTING IRRIGATION PROJECTS IN THAILAND, Rose Frutchey. Apr 69, 194p
Thailand, Socio-economic aspects of irrigation, Rural sociology, Agricultural innovations. TH-631.7-P545a

FORMULATING A CONSISTENT STRATEGY TOWARD ON-FARM LAND DEVELOPMENT IN TURKEY, USAID/Turkey. Charles K. Manu. Jun 72, 37p
Turkey, Farm management, Land tenure, Agricultural economics. TU-631.45-M281

ECONOMIC AND ENGINEERING STUDY: GRAIN STORAGE AND MARKETING SYSTEM, VIETNAM, Washington Agricultural Research, Inc. Mar 70, 37p
Vietnam, Agricultural economy, Livestock and poultry industry, Rice production, utilization, storage, and marketing, Recommended storage facilities. VS-631.23-W674

FARM MACHINERY, Joint Development Group, Saigon. Truong-Dinh-Huan. Dec 68, 37p
Vietnam, Agricultural machinery and mechanization. VS-631.3-T571

OPERATION AND CARE OF DISK FLOWS. USAID/Vietnam. Division of Agriculture. N D., 86p
Vietnam, Agricultural machinery. VS-631.312-U55

OPERATION AND CARE OF DISK HARROWS. USAID/Vietnam. Division of Agriculture. 1960, 23p
Vietnam, Agricultural machinery. VS-631.315-U55

SOILS OF AN GIANG PROVINCE, VIET-NAM, Engineer Agency for Resources Inventories, Elvio Z. Compy, and Allen H. Reimer. Mar 69, 30p
Vietnam, Soil analysis. VS-631.47-C738

STATUS OF SOIL CHEMISTRY AND PHYSICS IN VIETNAM AND POST-WAR REQUIREMENTS, Joint Development Group, Saigon Mai-Thi My-Nhung. 1968, 29p
Vietnam, Soil science, Research, Bureau personnel. VS-631.47-M599

MEKONG DELTA DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM: SOILS OF THE MEKONG DELTA AND THEIR CHARACTERISTICS RELATIVE TO CROP PRODUCTION, Development and Research Corp Nov 68, 26p
Vietnam, Soil classification and analysis, Crop yields. VS-631.45599-D489

REPORT ON SOIL IMPROVEMENT CONSULTATION HELD AUGUST 8-SEPTEMBER 3, 1963 IN REPUBLIC OF SOUTH VIETNAM, Mississippi State University Seed Technology Laboratory. George M. Dougherty 1963, 8p
Vietnam, Evaluation of A.I.D. program, Research on seeds, Agricultural research. VS-631.521-D732

Vietnam, Fertilizer, Agricultural development and innovations. VS-631.91P997-Z387

*SOILS OF THE HUMID TROPICS, National Academy of Sciences-National Research Council Committee on Tropical Soils. 1972, 219p
Contract AID/csd-2505, Proj. 931-17-120-504

Tropical soil research 631.4072-N777

POTENTIAL DETERMINANT EFFECTS FROM LIMING HIGHLY WEATHERED SOILS TO NEUTRALITY, North Carolina State University Eugene J. Kempth. 1971, 21p
Contract AID/csd-2806, Proj. 931-17-120-525

Soil fertility, Liming of soils. 631.44-K13

PHOSPHATE FIXATION BY TROPICAL SOILS, Carlos Rivera-House. 1971, 112p

Soil fertility, Phosphate fertilizers, Soil profiles 631.47-R621

SEED PROCESSING AND HANDLING: HANDBOOK NO. 1, Mississippi State University. Seed Technology Laboratory. Charles E. Vaughn. Jan 68, 205p
Contract AID-W-607, Proj. 931-11-130-233

Seeds. 631.521-M678a

MAXIMUM WATER DELIVERY IN IRRIGATION, Colorado State University, Engineering Research Center. James Garrett Ryan. Aug 71, 197p
Contract AID/csd-2460, Proj. 931-11-120-115

Irrigation, Management of water supply 631.7-D877

PHOSPHATE ROCK AND PHOSPHATIC FERTILIZERS IN THE WORLD; ROLE OF INTERNATIONAL AID, Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development. 1972, 130P

Phosphate production and consumption. 631.5-F68

GENERALIZED CROP-FERTILIZER PRODUCTION FUNCTION, North Carolina State University James Garrett Ryan. 1972, 194p
Contract AID/csd-2806, Proj. 931-17-120-525

Response relation between soil characteristics, applied nutrients, weather and crop yield 631.88-R990

632. PLANT INJURIES, DISEASES, PEST, AND THEIR CONTROL

REPORT ON AGRICULTURAL EXTENSION WEED PROGRAM IN COLOMBIA AND EL SALVADOR, Agency for International Development. A H. Laslo. Mar 70, 28p

Colombia, El Salvador, Weed control, Herbicides, Agricultural extension work. CO-632.50-L274

PROPOSED PESTICIDE LAW AND SUGGESTIONS FOR WEED SCIENCE DEVELOPMENT, Florida University J. R. Orsenigo. Jun 67, 91p
Contract AID/S-261

Costa Rica, Weed control, Pesticides. CS-432.95-J438

*PLANT PROTECTION PROBLEMS IN SOUTHEAST ASIA, Cornell University Edward H. Glass, and Roy J. Smith. Apr 72, 66p
Contract AID/csd-3296

Far East, Insects, Plant pathogens, Weeds, Nematodes, Crop protection
633. FIELD CROPS

CEREALS IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM, NORTH AFRICA, North African Cereals Improvement Review Team. Harvey P. H. Johnson, and Samuel C. Latzegerber. Apr 72, 45p

AFRICA, Cereals, Wheat. AFR-633.1-167

*COMPARISONS OF SWEET CORN VARIETIES IN 'CERRADO' SOILS, IRI Research Institute, Inc. T. Tanaka, and E. Lobato. 1972, 21p

Brazil, Corn, Agricultural research. BR-633.15-T161

REPORT ON THE SOYBEAN IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM AT THE UNIVERSIDADE FEDERAL DE VICOSA, MINAS GERAI, BACRIL, Purdue Univ. Kirk L. Adlow. May 72, 5p

Brazil, Soybean breeding research. BR-633.34-A71

FEASIBILITY STUDY ON MANIOC PRODUCTION IN N.E. BRAZIL, Georgia Univ. C. H. Henderhott. Aug 71, 119p

Brazil, Manioc production, utilization, and marketing, Agricultural research. BR-633.68-H495

*EFFECTS OF SULFUR FERTILIZER ON COFFEE, IRI Research Institute, Inc. Luis M. deFreitas, and F. Pimentel. 1972, 24p

Brazil, Coffee, Fertilizer research. BR-633.73-F665

MANAGING THE GREEN REVOLUTION, Asia Foundation. Sep 70, 9p

Far East, Agricultural institutions, Grain storage. FEA-633.98-B752


Far East, Rice production and trade FEA-633.18-H933

RICE RESEARCH: A RACE AGAINST TIME, International Rice Research Institute. Sterling Wurtman. Mar 64, 14p

Far East, Rice, Production, Land supply, Cooperatives. FEA-633.18-W915

RESEARCH REPORT ON IMPROVEMENT OF GRAIN PRODUCTION ESTIMATES. Korea, Economic Planning Board. 1965, 52p

Korea, Grain production, Survey method, Crop yields.
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Pakistan. High yielding wheat breeding, Fertilizer use. Agricultural innovations. PR-633.11-LS92

THE PHILIPPINES RECOMMENDS FOR CORN. ANNUAL. Philippines Univ. College of Agriculture. Serial.

Philippines. Maize, Corn, Agricultural research, Pest control. RP-633.13-P552


Philippines, Rice, Agricultural research, Pest control. RP-633.18-P552


Philippines, Rice. RP-633.18-P552a

RICE PRODUCTION MANUAL. Philippines Univ. 1969, 34P

Philippines, Rice. RP-633.18-P552b

MIRACLES WITH NEW RICE TECHNOLOGY. American Universities Field Staff, Inc. Albert Ravenholt. Aug 67, 17P

Philippines, Rice, Rice varieties. RP-633.18-R253


Philippines, Rice Industry, Industrial development. RP-633.18005-H843


Thailand, Soybean varieties, Fertilizer trials, Weed control. TIS-633.14-W253

DEVELOPMENT OF SORGHUM PLANTING IN VIETNAM. Joint Development Group, Saigon. Tran-Minh-Giam. 1968, 26p

Vietnam, Sorghum, Crop yields. VS-633.174-T772

DEVELOPMENT OF CORN PLANTING. Joint Development Group, Saigon. Vo-Dinh-Long. 1968, 44p

Vietnam, Corn. VS-633.174-V782

SOME HISTORICAL PERSPECTIVE AND COMMENTS ON THE PRODUCTION AND MARKETING OF RICE IN THE DELTA. Agency for International Development. Charles Biko. Sep 69, 7p

Vietnam, Rice production, exports and marketing VS-633.18-B599


Vietnam, Rice production and prices, Supply and demand model VS-633.18-B598

RICE FOR VIETNAM: A 1968 APPRAISAL. Hudson Institute, Inc. Marcello de Leva. Aug 68, 13p

Vietnam, Rice production, IR-8 and IR-5 breeding. VS-633.18-D348

INTRODUCTION OF HIGH YIELDING RICE VARIETIES: A REVIEW OF CURRENT PROGRAMS IN THE DELTA. Development and Resources Corp. Sep 69, 23p

Vietnam, Rice Varieties VS-633.18-D349

INVESTIGATION OF THE FEASIBILITY OF AN INSTANT RICE PLANT IN VIETNAM. BBS Management Consultants, Inc. Sep 64, 14p

Vietnam, Investments, Rice milling. VS-633.18-E16

SELF-SUFFICIENCY SOON . . . RICE PRODUCTION IN SOUTH VIETNAM. Joint United States Public Affairs Office, Saigon 1969, 19P

Vietnam, Accelerated rice production program, IR-8 and IR-5 introduction. VS-633.18-J74

RICE REPORT ON GIA DINH PROVINCE. Robert L. Sansom. Aug 66, 10p

Vietnam, Rice production and processing. VS-633.18-S229

STUDY OF RICE STORAGE IN SOUTH VIETNAM. Dept of Agriculture. R. A. Sacl and N. C. Ives. Jul 68, 21p

Vietnam, Rice dryng and storage, Rice varieties, Air chambers. VS-633.18-S256


Vietnam, Rice production, Fertilizer, Technical assistance, Prices, Land tenure system. VS-633.18-S259

POSSIBLE FOR PEANUT PRODUCTION IN VIETNAM POST-WAR ECONOMY. Joint Development Group, Saigon. Tran Khanh Thuy. Dec 68, 44p

Vietnam, Peanuts. VS-633.18677/T722


Vietnam, Sugar manufacture and refining. VS-633.61-H678

PRELIMINARY SURVEY OF RUBBER PLANTATIONS IN SOUTH VIETNAM. Development and Resources Corp. K. G. McFadze. Sep 69, 41p

Vietnam, Rubber trees, Replanting, Manufacturing industry. VS-633.8952-D489


Agricultural research, Pest control, Green revolution. 633.08-S657

CIMMYT. A REPORT OF THE CENTER'S ACTIVITIES. International Maize and Wheat Improvement Center, Mexico (CIMMYT). N.D., 1V

Agricultural research, Corn, Maize, Wheat. 633.1-161a


Wheat, Rice 633.11-A278

PROGRESS IN DEVELOPING TRITICALE AS AN ECONOMIC CROP. International Maize and Wheat Improvement Center, Mexico. E. J. Zillinsky, and N. E. Borlaug. Feb 71, 27p

Mexico, Triticales, Research, Breeding. 633.1-161


Wheat, Crop yields, Maize 633 11-161a

RESULTS OF THE FOURTH INTERNATIONAL SPRING WHEAT YIELD NURSERY, 1967-1968. International Maize and Wheat Improvement Center, Mexico. Feb 71, 1v

Wheat, Maize, Crop yields. 633.11-146b

643. ORCHARDS, SMALL FRUIT, FORESTRY

REPORT ON SHORT-TERM STAFF ASSIGNMENT FOR THE SCHOOL OF FORESTRY, UNIVERSIDADE FEDERAL DE VICONA, BRAZIL: REMOTE SENSING AND PHOTOINTERPRETATION PROGRAMS, Purdue Univ.
Roger M. Hefker, 35p
Contract AID/W-639, Proj. 512-11-109-094.1

Brazili, Forestry education, Remote sensing teaching program.
BR-634.907-H698

PROSPECTS FOR FRUIT CROP PRODUCTION IN THE MEKONG DELTA, Joint Development Group, Saigon.
Phan Van-Tay, Apr 65, 60p

Vietnam, Fruit culture, Varieties.
VS-634.9133

CONTROL AND ERADICATION OF BUNCH TOP DISEASE OF BANANAS IN SOUTH VIETNAM, USAID/Vietnam Office of Domestic Production, Nader G. Vakili, May 69, 11p

Vietnam, Banana disease.
VS-634.772-V134

PRELIMINARY REPORT ON FOREST IN VIETNAM, Development and Resources Corp.
Jan 68, 82p

VS-634.9-D489

PRELIMINARY REPORT ON FORESTRY IN VIETNAM, Joint Development Group, Saigon.
Henry S. Kerman. Jan 68, 110p

Vietnam, Forests and Forestry, Wood products industry, Reforestation, Land ownership, Forest policy.
VS-634.9-K9

FORESTRY PROGRAM FOR THE POST-WAR DEVELOPMENT OF THE FIVE NORTHERN PROVINCES CONSTITUTING THE 1 CORPS REGION OF SOUTH VIETNAM, Joint Development Group, Saigon.
Nguyen Van Hiep. Jun 69, 60p

Vietnam, Forests and forestry, Five-Year Plan, Program expenditures, Cinnamon production.
VS-634.9-N576

Rufus H. Page. Apr 67, 45p

Vietnam, Forestry program.
VS-634.9-P133

FORESTS OF FREE VIETNAM: A PRELIMINARY STUDY FOR ORGANIZATION, PROTECTION, POLICY AND PRODUCTION, USAID/Vietnam
Thomas W. McKinley, 1957, 7p

Vietnam, Forestry, Natural resources development, Economic conditions.
VS-634.90597-M138

FOREST INDUSTRIES OF VIETNAM, Day and Zimmermann, Inc.
Jul 58, 15p

Vietnam, Forest areas, Logging operations, Bidarg, Saw mills, Timber exports.
VS-634.983-D273

635. GARDEN CROPS

ECONOMIC STUDY OF FARM MUSHROOM PRODUCTION IN UMSONG GUN, USAID/Korea.
Dong Hi Kim, and Kenneth B. Platt. Jul 64, 43p

Korea, Mushrooms, Agricultural development, Agriculture - Economic aspects.
KS-635.8-K40

TECHNICAL STUDY ON THE CONTROLLING MECHANICS OF THE ENVIRONMENTAL FACTORS IN THE MUSHROOM GROWING HOUSE IN CHONNAM PROVINCE, Chonnam National Univ. Mushroom Research Institute.
Jul 68, 148p

Korea, Mushrooms, Agricultural research.
KS-635.81745-K067

PLAN OF WORK FOR DEVELOPMENT OF HORTICULTURE IN NORTHEAST THAILAND, USOM/Thailand.
Prapap Nuanchon, and Aly M. Lashen May 72, 27p

Thailand, Fruits and vegetables, Horticultural research.
TH-635.9192

VEGETABLE PRODUCTION PROBLEMS IN THE DALAT, TUyen-Duc AREAS OF SOUTH VIETNAM, Joint Development Group, Saigon.
Le-Da-Ton. Sep 66, 44p

Vietnam, Vegetable production and distribution, Cooperatives.
VS-635.4-L63

STRAW-MUSHROOM CULTIVATION IN VIETNAM AND PROSPECTS FOR ITS DEVELOPMENT IN THE FUTURE, Joint Development Group, Saigon.
Nguyen-Kim-Qunh. 1968, 57p

Vietnam, Agricultural commodities, Mushrooms.
VS-635.8-N78

636. LIVESTOCK AND DOMESTIC ANIMALS

PROGRESS REPORTS TO AGENCY FOR INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT AND THE ROCKEFELLER FOUNDATION, Texas A and M Univ. Institute of Tropical Veterinary Medicine, K. L. Kettler, and L. G. Adams Serial, Contract AID/csd-1947, Proj. 911-17-140-475

Colombia, Veterinary medicine, Tropical veterinary research.
CO-636.089-K097

RESEARCH AND TRAINING PROGRAM IN TROPICAL VETERINARY MEDICINE, COLOMBIA; ANNUAL REPORTS, Texas A and M Univ. Serial, Contract AID/csd-1947, Proj. 911-17-140-475

Colombia, Veterinary medicine and research, Parasitology.
CO-636.089-T355

PROGRAM PERSONNEL AND FACILITIES OF TGR COMPANY AND PROGRAM IN TROPICAL VETERINARY MEDICINE AT COLLEGE STATION, TCHAS AND BOGOTA AND CALL, COLOMBIA, Texas A and M Univ. N.D., 43p
Contract AID/csd-1947, Proj. 911-17-140-475

Colombia, Veterinary medicine, Tropical medicine research.
CO-636.089-T355b

RECOMMENDATIONS ON TECHNOLOGICAL SUPPORT TO DEVELOP LIVESTOCK PRODUCTION IN EL SALVADOR, REPORT OF A STUDY, APR. 2-18, 1978, Dept. of Agriculture R. E. Hodgson, and E. L. Corder. 17p

El Salvador, Livestock production and research, ES-636.9591

*DAIRY HERD MANAGEMENT RECORD-KEEPING IN EL SALVADOR; PROGRESS REPORT, APRIL 24 - MAY 5, 1979, Dept. of Agriculture.
Frank D. Sargent. Jun 72, 6p

El Salvador, Livestock management, Agricultural statistics.
ES-636.214-S245

LIVESTOCK FEED NEEDS OF ETHIOPIA, Stanford Research Institute.
Howard W. Ream, n.d., 29p
Field 636—LIVESTOCK AND DOMESTIC ANIMALS

Ethiopia, Stock and stock-breeding, Forage crops, Agricultural research, Agricultural extension work.
ET-636.034-R288


Korea. Livestock production, Agricultural development. P.L. 480. KS-636.08-2719


Latin America. Veterinary medicine, Foot-and-mouth disease, Livestocks diseases. LAT-636 08962-S478

LIVESTOCK PRODUCTION IN NIGERIA. PROJECT COMPLETION REPORT. Kansas State Univ. Mar 72, 7 p

Contract AID/isr-295, Prog. 620-11-130-774

Nigeria. Livestock development project, Agricultural research, Technical assistance NI-636-X16

EVALUATION OF LIVESTOCK DEVELOPMENT PROJECT. Kansas State Univ. Mar 72, 8 p

Contract AID/isr-295, Prog. 620-11-130-774

Nigeria. Evaluation of technical assistance, Livestock project NI-636-K16a

VETERINARY PARASITOLOGY IN PARAGUAY; REPORT ON A THREE-MONTH DETAIL IN PARAGUAY, New Mexico State Univ. Rex W. Allen Jan 72, 26 p

Paraguay. Livestock development, Veterinary medicine, Parasites. PA-636.089435-A2A8

REPORT ON A THREE-MONTH DETAIL IN PARAGUAY, Agricultural Research Service, Las Cruces, New Mexico Rex W. Allen Jan 72, 20 p

Paraguay. Parasitology, Veterinary medicine, Treatment and control PA-636.089696-A428

TECHNICAL AND ECONOMIC CONSTRAINTS ON BOVINE PRODUCTION IN THREE VILLAGES IN THAILAND, Alvin John DeBoor. Apr 72, 214 p

Thailand. Cattle and buffalo production, Meat supply, Agricultural production. TH-636-2-D287

PROTECTION OF FARM ANIMALS AGAINST CONTAGIOUS DISEASE IN VIETNAM, Joint Development Group, Saigon. Le-Thuoc. Apr 68, 21 p

Vietnam. Veterinary medicine, Vaccines VS-636 989-L433

SWINE RAISING DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM IN VIETNAM. Joint Development Group, Saigon. Apr 68, 41 p

Vietnam, Swine VS-636 4-J74

BOG PRODUCTION IMPROVEMENT THROUGH ARTIFICIAL INSEMINATION IN VIETNAM, Joint Development Group, Saigon. Nguyen-Hoang-Anh. May 69, 31 p

Vietnam, Swine, Artificial insemination. VS-636 4-I786


Vietnam, Agricultural production, Poultry, Eggs, Development planning, Agricultural development. VS-636 505959-U8

BROILER PRODUCTION. Joint Development Group, Saigon Jan 68, 31 p

Vietnam, Poultry. VS-636.31-L647


Joint Development Group, Saigon. Prog. 730-11-130-315

Vietnam, Livestock production, Agricultural development VS-636.397-H568

DEVELOPMENT OF DUCK RAISING IN VIETNAM, Joint Development Group, Saigon. Le-Thuoc. Oct 68, 26 p

Vietnam, Ducks, Breeding, Production. VS-636.397-L647

639. FISH AND FISHERIES


Contract AID/isd-2780, Prog. 931-11-180-190

Ecuador. River drainages, Freshwater fishes. EC-639 21-G460

*LAKE NICARAGUA FISHERIES SURVEY. Auburn Univ International Center for Aquaculture. William D. Davises, and Philip C. Fierce Jan 72, 49 p

Contract AID/isd-2270, Prog. 931-11-180-787

Nicaragua. Fisheries resources, Freshwater fish.
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*AQUACULTURAL DEVELOPMENTS IN PERU, Joint Development Group, Saigon. D. D. Moss. Apr 72, 5 p

Contract AID/isd-2270, Prog. 931-11-180-787

Peru. Fisheries, Coldwater and warmwater fishes, Aquacultural research station, Ministry of Fisheries. PE-635 59854-M913

PANAMA AQUACULTURE PROJECT; PROGRESS REPORTS.

Auburn Univ. International Center for Aquaculture. Serial, Contract AID/la-684

Panama. Fish pond construction, Aquacultural research and development. PN-639.3-A979

VIETNAMESE FISHING INDUSTRY AND SOME POSSIBLE ALTERNATIVE SOLUTIONS FOR ITS DEVELOPMENT, Hudson Institute, Inc. Basil Caneda. Feb 69, 14 p

Vietnam. Fishing boats, Fisheries VS-639.205992-C216

OVERVIEW AND SOME SUGGESTIONS CONCERNING FISHING IN SOUTH VIETNAM, Hudson Institute, Inc. Ronald Dagon Aug 65, 19 p

Vietnam, Fisheries, Fishing boats VS-639.205997-D127

PRESENT SITUATION AND POSSIBILITIES OF POSTWAR DEVELOPMENT OF INLAND-FISHERIES IN THE MEKONG DELTA, Joint Development Group, Saigon Van-Duong Le 1968, 46 p

Vietnam, Fisheries, Aquaculture VS-635.211-L453

STATUS SURVEY REPORT ON OVERSEAS DEEP-SEA FISHING BASES, Deep-Sea Fisheries Overseas Base Survey Group. Sep 66, 14 p

Survey of commercial fishing areas, Deep-sea fishing 639.22-D311

640. HOME ECONOMICS

SOME OBSERVATIONS WITH RESPECT TO AGRICULTURAL EXTENSION IN BOLIVIA, USAID/Bolivia. Isabel Kelly. n.d., 4 p

Bolivia. Home demonstration work. SL-640 714-K29

HOME ECONOMICS EDUCATION ON THE SUPERIOR LEVEL IN BRAZIL, USAID/Brazil. Paty Graves. Jul 62, 68 p

Brazil. Home economics education. BR-640.714-G776

*REPORT OF SHORT TERM NUTRITION CONSULTANT PHASE II, APR. 23 - MAY 23, 1972, Dept. of Agriculture.
Christine Groppe. May 72, 10p
El Salvador, Nutrition, Home economics, Extension service. ES-640.714-G876a

Chanty Bye Shank, 1961, 7p
El Salvador, Home demonstration work. ES-640.714-S336

REPORT ON AGRICULTURAL HOME ECONOMICS EXTENSION WORK - GREECE, FEB. 1959 - JUNE 1956, USAID/Greece.
Rachel Markwell, Jun 56, 33p
Greece, Home demonstration work GR-640.714-M346

HOME ECONOMICS EXTENSION IN GREECE, FOREIGN OPERATIONS ADMINISTRATION.
Dana D. Reynolds. Mar 57, 8p
Greece, Home demonstration work. GR-640.714-R642

FINAL REPORT ON HOME ECONOMICS EXTENSION IN GREECE, APRIL 1957 - JUNE 1958, USAID/Greece.
Lois Osherelama, Jun 58, 24p
Greece, Home demonstration work. GR-640.714-012

HOME SCIENCE EXTENSION PROGRAM IN INDIA; TERMINAL REPORT OF TWO YEAR ASSIGNMENT, WESTERN REGION (STATES OF BOMBAY, MADHYA PRADESH), USAID/India.
Dorothy Barbee. Oct 57, 16p
India, Home demonstration work. IN-640.714-B233

EXTENSION HOME SCIENCE PROGRAM IN INDIA; GENERAL REPORT OF TRAINING PROGRAM IN ALLAHABAD, HAWAI, JAPAN, BARODA, NOV. 1954 - MAY 1955, USAID/India.
Flemmie P. Kittrell. May 55, 5p
India, Home demonstration work. IN-640.714-J562

EXTRACTION WORK IN HOME ECONOMICS IN ISRAEL; REPORT TO THE GOVERNMENT OF ISRAEL, USAID/Israel.
Mellie S. Watts. Aug 58, 79p
Israel, Home demonstration work. IS-640.714-W332

HOME ECONOMICS IN IRAQ, 1957-1958, USAID/IRAQ.
D. Elizabeth Williams. 1958, 25p
Iraq, Home demonstration work. IS-640.714-W722

TRAINING NEEDS FOR HOME ECONOMICS EXTENSION PERSONNEL IN LAOS, Thaibong Chatasing, Aug 65, 113p
Laos, Home demonstration work. LA-640.714-C439

POTENTIAL FOR HIGHER EDUCATION IN HOME ECONOMICS IN WEST AFRICA, WITH SPECIAL EMPHASIS ON THE EASTERN REGION OF NIGERIA, International Cooperation Administration.
Nancy W. Axian. May 61, 18p
Nigeria, Africa, Home economics education. NI-640.711-S539

WOMEN AND YOUTH WORK IN THAILAND, USAID/THAILAND.
Frank W. Sheppard. Apr 65, 34p
Thailand, Community development, Home economics, Women, Youth leadership, Agricultural extension. TH-640-S249

ESTABLISHING AND OPERATING A HOME ECONOMICS SCHOOL FOR TRAINING PROVINCIAL EXTENSION AGENTS; FINAL REPORT, International Cooperation Administration.
Ruby Simpson. Jul 55, 19p
Turkey, Home demonstration work. TU-640.714-S613

BETTER LIVING FOR TAIWAN - HOME ECONOMICS EXTENSION PROGRAM, Joint Commission on Rural Reconstruction (JCRR), 1959, 15p
China, Home demonstration work, Rural development. Shantung. TW-640.714-374

HOME MAKING AROUND THE WORLD. Dept of Agriculture. Aug 63, 178p
Home demonstration work. Home economics 640-D419

MAKING A COTTON MATTRESS; AID TO EXTENSION AND VILLAGE WORKERS IN MANY COUNTRIES.
Dept of Agriculture. Jan 66, 19p
Mattresses, Home demonstration work. 640.714-A278

FOOD CONSUMPTION AND NUTRITIONAL STATUS IN ASIAN COUNTRIES IN RELATION TO THE NEED FOR U.S. AID.
David B. Hand. 1964, 5p
Far East, Food consumption, Nutrition, Development assistance. PEA-641.1-H336

MALNUTRITION AND NATIONAL DEVELOPMENT, USAID/India.
Alan Berg. May 67, 24p
India, Malnutrition, Nutrition. IN-641.1-B497

NUTRITION RESEARCH PROFILE, INDIA, USAID/India, Food Resources and Regional Development Division.
Barbara Kne. Feb 68, 20p
India, Nutrition, Malnutrition, Nutrition research. IN-641.1-K18

RECOMMENDATIONS FOR NUTRITIONAL MEASURES TO BE UNDERTAKEN IN INDIA TO FURTHER IMPROVE THE INDIAN DIET, USAID/India.
George K. Parman. Feb 67, 22p
India, Nutrition. IN-641.1-P723

REPORT OF VISIT OF NUTRITION RECONNAISSANCE TEAM TO KOREA, MAR. 3-10, 1967, National Institutes of Health.
Gerald F. Combs, and David B. Hand. Mar 67, 43p
Korea, Nutrition, Fish protein. KS-641.1-C711

Yonsei Univ. College of Home Economics. 1968, 150p

LATIN AMERICAN TRIP: FOOD TECHNOLOGY RESEARCH, Agency for International Development. Office of Research and Analysis.
Daniel Rosenfield. Jun 65, 32p
Latin America, Food technology, Nutrition. LAT-641.1-A265

PRELIMINARY FOOD AND NUTRITIONAL SURVEY OF LIBERIA, WEST AFRICA, USAID/Liberia.
Flennue P. Kittrell. Jan 47, 21p
Liberia, Nutrition, Food consumption. LI-641.1-K62

REVIEW OF NUTRITION PROGRAM POSSIBILITIES IN PAKISTAN, American Technical Assistance Corp.
Feb 71, 83p
Contract AID-391-279
Pakistan, Nutrition survey, Protein sources, Food technology, Fortification of food, Nutrition education. PK-641.1-A512

NATIONAL NUTRITION PROGRAM, USAID/Philippines.
Sep 68, 11p
Philippines, Nutrition. RP-641.1-U58

FISH AND FISH PRODUCTS IN THAILAND'S NUTRITION PROGRAM, Leroy S. Christy. Jun 69, 30p
Contract AID-65-67
Thailand, Fish protein, Nutrition. Fishery products TH-641.392-C554

FISH AND FISH PRODUCTS IN THAILAND'S NUTRITION PROGRAM; SUPPLEMENTAL REPORT; PROPOSALS FOR TESTING MUSSELS AS A SOURCE OF PROTEIN CONCENTRATE, Leroy S. Christy. Aug 69, 3p
Contract AID-65-67
Field 640—HOME ECONOMICS

TH-641.1942-C354

ECONOMIC ASPECTS OF NUTRITION IMPROVEMENT IN TUNISIA, Foreign Economic Development Service, Dena G. Dalrymple. Jul 70, 14p

Tunisia, Nutrition. TS-641.1-D151

BETTER NOURISHMENT FOR INFANTS AND PRESCHOOL CHILDREN: A FOOD FOR PEACE GUIDE. Agency for International Development. N.D., 25p

Nutrition – Children, Food for Peace. 641.1-A265c


Contract AID/csd-2586, Proj. 931-1-560-872

Research on food habits and nutrition, Nutrition education. 641.107-W592

PROTEIN FORTIFICATION OF FOODS, Association of Food Technologists, Eastern Regional Branch. Feb 69, 125p

Nutrients, Proteins, Food technology. 641 12-A849

HOUSEHOLD ARTS. USAID/Korea 1965, 267p

Korea, Home economics, Language and languages. KS-643.6-U58

650. BUSINESS ENTERPRISE


United Arab Republic, Records management, Report writing. EG-651.78-H468

WORKING GUIDE FOR TRAINING IN RECORDS MANAGEMENT, Agency for International Development Communications Resources Division, John W. Lawton. Apr 63, 130p

Pera, Records management. PE-651.5-L425

ADMINISTRATION FOR RECORDS MANAGEMENT: REMARKS BEFORE THE SECOND RECORDS MANAGEMENT TRAINING COURSE, USAID/Philippines, Louis A. Rouse. Sep 59, 6p

Philippines, Records management. RP-651.5-U58

TECHNICAL STATUS REPORTS, System Development Corp, Charles E. Graham Serral. Contract AID/jc-277

Vietnam, Electronic data processing, Development planning, Commercial Import Program VS-651.8-S995

SUMMARY OF A.I.D. CONTRACTING FUNCTIONS. Agency for International Development Office of Contract Relations. 1962, 1V

A I D contract preparation 651 5-A265

COMMUNICATIONS TO THE FIELD ON TECHNICAL AIDS SERVICES, International Cooperation Administration. Office of Industrial Resources 1960, 1V

Information services, Industrial extension work, Technical education. 651.5-161

COMMUNICATIONS IN BUSINESS AND INDUSTRY. Johnson and Johnson, Earl G. Plante, and William Machaver. Oct 56, 50p

Industrial communications. Audio-visual aids for communications 651.7-161

SURVEY REPORT ON GOVERNMENT-OPERATED ENTERPRISES: TEXTBOOK PRINTING COMPANY, Korea Productivity Center. Nov 65, 245p

Korea, Book industry and trade KS-655.5-Y51

PILOT PROJECT TO PROVIDE ACCOUNTING ASSISTANCE TO COLOMBIA; PAPERS RELATING TO THE GRANT, International Committee for Accounting Cooperation. 1968, 1V

Contract AID/csd-1525

Colombia, Accounting CO-657-161


Trinidad and Tobago, Communication and development, Telephones, Telecommunication Accounting TD-657.818-T671

*BRIEF SUMMARY OF THE STATUS OF FLOW-OF-FUNDS ACCOUNTING IN TURKEY, USAID/Turkey, Betty Slade Yaser. Jun 72, 7p

Turkey, Accounting, Fiscal policy, Economic models. TU-657-Y29


Contract AID-730-3441

Vietnam, Accounting – Study and teaching. Management development. VS-657-007-G614

TRAINING COURSE IN COST ACCOUNTING, Andrews (George H.) Engineering Associates, Inc. 1959, 51p

Cost accounting training guide 657 42-A572

COST CONTROL ACCOUNTING, Andrews (George H.) Engineering Associates, Inc. 1959, 76p

Cost accounting training guide 657 42-A572a

REPORT ON 'ADMINISTRATION AND CONTROL OF PRODUCTION COVERING THE BASIC MANUFACTURING PRINCIPLES AND THEIR PRACTICAL APPLICATION TO INDUSTRY,' USAID/Colombia

Lowell E. Gildner 1963, 17p

Colombia, Small business, Industrial engineering, Production control CO-658-G468

CASE STUDY OF ESCURLA DE ADMINISTRACION Y FINANZAS, MEDELLIN, COLOMBIA, William Knapp Phillips. Jan 70, 29p


Colombia, Business administration CO-658.007-R513

FEASIBILITY OF ACHIEVEMENT MOTIVATION TRAINING FOR SMALL AND MEDIUM-SCALE BUSINESSES IN ECUADOR; PROGRESS REPORT, McBer and Co. N.D., Serial

Contract AID/a-642

Ecuador, Management development, Motivation (Psychology) EC-658.007-M118

*REVIEW OF OPERATIONS OF INSTITUTO REGULADOR DE ABASTECIMIENTOS (IRA) AND OTHER RELATED AGRICULTURAL MARKETING ACTIVITIES, EL SALVADOR, APR. 13 – MAY 6, 1972, Dept. of Agriculture, James W. Lenley. May 72, 1v

El Salvador, Grain price stabilization, Grain storage and marketing ES-658 80962-I.254

FAI EAST/SOUTHEAST ASIA REGIONAL SEMINAR ON ENGINEERING MANAGEMENT OF WATER SUPPLY SYSTEMS, HUA HIN, THAILAND, JULY 5-14, 1961, International Cooperation Administration 165P
Korea, Industrial publicity, Marketing, Sales promotion KS-618 S-F951

MARKETING MANAGEMENT IN KOREA: PROGRESS REPORTS, Herbert Fuchs Serial, Contract AID/Fe-239
Korea, Marketing, Advertising, Sales promotion. KS-638 B-F951a

CHONG KUN DANG PHARMACEUTICAL CO., LTD., SEOUL, KOREA; MARKETING ANALYSIS FINAL REPORT, MAR. 28 - MAY 5, 1967, USAID/Korea, Herbert Fuchs 14p
Korea, Marketing, Sales promotion, Advertising KS-638.838615191-F951

SHINJIN MOTOR CO., LTD., SEOUL, KOREA; MARKETING ANALYSIS, AUG. 29 - SEP 29, 1967, USAID/Korea, Herbert Fuchs 20p
Korea, Automobile marketing, Advertising, Market research, Sales promotion, National dealerships. KS-638.8386329-F951

SHIN HAN FLOUR MILLS CO., LTD., SEOUL, KOREA; MARKETING ANALYSIS, FEB. 1 - MAR. 4, 1967, USAID/Korea, Herbert Fuchs 15p
Korea, Flour marketing, Advertising, Sales promotion KS-638.83866472-F951

Korea, Cosmetics marketing, Sales promotion, Advertising. KS-638.83866858-F951

SAMICK PIANO COMPANY, SEOUL, KOREA; MARKETING ANALYSIS, OCT. 16 - NOV. 19, 1967, USAID/Korea, Herbert Fuchs 14p
Korea, Piano marketing, Sales promotion and advertising. KS-638.83868188-F951

HANKOOK SATE IND. CO., LTD., SEOUL, KOREA; MARKETING ANALYSIS, MAY 22 - JUNE 26, 1967, USAID/Korea, Herbert Fuchs 25p
Korea, Slate roofing marketing, Sales promotion, Public relations, Advertising. KS-638.8386912-F951

BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION COURSE DEVELOPMENT AT ESCUELA DE ADMINISTRACION DE NEGOCIOS PARA GRADUADOS (ESAN), LIMA; END OF TOUR REPORT, NOV. 1963 - SEP. 1965, Stanford Univ., Harold E. Wyman, Jul 65, 4p
Korea, Business administration, Education for business administration, Farm credit. PK-658.007-W984

TERMINAL REPORT OF SHORT TERM ADVISOR TO THE DEAN OF THE FACULTY OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION AND DIRECTOR OF THE INSTITUTE OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION, UNIV. OF KARACHI, M. Haseeb, Sep 64, 1v
Korea, Business administration, Educational development, Higher education, Curriculum development. PK-658.007-F591
BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION PROJECT IN PAKISTAN: INSTITUTE OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION, UNIV. OF KARACHI. SEMI-ANNUAL REPORTS. University of Southern California. Senal, Contract AIDc-1515

Turkey, Business administration, Management development, Participant training. PK-658 007-ST27a

BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION PROJECT IN PAKISTAN: INSTITUTE OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION, UNIV. OF KARACHI. QUARTERLY PARTICIPANTS REPORTS. University of Southern California. Senal, Contract AIDc-1515

Turkey, Business administration, Management development, Participant training. PK-658 007-ST27a

MANAGEMENT TRAINING AND MARKETING CONSULTATION FOR THE INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT CENTER, REPUBLIC OF THE PHILIPPINES: PROGRESS REPORTS. Syracuse Univ. College of Business Administration. Senal, Contract IC/A/W-611

Philippines, Business administration, Management development. RP-658 007-S959


FOSTERING GROWTH AND DEVELOPMENT IN THAILAND THROUGH BETTER MANAGEMENT AND RELATED TRAINING FOR PUBLIC SERVICE; TERMINAL REPORT OF CONSULTANT ON EXECUTIVE DEVELOPMENT AND RELATED PROGRAMS. Indiana Univ. Fred Peterson. Jun 60, 23p

Thailand, Management planning, Manpower - In-service training. TH-658 007-P485

FUNDAMENTALS OF MANAGEMENT, USAID/Turkey. Richard L. Podel Apr 62, 73p

Turkey, Management development, Human resources development, Communication in management. TU-658 P742

GROUND WATER DEVELOPMENT COURSE, ANKARA. Minnesota Univ., Minneapolis School of Public Health. 1968, 16p

Contract AID/cst-1193, Proj 931-11-521-776

Turkey, Water resources engineering and management. TU-658 15938-M665

PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION TRAINING; END OF TOUR REPORT; TOAID A-1709. USAID/Tehrey. Richard L. Podel, Apr 65, 10p

Proj 277-11-730-098

Turkey, Public administration, Performance standards, Personnel management. TU-658 3-P742

THE COMMUNICATION TRAINING PROGRAM, USAID/Turkey. Ergun Y. Gur, Sep 70, 1v

Turkey, Communication in management, Management development. TU-658 45-G978

*MANAGEMENT ANALYSIS TRAINING IN THE GOVERNMENT OF VIETNAM; ANNUAL REPORTS. Kentron Hawaii, Ltd. Senal, Contract AID/vr-89

Vietnam, Management development. VS-658 007-F586

RECONNAISSANCE REPORT CONCERNING GVN NEEDS, ATTITUDES, AND ATTITUDE FOR TRAINING IN MANAGEMENT ANALYSIS, American-Asian International, Inc. F. Brad Wilson Feb 71, 1v

Contract AID/vr-89

Vietnam, Management development. VS-658 007-W748

SAIGON METROPOLITAN WATER PROJECT; PRELIMINARY ASSESSMENT REPORT. Commonwealth Services, Inc. Nov 67, 1v

Contract AID/sv-299

Vietnam, Technical assistance to Saigon Metropolitan Water Office, Water-supply engineering and management. VS-658 15938-C734

REPORT ON SAIGON METROPOLITAN WATER OFFICE, Albert R. Davis. 1966, 1v

Contract AID/sv-188

Vietnam, Water supply management, Public utilities. VS-658 15938-D261

MANAGEMENT SURVEY PROGRAM: OFFICE OF THE PRIME MINISTER, REPUBLIC OF VIETNAM. USAID/Vietnam Public Administration Division. 1966, 1v

Vietnam, Management survey and development, Public administration. VS-658 4-U38

BASIC ADMINISTRATIVE MANAGEMENT PROGRAM IN VIETNAM; FINAL REPORT, Westinghouse Learning Corp Hugh B. Wood Jan 69, 1v

Contract AID/vn-25

Vietnam, Public administration education, Management development, Project evaluation. VS-658-A-W375


Vietnam, Auditing, Excess materials, Local cooperation, Delays, Warehouse facilities, Supply management, Logistics. VS-658 7-C738

PRELIMINARY REPORT ON MARKETING AND DISTRIBUTION IN VIETNAM. Day and Zimmerman, Inc. 1947, 56p

Vietnam, Marketing and distribution process, Marketing measurements and research, Supply and demand, Domestic industrial production, Export markets. VS-658 8-D737

MANAGEMENT OF AID COMMODITY PROGRAMS, VIETNAM. Agency for International Development Jan 67, 25p

Vietnam, Commercial import program, Food for Peace, Commodity control, A.I.D. projects. VS-658 839597-A265

COMMODITY REQUIREMENTS OF VIETNAM. Little (Arthur D.), Inc. Nov 67, 1v

Vietnam, Economic assistance, Financial management. VS-658 839597-L778

PROBLEMS IN BUSINESS MANAGEMENT; BUSINESS LEADERSHIP. Council for International Progress in Management (USA), Inc. N.D. 20p

Business management, Leadership training, Conferences, Decision making. 658-16c

CONFERENCE LEADERSHIP TRAINING. Johnson and Johnson. Oct 56, 48p

Business management, Conferences, Leadership methodology. 658-166

MANAGEMENT DEVELOPMENT PROGRAMS FOR EXECUTIVES AND SUPERVISORS AND A MANUFACTURING DIVISION. International Cooperation Administration Office of Industrial Resources. Oct 56, 33p

Executives, Management development, Industrial development. 658-007-161


International cooperation for development, Institution building. 658-0236-E36
INDUSTRIAL MANAGEMENT TRAINING ENTERTAINMENT TO INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT, ECONOMIC GROWTH, SOCIAL PROGRESS. Agency for International Development. International Training Division. Nov 62, 24P

Economic development, Social change, Industrialization. 658.07-A265


Industries, Personnel management, Supervision of personnel. 658.15938-M665

PROBLEMS IN BUSINESS MANAGEMENT. Costs and Budgets. International Cooperation Administration. Office of Industrial Resources. N.D., 31P

Business administration, Budgeting, Industrial finance. 658.1.14-161

GROUNQ WATER DEVELOPMENT COURSE: REPORTS OF TRAINING AT THE UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA, Minneapolis School of Public Health. Serial, Contract AID/cps-1193, Proj 931-11-521-776

Ground water development course, Water resources engineering and management. 658.15938-M665

MAINTENANCE TRAINING PROGRAM. International Cooperation Administration. Office of Industrial Resources. Dec 56, 37P

Maintenance training program. 658.2007-161

MANAGEMENT'S RESPONSIBILITY FOR SUPERVISION. International Cooperation Administration. N.D., 24P

Management's responsibility for supervision. 658.302-161

SUPERVISORY TRAINING THROUGH INDIVIDUAL COACHING. International Cooperation Administration. N.D., 17P

Supervisory training. Personnel management training manual. 658.302-161a

WAGE INCENTIVES. Andrews (George H.) Engineering Associates, Inc. N.D., 49P

Industrial wages, Personnel management training manual. Job analysis, Indirect labor. 658.322-A565

INDUSTRIAL SAFETY (SERIES A) INSTRUCTORS GUIDE: INTRODUCTION TO INDUSTRIAL SAFETY; ACCIDENT COST CONTROL; AND INSTRUCTION ON SAFETY PERFORMANCE: ACCIDENT CAUSE ANALYSIS. Bureau of Labor Standards, Washington, D.C. Jul 64, 72P

Training manuals, Industrial safety training. 658.382-D419

INDUSTRIAL SAFETY (SERIES B) INSTRUCTORS GUIDE: RESPONSIBILITY FOR SAFETY; SAFETY ORGANIZATION; PROMOTING WORKER INTEREST; SAFETY INSPECTION PROCEDURES; JOB HAZARD ANALYSIS; ACCIDENT REPORTS, RECORDS, AND INVESTIGATION. Bureau of Labor Standards, Washington, D.C. 1966, 14P

Training manuals, Industrial safety training. 658.382-D419b


Training manuals, Industrial safety training. 658.382-D419c


Industrial safety training. Training manuals. 658.382-D419d


Industrial safety training. Training manuals. 658.382-D419e

INDUSTRIAL SAFETY (SERIES F) LEADER'S GUIDE: PRESSURE VESSELS; FIRE AND EXPLOSION HAZARDS; LIGHTING. Bureau of Labor Standards, Washington, D.C. Dec 60, 68P

Training manuals, Industrial safety training. 658.382-D419f


Training manuals, Industrial safety training. 658.382-D419g

INDUSTRIAL SAFETY (SERIES H) LEADER'S GUIDE: OCCUPATIONAL DISEASE CONTROL THROUGH ENGINEERING; CONSULTATIVE APPROACH; SURVEYS AND REPORTS; SAFETY STANDARDS. Bureau of Labor Standards, Washington, D.C. Apr 61, 68P

Training manuals, Industrial safety training. 658.382-D419h


Public health planning USAID administration, Evaluation of AID activities. 658.4-H912

USAID PUBLIC HEALTH DIVISION MANAGEMENT SURVEY REPORT. USAID/Vietnam. Management Analysis Staff. Froman Hulbert. Jul 71, 1v

Management planning, USAID administration, Evaluation of AID activities. 658.4-H912a

SUPERVISORY DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM FOR USE IN ESTABLISHING SUPERVISORY TRAINING PROGRAMS; A PLAN FOR DEVELOPING AN OVER-ALL TRAINING PROGRAM. International Cooperation Administration. Office of Industrial Resources. N.D., 2IP

Methods of personnel training. 658.4007-161

PROGRAM DEVELOPMENT INSTITUTE FOR USE IN SUPERVISORY TRAINING PROGRAMS. A 10-HOUR SESSIONS OUTLINE WITH REFERENCE MATERIAL TO ASSIST IN THE DEVELOPMENT OF SUPERVISORS. International Cooperation Administration. Office of Industrial Resources. N.D., 105P

Methods of personnel training. 658.4007-161a

CONFERENCE LEADERSHIP FOR USE IN SUPERVISORY TRAINING PROGRAM: A TEXT AND REFERENCE TO ASSIST IN THE DEVELOPMENT OF CONFERENCE LEADERS. International Cooperation Administration. Office of Industrial Resources. N.D., 1IP

Methods of personnel training. 658.4007152-161

BASIC COURSE IN PRODUCTION PLANNING AND CONTROL USAID/Indus. Industry Division N.D., 31IP

Production control training manual. 658.56-115U

QUALITY CONTROL. Andrews (George H.) Engineering Associates, Inc. 1965, 67P

Quality control training guide. 658.56-2-A512

TRAINING COURSE IN MARKETING. Andrews (George H.) Engineering Associates, Inc. 1966, 90P

Marketing training guide. 658.8007-A572

PROBLEMS IN BUSINESS MANAGEMENT. MARKET DEVELOPMENT. International Cooperation Administration. Office of Industrial Resources. N.D., 33P
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Business administration, Marketing research, Management development, 658.83-161

CREATIVE MARKETING - KEY TO INDUSTRIAL SURVIVAL, Herbert Fuchs, Jun 66, 15p

Phosphate fertilizers

Day and Zimmermann, Inc.

BOTTLED MINERAL WATER

Day and Zimmermann, Inc

Report on public relations for the korea electric company, USAID/Korea

Lloyd L. Larkin, Feb 65, 45p

Korea, Electric utilities, Public relations, Industrial publicity, KS-659.111-L324

Report on and recommendations for merchandise display center for the korea ministry of commerce and industry, USAID/Korea, Industry and Engineering Division, Theodore S. Jones, Nov 66, 78p

Korea, Sales promotion, Advertising, Product planning, Marketing administration, KS-659.1-F951

Chemical engineering equipment.

660. CHEMICAL TECHNOLOGY
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